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Figure 1. The Fluid Hydroformer Before the Explosion
('Sources American Oil Co.)
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Figure 2. The Fluid Hydroformer After the Explosion
A study of the damage done by a detonation contributes much to the Knowledge of what possibledamage can be done by a bomb blast.

(SOurt.:. Amfrwcan 0. 1 Co.jI



PREFACE

This manual is written for those of the petroleum refining Industry who have management
and teswnch reqonsibilities for the sfety of personnel and for the continuous safe operation of
their facilities. Much of the discuslon also applies to industries using similar equipment.

The objective of this publication is to encourage refinery managemrient to build added protec-
tion into its plants against all forms of disaster. It is realized, however, that economy of operation
dictates that management give its main attention to the more prosaic duties of eliminating fires and
sxplos minimizing potential damage caused by the ravages of severe naturd phenomena, and
reducing hazards related to the character of his products.

It is hoped that by protecting fecilities against everyday hazards, that extra strength will be
built Into petroleum refineries so as to minimize the potential damage from any possible future
naor disaster. It ii intended that the technical data presented here will give substantial aid to
those reponsible for emeIrgency planning.

Since the petroleum industry including natural gas has the responsibility of supplying over
75% of the energy for our economy, the country must have petroleum processing facilities of ade-
quate strngth, and management reedy to cope with all emergenie be they of natural origin or
doer4p of mankind.

This manual is dedicated to this service.

John Ricca
Acting Director
Office of Oil and Gas
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FOREWORD

The object of this publication is to review with refinery management and technical personnel:
1. The nature of the possible damage to installations and to people caused by hurrifcnes, tornadoes.

fires, floods, or earthquakes, and the similarity of such forces to those created by nuclear weapons"
2. The probable extent and magnitude of the destruction resulting from a blast or natural disaster.
3. The research done by government and related agencies and industry which point out ways to

sengtmn a modern oil refinery to make it more damage and blast resistant within the realm of economic
Igment.

4. Other problems to be expected in time of war.

A fair-sized nuclear explosion can occur within a few miles of a plant and still not put it out of opera-
tion unfess critical parts of the refinery are too weakly cunstructed to withst, nd the shock, the strong wind,
the intense heat, or the sudden blast (increased air presure).

Some of the basic responsibilities related to the operation and the protection of a liquid fuel produc-
tion facility such as a petroleum refinery, gasoline plant, petrochemical installation, or similar equipment
against disasters and nuclear attack are:

1. The protection of management and operating personnel against injury from fallout or from build-
ing collapse due to high winds, strong blasts, intense heat, fire and floods.

2. The protection of vital records and control equipment, particularly where delicate instruments,
computerized equipment, remote controls, and a mass of electrical wiring and connections are in-
volved.

3. The improvement of rapid shutdown procedure so as to minimize serious damage to equipment.
4. The improvement of security procedures, fire protection and fire fighting methods.
5. The planning of recovery procedures, the removal of debris, the making of emergency repairs, and

the restoration of the operation to normal.

The age of the equipment, the type of process, and the location of an installation have much to do
with its risk susceptibility and the extent of the damage caused to it by greater than normal stresses. Al-
though each plant will have its individual problems, there appears to be some problems common to each in
a varying degree. Some of the weakest and most vulnerable areas or parts in a modern refinery are the unit
control houses, the switchges" houses, the main transformer stations, the power house, the bolts securing
structural framework of large refinery equipment to their foundations, the hydraulic and control lines, the
supporting framework holding pipe and wiring, and the type of construction of water cooling equipment.
The type and location of feed stocks and product storage are also problems. Many accidents are related to
terminal areas.

It is good planning to have each unit control house not only strong enough to withstand a sizeable
blast or natural disturbance so as to protect the equipment in it, but also by virtue of strength, design, and
location provide a safe haven for the personnel in time of critical conditions. The extra strength built into
such structures will also help protect them against hazards created by nucear attack.

Stronger designs employed in the construction of water cooling towers will also reduce the danger of
damaging this vital refinery area.

It is of great importance that plant personnel be trained as to what to expect in time of disaster and
what to do about it. In case of a nuclear blast, most people will most likely survive, but mary who are not
schooled in survival techniques could perish needlessly.

One company executive stated in effect that the cost of strengthening refinery installations to be
more resistant to high blast pressure and nuclear blast is simply orie of the modern day necessary expenses
of doing business. Such capital outlay is casualty insurance; one hopes never to collect on it, but when the
occasion arises, such foresighted investment often makes the difference between doing business soon after
the accident or suffering great losses to the corporation.

An executive might well ask himself, "If I knew that my plant would be subjected to an unusually
strong blast soon, what should I do now to reduce the damage?"

It is intended that this publication shal! give tangible help to those who may have the responsibility of
keeping a refinery on stream in spite of adverse circumstances, by pointing out hazards that hiwe loss poten-
tial.

Dr. Maynard M. Stephens
Industrial Specialist
Office of Oil and Gas
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SUMMARY

Each day, approximately 15.000,000 barrels (42 gallons tach) of crude oil and natural gs liquids we
sefoly handled in this country and made into many products, most of which we highly combustible. Tha
proces used in refineries, the natural gasoline plants, and the petrochenical plants of the nation are rela-
tively delicate in their nature and can be readily damaged. Yet, the safety recom of the petroleum related
industries is envied by management of many others that might generally be considered to be lex hazardous.

As plants become larger and mnoro cojplex the damage potential from an accident, from mav
weather, from nuclear blast incruases. Down time losses and increased risk susceptibility and their vu m'-
ability to easy destruction re being aggravated either in pert or collectively by the following:

1 - The push to increase exising capacity by te extention of onstrema times, the restoration and use
of older equipment, the enlargcmert of existing equipfmt and increasing the congestion within the plant.

2 - The concentrations of industry in relatively few ceoters.
3- The concentratiom of refinery capacity in areas having frequent hurricances, tornadoes, floods and

earthquakes, and by or near tide water.
4 - The trend toward converting more and more of the crude into the liquid fuel range. The hydro-

genation processes necesary to do this has introduced a highly explosive gas into everyday operations. The
control of processes is becoming increasingly more critical nd the equipment more sensitive to possible
detonatios.

5 - The full range of sensitivity to explosion of some processes and the effects of contamination may
not be entirely understood.

6 - The almost complete dependence of industry on purchased electric power.
7. The computerization of the industry, thus reducing personnel. The equipment not only is ex-

tremely sensitive, but also, thero are fewer employees around to help in case of an emergency.
8- The trend toward warehousing fewer supplies and less equipment, thus becoming more dependent

on the itiventory of other industries. Delivery time delays extend rebuilding times in case of an accident.
9- The relatively weak construction of control houses, cooling iuuipment, and switch gear houses,

the exposed piping, electric and hydraulic lines, and the use of foundntion bolts of a size or alloy inadequate
to withstand much stress other than that required for normal windloading.

10- The building of larger -torage tanks, the transportation of crude oil in supertankrs, and the en-
larqgement of port and terminal facilities to serve high rate unloading resulting in a concentration of highly
combustible products and crude supply into a relatively small area.

Since petroleum products and natural gas are the source of ove 75 percent of our nation's energy,
plus being the supplier of the feed stock for the vast petrochemical industry, our national economy cannot
survive without a func&;,nng petroleum refining industry-The continuous operation of the liquid fuel
industry is essential to any war effort.

As added strength is built into our refining facilities to protect them better from the potential ravages
of natural hazards, and to cope with the results of the in-plant explosions, fires, sabotage and equipment
failures, tzhe industry is also better preparing itself to operate in war time conditions. There were sound
economic reasons for the :ocation and size of the original facilities but growth demands and process changes
often have created an increased vulnerability to hazards. Moit plants have weaknesses that can be corrected
to a financial advantage to its management.

Considering warld tensions, it is impmrtant that management of all essential industry understand what
will be required of them in time of war, to what destruct;ve forces their personnel and facilities will be sub-
jected, and what planning is required to be done now in order to better exist under war time conditions.

The Office of Civil Defense, The Office of Emergency Preparedn r the Office of Oil and Gas arid
other governmental agencies are extremely anxious to be of help to industry in their emergency planning
and to make available the extensive literature written on the subject.
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Demage Susceptability of Refinery lastoltions



Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

'hlWe wall loud pop followed by a hissing noise nd a in an orderly fadion; and two, Ceotlonak, a turblent con-
boom; then the structure began to be enveloped in vapor. dition with violence many times that of the first. When det.
The operators inside the control room heard the noie, a. onetions occur, the magnitude of the resulting prossure can
Iamed the danger, and fled.... All buildings within the area be devastating to any industrial operation. The force from
over which the vapors spread sustained fire or explosion such a blast is often comperable to thet originustin from a
damage, and several buildings constrcted of combustible bomb.
mateals were set on fire." This was an on-theecne report
by E. G. Warren I of a fire tdat suddenly enveloped a part of With the general move in the industry toward the use of
the Ethyl Corporation's No. 4 plant in Baton Rouge, Louisi- more and more hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen in its vari-
am, Saturday July 31, 1965. ous procses along with higher pressres -the danger of ex-

Refinery managers and members of their technical and plosions of a detonation type has greatly increased.
operating staffs may have experienred a similar situation at
one time in their careers even though refineries are by record Such explosions have occurred rocently with greater fre
very safe places in which to work. It is frequently stated quency than in the yers prior to 1954.2 Few detonation
that a refinery works's greatest danger is during his travel- type explosions are of record prior to that date. Some may
ling to and from work. Few industries excel the fine safety not have been reported as such due to a lack of understand-
record of the compenies operating in the petroleum refining Ing of detonations. Jacobs2 pointed out in 1959 that dat-
and relatod fields. Still, where an industry is handling mil- onations were increasing in frequency in refineries since
lions of barrels of highly combustible material each day, it 1964, at an alarming rate. One of the greatest concerns of
nmay be anticipated that at some time and at some place the the industry is the avoidance of such disaster-causing deto-
right combination of hydrocarbon, air, hydrogen or other nations. Blast presures created by these catastrophies within
chemicals, and heat will occur to cause a serious accident, or neer a plant are often in the range of those created by a
It is the industry's knowledge of this potential hazard that nuclear weapon falling just a few miles away from the plant
keeps it constantly practicing safety and constantly training site. Peak pressurc created by hydrocarbon detonations
men in safety methods. Operators are constantly inspecting can be over twenty times that of a normal explosion crated
equipment for aome signs of impending danger. by explosive air/ Nel mixtures at equilibrium, and the re-

A few great explosions have occurred, some causing mul- sultant shock wave delivers its blow at supersonic speeds. A
timillion dollar damage and lost of life in spite of continued more direct comparison of blast pressures and an analysis of
surveillance. The problem is further complicated by the their destructivens will be more completely covered in
fact that altnough much is known about the mechanics of later pag
detonations of lrge volumes of hydrogen impregnated with
hydrocarbons, all is not completely understood. Men constantly work to prevent fires, explosions, rup.

Most normal 3xplosions occur with some warning - a tures, spills, equipment fatigue and corrosion failures, but,
swiah, a fire, a boom, or some other sign- all of which are other problems confronting management result from the
familiar to a refinery worker. There is usually an instant to destructive forces created by nature. Uncontrollable tome.
move to safety if such a place is provided, does. hurricanes, earthquakes or floods can, under some

Explosions and fires occur most frequently in the loading conditions, give refinery personnel a taste of operational
terminal. These are usually relatively small and do little problems quite like those that can be expected from war.
damage because of their distance from large units, and well
trained and well equipped specialists usually handle such The type of natural destructive force that might hit a
problems efficiently. When explosions and fires do occur plant will be determined usually by its geographical location.
in the congested heart of a refinery, the problem becomes In the design of structures, architects and engineers should
more difficult and more complex. But again, such occur- try to foresee and plan for the above-normal wind velocities
ranc are not uncommon, and most plants are well equipped of nature potential at their location, and where applicable,
to handle these situations when they occur. the potential effects of earthquakes and unstable soil condi-

tions There is a trend because of economic reasons not to
over-design an installation. Safety factors may become les

Explosions generous as cost of construction increasse. This practice
sometimes becomes false economy. And, should war come,

Two types of explosions are well known - one, those those plants designed only for average conditions could be
with all components in equilibrium chemically combining among the early and unnecesary casualties.

I Werrn, E. G. "Justificstion for Slest-Resiutant Control Cent"r
Buildn~ s API Subcommittm on Facilities, Division of Refining, 2 Jecol. R.B9."Occurun a Notwe of Hydrocarbon Detons-
Los Angees, California May 15. 1967 tions"- API Division of Refining, Chicego, ill. Now. 9. 1950



Rebtiond hip of Nucde Attack dness and Objective of the Manual
Everyday Refinery Problems

It Is the purpose of this publication to call attention to
Combining the possible effects of fires, explosions, and the points of weekness in plaints of the liquid fuel industry

detonations that might oacur within a petroleum fueis man- that are most apt tc be damaged by a destructive force.
ufacturing facility with the high wind velocities of the tor. The damage could ruin, or at lwt cause, a long "down
nedo or hurricane can result in desmuction similar to that time". Therm e several outstanding examples of extensive
armted by a nud ble t with its het, blast wve, and high refirry damage. The various destructive fores have been
wind veocty, the focus of attention by many people in research. Possibly

Each factr plays a e parete role, and each has to be the mot useble and revealing information comes from the
desk with separately in design construction, depending results of detailed Investigation of a&cident. While it is
upon the strcture. As the engineers and technical stff often difficult to entirely recrte the exact conditions lead.
sek out aress of weakness in their operation and take re- ing up to an explosion or a srious fire, well trained investi-
medial action to strengthen the plant against natural haz- gators are usually able to reconstruct most of the events.
avds, and as they design to add protection against fires and Much of the data discussed in this book is based on ouch
blest damage that might result from ther own operstion, investigations,
and as they inject innovations of design directed toward By actually observing the resultant failure of structures,
strength - they ao make the facility more resistant to buildings, oil, gas and chemical lines, and other equipment,
bomb blats. Such construction practice in the long run the force of thi blast that caused the damage can be com-
could be economically justifiable. puted. Management and design engineers must use uch

There is much common groundbetween ciwl defens information wisely in considering the possible recurrence of
panning and moder day refinery design and operation, the conditions and in the design of buildings and equipment
Forermost is the potection of lifel Each plant must De as to withstand the destructive forces applied to them. Eco-
sfe as it can be medal This ihould be a universally accepted nomics is always a consideration. The design men have the
management principle. But, havens of safety for personnel know-how to build an installation of almost any dWrable
am esaential in a moderm installation, and there are not strength. The problem is to protect without extreme over-
enough of these in many plants. Further, easily damaged building which might seriously dater an adequate return on

ssitive equipment and critical eras must be properly pro- the irwvstment. The upgrading of the major elements of a
tected from easy damage regardless of the cause. modern refinery installation such as pressure vmels and

In many cae the stronly consmructed prssure vessels towers is not usually necessary. Them for the most part are
of a unit can withstand unusually high external strea- quite strongly built because of the nature of their processes
atd by either wind velocity or blast prmure. Their des- - but observed damage caused by in-plant experiences and
tiction often is due to failure of their supporting frame- those created in the past by nature do point out some weak
work or the shearing of supporting bolts. Wien such links or arms in many plants. Those easily damaged parts
happens, the entire tower or veasl collapses crushing all obviously nerd attention.
that is below it. Spacing considerations could hae pre- While the major powers seek to prevent a world envelop-
venl some loses well known in our industrial history. A ing conflict, still, commercial and opposing ideological
unail firs in a congested area can be extremey serious. A interests are so intertwined th-at it may be possible to de-
multimillion dollar unit can also become severely damaged v*lop complate misunderstanding with little warning. Presi-
or be put out of service becaUse of injured hydraulic lines dent Nixon in his first news conference seaking of the
or burned, unshieled electricel control wires. Cooling fighting between small nations said, "The next confront-
towers, storage tanks, some switch geor and other electrical tion could include a nucle. power." He later stated when
installations nrl control houses prticularly, appear to be referring to changes in the draft nilings, "If war comes in
relatively weak and snstive spots in many refineries, gaso- the future, it is more likely to be guerrilla or a nuclear ex-
line plants, or in related petrochemical industries using cange."- (a conventional war being unlikely).
similar equipment. Therefore, the problems of government also become the

In cm of nuclear blast, thos plants where these and problems of the management of industry. Those plants
other week points are corrected ae the ones most likely to most likely to be in operation after an outburst will be the
be either in operation after the occurrence or repairable in ones built to withstand the damage. Much can be done in
a short enough time to support our nation. In addition, the construction of a plant to increase its security and re-
those plants that provide ares of protection for their em- sistance to weons of war. The planners and designers of
ployeas are the ones most likely to have workers survive and a new installation under construction or in its planning
around when they are seriously needed. stage need to look at two new major threatening problems;

It would be improper to imply that a war is imminent in one, the damaging effects of a bomb or missile from those
the very near future, but if such occurred it is certain that who wish to destroy us from without, and two, the increased
modern weapons will be utilized to their fullest destructive- possibility of sabotage or guerrilla-like warfare from those
ne. There are changes taking piece on a world mcale that who would destroy us from within.
affect our national security. Countries unfriendly to our Industrial security must always be kept strong enough to
system of private enterprise continue to create unrest and ward off possible sabotage and damje by enemies of our
develop small limited war areas. country. Where plant security is weak or lacking in plants

2



having emilly dwaagd equipment ensn anW dissident -lr Is no strongs themn tsweakest wows
youps will have little trouble achieving destructive objec. Mtile this manual places emnphasis on nuclear considwoa
time tiongmos of the discussion has direct beowing on present

Our rnngth or our weaknesses could write our futiwe day operational problems. Thoun who build well now for
history. We are no stronger then our industries, and each immediat needs, build well for possibie future needs.

3
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HAZARDS PLAGUING MANAGEMENT

The numerous problemns facing management of the liquid were made to of inet or strengthen the weakest parts of
fuels industry increm daily in number and intensity. While their refinery installations no reonsible foe mnuch of zho
some few old problems recr as new construction contin- refinery's extreme vulnerability. Thus, -while some con-pa-
ues and as capacity of existing equipment is increased new nies build in the extra protection needed to cope with most
duallenges will almost surely ggpear everyday hazards, some of whsich can be predicted - others

The increased cost of moeey, labor, and materials have continue to operate with ft belief that "it can't happen
put a profit usjaeze on industry. I t is fundamental that the here".
dollar sign must alays be in view of management if an Table I lists many of thes problems facing management.
-ndustry is to flourish economically. It is recognized that (See Table 1). The order and f requency of oour.reoce will
thee develops a continuing conflict between what cas be vary depending on the location of the industry. Some plants
done in plant coinstruction arad what should be done. Many will have added problems peculiar to that installat-on. The
plants are designed for normal conditions assimrinir that the problems that are most pressing on a refinery manager's
unexpected wial never occur. It may be difficult in some in- mind would be those related to "npant problems of opera-
Stwas for management to justify extra construction costs tion. These he is "lrtto avoid. Opera ional interruptions
strietty for the sakot of protecting the plant against nuclear createdl by others, such as pw^er failure, strikes, and fires
threet occurring at som undeterm inedt time in the future. of neiors or by phenoimenon a* weather, although they
However, justification for Mich expense hag been recognized are of great concwn, ,ae not within thc manager's control.
by m"i~ companies, Other are inecting a risk factor into A plant must be ready for all isitaton reW~idles of their
0*0i operationsw that could be reduced if strens effort origin. And, the safety of person.e is paramount

TAMl 1. Hae Efetg Indusrtriall Operations

Hazards Relatedl to Industri Origa 2. Fuel fges, coal, or oil) supply failu~re
3. Water ajpply failure

1. Harards Within Plant Origin 4. Interruotion of supply
A. F ires a. Chemical and feed stock shortage

1. Explosions b. Equipment and material shortages
2. Burning mrAic B. Fire and explosions from nearby area

B. Spells 1. From ships at dock and terminal areas
1. Leakage 2. From railroad tank cars and trucks

a Tank faikur, I From nearby plants
b. Lane broekalp 4. From housing developmenits
c. Chemca le C. Transportation failure

2. Ovrlow of ts,, 1. Pipeline breakase
3I Los* of fluids ttwough oven vaes 2. Interrupted shipping

C. Powe: plant falutre 0. Damage from falling objects
1. Lou of steam 1. Crashed' aircaft
2. Lois of electricity 2. Misdfirected missiles
3. Lou of hydraulic and pneumatic systems I. Fragments from nearby explosions

a. Failure of automatic equipment aid instruments E. Work stoppages
0. Interruption of m oling water supply 1. Strikes at suppiers' plants
E. Excessive expoir to radioactive materials 2. Strikes of transportation
F. Structural f -.' ,w F. Communication failures
G. Communicatio-, Failures;
H. Security failure Hazards Relatea to Natural Origin
1. Losses due to work interruptions

1. Organized work stoppage 1. Hazards Related to Weather (Meteorological)
2. Individual actions A. High winds

a. Excessive sickness 1. Hurricanes, typhoons and tropical storms
b. Excessive absenteeism 2. Tornadoes (called cyclones still in some areas)

11. Hazards Outtide of Plant Origin a. On land
A. Utility and supply failure; b. On water

1. Electrical failure (1) Waterspout,

4



Table 1. (Cnetliud)

3. n 2. Firne
& Sudden rainfall . Adws and gase
b. Hall . Tidal wav (See high wwter)
c. Lightning Ill. Hamads Related to Outer Spce (Astronomical)

4. Gal" A. Excessive exposure to sunlight and cosmic rW

L High water L Falling meteorites
1. Heavy rainfall

a. Excessive moisture Hazardl Reated to Civil Origin
b. Floods

(1) Sudden thaw of ice and sow I. General Strikes
. Mud II. Civil Disobedience

2. Excessive tides and waves causing floods A. Riots
& Storm tides B. Arson
b. Tidal waves C. Sabotage

(1) Taunamis (tidal wave) Ill. Failure of Public Safety Facilities
C. Seiche (on Great Lakes wnd others) A. Breakdown of civic fire protection

C. Snow and ice B. Breakdown of police protection
1. Heavy snowfall

& Blizzards Hazards Related to Warfare
2. Sudden freze

a Sudden thaws I. Insurrection
3. Freezing rains (once called sleet) A. Haards related to civic origin

a. Ice storms II. Espiong
4. Icebeh A. Failure of Security Measures

0. Drought Ill. Conventional warfare
1. Reduced water supply A. Direct *lling
2. Fires B. Rockets and miniles
3. Dust storms C. Bomb drops

II. Hazards Related to Earth Movement (Geological) 0. Chemical warfare
A. Earthquakes 1. Use of gases

1. High ,nensity 2. Usof incendiaries
2. Low to moderate intensity E. Biological warfare

B. Land subsidence IV. Nuclear Warfare
C. Avlaches and landslides A. Direct Otelling
0. Volcanoes B. Rockets and missiles

1. Lava flow C. Bomb drops

The Push to Capacity were being produced by the beginning of 1969 that
produced in 1965 but 1970 demand fell below that of 1969.

At preset time there are economic pressures to use re- The production of motor fuels, of course, gained appreci.
finery equipment to its capacity and to extend "on stream" ably also.
time. Such a general move could be expected to increase thm Hydrocracking along with coking are the two processes
problems of management and to increase vulnerability be- (See Figure 4) that contributed the greatest to the increased
cause of equipment failure. Some plants have "on stream" volume of liquid fuels. While catalytic cracking processes
inspection capability which add to its safety. are popular with refiners, zeolitic-type catalysts have gained

Since 1964, the almost two million barrels of excess in us. In order to increase gasoline yields from a barrel of
crude refining capacity of our refineries has continued to crude, many refiners have employed the use of sieve cata-
shrink. This story is dramatically told by D. H. Stormont. 3  lysts and existing plants rther than to build new plants,
By 1969, because of gains of demand, much of this excess Mr. Stormont reports. It is easy to see how a drive for added
was absorbed. (See Figure 3). Demands for motor fuel as domestic petroleum refining capacity could create problems
well as turbine fuel outstripped the pace of new construc- increasing with the age of the facilities. (See Figures 5 and
tion. Most refineries have pushed to the utmost to meet 6).
market demands, the turbine fuels making the biggest per. Extra downstream processing was added to older facili-
centage gains. About 250.000 barrels per day more jet fuel tirs to help increase refining capacity that was lagging in

spite of the building of new crude capacity in the past years.

3 Stormont, 0. H. "U.S. Refineries on Big New C4qpcity-Building Delayed cokers and fluid units are being built to further the
Bin'" Oil and Gas Journal, Jan. 27,1969 p. 39 trend toward meeting the demand for light fuels. This rush
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Figure 3. How Excess U.S. Refining Capacity Has Shrunk*

*Exactly what is spare capacity could be a question; conditions at each plant vary con-
siderably. in 1971 it is estimated that unused refinery capacity exists especially on a
short range emergency basis. There is 75,400 B/stream day available at shut down but
still operable refineries; 50,000 barrels of this is at East St. Louis, Illinois. In 1970,
there was an averaqe capacity of 12,400,000 c/d bbls; actual daily average runs were
10,870,000 barrels or about 12% difference. (See Tables 6 and 7).

Sounce: Oil and Gs Journal (ine oendenr surveyj Jan. 27, '69 P90
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Figure 5. Changing Trends in Refinery Yields Patterns, as Percent of Crude Charged

Sou~ce: My~docrucking- Ou/ and Gas Journel. p2

Sfor capacity is expected to increase for there are no an- and the expanded use of hydrogen increases the problems of
~nounced plans for new plants beyond 1973. It takes two management and the potential dangers. (See Table 21. Since

i years to build a small plant and more for a larger one, the most critical operatingj times are during unit start up or
In the natural gas industry, there continues to be an in- shut down, an there is much of this activity, the latent

creased demandl for gasoline and liquifiable hydrocarbons as threat of trouble must be always in the operator's mind. It
products. The gas processing plants cof the gas industry share is imperative that in the haste to add capacity no potential
the footlights with the refining industry as producers of sol- hazards be overlooked. The complexi~y and sophistication
venits and raw material for the petrochemical and other in- of modern equipment is such that a small fire or explosion
dustries. Extraction units capable of providing a "225 can cause much more severe damage than was True a few
pound"s product are mushrooming everywhere, even as years back, especially if congested con~ditions exist in a
portable units. phant. Attention given to all hazards, and building to pre-

The new building, the conversion of units, the starting vent their potential damage will result in a plant having
up, th modifying of old facilities, the stretching of the time added streng:th which is needed to better withstand the
on stream, the production of greater volumes of light fuels destructive forces of war if and when one comes.

.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..



I I of plants processing combustible and explosive materials.
Such planning is important from thj viewpoint of insurance
protection and industrial safety as well as from that of n-
tional security. Should war come to our land, an easily dam-

. aged plant could at times become a liability. Many indus-
Ltrial plants have grown within available limited space far

Llght distlllatee beyond the original planning. This crowding contributes

greatly to the vulnerability of such operations to damage by
Est. one hazard or several hazards combined.

1%4 yield 1971 yild Many industries have much in common, especially petro-
Light distillates 53 . 5 7 lum refineries, natural gas processing plants, petrochemical
Mdlum distillates 2 .1 2. operations and chemical manufacturing plants processing
Residual fuel .
Other products IS I .4 combustible materials. There Is much similarity in some of

"*• the equipment, and any risk evaluation of these groups will
find many common factors.

Studies of accidents being made by many organizations
are all contributing greatly to the knowledge of the causes

0\ of industrial damage. The result of one such study conduct-
ed by the American Insurance AssociationA is reviewed

S. . ,. . Other products here.
.. . . .This publication reports a study made of 317 case histo-

ries where substantial damage to each of the companies was
Middle dIstIllati involved and where a reasonably clear-cut determination-. ,

Resldual fuel ., could be made as to the cause of the accident. In some
cases, more than one factor was found; and in some cases,
a primary cause involved secondary causes. There are tabu-

- , " lated in Table 3 as "Hazard Factors." (See Table 3).
964 '65 ,66 '67 '69 '70 ' 1 It is evident from Table 3 that location problems and

"within plant" problems stand out as major causes of chem.
Figure 6. Trend in Yield of Average U.S. Refinery ical and allied industry plant disasters. The study further

statistically shows that of the two, the "within plant" prob-
Souce: Oil and Gas Journal, Ja. 27, '69, pgO lems are responsible for almost two-thirds of the accidents.

(See Table 4). The investigation reveals that explosions and/
or a combination of fires and explosions accounted for al-

Hazard Factors most 62% of the damage in these 317 major losses. (See
Table 5).

All hazards except those tabulated under "Hazards Within Explosive forces, resultant damage and sub.squent repair
Plant Origin" in Table 1 might in one way or another be are of primary importance in this handbook. Correlated are
considered to be related to location. The geographical loca- acts of war, insurrection or sabotage which usually set off
tion of the plant and the concentration of refining and We fires or explosicns within a petroleum processing operation.
trochemical plants in certain areas tend to increase the ef- Th' more one learns about the prevention and control of
fects of a natural disaster or a local catastrophe. There are explosions, the more one will be prepared to cope with those
other factors affecting a refinery's vulnerabilitV to disaster created by an enemy. Explosions, whether created purpose-
also related to location on local basis. These include the ly or by accident, result in sudden releases of energy that are
size and availability of space to the plant site, the nearness usually so great that the magnitude of power and the extent
(or separation) of other plants-and the risk involved by of resulting destruction is hard to imagine. Ordinary fire
having the nearby industry, the nearness to and availability fighting procedures are nearly always inadequate.
of materials and supplies (a factor in the rate of recovery The hazard survey cited above4 discussed in considerable
from damage), the availability of dependable civil services, detail the circumstances favorable for an explosion and lists
and even the loyalty and attitude of the inhabitants in the various types of common explosions as given in the "Nation-
community in which the plant is located. Potential damage al Electrical Code". These are:
to a plant during any disaster and its recovery time is, in a 1. Rapid release of energy through the igniticn of atros-
large plant, related to plant location. Further, most of the pheric mixtures of flammable gases, vapors, or combustible
factors which affect a plant's susceptibility to damage need dusts within the explosive range.
to be given consideration in planning for plant protection 2. Rapid release of energy through dleflagration or deto-
against sabotage and other types of enemy action. nation of unstable chemicals after exposure to an initiating

There is no place free from all hazards whether they be force or energy.
of natural origin or man created. Still, much can be done in 4 American Insurance Association "Hazards Survey of the Chemical

the planning of a location to make available space for growth and Allied Industries" Technical Survey No. 3, Engineering and
without crowding, and to avoid, where possible, congestion Safety Department, Division of Technical Services, 1968
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Table 2 Fw Refinwei, Moir Capnity

(Capacities in 1,000 b/sd Except Where Noted)

Companies controlling over Companies controlling Ies
200,000 b/d capacity than 200,000 b/d capacity

1.1-70 1-1-71 1-1-72* 1-1-70 1.1-71 1-1-72*

No. companies .............. 1 16 ..

No. refineries ............... 11111 106 151 148
Capacity. b/cd.............. 9,438.4 10,141.2 10,341.2 2,718.3 2,540.2 2,731.8
Capacity. bad .............. 9,885.5 10.612.9 10,822.0 2,765.9 2,672.0 2,873.6
Annual charget, % ........... +5.5 +7.4 +1.9 +3.9 -6.5 +7.5
% of U.S. totalt ............. 77.6 79.9 79.1 22.4 20.1 20.9
Cat cracking ................ 4,774.2 5,010.5 5,040.8 1,089.6 957.9 975.4
% of crude ................. 48.2 47.2 48.6 39.3 35.8 33.9
Cat reforming ............... 2.178.2 2,378.7 2,639.4 698.0 523.6 569.9
% of crude ................. 22.0 22.4 24.3 21.6 19.6 19.8
Hydrocracking .............. 548.1 637.4 794.9 55.3 94.1 99.6
% of crude ................. 5.5 6.0 7.3 2.0 3.5 3.4
Other hydroproceudng ........ 3,449.3 3,814.8 4,074.5 603.2 529.7 588.3
% of crude ................. 34.8 35.9 37.6 21.8 19.8 20.4
Alkyltlon ................. 605.8 602.7 630.2 142.9 172.7 178.2
% of crude ................. 6.1 5.6 5.8 5.2 6.5 6.1

"Estimatsd. tin b/cd. *approximatuly 115

Courtesy Oil and Gas Journal, March 22, 197 1, p86

3. Rapid release of energy through decomposition or thought. There is certainly ample justification, based on the
exothermic chemical reactions. frequency and the magnitude of recent industrial losses, to

4. Rapid release of energy through the mechanical failure apply many of the principles and much of the research done
of a pressure container as a result of mechanical defect or the by the Office of Civil Defense, and many other groups, to
generation of excessive pressures." the design of tacilities in spite of the fact that such studies

Just how much damage will occur depends on the nature are often oriented toward protection of industry from nu-
of the proce.. the age of the equipment, the nearnes to clear blasts. Application of thes basic principles would in-
other units or congestion, and the built-in strength of the volve sarching out those relatively weak areas of an instal-
equipment located in the vicinity of the explosion. lation and correcting them, or when designing rww plants,

Major losse have occurred in many plants, and there is a to write into the specifications those features that will cor-
specific cause or a combination of causes for such happen- rect situations found to have been trouble spots in the past.
ings. Constant planning for the prevention of these accidents Much information is available on the design of bomb-
is vital, but building in extra strength to minimize dwger to resistant hardened structures through the Office of Civil
facilties and taking other preventive measures is also urgent. Defense. There we places where a bomb-resistant control
This is especially necessary in petroleum refineries where center would have paid off.
there isa trend toward greater use of hydrogen, oxygen. The protection of employees from the possible hazards of
chlorine, nitrogen, and other elements. As operating temp- of war also has direct application to modern liquid fuel pro-
eratures and pressures become higher, many modern proc- duction plant planning and specification preparation. Much
eses operate near explosive raes. has been done to make refineries safe places to work. In

Considering the complexity of many of the modern proc- 1969, the refining industry had only five disabling injuries
esses and the fact that there is still something to be learned per millon man-hours of work, an outstanding record. Yet,
about them, any generosity given to the safety factor in the few refineries could operate in nuclear war conditions for
design of equipment would certainly be good insurance, none are prepared to cope with radioactive fallout. Any

Design limitations commonly used by structural engineers war effort depends on liquid fuels. To be prepared for pos-
are often dictated by the existing minimums of codes and by sible nuclear warfere, some provisions are necessary to per-
a tight budgets. The building of bomb blast-resistant struc- mit an undamaged installation to operate in a highly charged
tures, a war time consideration, is not often given much atmosphere.
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HAZARD FACTORS

A systematic survey has been undertaken on several ated--incomplete hazard material inventory for the
hundred large loss Pres and explosions which occurred plant-improper packaging and labeling of chemicals.
in the chemical and allied industries over the past S. Cemical process problems-ack of required
twenty years. The case histories utilized in this study information on process temperature or pressure varia-
included only those where enough information was
available to assign hazard factors which contributed to tions--eazardous by-products or side reactions-in-
the losses. The following "hazard factors" have been adequate evaluation of the process reactions-ack ofutilized: identification of processes subject to explosive reactions

--inadequate evaluation of environment-requirement
1. Plt site problems-unusual exposure to nat- for extreme proces conditions overlooked.

ural calamities such as wi,;dstorms. floods and earth- 6. Material movement problems-hazards due to
quakes--poor location with respect to adequate water lack of control of chemicals during unit operations--
supply and other utilities--exposure to severe hazards
of nearby plants-unreliability of public fire and emer- lcts--improper identification of hazardous materials
gency protection--traffic difficulties for emergency during transportation--loding and unloading problems
equipment-inadequate waste disposal facilities--cli- in the plant-flammable gas and vapor problems--
matic problems requiring indoor facilities for hazardous ina te plntlammabeas and oproblms--inadequate control of heat transfer operations--explo-

oces"s sion problems in pneumatic conveyors--waste disposal

2. Inadequate plant layout and spacing-con- and air polution problems.
gested proce and storage areas-lack of isolation tor 7. Operationd failures-lack of detailed descrip-
extra-hazardous operations--exposure of high values tions and recommended procedures for operating all
and difficult-to-replace equipment-lack of proper sections of the plant-poor training prograi-lack of
emergency exit facilities-insufficient space for main- supervision-inadequate start-up and shut-down pro-
tenance or emergency operations--sources of ignition ced'ores-hazards due to poor inspection and housekeep-
too close to hazards--critica plant areas exposed to ing programs--inadequate control of hazards through
hazards-inadequate hazard classification of plant areas permit systems-4ack of emergency control plans-min-

3. Structure not in conformity with use require- adequate drills.
ments--disregarding code requirements with regard to & Equipment failures-hazards built into the de-
the buildings, electrical facilities, drainage, etc.-lack sign of equipment-corrosion or erosion failures--metal
of fire-resistive structural supports where required- fatigue---defective fabrication-inadequate controls-
failure to provide blast walls or cubicles to t,.olate process exceeded design limitation--poor maintenance
extra hazardous operations-inadequate explosion vent- program-inadequate repair and replacement program
ing and ventilation of buildings--insufficient exit facil- -lack of "fail-safe" instrumentation-poor check on
ities--electrical equipment not in conformance to codes contruction criteria or material specifications.

nprotected critical wiring. 9. Ineffective loss prevention program-ide-

4. Inadequate material evaluation-insufficient quate support of top management-lack of assigned
evaluation of the fire, health and stability character- responsibility--poor accident prevention program-in.
istics of all materia!s involved-4ack of established sufficient fire protection manpower; equipment and
controls for the quantities of material involved-in- organization-ineffective explosion prevention and con-
adequate assessment of effect of processing environ- trol program-Jack of emergency planning--poor check
ment on hazard characteristics of materials-4ack of on boiler and machinery risks-lack of loss prevention
information on dust explosion tendencies of materials- coordination with other plant groups--ineffective in-
toxicological hazards of materials not properly evalu- vestigation of accidents.

Source: American Insurance Asociation- 'Wazwrd Surve of Cemicl and Allied Indutri- Technial Survey #3 p t3
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Table 4
Number of

Times PercentageHazard Factor Agnd of Total

(1) Plant Site Problems 16 3.5%

(2) Inadequate Plant Lwyout and Spacing 9 2.0%

(3) Structures Not ir' Conformity with
Us Reqluiraents 14 3.0%

(4) Inadequate Material Evaluation 93 20.2%

15) Chemical Process Problenm 49 10.6%

(6) Material Movement Problems 20 4.4%

(79 Operational Failur.e 79 17.2%

(8) Equipment Failures 143 31.1%

(91 Ineffective Lou Prevention Program 37 8.0%

Totals 460 100.0%

Table 5
Study of the 317 case histories placing them in categories

of (1) fires, (2) explosions, or (3) both fires and explosions,
reveal the following:

Number of Percentage
Times Assigned of Total

(1) Fires (only) 122 38.5%

(2) Explosions (only) 111 35.0%

(3) Fires and Explosions 74 26.5%

12



Chaptr E

RISK SUSCEPTABILITY
DUE TO LOCATION - NATURAL HAZARDS

Ths lioation of a refinery is choen by in builders with These plant we subjected to the seere wetr related
considerable cam. Many factors are evaluated before now to the oceans or Gulf of Mexico. High wind velocities and
conmsucton is started. A complete list of then consider. hih wator we frequent visitors in some of tOu areas. The
ation would be long because thou items important to one California plants hew the potetiat throat of wriiquaks,
company might not be in important to another. In this landslides, subsidemce and floding. (A asismic wawe gan-
writing, we we concerned with plant location because of stated by an earthquake in tha Aleutians caused 173 deaths
the natural hazards likely to be encounted at various and over $2500,000 dmage in Hawaii alone.) Flooding
plant sites, the lack of decentralization or congestion of created by seismi shock waves often causes more damage
industry, and the problems created by such in case of war. than the erthquake.

Hazard studies discusd above4 point out that many Many of the refineries in the interior of the country are
plant loam ar relatd in one way or another to the lace- in arms visited occamm[lly by tornadoes which strike with
tion of the plant in question. The concentration of re- deastating forces. The high wind velocities and negative
fineie in the Gulf Coast area, an am frequented by presrs have damage capabilities that are comparable to
hurricanes and wind velocities of 200 miles per hour, plus those of a nuclear blst providing the point of detonation
the accompanying flooding of low o, greatly concerns of a bomb is a few miles distant from the plant Severe
Civil Doefen planners. The building of refineries in hilly winter weather affects the plants in the northern part of
Wse subjected to earthquakes is another impending the cour. ry, although damaging ice storms also visit the
danger. The concentration of petrochemical plants around south ner ly avery yer. There is not direct similarity be.
refineries only magnifies the vulnerability of these indus, tween .we, ice storms and freezing and the damage
Via in time of war and only increases the potential of caused by possible enenty action except these can sriously
lose to sore weather. The clustering of Iag refine, s in damage or completely disrupt overhead electric service. It
a relatively few locations makes massive tos possible to would appeor that t*. obsolescence of overhead wires would
our fuel processing capaity with only a.few nuclear wee- discourage rqir, but ch year aes are without power
pons. The petroleum refining, natural ges, and petrochemni- and repair cre ontin.e their icy job of rebuilding over-
cal industlies ae of such vital importance to our economy head lines. rom 1936 through 1966, over 3000 deaths
as a nation and so vital to any war effort that a major loss we attributed to winter storatm, with 1960 being a yew of
of these facilities is alarmingly detrimental to the welfare note when 354 died as a result of such storms Deposits of
of the citizens of our nation. ice ov t inches in diameter, or a loading of nine to

twelve pounds per foot were built up on the wires in

Location of Refineries Northern Idaho, Michigan, Pennsylvania and New York.
Even Miippi and Louisiana have serious storms of

Table6d w those states with refining capacity and record.
the numter of plam supplying our refining capacity. Of Winter storms are discuss d in detail in ESSA pamphlets
the fifty states of our country, only eighteen refine which are amailable from the Superintendent of Documents,
2,000 berr% or more of crude oil per day; eleven states Washington, D. C.
have no reported capacity. Table 7 shows the companies Overhead wires of all types are vulnerable to enemy
with onerating capacity in excess of 200,000 barrels. Them attack and make power disruption the number one target
sixteen companies process in excess of ten million barrels of saboteurs.
of oil per day in the United States. The Environmental Science Services Administration of

Figure 7 is a map showing the approximate location of the Federal Government proposed a Natural Disaster
the bulk of the refining capacity of the country. The con- Warning System in October 1965.6 It was recognized that
contration of major refining caoacity in ten or twelve areas no state is entirely free of some adverse natural occurrence.
permits serious potential losses from nuclear attack. Advanced warnings given to people that a flood, hurricane,

Table 8 is a list of refineries reporting able to process tornado, or other adverse weather was coming has allowed
50,000 barrels or more of crude per day and their locations, them to seek safety and shelter, and in many cases the
The total refining capacity in the United States in 1971 was warning has made life and property protection possible.
12,681,000 barrels per day. The President has declared an average of fifteen dis-

aster arms year since the enactment of the Federal Dis-

Natural Hazads U.S. Oepartment of Commnrc "A Proposed Nationwide

Many of the plants of California, Delaware, Louisiana, Naural Oisetr Warning Systr co(NADWARNI
' Env1ronmeta

Mississippi, New Jersey and Pennsylvania are located on

tide water. 'S.. Acknowledge mts for new namre.
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Table 7. Refineir Controlling Over 200,000 b/od Capacity"

N. Cat ai" Ca Hyro. Ow hyeor Alyl.
trein- Crade capeciIV Feed Recyce reforming crcking p
wM b/ad bWad b/d Wad Wd bd bAd b/ed

I. a 6 1.079,000 1,130,000 503,500 100,400 20890 09.900 40.00 $11700
2. sUw 6 1,068.500 1,007,000 362,300 126,200 277,40 79.900 660,000 74,80
3 AmerIcan II 1.040,000 1,078,500 425,000 174,20 216,000 40,000 262,300 W00I
4. Texma 12 1,029,500 NR 426,900 170,20 23,A00 38,900 330,,400 5,40

S. Sndard (Calif.) 11 967.400 1,026.440 212,245 83A45 177,100 147466 178,100 40,620
. Mobil 9 792W 833800 279,000 51.10 202,300 46,500 326A00 46,000

7. ARCO 5 702.00 731,700 222,200 23.100 167,200 51,500 334,100 30,700
e Gull 7 G6AM0 704,800 253,500 47,000 179,400 37,500 333.000 42.a00

9. Sun 5 458,000 484,000 211, 00 75A40 136,300 24,000 129,000 37,200
10. Lton 5 444,000 463.900 148.900 62.000 78.000 21,000 182.700 30.20
11. Sohweo9P 4 438,600 466,000 142,800 40,500 123,500 58,000 171.300 14,000
12. Phulsps 6 316.000 NR 186,900 63,360 120,700 24,000 106,700 46.300

13. Conoco 7 299,100 315,200 95,200 39,200 $4,2W0 96.10 12.650
14. Cities Se9rvi 2 281,000 268,00 13,600 56.0 4,00 2,700 42,450 5,000
16. Ashland 5 259=,0 271,000 101,000 40.400 41,500 76,000 6,000
16. Getty 2 207,000 220,0 92,000 62,A00 6 115,300 11000

ToW 105 10,141,200 10,812,940 3,801,45 1,206.996 2.361,850 637.355 31114,800 602,720

*1tw the 16 companies with 105 refineries handle 79.9% of the country's apeity. Fewer reineries we proaeming me oil don in i
pas. In the first half of 1971. 253 plants had a cpacity of 12,681,000 befdL.
The OI and Gee Jon-al-Mwdi 22, :971

aster program.7 As many as twenty-six natural disaster are generally of tropical marine origin and can generate
a have been declared within a single year. Economic winds in etcess of 200 miles per hour, a wind loading of
loseas of our country each year average between eleven and over 144 pounds per square foot.
fifteen billion dollars and take from five hundred to six The paths frequented by the North Atlantic hurricanes
hundred lives, to say nothing of the impact on the lives of from 1955 to 1964 are shown in Figure 9. Since 1900. at
the thousands of injured and other survivors least 39 major hurricanes have been of record. Some r

The incidence of natural disasters, their severity, and quite devastating. The importance of hurricane study was
the history of the extent of the resultant damage could in- brought to public attention in September 1900 when a
fluence the decision as to where to locate a refinery, hurricane struck Galveston, Texas. Over 6000 lives were
Figure 8 shows the national distribution of them disasters. lost when a storm tide inundated Galveston Island. Wind
The areas subjected to high wind velocities of a hurricane gusts of at least 120 miles per hour were reported, but wind
and of a tornado stand out quite dramatically. The fre- measuring devices blew down, so the record is not accurate.
quency of earthquakes usually is significant to the west Serious flooding nearly always accompanies a hurricane.
coastal area including Alaska, but moderate to major In September 1928, southern Florida was struck by only 75
earthquakes have occurred in northeastern, southeastern, mile an hour winds, but these were strong enough to blow
central and south central United States as well. the water from Lake Okeechobee into a populated area

Hurricarpe- The location of many large refineries in the causing the death of 1836 persons. Each year some area and
Gulf of Mexico and the Atlasvtic Coast areas makes a re- industry suffer from hurricane damage.
view of hurricane history especially pertinent. Much of the The damage done by hurricane Carla (like Audrey in
damage caused by a hurricane is due to high tides, flooding 1957) is still a subject of conversation in those affected
and torrential rains; but extremely high wind velocities and areas of the Gulf Coast. From September 3rd to 15th, 1961,
the projectiles and debris carried with the wind give cause one of the largest hurricanes of history, with winds up to
for great concern to the management of any refining in- an estimatcd 175 miles per hour, caused the death of 46
stallation in areas of known hurricane path, for few if any people and raised havoc with the industries concentrated in
refineries are designed to withstand the full blast of the the area. Figures 10 and 11 show some of the damage, some
tropical demons. quite comparable to that of a nuclear attack. More damage

A hurricane is a large mass of storm clouds whirling to refinery equipment was reported done by Carla than by
counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere like a giant the Texas City explosion. The people of the Gulf Coast
dust devil of the plains, but of course much larger. They were still mindful of the damage done by Audrey in 1957

when 390 people were killed, many in their sleep, and when
Federal Oisaster Act- Public Law 81-875 water from the Gulf invaded inland for at least twenty-five
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Ta. 8. Refine.ie of 50,000 Bewrel of Capety per Stumm Day
(Jwuu'y 1, 1971)

W/cd B/od

Atlantic-Rlchfleld Co. Richfield Div. Canon 165,00 173,00
Gulf Oil Corp. - Santa Fe Springs 40,800 52,000
Humble Oil and Ref. Co.- Benecia 80,00 90.000
Mobile Oil Co. - Torrance 123,500 130,000
Phillips Pet. Co. - Avon (Martinez) 110,000 NR
Shell Oil Co.- Martinez 10,000 103,000
Shell Oil Co. -Wilmington (Dominguez) 86.000 88.000
Standard Oil of Calif.

Western Operations Inc.- El Segundo 220,000 NR
Western Operations Inc. - Richmond 190,000 NR

Texaco, Inc.- Wilmington 77,000 NR
Union Oil Co. of Calif.- Roylo (Oleum Ref.) 60,000 62,000
Union Oil Co. of Calif. - Wilmington 104,000 107,000
State Total (with others) 1,700,925 1.787,000

el~waw

GettyOil Co. 140,000 150,000
Stat Total 140,00 150,000

l l/ino/

American Oil Co. - Wood River 94,500 97,300
Clark Oil & Ref. Co. - Blue Island 65,000 68,000
Marathon Oil Co. - Robinson 96,400 102,500
Shell Oil Co. - Wood River 245,000 252,000
Texaco, Inc. - Lawrenceville 92,000 NR
Texaco, Inc. - Lockport 76,000 NR
Union Oil Co. of Calif. - Lemont 140,000 NR
State Total (with others) 846,100 882,900

Indiana

American Oil Co. - Whiting 303.000 309,000
Atlantic-Richfield Co.- East Chicago 135,000 140,000
Cities Service Ol Co.- East Chicago 56,000 58,000
Mobile Oil Corp. - East Chicago 47,000 50,800
State Total (with others) 598,300 618,300

Kansas

Phillips Petroleum Co. - Kansas City 85,000 NR
Skelly Oil Co. - El Dorado 67,000 70,000
State Total (with others) 377,950 393,800

Kentucky

Ashland Oil and Ref. Co. - Cattlettsburg 125,000 130,000
State Total (with others) 150,430 156,500

NR - No mlo t
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Table 8. Refineries of 50,000 Barrels of Capacity pe Stream Day
(January 1, 1971) (Continued)

Capacity
S/cd 0/sd

L ou i lan.

Cities Service Oil Co. Lake Charles 225.000 230,000
Continental Oil Co. -Westlake (Lake Charles) 71.000 74,000
Humble Oil & Ref. Co.- Baton Rouge 434,000 449,000
Shell Oil Co. - Norco 240,000 250,000
Tenneco Oil Co. - Chalmette 84,000 87,000
Texaco, Inc. - Convent 146,000 NR

State Total (with others) 1,306,528 1,356.400

Michiwa

Marathon Oil Co. -Detroit 48,000 50,000

State Total (with others) 158.800 165,000

Mimmowro

Greet Northern Oil Co. -Pine Bend (St. Paul) 87,000 90,000

State Totals (with others) 151,500 157,700

Mitswippi

Standard Oil Co. - (Kentucky) Sub. So Cal - Pascagoula 270,000 290,000
State Total (with others) 311,700 333.900

Miouri

American Oil Co.- Sugar Creek 83,000 84,700

State Total 83,000 84,700

New JwW ,

Chevron Oil Co. - Eastern Div. Perth Amboy 80,000 85,500
Hess Oil & Chemical Corp. - Port Reading (Sewaren) 70,000 75,000
Humble Oil & Ref. Co.- (Linden) 155,000 163,000
Mobile Oil Corp. - Paulsboro 90,800 93.600
Texaco, Inc. - Westville 91,000 NR

State Total (with others) 519,800 551,100

New York

Ashland Oil Inc. - N. Tonawanda 47,500 50,000
State Total (with others) 87,400 92,000

North Dakota

American Oil Co.- Mandan 50,000 52.000

State Total (with others) 555,000 57,000

NR - No Report
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TAW S Refirif of 50,000 Swrsh of CupsAty per Sfswm Day

(Mnuuy 1, 1971) (Contnd)

DMd 3/ad

DAhlsnW Oil Inc..- Canton 57.0006,0
91ndr Oil Co. (Ohiol - Urns 130,400 144.000
snar Oil CO. -Toledo 117,0W 128.000
Sun Oil Co.- Toledo 112,000 120.000
State Total (with others) 532,000 574,50W

Continental Oil Co..- Poie City 112,000 117,000
Sun Oil Co. - Duncan 40.000 50,000
Sun O0l Co. -TuWu 89.000 90100
Texaco.- West Tula 51.000 NR
Stats, Total (with others) 463,701 480MG0

Atlanti Richfieid - (AtI. Div.) Philadelphia Wow00 165.000
BPO041 Corp. -Marcus Hook 105,000 110,000
Gulf Oil Corp, - Philadelphia 168.100 172,000'
Sun OilCo. - Marcus 158,000 172,000
Stats Total (with others) 640,070 679,440

Texas,

American Oil Co. - Teoa City 325,000 338.000
Atlantic- Richfield Co. - Houston 210,000 220,000
SP Oil Corp..- Port Arthur 80.000 84,Ooo
Chamnplin Petroleum Co. -Corpus Christi 57.000 58,200
Charter Oil Co. - Houstohn 72.000 73.000
Chevron Oil Co. - (West Div.) El Paoo 65,000 70.000
Coastal States Pgtrochsmgcal Co. -Corpus Christi 133,000 140,000
Codan Oil & Chemical Co. - Big Spring 58,000 60.0
Gulf Oil Co.. -or Arthur 331,2W0 338,500
Hess Oil & Chemn. Co. -Corpus Christil 47,000 50.000
Humble Oil and Ref. Co. - Baytown 345,000 360,000
Mobile Oil Corp..- Beauot 335.000 350.000
Phillipsau erleum Co. - Borger 90.000 NR
Phillips Petroleum Co. - Sweeny 85.000 NR
Shell Oil Co. - Deow Park (Houston) 255.000 268,000
Southwestern Oil & Ref. Co..- Corpus Chr~isti NR 52,000
Suntide Refining Co. - Corpus Christi 50.0 52.000
Texaco, Inc..- Port Arthur 320,000 NR
Texaco, Inc..- Port Neches 53.000 NR
Texas City Refining. Inc. - Texas City 60,000 63,000
Union Oil Co. of Calif. - Nederland Beaumont 105,000 NR
State Total (with others) 3,469,750 3.622,500

A - No Report
*This plant jwiawy mw by Hwrrian Celia and will not be reopeted.
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Table 8. Ref ineries of 50,000 Barrels of Capacity per Stream Day
(January 1, 1971) (Continued)

Capaity
B/cd B/sd

Virginia

American Oil Co.- Yorktown 51,400 52,900

State Total 51.400 52,900

Wthingwon

Mobil Oil Corp. - Ferndale 55,000 58.400
Shell Oil Co. - Anacortes 88,000 90.000
Texaco. Inc. - Anacortes 65,000 NR
State Total Iwith others) 225,50 234,500

U.S.A. Total 12,681,387 13,284,985

New Plants under construction are Due

Atlantic Richfield (Bellingham, Washington) 100,000 1971
Gulf Oil Corp. - (Belle Chase. Louisiana) 160,000 1972
Mobile Oil Corp.- (Joliet, Illinois) Large 1972 or 1973

miles. The announcement of Carla's approach found them the Department of the Interior clearly demonstrated the
highly alert as to the possible consequences of such a value of such planning.
storm. Even large boats were tossed inland taking buildings Over a seventy-seven year period, we have experienced
and equipment with them. an average of four hurricanes a year. Some, like Betsy in

Carla was the largest hurricane yet to hit the area; the 1965 caused upward to five billion dollars damage. Each
"eye" was over thirty miles across, and winds of hurricane one has created high water in the areas within its path;
force extended three hundred miles from its center. Carla's some have created tides twenty feet above normal. The
600 mile diameter spinning mass, in its western trend, al- average was six hurricanes a year during the past ten years.
most jabbed its way into several important coastal oil and There are those who think changing weather conditions are
refining arms of Louisiana only to be turned back by a putting the eastern industrialized third of the United
strong high pressure area fortunately lying inland. New States into "hurricane alley". Not all agree.
Orleans, Lake Charles. Baytown and Houston- all at times Since 1886, 642 tropical storms and hurricanes add 378
appeared to be in its path. Texas City -Brazosport, Texas, hurricanes have been reported9 affecting the United
industrial complex was at one time threatened. Here again, States.
by a quirk of atmospheric gymnastics and with the help of Table 106,10 shows the loss of life and the estimated
a forty-eight hour Canadian inland high, the area was for property damage done by hurricanes from 1915 to 1964.
the most part spared, and the storm moved on past Gal- In the United States, winds of 125 to 150 miles per hour
veston and on towards Corpus Christie. All coastal towns are not uncommon in hurricanes, 10 and winds in excess of
experienced some of the storm's fury. The full story is told 200 miles per hour have occurred in several storms based on
in the reference cited.8 Much damage and many lives were structural damage done by them, Any important structures
saved because of the early warnings and alertness of the built in a path frequented by hurricanes need to be able to
many government and volunteer agencies that worked in withstand winds of at least 125 miles per hour. and unless
close teamwork. Figure 12 shows people who were the management wishes to gamble with nature, 150 to 200
sheltered in the Galveston Court House. Civil buildings are miles per hour. Whirling fingers of wind within the hurri-
usually poor places to go to in a disaster since they are not cane can rake through an area like a t;gers clawed paw,
equipped with cooking, sleeping, and adequate toilet facil-
ities. Hui ricane preparedness sponsored by the Office of
Emergency Preparedness, the Office of Civil Defense, and 9 U. S. Department of Commerce "Notes on Hurrcanes" April

1966, LS6002 Rev.
10 U. S. Department of Commerct "Some Devastating North

8 De artrment of Defense Office of Civil Defense- "Hurricane Atlantic Hurricanes of the 20th Centurvy Environmental
Crla" December 22. 1961 Science Services Administration, April 1966, CS 6506 Rev.
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DEVASTATING NORTH ATLANTIC HURRICANE TRACKS
1955 - 1964
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Camille- August 17, 1969- Gulf Coast Mississippi
Celia- July 30 to August 5, 1970- South Gulf Coast- Corpus Christi August 3, 1970

These hurricanes damaged both on shore and off shore oil production and to some extent the
refining and natural gas facilities of the area.
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Table 9. Months When North Atlantic Hurricanes Occur to 1966

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

Tropical
Storms andHurricanes 0 1 1 0 10 42 48 144 218 147 29 4 642
Hurrianes 0 0 1 0 2 17 26 106 142 70 12 2 378

Table 10. Loss of Life and Damage Estimates from
North Atlantic Tropical Cyclones

(1915-641

Damage in 
owl" inDame" in Lose of Life all ares Oamneg in Lose of Life wl arewLos of life United in all areas including Loss of li(a United in all area" incdudingYew in United States I including Unitrd Year in United States I induding UnitedStates (millions United Sttes Stats (millions United Statesof dollars) States (millions of dollarsl States (millionsof dodlarSl 
Of Idollers)1915 560 83.0 na. nA 1945 7 80.1 29 80.11916 107 33.3 nJa. n.S. 1946 0 5.2 5 5.21917 5 0.2 "A. n.. 1947 63 135.8 76 136.81918 34 5.0 nA. na. 1948 3 18.4 24 24.41919 287 22.0 n. na. 1949 4 58,8 4 5.8

?91.0 2 3.0 n., nA. 1950 19 35.9 27 36.91921 5 3.0 nJI. na. 1951 0 2.0 244 25.01922 0 0 n.A. n.e. 1952 3 2.8 16 3.81923 0 Minor nA. nA.e 1C3 2 6.2 3 6.11924 2 Minor nAe. n.. 1964 793 755.5 1,518 1.135.01925 6 Minor nA. nA. 1956 218 984.5 1,516 1,251.51928 269 106.5 n.A. n.e, 1956 Is 26.6 74 64.21927 0 0 n.. n. 1357 305 152.1 475 +152.01928 1,36 25.0 n.. nAe. 1968 2 11.2 42 +11.719"29 3 0.7 ne. n. 1959 23 23.1 56 +23.1
1930 0 Minor nA. ne. 1960 66 370.4 180 379.61931 0 0 nA. nMe. 1961 46 331.0 345 691.31932 0 0 nA, n. 1962 3 1.1 4 +1.1
1933 63 46.7 nAe. n.e. 1963 10 18.0 7.203 542-91934 17 4A nA. n,,. 1 64 49 515.2 266 601.5
1935 414 11.5 nMe ne. Total 5,475 4,380.3 -13219 +5,480,91936 9 2.3 nA. n.. Average 110 87.6 575 ++48.31937 0 Minor n.s. M.e1938 600 300.2 r".1. nA.1939 3 Minor na. na.

1940 51 4.7 n.e. n.. 'Note.-Toese are metsinrtes only and how not been adjusted for1941 10 7.7 .a. na. changing dollar values.1942 8 27.1 17 31.11943 16 16.8 19 16.8 *Cie,), Dora, Hilda and Betsy add 118 lives lost and almost countless1944 64 165.0 1,076 20z.O property damage.
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Hurricanes are accompanied by a relatively low baro. bullet; blowing sticks a large a swral Inches s can be
metric press , the lowest reported being measured in propelled with a force sufficient to drive thwn through tree
Lower Matecumbe Key, Florida, September 2,1935.9 A trunks, to my nothing of what happens to the stuff from a
measurement of 26.35 (892 millibars) was oberved, about junk yard or auto wrecking establishment. Of course, the
3% inches below standard atmospheric pressure (about 1.7 winds of a tornado alone are almost Immeasurably detruc-
psi below normal pressure). Plants located in arest fre tie, but the blowing and exploding debris associated with
quinte by hurricaues need to consider negative pressure this attack of nature makes one's presence in the area al-
when planning any new construction. See Figures 13 and most as dangerous as being in "no man's land" on a battle-
14. field. Sea FIgure 15.

Extra strength built Into a plant for hurricane protection Approximately 10,000 people have been killed by
doesa twofold job; It protects for excessive wind velocities tornadoes since the start of official records In 1916. In the
furnished by nature, and it protects for excessive wind United States, an average of 263 reported ground-touching
velocities crested by explosions. "twisters" are recorded a year, accompanied by the death

of an average of 194 persons each Vew. Table 11 shows the
actual reported loss of life each year since 1916. Some

RECOMMENDATIONS tornadoes occurring away from communities may not have
been counted. Also, only those that hit the ground are

Many items of plant preparation for hurricane protection recorded; those in the air are classified as funnel shaped
could also apply to nuclear blast preparation.II clouds.

The following is a partial list of pre-hurricane pre Property los is almost beyond acrurate estimate. The
perations: best guess available indicates that at least $40,000,000 loss

pProtection for Peronrel p yar is a conservative value. In some years, the loses
have ben almost beyond any satisfactory measurement,

Fill Empty or Partially Empty Tanks exceeding saveral hundred million dollars, and added to this
Is the value of lcst prodction, valuable records, and coin-

Execute Rapid Shutdown Procedure If Warranted munity discouragemint. Industry has not been spared;

Give Special Handling to all Electrical Equipment serious damage has put many companies completely out
If power is interrupted, -e that the main of business.
switch stays off until all workers are warned A tornado with a circular wind motion quite like that
that the lines are "hot" of a hurricane is a much smaller, tighter, and much faster

movement of air. In relatively small tornadoes, winds of
Arrange for Emergency Water Supply for Fire over 200 miles per hour have been observed; larger ones
Fightlnq, Equipment, Cooling and Drinking have winds in excsws of 500 miles per hour, as estimated

Adjust Guy Cables, Secure Gable Clamps, Check from structural damege. 11 Such winds are in the order of
"Deed Men", and Piers and Nuts on Anchor Sote those expected in areas of nuclear blast. 12 Since most wird

guags blow off the scale of 115 to 120 miles per hour or
Trailers and portable buildings must be tied down- blow even off of their supports, estimates of tornado wind
they roll in the wind velocities are made by an investigation of the structural

Remove Loose Equipment. Drums, Waste and damage done to buildings and industrial equipment. They
Materials that Might Become Flying Projectiles ae far in excess of that measured in the hurricane winds

shown in Figure 14. It is often the case that anemometer
Protect Foundation Against Undermining by wind cups are mounted on too flimsy supporting structure to
driven water. withatand severe winds.

While the average tornado is only 100 to 300 yards in
Water diameter, some have cut a mile wide swath. The average

length of travel is 4 miles, but storms leaving 50 miles of
This is only a minimum list for many other items wreckage behind are common. A tornado on May 17, 1917,

peculiar to each plant are sure to need consideration, travelled 793 miles across Illinois and lasted 7 hours 20
Structures built in areas of potentially high winds minutes. The forward travel of a tornado averages from 25

should be capable of withstanding winds of at least 200 to 40 miles per hour. However, sone have moved at a rate
miles per hour and be located in excess of 30 feet above of 68 miles per hour.13 Tornadoes usually travel from
normal high tide if near open water. Estimated wind ye. southwest to northeast except those associated with hurri-
locity in recent hurricanes have exceeded 200 m.p.h. canes; these move easterly.

Tornadoes- The most violent of all atmospheric distur-
bances is the tornado. The forces de.,eloped, even in a
small one', are almost beyond belief: wind velocities so high 12 Glasstonv, Samuel "The Effects of Nuclear Weapons" U. S.Department of Defense, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,
that blowing straw can develop the piercing strength of a April 1962 pop 87
11 Factory Special Report "Now's the Time to Prepare for Hurri- 13 U. S. Department of Commerce "Tornado Preparednes

canes- Factory M0tagen'ent and Maintenance, Plant Operation Planning" Environmental Science Services Administration,
Library No. 159 McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, August 1956 Weather Bureau, March 1968, page 25
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A tornado

'"S
1 4

•f

A waterspout

Figure 15. A tornado by land and a water spout by sea. Both are essentially the same.
A waterspout could do substantial damage to offshore installations and bring torrential rains

of water and fish on nearby shore installations.

Source; Eo PIhoro
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Table 11. The Annual Number of Tonadoes
and Tornado Deaths Reported

in tie United States 1918-64

Number of Number of
Yew Tornadoes* eaths Yer Tornado.? Deaths

1916 90 150 1944 169 275
1917 121 509 1946 121 210
1918 81 135 1946 106 78
1919 64 206 1947 165 313
1920 87 493 1948 183 140
1921 106 202 1949 249 212
1922 108 135 1960 199 70
1923 102 109 1961 272 34
1924 130 376 1952 236 230
1925 119 794 1963 437 616
1926 111 144 1964 549 35
1927 163 540 1956 593 125
1928 203 92 1956 532 83
1929 197 274 1957 864 191
1930 192 179 1968 565 66
1931 94 36 1969 583 58
1932 151 394 1960 618 47
1933 258 362 1961 683 51
1934 147 47 1962 868 28
1935 180 70 1963 461 31
1936 151 552 1964 713 73
1937 147 29
1938 213 183 Averag 263 194
1939 152 87
1940 124 65 *Funnd douds aloft, IA. not touching the ground, and war-
1941 118 53 ou (tonldo over waver) m not include.
1942 167 384 6A Propoad Namio nvid Natural Dilter Waning Sysmm-
1943 152 58 op. cit. p. 26

A sultry, humid, unseasonably warm spring afternoon Hail and lightning frequently accompany the parent
having a build-up of thunderstorm clouds, a south wind, cloud of the tornado. Lightningss accompanying thunder-
and overriding cool air, sets the stige for the formation of storms is known to develop 100 to 200 million volts. The
a tornado. A large thunderstorm is usually the parent of return strokes to the cloud, the major components of the
these giant vacuum cleaners of nature, although all thunder- flash, develop peek currents ranging from 6,000 to 50,000
storms do not generate tornadoes. Twisting tentacles of amperes. Such could sriously affect electrical equipment
whirling air reaching out ahead of a large cumulo-nimbus in a refinery unless properly protected. Flat masses of
build-up, destroy much that they touch. The funnel shaped falling ice, six inches across, are commonly observed by
cloud is the classic shape, and there can be several of these those living in arees visited by tornadoes (called cyclones
hos-like vortices attached to any one cloud mas. A long erroneously in some areas. A cyclone is a circular moving
squall line can extend across several counties or even across large non-violent air mass, a barometric low. Such atmos-
a large portion of a state. From these cloud complexes, pheric lows rotate counterclockwise in the United States
tornadoes are born. Not all rainstorms have "twisters", 14  and can cover an arm as large as one or more states.)
but most large cloud masses develop some whirls near their The possible loss of life and the home and industrial
base that under proper atnfospheric circumstances can be- damage that can be done by a tornado is of particular in-
come violent and destructive winds. terest to the refiner or natural gas processing plant owners

14 Weather Bureau "It Looks Like a Tornado" Handbook for 15 U. S. Department of Commerce "Aviation Weather" Federal
Tornado Network Observrs, U. S. Department of Commerce, Aviation Agency Flight Standards Service, Washington, 0. C.
Wasington, D. C. 1953 1968 pege 104
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and operators. The latter named group, dotting the natural gers Is from flying debris, either from withIn the plant or
gas and petroleum producing ares of the country, re ure from poor hounksgping of the neighbors. A dry shelter for
to experience a tornado sooner or later because of their personnel Is a minimum requirement as protection from

location in tornado country. Many have "enjoyed" serel thes projectiles and falling ice. While it may am unrelated
visits. Protection provisions are esential. to the problem, it i also important that some substantial

One of the most terrifying times of record occured late protection be availl at the worker's home for his family
aftoon March 18. 1925. Portions of Missouri, Indiana, so that he might stay on the job, in cas of a werning,
Illinois Kentucky and Tennessee were visited by at lst knowing that his family is as safe as he iL. It is not un-
eight laro* tornadoes. One killud 689 people, injured common for workers to dash home during a tornado Mart,
1,890. and did in excess of 10 million dollars property hoping to protect their families. This causes highway con-
dmlage. The other awen Aded another 740 persons to the gestion and a sudden los of manpower. In the so-called
list of that afternoon's work. On March 21, 1932. Alabama area of "tornado alley", the application of shelter designs
expareted a 5 million dollar visitor, leaving 268 citizens worked out by Civil Defense could result in safer buildings
dad and 1,874 injured. The thirty-swen tornadoes that and greater protection of personnel or families.
developed on Palm Sunday. April 11, 1965, killed 257 Drag-snstive structures caught in or near the tornado's
people, injured over 5,000, and caused many millions of path, unen strongly constructed and adequately anchored
dollars devastation. Six midwestern stat were affected, down. can be death traps for personnel, as can pressure-
This experience is still the subject of conversation in thes sensitive structures of weak construction. Refinery control
arses. No mattar how small the tornado, someone Ios houses, switch gear houss, and other electrical equipment
heavily; the large ones creete a major disaster, buildings, cooling towers, and poorly anchored pipe lines,

The map, Figure 16, shows the number and location of all of primary importance to continued plant operation,
tornadoes occurring over a forty-five year period. 16 These are areas of vulnerability. A recent trend to build stronger
ar contoured to show their concentration. Figure 17 control houses discussed in Chapter VII is correcting a
aown the frequency of tornadoes by month from 1963 to part of the problem.
1967. 17 The figures Indicate that while the central plains In areas of "soft" soil conditions such as former lake
arm of the country e quite familiar with tornadoes and beds, filled areas, river sand where a well anchored foun-
arm most often visited by them, substantial damage has dation is not possible, it may be of sdvantage to use the
occurred in ll of the forty-eight conterminous states; pile cluster type pillar construction now used for modern
the western mountainous states are relatively free of them. hurricane protection in the Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast
On January 7, 1969, winds of hurricane force in excess of plants. In swamp conditions of Louisiana and Texas,
125 miles per hour. the peak that instruments wee capable clusters of 250 foot long (or longer) steel and ce.nent ex-
of recording, even ripped through Boulder, Colorado. The panded foot piles are set and used for foundatiin supports.
storm ma,oled telephone lines, wrecked homes, collapsed Four-inch (4 in.) or larger steel pins or bolts fasten the
power lines, and left several deed and injured. Fifty thou- capping structure to the piling. Such construction limits
send people were deprived of electric power and normal the tendency for strong wind and water to get under the
traffic wes halted in much of the city. foundation slabs and overturn towers or other structures.

As mentioned above, the wind vlocities of a tornado This type foundation serves well in tornado areas where
are great, but the pressure within -. e tornado itself is con- dead loads may become live loads during a storm. Extra
siderably less than normal atmospheric pressure. It is a strength anchor bolts are needed under these adverse con-
vacuum. Buildings enclosed within a tornado literally ex- ditions. In unusually strong wind calculations, the shearing
plode; the trapped air at normal pressure within the build. as well as overturning forces must be given full attention.
ing exceeds in such cas the outside pressure and therefore It is important that wind driven water not undermine a
blows out the well& It takes a strongly built building to foundation or slab. There is greater camage of this in
withstand such forces. Here again is a situation similar to hurricanes.
forcas experienced during bombing or during detonations
within the plant. An unreinforced cement block building
will not give adequate protection. Nuclear bomb explosions RECOMMENDATIONS
produce a strong wind velocity, then a negative pressure as
the air fills back into the area disturbed by the blast. A The suggested procedures discussed under the topic of
tornado has a similar pressure relationship from its outer hurricanes apply directly to tornado protection. While the
edge into its "eye". area of damage is not as great as with hurricanes, the in-

A refinery or natural gas processing plant engulfed by a tensity of the action in a tornado's path is usually greater.
large tornado will be severely damaged, but by proper con- Those responsible for plant protection and operation
struction and planning, the smaller twistert can pas nearby should:
doing relatively little damage. One of the most serious dan- 1. Become acquainted with the Natural Disaster Warn-

ing System and become allied to it.

16 U. S. Depwtmont of Cammuor "Tornado Praparednets 2. Use locas radio and Civil Defense warning facilities.
Planning" op. cit. page 28. 3. Have observers posted at vantage points to give

17 U. S. Department of Commewce "Aviation Wawher" op cit. warning of the direction of tornado travel in case of an
pop 112 alert.
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4 Hwe a well prepared disaster plan including a safe- hundred persons in the United States and serious loss of
gard of records, drawings, and specifications. This would property to industry located near the ocean. The seiches
include having either hard copy or microfilm records and of the Greet Lakes. high water caused when a southeastern
valuable documents storaged in disastar-free vaults. A check wind reaches 65 miles per hour velocity, do similar damage
list of "what to do" is valuable to hav before it is needed; to industry ner lake fronts. These are not related to earth-
do, who is to do it and how, should be well understood quakes but to wind velocity alone. There have been ten on
by each operator. Lake Michigan since 1964.

6. Hwe clery assigned disaster responsibilities among The disaster map, Figure 8, indicates that most earth-
key personnel quakes are related to the geologically active arm of the

6. Hie portable and mobile communication system, country, i.e. the western and coastal mountain arms. Few
including a generous supply of "walkie.talkies". weeks go by without some large tremors, "tremblers",

7. Hw an emergency disaster security plan, a mutual being measured in the industrial areas of the west. All of
aid plan, and a self contained plan in cas civil, fire, and California and Nevada can expect seismic action at any
police services become overtaxed because of the extent of time, especially in the areas of large faults. All consolidated
the disster. rock is fractured so as to cause joint planes. Any move-

& Plan buildings without "air foil" roofs, and strongly ment along these joint planes creates faults and at the same
tie down all structures that tend to "take off" in a high time generates seismic waves that cause movement at the
wind. surface. Faulted areas are zones and are not usually sharp

9. Plan to handle excess flood water, lines; thus from a major fault, many smaller faults parallel

10. Provide well planned helters free from the dangers and radiate out from the main area.
of accumulating toxic or explosive heavier than air gases The recent Alaskan earthquake made history. South

and flood water. Such buildings should be constructd central Alaska was stunned on Good Friday, March 27,

ancording to Civil Defense specifications wd standards so 1964, at 5:36 P.M. by one of the strongest earthquakes of

as to serve also when needed duiang in enermy attack. record. It reached 8.4 plus on the Richter scale according

11. Have gnerous supply of critical parts so as to to a report by the Office of Civil Defense. 19 In this in.

avoid long periods of shutdown. stance the mild starting vibrations built steadily until soon

12. Clmpdown disposal cans and other objects that can houses were pitching and rocking; buildings swayed 10 to
be converted into projectiles by high wind. 12 feet at their tops; some sank 20 to 30 fet as blocks of

This is by no means a complete list, since much is rock became displaced. Homes built on hills were carried

available on personnel and plant protection through Civil away by sliding earth, a secondary effect of the tremom in

Defense sources. Thes, should be acquired and applied to Alaska. The 40 to 50 foot diameter petroleum product

the n of your industry. The handbook "Tornado Pre- storage tanks developed wrinkles and bulging near their
S Planning" cited above (footnote 13) discusses bases demonstrating that a specially designed tank is needed

this subject furth e d for storage use in earthquake areas. The Alaskan earthquake

Eartquakes. 18 Industry is vitally interested in earth- damage was estimated at 583 million dollars and with 82
quakes blcause of the mislignment effects of equipmnen t, known dead, 33 missing, and many serious injuries. The
the rupturing of pipe connections. the destruction of tidal wave, a secondary effect, raced down the Pacific
structure not properly des ned for earth tremors, and the coastline, struck with great violence in Washington, Oregon,

injury to people. Closely related landslides and rock slides and California where some people w trapped by the high

often create even greater and more frequent industrial water. While Alaska is about twice the size of Texas, its

damage than major seismic waves. Them slides are not a- population is only 250,000. Had this disaster occurred in a

ways related to earth faulting as are earthquakes. highly industrialized area, the damage could have created

Building damage by earthquakes results from the shock economic havoc in the area. A number of large refineries

waves moving in the foundation rocks. These waves are occur in areas of known active faults.

generated, in nature, by movement along the fault planes The well-known San Francisco earthquake in 1906

which soperat large blocks of rock within the earth. Shock caused the death of at least 700 people and resulted in a
waves coming to the surface bounce buildings- similar to property loss of 1.6 billion of 1906 dollars. The fire stormthat followed the shock burned much of the city. Many
the action of the end ball of a number of touching billiard ladsld also urred.

balls when the opposite end of the line of balls is hit. landslides also occurred.

Buildings need to be constructed so as to withstand side The western part of the country cannot lay exclusive

thrusts in their foundations. See Figure 18. claim to earthquakes. A great earthquake occurred in

Tidal waves, known also as Tsunamis, are the direct re- Charleston, South Carolina, August 31, 1886. At least 60
people were killed and property was extensively damaged.

suit of earthquakes or volcanoes originating on the ocean After shocks continued for over a year. The shock was even
floor. Fort-eight have occurred in the Pacific Ocean since felt in Chicago, Illinois, and Boston, Massachusetts. One of
1946, and seen of them caused damage in the United the 20 greatest of the earthquakes affecting this country
States. The sudden high water caused the death of several occurred in the Upper Mississippi Valley in 1811 where

18 U. S. Department of Commme "Earthquakes, Information
Bulletin" NEIC, ESSA, Vol. 1, No. 9, Noveber 1967, and 19 U. S. Department of Defense '"he Alaskan Earthquake" Office

"Earthquakes" a 350033, 1968 of Ciil Defense. May 1964
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The comspressional phase of a P wove if ain displaces the si's ue a pedestal away fi am the earthquake parallel to the direction of wove travel:

the rarefactional phase dilotes thse ground. shifting the pedestal in the apposite dirtction.

tanrsverse S waves arrive and begin shaking tire statue at right angles to the dirctian of wove travel, campleting the destructive work began

r w seconds earlier

Figure 18. Rough Ride for a Man on Horseback

Source; ESSA. Earrh%3uaIkes - Deparment of Commerrce - 0-350 033 1969
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considerable topography was changed. See Table 12 for lines broken. Pile driving, blasting, earth moving on a large
others. scale and frequent moving of heavy equipment can cause

Although 90% of the seismic activity in this country ares to shift that have for years bean considered stable.
centers in the western states, any area having known The making of the Panama Channel illustrates this point.
geological faults can expect activity, for earthquakes am The removal of earth in "the ditch" caused subsidence from
the direct result of isostatic adjustments of large blocks of the hill area to move, filling in the cut fter than It was
the earth. Movement of rock segments sets up shock made. The impounding of a large lake can inundate fault
waves. When the seismic waves reach the surfam from zones, wetting the gouge between rock layers and
their epicenter, buildings and structures are bounced. eventually permitting earth movement. Such geologically
Money expended in heavier or stronger alloy tie daown unstable areas could also be In danger from earth move-
bolts of sotcture and sronger and better desgned foun, ments in case of ground blast of a nuclear weapon.
dations usually are good investments in areas where earth- Much study is being given to earthquake prediction.
quakes occur. Studies of geomagnetic variations along fault blocks offer

Refineries built in mountainous and even hilly country some hope of being able to obtain leal time In the warning
need to take geological as well as soil conditions into of impending trouble. An array of magnetometers, which
serious account. The cutting through of a road along the measure changes in the earth-magnetic field, located by
side of a hill has on several occasions caused a whole hill- staff members of Stanford University along the San Andres
top to become unstable and to slide down when dipping fault of California, have shown interesting data. See
rock surfaces were wet by melting snow and spring rains. Figure 19. From December 1965 to October 1966, small
The construction of the road along the western side of Lake changes in the geomagnetic field were observed several hours
Superior in Minnesota is a typical example. Here, the prior to actual creep occurrence along the fault. On April
blasting of a rock ledge for the lake shore drive highway 18. 1967, a local decrease in magnetic field of the earth
removed rocks that wedged and held back a mountain of was observed simultaneously on four instruments
rock that dipped toward the lake. Heavy steel and concrete positioned over a 25 Km. span along the fault. Creep die.
pins were needed eventually to "nail" the rock layers placement of 4 mm. occurred 16 hrs. after the magnetic
down, -a very costly operation. event, and a series of earthquakes, the largest not exceeding

Tank farms located in a hilly area could wipe out a re- Richter magnitude 3.6, followed April 20622, 1967. 18
finery if the foundations of the tanks were shifted or the Refinery construction should be preceded by careful

geological studies of the foundation rocks and soil as well
as the water drainage environment to avoid possible dis-
aster. Much work is available on the subject.20 & 21 There

Life is a tendency for economic reasons to build higher and
Table 12. Maor U.S. Earthquakes and Loss of Li higher structures and to "stretch" the limits of the National

and the Los Angeles Building Codes to their very maxi-
mum.22 All building codes should be considered minimum

Yew Pace Lives Loa standards. It may not be economically possible to build

1811 New Madrid, Missouri Several for a major earthquake, but in areas frequented by earth-
1812 San Juan Capistrani, California 40 quakes, it is well to have an extra factor of safety built into
1868 Hayward, California 30 a mult million dollar installation since it is known that
1872 Owens Valley. California 27 sooner or later a major tremor will occur. From a national
1886 Charleston, South Carolina 80 defense viewpoint, structures securely fastened to heavy
1899 San Jlacinto. California 6 foundations are better constructed to withstand the
1906 San Francisco, California 700
1915 Imperial Valley, California 6 stresses created by nuclear attack. This was dramatically
1918 Puerto Rico (killed by sea wave from earth- demonstrated at Nagasaki and Hiroshima, where earthquake

quake in Mona Passage) 116 construction was common when they, were hit by approxi-
1925 Santa Barbara, California 13 mately 20 KT bombs. Buildings built for earthquake r-
1933 Long Beech, California 120
1934 Kosmo, Utah 2 sistance withstood the blasts better than others.
1935 Helena, Montana 4 Much study is constantly being given to seismic problems
1940 Imperial Valley, California 9 and their relationship to industrial endeavor. New types of
1946 Hawaiian Islands (killed by sea wa" from earth- construction are always under study. The Earthquake

quake in Aleutian Islands) 173 cnstrin ar a nstu dy The Earthquake
1949 Puget Sound. Washington 8 Engineering Research Institute of San Francisco is one of
1952 Kern County, California 13
1954 Eureka-Arcata, California 1
1955 Oakland, California 1 18 Earthquake Information Bulletin, op. cit. page 3
1958 Khantaak Island and Lituva Bay, Alaska 5 20 State of California "Geology of Southern California" Division of
1959 Hebgen Lake, Montana 28 Mines, Department of Mineral Resources., Bulletin 170, Vol. 1.
1960 Hilo, Hawaiian Islands (killed by sea wave from 1954 Many other references are given in this bulletin.

earthquake off the coast of Chile) 61 21 Tectonic Map of the United State,- American Association of
1964 Prince William Sound, Alaska (almost all deaths Petroleum Geologists, Tulsa, Oklahoma

were along the Gulf of Alaska and west coast of 22 Los Angeles Orinance No. 100.347 amending Art. 1. Chaps. 9,
United States from resulting sea wave) 156 Los Angeles Municipal Code. August 26. 1952
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Figure 19. Map of part of California showing some of the faults. The
San Andreas fault is outstanding

the groups contributing to this science. Their bibliog- RECOMMENDATIONS
raphy 2 3 is of help to those desiring further information.

Although earthquakes have not killed as many people When refineries and natural gasoline plants are to be
in this country perhaps as hurricanes and tornadoes, the built in areas known to be faulted, serious consideration
property loss is staggering. As faulted areas become more needs to be given to such geological conditions and special
populated, one couid expect a substantial increase in lost designs used if warranted. National, state, and local codes
life during ear-thquakes. Italy. China, and Turkey have had should be considered only as a minimum specifications.
earthquakes resulting in a great loss of life. Added structural and foundation strength built into a re-

23 Hollis, Ed. P. "Bibliography of Engineering Seismnology' Earth- finery could in time pay off handsomely in the event of a
quake Engineering Research Institute, San Francisco. California serious earth movement created by nature or by earth
1961 shock due to an explosion.
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Pro.disa ter planning of one's operation is needed saow of a tidal wave. It should be recognized that the trend to
to minimize property lose and lose of life. Check lists for stretch the heght of refinery structures built in earthquake
nucleer defense preparation and post action recovery, zones is in*-tng additional serious risk into an operation.
available through the Office of Civil Defense, could be of Keep well informed on earthquake activity in your area.
great use before and after an earthquake experiences, for The National Earthquake Information Center of ESSA,
the problems of restoring operations should be almost U. S. Department of Commerce, has a regular information
Identical. Some will be prmnted here in later chapters. seice available to those nesding it

Storge tanks uphill from a refinery should be ade. The stronger a foundation, the more durable the foun-
quately diked and the diking drained away from the plant dation bolts, the more shock resistant construction used,.
to avoid a downhill flow of burning oil. Plants in low arm the better the structures will withstand bombardment
should take precautons to avoid submersion In the aevnt or evn explosions occurring within an installation.
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RISK SUSCEPTIBILITY
DUE TO LOCATION - INDUSTRIAL RELATIONSHIPS

Inu rdpendency on the Electric Industry subisWtlal amount of oil or go opirated auxiliary power so
s to insure against complete failure of electric power from

Outside of the supply of crude oil, dependency on corn- commercial sourcel In time of man created or natural dis,
mercial electric power stands out s a most vulnerable sw or general power failure any source of auxilliary power.
situation for the refiner, large or small, can become a tremendous asset to an in-

Early Induwsy - Primitive industry was centered around dustrial installation.
a family group or tsibe. It was almost entirely self-sufficient. Great strides are made daily in the development of electri-
Often the family needswere all that were provided, All power cal energy by some 3000 or more utilities of the country.

was manual or animal derived. For quite a time, even within the memory of this generation,
As specialization of skills between groups developed, the there existed the situation that each generating plant had its

need for power became urgent. In early America, industry own relatively sma!l area to serve. The type of power- whe-

centered long the water falls in rivers because of the avail- ther direct or alternating current or 25, 50, or 60 cycle, 110
ability of the energy needed to run machines. The "fall or 220 volt current -made little difference since all in that

line" or line of water falls of New England became impor- small area had to use what was available. Even until recently
tant as a mechanical supplier of p . some o!der cities had one type power in the older sections or

Electricity revolutionized the situation and had much the business rea and another for the industrial and residential
influence in the location or concentration of industry. aes A local storm often cut off the power until lines could

Electric Power- Although the water wheel as a prime be repaired.
mover has given way to the modern turbine generator, energy As the industrial and domestic demands for electricity
from hydraulic sources is still important Energy from Nia- grew, so did the electrical power utilities. And, as electricity
ara Falls or from great dams are but examples, but here became available and completely dependable, so has there

again, power generation is located because of a hydraulic been a great increase in the dependence of most industry on
source, a water falls, a dam or a rapidly falling mountain this type of energy. The story as to how the electric plants
stream. The length of power transmission lines and line of the nation are now "looped" together is an interesting one
losses increasing with mileage become considerations of eco- and important to all industry. Standardization on 1300/440
nomics. As steam generation developed, the supply of coal stepped down to consumers' 120 volt, 60 cycle current has
at first, and later, the availability of oil and gas, became fac- made this possible. The failure of a local power plant nor-
tors in the choice of generating plant locations. The ae mally causes only a blink of the lights, since some plant far
of transportation of coal, gas and oil cnanged the need for away automatically cuts into the line to absorb the local load.
dependence on large generating plants located at hydraulic Standardization has also made rapid repair possible; extra
sources. Many local electric plants were built near the mar. crews borrowed from other areas can move in to a damaged
kets; the lines were short, - the plants, many. The availabilily system and work on it as though it were their own. As one
of power has, in many case, influenced the location of an executive put it, "As long as we have wire, we can get the
industry. The recent establishment of nuclear powered power where we need it." See Figure 21.
electric generators which can operate anywhere offers even The almost complete industrial dependence on electric
more flexibility as to the location of industry and power power does make that industry a keystone in any modern
plants, civilization, and the electric industry is serving well. But,

At present, almost 2000 electricity generating plants sup- with strength there also develops weaknesses. Even though
ply in excess of 950 billion kw-hrs. to domestic and industrial the electric power industry has made dependable power
consumers each year. available under normal conditions, still there are times of

A further reduction of dependence on large, far distant power failure. Sddenshutdownsofsore industries are
power generators results from the local use of small, some- costly, porticularly a refining or petrochemical plant!
times portable, gas turbine and diesel powered generators. There is an interdependence back from the refinery to
In many cities, apartment houses, office buildings and indus- the utilities. Not all generators are hydro-electric or nuclear;
try have installed for their use gas turbine and diesel genera- a great many are dependent on petroleum or natural gas as
tors as a prime standby measure. Some refineries are now their source of fuel. The entire petroleum industry then be-
self-sufficient as to electric power. Most utilities have porte- comes a key industry as do also pipe line, surface and water
ble units that can be moved into some emergency situations transportation companies. They all form links in the chain
when there is a sudden localized demand. This dispersal of of industry and in time of national emergency, there must
generation equipment is good defense, be enough self-sufficiency on the part of all segments so as

The refining industry is dependent in most plants on elec- not to cause serious disruption of effort. This does not now
tric power; the nearness of d generator is of strategic impor- exist. In time of disaster, the coordination of the intercon-
tance. See Figure 20. Each refinery complex should have a necting links becomes major problems. Modern industry is
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ee intertwined ma school of playing octopi; the perpetual tion that would be common in tine of wer. Many w
motion of supply and demand in industry each supplyihg refineries we almost completely dependent on some outside
the other is continuous and unending. A major problem, source of electricity, and it is not uncommon to find even
therefore, in any consideration of plant continuity of oper- many of the plants buying 100% of their electric power.
ation is "what to do when the continuity of industry be. All industry can be caught by the "domino effect" of powe
come intervupted - how long can I remain salfsufflcintr' failure.

A power outage is not limited to the occurrence of a The National Petroleum Council made a study of the
disster; even one of short duration often causes major effects of the power outage on the petroleum industry.
problem in a refinery operation or petrohemal installs- This study was stimulated by the eastern experience of No.
tion.* Even the looplng" of electric plants, while usually vember 1965. The experiences of the outage could give a
a great advantage, has at times created serious problems preview of whet could happen in time of attack. 24
when the sudden failure of one plant threw an excessive
load on the other plants in the "loop". The "blackout" of The study was based on information previously apquired
November 9, 1965, in the northeastern portion of the Unit. by the Council in a survey of 1961 and of 1963 - the latter
ed States instantly revised the pattern of normal living entitled, "Chemical Manufacturing Facilities of the Petro-
habits of many people. A "domino effect" came into play. leum and Natural Gas Industries", and included work of the
See Figure 22. First one, then another power plant in the U.S. Bureau of Mines, January 1, 1961, on crude oil charge
'loop" failed. Elevators were stuck between floors, electric capacity. Although the report is ten yers old, the basic re-
trains stopped, lights went out - all industry was instantly suits of the study still apply.
shut down. Electric appliances were useless; one couldn't The country was divided into areas corresponding to the
even make a piece of toast. Soon automobiles were out of defense regions of the Office of Emergency Planning, Office
gsoline with no gasoline pumps to "fill them up". A few of Civil Defense and the Oepertment of the Interior, Office
portable generators helped here and there. Matches, candles of Oil and Gas (EPGA). See Figure 23. The divisions used,
and flashlights sucenly became very important. For a een though somewhat arbitrary, ae important since the
while, people were deprived of modern necessities, a situs. basis of the study corresponds to these defens regions.

*Furnlhr discusion in Survey of Electric Powe ProbIms, 24 National Petroleum Council "Impact of Electric Poww
Summer 1971, Rqort O.E.P., May 1971 Outapmoe Petroleum Industry" 1966

Figure 22. The Domino Effect

It is important that interdependence does not increase vulnerability and shut down frequency. A degree of self
sufficiency becomes increasingly more important.
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In a 1961 National Petroleum Council survey, a total of 80,000 barrels per stream day, had a stear-turbine eine.
67 ref Ineries, representing 58% of the refining capacity of gency cooling water pump capable of supplying about one-
the onuntry, were found to purchase 70.8% of their power third of the normal circulating rate. This was enough water
from utilities. Also, 29.9% of the power was either slf- to prevent damage. Emergency power for lights and instru-
supplied or was from a nearby generating plant. This infor- mentation wa of great service during the rapid shutdown of
mation I shown in Table 13. Note in Region 2, less than the unit. Mr. Huffman concludes, "Although the damage to
10% of the power is self-supplied. It is estimated that newer the refinery was not great relatively to what could have
installations are more dependent on purchased power than happened, it sharpened our concern with bettr preparation
the older ones. for emergencies." The cost of the 3% hour power failure

Fortunately, in the "black out" of November 9, 1965, no was estimated to be in excess of S250,000. Much of this
refinery was seriously damaged. Of the three involved, only 1o3 was related to lost production.
one had to shut down; the other two had enough auxiliary The problems related to power failure will vary in de-
steam equipment (or were not cut off of their local source of gree of damage from plant to plant, ye all refineries either
power) to continue operation. The loss of output by a re- have or are destined to experience such a problem sometime
finery during a shutdown is always substantial. The report during its operating history. The cost of one major outage
points out that most refineries older than ten yews are could purchase, where it is needed, standby equipment
equipped with enough steam auxiliary equipment for contin- which would at least soften the sudden blow of a complete
uous operation at reduced through-put or for an orderly and power failure. Thepoint is inde thft tte more self-sufficient
a normal shutdown. Where plants are completely dependent a plit can be mde, the better chance te plant has of
on outside sources of power, they could be damaged or have riding out an emerpency with minimum resultant damage
high losse by istant shutdown, and with a minimum of lost operation time. In defense

The noion wide idtrial trend townd being conpletely planning, it is imperative that each plant arrange for sufficient
dadersoe on outsAd powor offen some matter of concern flexibility to meet probable emergencies created by both

odefeneap.wne.rw The National Petroleum Council report in-plant, natural, and created disasters. There is much to be
makes the following statement. 24 "Recognizing the n- done in this endeavor.
el dWpendrncy of the perolWsum ndusrry on purchased Emergency Preparedness In case of a national emergency

elecoc powr, it is Ote sugtion of the commit w that or in the case of some local power problem, some industrial
Mt plaing to cwnsict new facilities or expVKd exising links may be broken; each refinery could be forced to be

facilite, examine fte economics aid operational feability on its own for a time until power lines could be repaired
of auxiliary gon ating and pumping facilities In such in- and until supply and product flow could be re-established.

v, theexprre aid views of rth eApicric powr indus- The rate of recovery will depend on location, advanced
try would undoubtedly be oaeiable and prove most hepful." planning, and flexibility of operations.

On June 5. 1967, another major power outage occurred. "Today," as pointed out by the Defense Electric Power
New Jersey, Delaware, the eest half of Pennsylvania and a Administration, "fewer than 200 cities and towns of over
northestern part of Maryland we affected. W.C. Huffman 50,000 population contain about 60% of the population
reports the effec on a refinery operation and what can and associated industrial capacity of the nation. The larger
happen, even in peace time. 25 Power was shut off for generating facilities tend to be located near these popula-
about four hours on much of the equipment of a 170,000 tion concentrations." 2

barrels a day crude capacity complete refinery. Power was "Generating capacity is the most difficult, costly, and
furnished by a utility which supplies five substations in the time consuming component of an electric power system to
refinery with power from four generating stations. "Within replace and also tends to be highly concentrated geographic-
the plant, the newer units are wired so that each pump of a ally. If any portion of the power system is to be considered
par is powered from a different cable from the refinery as a primary target, it would be these large generating
substation, so that a power failure of a main cable is unlikely systems." The dispersion of facilities is one of the best
to cause such plants to shut down", so Huffman states; yet methods of industrial protection. This applies to all electric
a complete outage did occur. See Figure 24. power as it does also to refining, petrochemicals, and closely

In the plant discussed by Mr. Huffman, diesel-driven allied operations.
pumps supply 8500 GPM of river water at 120 psig for The rhetorical question was asked by the DEPA, since
firefighting when needed. Steam-driven pumps were avail- it is well known that the size of generating plants is steadily
able at most services, but a partial failure in the steam plant increasing (possibly by a factor of 3 in the next 20 years),
caused considerable problem during this specific incident "Is the concentration of power generation making the
when two waste gas boilers went out of service because of industry more vulnerable to thermo-nuclear and other types
automatic shutdown devices, of enemy action?"

A fluid catalytic cracking unit, operating at a fresh-feed Figure 25 shows the percentage of total power gener-
rate of 50,000 barrels per day and a combined-feed rate of ating capacity supplied as of 1960 on one curve and pro-

jected to 1980 on another. Note that about 200 plants
24 National PrtroMum Council - op.cit, par 8 I

25 Huffman. W. C. "Power Blackout Incidents and Plans Against 26 Defense Electric Power Administration "Civil Defense Prepared-
Recurrence" American Petroleum Ingtitute Drvision of Refin. ness in the Electric Power Industry" US. Department of In-
ing Meeting, May 15. 1968 terior- Mard 1966, page 13 A
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100 able interest to refinery management as well as to power
companie.

Many methods of protection are well known. The use of
underground installations, reinforced concrete tubes and

75 - tunnels, buried andl encased cables, while more expensive
19J0 than surf a installations, in a long view could prove to be

the least costly. Any security added to installations including
~10 all factors of security fencing, guards, trained animals, and

50 mechanical devices are usually considered by industry in the
4same view as "insurance".
C2 It is outside the purview of this discussion to deal with ri-

tail distribution of gasoline and diesel fuels at the local
2 25 filling station. But it might be suggested that retail dealers

and wholesale terminals supply themselves with auxiliary
power generators of a size adequate to meet their needs
during a power outage. At least this would reduce much of
the confusion created by this abnormal situation. A portable

100 wo low 1500 2000 gasoline-driven generator, like those commonly used on an

NUMBER OF LARGEST PLANTS oil drilling rig, can generate enough power to run an average
"filling station" keeping trucks and cars moving; this is vital

Figure 25. Percent of Total Capacity Supplied- to our way of living. Where auxiliary power is available, be

by any given number of largest plants certain there are several trained in its use and how to connect

1980. it to your present system.
The near complete dependence on electric power is only

one part of the over-all problem. It is used only as an exam-
ple of the effects of the loss of one link as demonstrated by
experience and giving emphasis to the cost of such experi-
ence. There is a close tie between many industries in any

From: Civil Oefense Prepwrednew in the Electric Power Industry normpilly operated society. The question arises as to what
United States Department of the Intericr- DEPA- March 1966. happens when normality is interrupted. What preparation

has your plant made to meet the contingencies when these

commercial bonds are broken?

generate 50 percent of our power, and also that the current Interdependency on Supply and Transportation
building trend is toward rtucing slightly the great depend-
ency on a small number of large generating systems. Too The amount and variety of spare parts carried in the re
much of the power source helping to generate of much of finery warehou e is gradual/ly diminiing The availability
our gross national product is concentrated in too small an of these parts in nearby stores, the amount of tied-up capital,
area for defense purposes. taxes, and the problems of protective storage combine to

In war, there is always the probability that an enemy create this trend. Supply stores, in turn, for similar reasons
bomb destroying a nearby generator will also destroy major carry a limited inventory and tend to depend on manufac-
parts of a nearby refinery, thus shutting it down com- turers hoping that rapid transportation can make delivery
pletely also but this is not necessarily so. As refinery struc- in time to satisfactorily serve the needs of a customer The
tures are strengthened, this danger will lessen. It seems manufacturer, in turn, has limited warehouse facilities and
evident that emergency and industry planners need to often does not have a major part. He needs lead time in
consider all possible causes of loss of power, order to make it. after he once receives the order. An im-

One cannot deny that power lines, substations, and portant building, one of the largest in the world, was de-
power plants are easy enemy targets, and important ones. prived of heat for over a week when a large valve broke on
Bombing is not necessary to destroy them. A heavy chain a steam line at its heatinn plant, This is despite the fact that
properly placed can cause vast damage. Localized damage the manufacturer and supplier was located less than 100
by line cutting, substation mutilation, and other methods miles away and all avenues of transportation and communi-
of power interruption either by natural hazards or by sabo- cation were open. No estimate of the monetary loss due to
tage. is an immediate problem of refinery management. this failure of a simple part is available. If the item ordered
Any move tor.'vard emergency self-sufficiency offers a happens to be in stock, then there is complete dependence
refinery flexibility of operation not generally enjoyed on transportation, but this normally is no problem.
under most existing conditions. Further, the protection of Electric Motors - The more specialized a system becomes,
all major electrical circuits serving industry is of paramount the more difficult it is to secure replacement items on short
importance to national security and of more than consider- notice. But, how about commonly used items? The supply
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of electric motors is only one example of a current situation. proof motors as used In refinorles% natural gem plants and
After having lost 153 electric motors in one evening when a petrochemnical manufacturing. Four loading suppliers were
storm caused a 3-phase line to single phase, the confusion contacted to determine how many and where various size
coeted Is still a hideous memory to an oil lease operator. motorscan now be obtained.
Most motors can be protected for most conditions; short The inventory in Table 14 is not complete, for some local
cuts are sure in time to cause problems A 3-phase motor jobbers in a heevily indurialized area often carry some
should be protected by three (not two) overload relays as stock of motors commonly used by their customers. No
well as fusetron type fusm rated not to exceed 25% of the complete record is available on these. Some of certain
nmne plate amperage. A mogentic trip circuit breaker can speeds and horsepowers will be available locally, but often
be substituted for the "fusetrons" Lightning arrestors only factory inventory is the sole source of supply of those
also we needed for added protection. In spite of such pre- motors of larger horsepower. Any urgent need for an elec-
cautions, motors can be damaged by power supply problems tric motor of a certain size and speed could be met with
and line breakage, disappointment and a long down time. Many sizes are

It is interesting to examine the current availability and "special order" with the delivery time extending from eight
delivery time of totally enclosed NEMA B and explosion- to twenty weeks depending on the size and type. Defense

Table 14. Availability of Electric Motors April 1969
3 Phase Explosion Proof and Totally Enclosed NEMA B

Comapny I Compwn 2 Company 3 Company 4
No wood, 0. SL Louis Buffalo Sdhensctady Houston Tula

RPM Ex.P.-TEFC Ex.P.-TEFC Ex.P..TEFC Ex.P.-TEFC. Ex.P.-TEFC Ex.P.

25hp 1200 0 5 0 3 2 2 0 10 0 0
1800 15 36 5 5 5 5 7 38(18(210 0 1
3600 3 5 4 a 3 2 3 7 1 1

0 hp 1200 0 3 0 4 2 2 0 5 2 0
1800 5 15 3 4 5 5 4 2 (18) (2 2 1
360 0 3 0 5 3 3 0 4 1 1

0 ho 1200 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 4 0 0
1800 0 0 0 4 4: 4 3 14(71 1 1
3600 0 0 0 4 2 2 2 8 1 1

75hp 1200 0 5 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 0
100 0 7 0 4 4 4 3 18 (4) 1 11
3900 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 3 * 0

100 hp 1200 Special Order 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0
1800 0 7 0 2 5 3 0 9(41* 1 1
3600 0 5 0 0 6 4 2 3 1 1

125ho 1200 0 0 0 1 0 0 0"* 0 0 0
1800 0 5 0 2 2 3 0 5 0 0
3600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0°. 0". 0..

15 hp 1200 0 0 0 0 0 0 Special Order Special Order
1800 20 wks. delivey 0 0 0 2 Defivry Variable Del. Variable
3600 14 wks deiv. 2 2

200ho 1200 . .. . 0 0
1800 ... .2 4
3600 - " 3 5 .

250 hp 1200 .. 0 0 "
1800 0 03600 .... 1 1 "

300hp 1200 " Spec. Order1800.. .- -. .
3600W'

* Differnt designs
Not stocked
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planners need to consider this problem. Plant management extra training of employees. Planning of this kind will make
needs to evaluate the risk of losing certain electrical equip- a refinery more self-sufficient and better prepared when

wn without spares available as back up. The re-winding either a local or national emergency arises.
of motors usually takes at least 24 to 48 hours. Here again, Chemicals. In peace time, a short supply of chemicals to
even the problems of bearing supply for larger motors and a refinery is mostly related to transportation delays. The
copper wire of the proper size have been known to cause number of sources are diversified enough to give considerable
substantial delays, flexibility of supply. In time of war and transportation inter.

In time of a national emergency, repair parts could be ruptions, some processes could want for sufficient treating
even harder to acquire, chemicali. Defense operations would need to include the

Electronic Equipment- As refinery operations become storage or stock piling of a reasonable amount of chemicals
morecomputerized, requiring specially designed circuitry aM to cover a plant's demands for at least ninety days, or what-
instrumentation, it is expected that damage to a control ever practical amount could be ktept on hand, Sulphuric acid
pae or relay section could result in serious delays in opera. for the alkylation process could be a special problent.
tion, basically because of the time required to obtain replace- The fuels used in high performance gasoline engines need
ment from various manufacturers. Down time and loss of blending with tetraethyl lead (C 2 H 5 )4 Pb and tetramethyl
product usually cost more than actual repairs. Risk could lead (CH 3 )4Pb. Straight run gasoline can be improved from
be reduced by having -dequate standby equipment. 60 to 79± octane by the addition of 3 cc of tetraethyl lead

A control house is to a refinery what a head is to a human, if the sulphur content is less than 0.1%. Aviation gasoline,
It is possibly the most sensitive and most delicate of all areas however, needs to have the iso-octane from the alkylation
of a refining operation. The more delicate an operation, the process added to straight run gasoline plus isopentane, bu-
higher ff* risk. It not only is important that no one but tane and some aromatics such as toluene. A maximum of
trusted employees be allowed in or near the computerized 4.6 cc per gallon of tetraethyl lead can be used to improve
area. but also that each one handling circuit boards be com- the octane rating of a aviation gasoline. The need for an
pletey competent and his security be above question. Each alkylate is essential to produce most aviation fuels. This
employee must be alert. Serious damage can be readily situation makes the tetraethyl lead producing plants and
created in a plant by a carelessly placed paint ar's ladder, a the alkylation plants of major importance.
scrubwoman's mop or bucket, or loose tools in a hip pocket Peace time supply of tetraethyl lead in the western hemi-
if such are turned loose in and around electronic and com- sphere is normally no serious problem. The fact that only
puter circuits. A bottle of coke spilled into a computerized three processes are used to make TEL at present time and
system or even on a circuit board can raise havoc. Some that only six plants furnish the domestic supply plus one in
plants have experienced accidents from the above mentioned Canada makes the supply of material subject to easy inter-
causes. The time required for repair could be staggering. ruption and the plants making TEL a target of high priority.

The constructors of computerized installations well under- Three plants are locate J in Texas, one in California, one in
stand their frailties and their very sensitive nature. Often Ontario, and one each in New Jersey, Louisiana. Those
employees do not fully comprehend the extent of their defense regions with refining capacity would certi'lly need
hypersensitivity, For example, in some installations a very a nearby source of TEL in time of disaster. A recent trend
short break in the circuit operating the computerized system to manufacture "lead free" gasoline may relieve this de-
where information has been stored up for use, could cause pendency in the distant future.
the computer to temporarily lose its memory. One might The supply of liquefiable petroleum gases (LPG), i.e.
be four hours into a computer cycle .4nd have 3 frequency propane, propylene and butane used in the bending of gaso-
change or a short power break; if this computer is tied into line, appears to be no problem to defense planners. Over
several other computers, such a minor power change could 840 natural gas processing plants in at least 23 states not
require as much as twelve weeks to find a common point as only produce the LPGs needed by the refir-ery, but also
a starting point to revitalize the sysiem. Break-free systems produce considerable natural gasoline to add to the market
are usually installed at computerized installations to prevefit as needed. There is widespread use of LPG carburetors in
power interruption. In cases when the main power supply is farm machinery, trucks, and even passenger cars. Oil field
interrupted for an extended time, there is a real need for machinery commonly runs on bottled gas (LPG). The
turbine or diesel operated power to automatically come into natural gas processing industry is closely allied to the re-
play to replace the prime power sources, fining industry as to materials requirements as well as in

While industry is interdependent one on another, so are its contribution to the national supply of liquid fuels. See

workers dependent on each other to be ever alert to present F-igures 26 and 27.
1 problems" which could endanger life, security operations, Critical Materials for Petroleum Refining Industry - At
and the safety of others, or do damage to the industry fur- the request of the Department of the Interior, a study was
nishing them a living, made by the National Petroleum Council of the critical

Major interruptions have occurred in operations during materials reQuirementsof the petroleum refining industry
2 7

normal times for one reason or another. During the arranging in time of emergency. While the thrust of this effort was

and planning to meet the contingencies, a margin of safety directed toward conditions arising out of a nuclear action
can be added by stock piling extra parts, providing alternate 27 National Ppi'roleum Council "Critical Materials ReQuirements
supplies, standby power, extra pumps and compressors, and for Petroleum Refining" Washington 0. C_ March 1966
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and will be discussed further In later chapters- stil the from 1965 to 1980, indicate that the energy requirements
results of the study we fundamental and offer guidance will continue to rocket upward. 29
toward a realization of the amount of each item required. "In 1950, the annual per capita utilization of energy was
Also other industies could be competing for the same equal to 39 barrels of oil. It is increased by the equivalent
material. A previously made study, National Petroleum of 3 barrels within the next rive years. But in the following
Council, Report on Maintenance and Chemical Require- five years, when the nation was feelin, the fullest after effects
ments of U.S. Petroleum Refineries and Natural Gasoline of the declining birth rate many years earlier, per capita use
Plants, 28 is directed t this same problem. The tables 15 rose by only 1.4 barrels. The !hird five-year period, however,
through 24 give an inventory of the average equipment re- witnessed a marked change in the opposite direction. By
quired to build various refinery units. (See Appendix). this time, .he Influence of the declining birth rate had waned

Even a small crude distillation plant of 10,000 B/SO and the effects of the accelerating rate that followed began
could use up the nation's entire supply of explosion proof to dominate. Between 7,960 and 1965, per capita energy use
electric motors in one quick need. See Table 14, No corn- climbed up ov the equivalent of 5.4 barrels of oil- much more
plete study was made of the availability of electrical insu. than in either of the two preceding five-year periods. And
lators except from experience to know that these seem to our studies indicate continued strong growth. Between 1965
always be in short supply and often difficult to get on short and 1980. per capita energy use is expected to rise from 49
notice. As for transformers, these appear to be even scarcer to 69 barrels equivalent, a gain twice as large as the growth
than explosion proof electric motors, in the 1950-65 period. The details are shown in Fiqure 28.

Several sizeable electric power utilities were questioned as "Expressed in oil equivalent," the nation's energy re-
to their policy on warehousing equipment. It appears that quiremuants in 1950 amounted to 16 million barrels per
most utilities plan for ice storms. hurt icanes, tornadoes, and day. Growing at an average annual rate of 3.2 percent,
a breakdown from normal usage. Those contacted had from they reached a level of 26 million barrels a day by 1965.
six to eight months' supply of transformers, wire, poles and A faster growth rate per annum after 1965 is expected to
insulators on haod for growth and for local emergencies. raise consumption to 46 million a day by 1980- almost

Planning for any emergency needs to take into consider- three times as much as was needed only thirty years earlier,
ation not only what likely will be destroyed in a disaster, but as shown in Figure 29. The accumulated consumption in
also how much of a disaster might be created in a plant by the 1950-65 period totaled 113 billion equivalent barrels.
not having a spare piece of critical equipment which might And, in the 1965-80 period, it is expected to amount to
be damaged in normal usage. Any planning for industrial 194 billion- almost three-fourths more than was used in the
preparedness and plant emergencies is useful effort and con- preceding fifteen years. Truly, the nation's needs in the
tributes generally to the plan for national defense, near future are staggering." See Figure 30.

No attempt is made here to consider the availability of Oil is the leading source of energy accounting for 40+
suitable labor, it being assumed that no matter where a group percent of the nationwide market; natural gas is next- sup-
chose to locate, an extensive training program would have to plying 30+ percent of the over-all energy supply.
be ccnducted to train even experienced personnel in the The report also commented on nuclear power. "Although
handling of a new installation. Availability of labor and nuclear power will soon become a major source of energy.
attitude of personnel toward work are important conssidera- it is still in its infancy and the amount currently utilized is
tions to plant emergency and normal preparedness. insignificant compared with the other primary sources."

It is evident therefore, that any emergency affecting the
free flow of petroleury end its related products can seriously

Dependency of Other Industries on the Petroleum affect the welfare of a nation.
Industry Petrochemicals - The relationship existing between the

refining and natural gasoline industry with the petrochemi-
It has been said by many economists and students of his- cal industry is such a close one that some refiners scarcely

tory that the strength of a nation can be determined by know wh.ch industry they are in. Usually they are in both.
using its use of energy as an index. The petroleum and A modem refinery may supply ammonia for farmers; acety-
natural gas industry supplies most of this energy. While the lene for welders; carbon black for tires and newspapers;
refiner is dependent on the electric power industry, manu- ethylene for solvents, plastics, and refrigerants; propylene
facturing, transportation and others, so also many people for explosives, solvents and detergents; butadiene for nylon;
and industries are dependent on the refining industry to toluene for explosives, and asphalt for roofing a.nd roads.
keep them supplied with their source of energy and basic All are rrimary products of a modern refinery. Tables 25,
raw materials. 26 and 27 show the close association and dependence of

Energy requirements in the future are discussed by Winger other industries to refining. Petroleum refining is a vital,
a, follows: The Chase Manhattan Bank studies based on a
probable population growth of forty-eight million people

29 Winger, John G., Emerson, John D., and Gunning, Gerald 0.
"Outlook for Energy in the United States" The Chase Man-

28 National Petroleum Counce "Report on Maintenance and hattan Bank, N. A. New York, October 1968
Chem'cal Requirements for U. S. Petroleum Refineries ard *See Supplement for Btu relationships
Natural Gasoline Plants" Washington, 0. C. 1961 between fuels
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basic, and critical industry havingj great responsibilities to of food and clothing, besides energy and chemicals. A re-
many dependent chemical manu factu ring plants. For one port from the Wail Street Journal as reprinted by the
example, four-fifths of the feed stock to organic chemical National Academy of Sciences 30 discusses the broad re-
plants are petroleum products. sponsibility of the oil and gas industries.

In the past, hundreds of "coal tar" products were made
from the distillation of coal. Now, essentially all "coal tar" 3 trdcdfo ainlAaeyo cecs"oeo
products caon be and are made from petroleum products, Petrochemical industry in Recovery from Nuclea' Attack anid
and ail except the "squeak" from the pumping unit in the R-commended Plans to Reduce Vulnerability" Advisory Corn.
"oil patch" is used. The petroleum industry is now a source mittee on Emergency Planning, December 1961
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POPULATION DISTRIBUTION AND FIR CAPITA ENERGY US[

Population Distribution

Per Capita Energy Use-Ol Equivalent

Figure 30. Population Distribution and Per Capita Energy Use
Soune; "Outlook for Energy in the United States," The Chase Manhattan Bank,

N.A. • October 1968 (Se supplemental tables - Energy Balnce and
US. Consufiption of Primary Energy.

"The world's vast supplies of oil and natural gas soon petroleum is discussed in detail in a recent series of
may provide a major source of food for the hungry popu- articles in Hydrocarbon Processing.3 1

lations of underdeveloped lands. Scientists in a Pittsburgh It is possible in time of a prolonged war that life itself
laboratory of Gulf Oil Corp. already are turning petroleum will be dependent on the petroleum industry to furnish
into cookies, soups and cerials. At an undisclosed United food concentrats. Radioactive farm land, exposed pro-
States location, a pilot plant of Standard Oil Co. of New ducts, transportation failure, and the loss of farm help
Jersey and Switzerland's Nestle Alimentana, S.A., is re- could affect the usual '(,od supply.
fining oil into an almost tasteless white powder that could

- serve as a protein-rich dietary supplement for people and
animals. Elsewhere in the U.S. and Europe, edible vitamin Protection Problems
and protein concentrates, synthetic meatr, and other foods
are being produced experimentally from oil and natural gas. Civil Defense Industrial Preparedness is concerned: one,
Animals already are on a 'petroleum diet' in several coun- that existing operations be protected as much as possible
tries. In a Russian research project, cattle and poultry from all dangers created either by nature or by people; and
are being fattened on some 1,000 tons a year of foodstuffs two, that new plants be located and designed to give ut-
processed from petroleum. Pigs on an experimental stock most consideration to safety and strength and to the pro.
farm in Nigeria are being raised on similar rations." At tection of equipnent and employee. Plantsshouldbe
present British Petroleum at Laverne, France has the only built to meet the international environment in which we
commercial size plant Its products are used in animal feed. now live.

An executive from a large oil company recently stated
that the protein requirement for the entire world can pre-
sently be made from one ')ercent of the crude daily pro- 31 Pryor. Takata, Bennett, ecarle, et al "Food from Petroleum"

cessed in the refineries in the United States. Food from Hydrocarbon Processing, March 196,, pages 95 - 112
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Energy Balance -- Initial Appraisal

(In Trillions of BTU's)

The following table summarizes the National Petroleum Council's initial aopraisal of the U.S. Energy Outlook through 1q85.
Supply-demaind relationships are projected assuming that (1) current government policies and regulations and (2) present
economic climate for the energy industries would continue without major changes throughout the 1971.1985 period.

1970 1975 1980 1985

U.S. Domestic Energy Consumption' 67,827 83,481 102.581 124.942

Projected Domestic Supply: t

Oil - Conventional 1 21,048§ 22,789 24,323 23,403
Synthetic .- 197

Subtotal 21,048 22,789 24,323 23,602

Gas - Conventional$ 22,388§ 20,430 18,030 14,930
Synthetic -- 380 570 940

Subtotal 22,388 20,810 18,600 15,200

Coal 13,062 16,310 19.928 23,150

Hydropower 2,677 2,840 3,033 3,118

Nuclear 240 3,340 9,490 21,500

Geethermal 7 120 343 514

TOTAL DOMESTIC SUPPLY 69,422 66.209 75.717 87,784
(Percent of U.S. Consumption) 87.6 79.3 73.8 70.3

Imports Required to Balance:

Oil 7,455 15,662 22,984 30,878
(Percent of Oil Supp;y) 22.0 40.7 48.6 56.6

Gas 950 1,610 3,880 6,280
(Percent of Gas Supply) 4.1 7.2 17.3 28,3

TOTAL IMPORTS 8,405 17.272 26,864 37,158
(Percent of Energy Supply) 12.4 20.7 26.2 29.7

" As projected by thE Energy Demand Task Group.
t As projected by the variot,' Fuel Task Groups; oil and coa! adjusted to meet demands as predicted by the Energy

Demand Task Group.
t Includes Alaska North Slope Starting in 1975 for oil and '977 for gas.
§ Excludes additions to oil (2,086) and gas (132) stocks.

Excludes BTU's consumed in conversion of coal to syngas.

Source: National Petroleum Council, US. Energy Outlook-.An Initial Appraisal (1971.1985).
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U.S, Consumption of Primary Commercial Energy

Thousands of Barrels Daily of oil Equivalent
1955 1960 1965 1970

Nuclear Energy 
3 18 97Hydropower 707 836 968 1,296Coal 5,528 4,906 5,838 8,707Natural Gas 4.361 55982 7,622 10,206Oil 8.278 9,453 10,963 14,094

Total 18.874 21,180 25,409 32,400

Percent of Total Primary Commercial Energy Consumption

1955 1960 1965 1970
Nuclear Energy 

0.1 0.3Hydropower 3.7 4.0 3.8 4.0Coal 29.3 23.2 22.9 20.7Natural Gas 23.1 28,2 30.0 31.5Oil 43.9 44.6 43.2 43.5
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Office of Oil and Gas AO (1: 1970 estimatedU4 epwrment of the Inteior
Ady 28. 1970

Considering the constant tension of world affairs, no "Obviously, the best defense method for protecting ourwise builder should build in the center of a prime .arget domestic mobilization base and ensuring survival is industrialarea without applying the vast reservoir of plans and knowi, dispersion. Where deconcentration aims at scattering the
edge prepared by the Office of Civil Defense. From the manufacture of a particular item, dispersal of industry isstandpoint of national security, no industrial building should directed at thinning out industrial areas so as to minimizebe erected in congested areas. 

the destruction of industrial capacity by attack on a givenVirgil Couch, Director of the Industrial Participation, target. This is the employment of the simple military meas-Office of Civil Defefise, 32 points out, "Production every ure of using space and topography for defense of industrialwhere depends on production somewhere else. Wreck one plants against attack. Consideration should be given also toplant and production is stopped in another plant far away, placing the entire plant underground.There is no place to hide anything or anybody from all the "By multiplying the number of targets an enemy musteffects of an attack. But we can protect our most priceless hit to inflict the same total damage, industrial dispersal tendsasset, people, and our ability to recover, by making plans in to reduce the total effects of attack on our capability toadvance for industrial survival .... No plant is immune to produce.catastrophe. Emergency action plans, therefore, should be "As industrial plants are established in less concentratedready to meet all evantualities- both peace time and wartime areas, and employees and their families move to these loca-hazards .... 
tions, metropolitan-area populations are thinned to some

"Sabotage is an effective means of attack. Therefore, in- eytent, making those areas less attractive as enemy targets.dustry should take appropriate measures to prevent the In addition to dispersal of production, it is evident thatcommission by misguided persons or enemy agents of any certain finished items, especially materials necessary fordestructive act to endanger employees or impair the pro- survival, be dispersed and available for immediate use fol-ductive capacity of the plant '" lowing attack.Production problems are often strongly affected by in- "The Federal Government particularly urges the disper-dustrial concentration and congestion. Mr. Couch continues, sion of new and expanding industrial facilities."
In another statement, Couch says, "The basic philosophy

32 Couch, Virgil L, "How To Prepare for Civil Defense in In. on which civil defense is based ;s 'self help' in time of emer-dustry" Ir.1ustrial Security, July 1962, page 8 gency. Every individual, industrial plant, city and state must
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Table 27. Foam Plastics Derived From Petroleum

Ethyl Beni tena Styrene - .- s c Fo

Epoxy ResinsEpx or

-Ethane-- Ethylene . Ethylene Oxide- Ethylene Glycol

-Propane 0 .- Propylene -. 4Propylene Os ide___--Propylenfe Glycol

Petroleum
(Oil , Gas) Allyl Chloride Glycerine

Polyol

Urethane Fa

Mplifylcycloperrtanet

-Cyclic Copound enzene..-.-Toluene -- Toluene Disocyanate

Cyclohexane

\ Phenol---Phenolic Resins.-..henocForam

Source: "Structure; P'entpal of Foom Plastics for Housing in Urndewdevefoped Area", Research Report on ORA

Project 05687 Archirecturel Remrch Laboratory, Univorsiry of Mich, 9 n, Ann Arbor.

that it is still possible to reduce by dispersal the disastrous "Our productive resources tend to be concentrated in
effects of blast and heat when accompanied by protective densely populated regions, and since our industries will be
measures against weapons of mass destruction, because an prime targets, this makes us vulnerable. For example:
enemy deprived of profitable targets is actupIly deprived of a. East of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio Rivers is
strik , g power, an area containing 88 percent of our iron and steel produc-

"To accomplish dispersion by space, the present nation- tion, 96 percent of our electrical equipment manufacturing
wide dispersion policy calls upon Federal agencies to en- plants, and 31 percent of the 50 most populous cities.
courage and when appropriate, to require that new facilities b. More than half of the total population of the country
and major expansions of exisling facilities important to lives in 70 critical target areas which include half of the in-
national security be located so as to reduce the incorporation dustrial production but only 3 percent of the total area of
of suitable protective construction features in such facilities the country. These are civilian target areas and do not in-
to provide resistance to weapons effects. clude military targets, such as bomber bases and atomic

"Since industrial facilities now being built will be used energy installations.
for decades wherever located, planning for their locations c. An attack on 10 of our most strategically-situated
must be projected decades ahead." cities would encompass one-third of our industrial workers

Keeler, 35 formerly the Vice Presidert of the Chase and establishments, and reduce our transportation system to
Manhattan Bank in charge of security, discussed the con- but a fraction of its normal capacity.
cetitration of industry and of population. "Upon examination of this industrial-economic data and

"There is aclose correlation between manufacturing areas the areas invoved which are highly vulnerable not only to
and areas of dense metropolitan and county population, missiles and aircraft, but also to sabotage, one can immedi-

ately grasp their significanc2, not only to our economy, but
to the war-carrying potential of the U.S. These areas are

35 Keefer. Frank J. "Oetermining VulnerabOity of Your Plant the backbone of production for items essential to conducting
to Attack" Industrial Security. July 1962. page 24 a war and to survival."
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StOcker, 3 0 at the time of the article, Associate Editor of mine which of your critical Items they could produce inthe American Machinist. McGrew- Hill, summarized a vital an em~ergency?current problem a follows: "8. Have your suppliers been analyzed to determine the"How do you start to analyze facilities vulnerability? danger of delivery failures resulting from vulnerability orHere are some questions which, when answered in terms of dangerous concentraton?your situation, may provide a foundation for building your "9. Are your hazardous departments, stores, or opera-program. Start nowl When disaster strikes, you can only tions separated from the remainder of the plant. Have youwish you had" 
considered drop curtains or draught breaks in large open"1. Is any one critical item produced exclusively In the res? Can you isolate trouble at any place where it mayplant or target area? Do you know of a remote second start?rso ? How long would it take to duplicate production? "IQ Do you hae a working stock, and an emergency"2. Have you surveyed the possibility of decentralizing list, of critical replacement parts for machines and equip-this Production to other rasn of the plant, or to other gew ment? Would they be likely to suffer simultaneously withgraphic locations? Can you gain by relocating for distribu- the equipment they replace?tion or labor source as a direct benefit of decentralization? "11. Have method engineers, design engineers, produc-"3. Have you considered transferring some of your am- tion and tool engineers, and all supervisory help been in-ployes with special knowledge and shill to other locations structed in the problem of vulnerability and the meansor other aren of the plant to minimize loss of production of minimizing it? Is there conscious effort to avoid criticalknow-how resulting from having them all in one rea? Are conditions?you training people to fill skilled-labor, technical, and "12. Is your program planned to operate under disastermanagement positions? How many alternates are available conditions if necessary? Or, is it based on normal day-to-dayright now? How manv 'cadres' could you organize to *x. operations? Remember that conveniences such as power,pand or rebuild your manufacturing force? light, telephone, water, and transportation may be lacking"4. Are you using protective construction to reduce the after disaster strikes"danger to personnel and key facilities? Are personnel trained Soon both the eat coast from Maine to Florida and thein shut-down procedures if danger threatem? west coast from San Francisco to Mexico will be giant"5. Hawe you considered alternate locations for storage megalopolislike cities. They will be "sitting ducks" to sub-of raw materials, tools, and inactive machinery? Have you marine as well as being within missile range. Protectionarranged for storage, away from the plant, of complete from natural operational hazards created by hurricanes anddrawings and instructions for repair and rebuilding of earthquakes offer some encouragement to management tociritical facilities? 

deploy inland but market considerations, transportation"6. Have alternate suppliers been determined? Alternate and crude supply still outweigh these factors. Much needstransportation facilities? What power sources are available? to be done in serious study of new plant location. PerhapsHow vulnerable is your present power system? Can it be newly developed waterways will aid in some solution of thisimproved? 
problem. The January Bulletin, 1962, of the Atomic Scien-"7. Has the feasibility of a revision of specifications and tist summeurized the situation as follows: "As to dispersal ofstandards been considered, where such action enables add- population and industry (which could afford a certain meas-tional plants to participate in manufacturing essential items? ure of protection against all kinds of attack), we as yet haveHave you studied facilities of neighboring plants to deter- almost none of it. Instead, new skyscrapers are going up in
the most congested areas; and some basic industries have38 Stocklr, win. M. "Oconcentration of Producticki" Civil continued their concentrations in metropolitan centers al-Defendso, Indusria Imue, poe 35 ready replete with major targeta."
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Chapter V

RISK SUSCEPTABILITY DUE TO

THE NATURE OF THE PRODUCT AND EQUIPMENT

The Situation to become increasing in magnitude with each accident in oil
refineries and petrochemical plants. The more complex the

"BLAST, FIRE HIT REFINERY AT PORT ARTHUR, plant, the more difficult it is to repair and the greater the
3 INJURED". "REFINERY BLAST LEAVES 2 DEAD". down time. The American Insurance Association discusses
"CHARRED DESTRUCTION MARKS SCENE OF TANK risk analysis in chemical manuifacturing at great length. Cer-
CAR BLASTS"- "BLAST INJURES SEVERAL"- EXPLO- tainly no refinery or petrochemical plant management
SION KILLS A MAN"- are a few of the headlines which ap- should be without this bulletin of the American Insurance
peared in a local paper within a short period of time. Con. Company. (Technical Survey No. 3)-(See Reference 4).
sidering the fact that refineries manufacture liquid fuels and In Table 3, taken from that publication, various causes of
sensitive chemicals, it is a tribute to the industry that major plant losses are listed. To repeat, Table 4 points out that of
explosions are not commonplace. However, we need to do all 317 plant losses studied in a sample survey, over 60 per-
even better in industry and correct the present trend. cent of thle major plant losses involved explosions and in

Couch, 37 speaking before the American Society for In- 26.5 percent of the cases, both explosions and fires com-
dustrial Security, said, "Today as a typical day in terms of bined to cause extensive plant damage.
disasters, we co.ald expect to have more than 360 fires alone Spiegelman, 38 commenting further on the chemical and
in industrial plants in this country. A majority of those allied industries' large losses, states, "Large losses are occur-
fires would cost in excess of twenty thousand dollars and ring with much p'earer frequency. On examining a group of
one would exceed a cost of a quarter of a million dollars. these accidents, it became apparent that buch losses, includ-
And about once every ten days there is a fire which costs ing equipment failures and business interruptions averaged
over a million dollars, typical of the kind of disasters that about $200,000 to $300,000 per failure. The increase in
we're concerned with. If today is a typical day in terms of the size of plants and process units has had an adverse effect
disasters we could expect thirty-three companies to suffer on the entire loss experience...." See Table 28.
some kind of damage through natural disaster. Now I don't Spiegelman continues, "In contrast to the fire and ex-
mean nickel-and-dime window breaking or flood or this plosion record of the chemical and allied industries, the
kind of thing, but an expensive costly loss from disaster, accident record, as reported by the National Safety Council
plus the fact that we have numerous highway hazards, trans- for the years 1964 through 1966, is better than the all-
portation hazards, railroad hazards, and by the transit of industry average. However, the frequency and severity re-
flammable materials and toxic materials which could create cord of accidents in some parts of the chermical industry
disaster. At almost every industrial seminar of this type, indicates a number of problem areas. This is particularly
ASIS seminars that I have attended in the past twelve years, noticeable in those areas of the chemical industry involving
some three, four or five people in attendance get calls to explosives, salt processing, synthetic rubber and fertilizer
return home because of a disaster. Because they've had a products."
major fire, there's been an explosion, there's been a flood, Charney, 39 Systems Manager for Fenwal, Inc., in addres-
there's been a tornado, there's been something that has sing mai'nbers of the American Institute of Chemical Engi-
caused people to be called to go back heome. These are neers, said, "The present trend in the chemical industry
typical of the kinds of things that we are talking about here toward large, automated, single-train plants has increased
today." the likelihood of disastrous losses due to the fire and explo-

"The main thing is, as we look at this, are you piepared ;  sion hazard of massive spills of flammable hydrocarbons."
Are you ready to deal with this kind of disaster? It's well Although loss of life and injury is minimal in a refinery
recognized also that if you are prepared to deal with a nat- operation, still equipment losses and repair time appear to
ural disaster, unquestionably you are better prepared to be generally increasing if not in frequency, certainly in cost.
deal with a disaster that might be caused by enemy attack. The protection of equipment and any improvement that
In time of war, we're faced not only with the possibility of can be mzde to safegard against fires and explosions will
the loss of our people, loss of our plants, but loss of our pay handsome dividends and qo a long way toward making
country. Yes, the entire loss of our country." the plant more durable in time of enemy attack.

The use of higher pressures and with hydrogen and hydro-
carbon mixtures aong with plant congestion, long pipe
lines, large vessels, and high velocity vapor lines, losses trend 38Spueeman. Arthur "Riik Evaluation Of Chemical Pta-ts' 64th

National Meeting American institute of Chemical E ngineer. New
Orleans. La. March 1969, Paper 25 A. Also Footnote 4

37 Couch. Virgil L. Panel- "Profe.sional Civil Defense Trairinq Avail- 3S Charney. Marvin "Flame Inhbition of Vapor - Air Mixture"
able to industry" Proceed,ngs American Society for Irdistrial Americ:in institute of Chemical Engineerm Meeting New Orleans.
Security- Phiiadrelhia, Pennsylvania. page 117, September 22, 1966 La. March 1969- Paper 29 A,
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Table 28. Chemical and Allied Industries Large Loes

(Excluding Boiler and Machinery and Business Interruption)

No. of Fires Total Total Total Property
Yew and Explosions Fatalities Injured Damage

1966 37 19 287 $27,220,000

1965 32 16 66 $29,976,000

1964 29 18 106 $21,386,000

1963 31 6 115 $32,379,000

1962 21 17 135 $16,296,000

1961 26 13 313 $12,978,000

1960 20 30 111 $25,532,000

Detonations worked diligently to save lives, get people to the two small
hospitals of the city and set up emergency operations of

Texes City Diwstr- An example of a disaster originating traffic, fire fighting, rescue, clean-up, and restoration. See
outside of the plant whic destroyed petroleum facilities, Figure 33.
occurred at Texas City, Texas. A small fire in the hold of MutualAid Plans- This explosion illustrated a need for
the French ship, Grand Camp, moored in the Texas City industrial decongestion and for the development of disaster
harbor, set ,ff two devastating explosions on April 16, 1947 plans both in the community and with each company. Al-
The explosion and spreading fires killed 512 people, injured though a start was made a month earlier to organize a com-
1784 others, and destroyed property valued in excess of munity disaster committee, the full need of such an effort
fifty million do'lars. Refineries and oil storage terminals was demonstrated before the committee could do little
became activa ps, :icipants in short order. Greater spacing more than make a few plans. So often it takes a disaster to
from the potentia; ,nazard might have helped. See Figure demonstrate a need.
31. The petrcleu, installations in this case were victims of As an outgrowth of the disaster, the Texas City Industrial
their locations. Mutual Aid System was developed. The need for the orga-

The 7; 16 grre ton vessel had been fighting a small fire nization did not have to be sold to those who had experi-
of chemical fertilizef cargo in the hold for more than an enced devastation created by the harbor explosion. Gilmore
hour before the i,iitial explosion. The first explosion from of the Monsanto Chemical Company 40 discussed the
below was ii-im.ediately followed by a tremendous blast that Mutual Aid group in an Industrial Defense Symposium May
wrecked large portions of the crowded industrial and resi. 5th, 1965.
dential sections of the area. Twenty-seven firemen were "A Mutual Aid organization has many fvctors that are
killed in the explosion, necessary to a successful system. There must be a purpose

The High Flyer, a vessel of 6214 tons, caught fire, and which motivates the group. This may seem obvious, but it
15 hours later its cargo of ammonium nitrate exploded de- should be remembered that this type, of crganization brings
stroying with it the Wilson B. Keene (7716 gross tons). See together representatives of many business and governmental
Figure 32. Several h~icndred freight cars. much of the cargo entities, men of different professions, different business
stored at the Tixas C;;y Terminal Railway Company. and interests, and even business competitors. Therefore, there
oil storage tanks were, only a part of the material destroyed. must be a purpose, strong enough to command the coopera-
A Horton sphete of a pipeline company was tilted off its tion of these representatives. Because the Mutual Aid pur-
base. It looked like a flying saucer after a forced landing. pose embraces the minimization of loss of life and property
It looked good outside at casual glance, except for its stance and asks men to help others who need their help, the orga-
but was crumbled on the inside. It was junked. Fires blazed nization does command the cooperation and respect of the
everywhere, buildings collapsed, homes were blasted to the members.
ground. A nuclear blast could scarcely have been more
damaging. 40 Gilmore, Charles "The Texas City Industrial Mutual Aid System'"

Thirty or so organizations rallied to the call of Civil De- -An address before the Industrial Defense Sym osum- May 5,
fense, including the Navy, Army, National Guard, American 1965. The Provost Marshal's Hdq.- 4th U. S. Army, Fort Sam
Red Cross, Texas Department of Public Safety. Many Houston. Texas, Reprinted by U. S. Office of Civil Defense.
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'3ecaus of this purpose, thewe members must have a barrels of crude and various products," according to Jacobs,
plan of action- because of the variety of the interests re- Bulkley, Rhodes and Spler, 42 One 60-ton piece landed in a
presented, the plan must be definite, written and understood, tank containing gesoline-base stock. It was the same in
The plan must be inclusive, to cover all of the activities nec. weight as a DC-7 crashing on the spot, except this "aircraft"
emery to accomplish the purpose of mutual assistance, traveled only 1200 feet on its maiden flight. The first ex-

'No system- No pie.' is worth anything ven you need plosion occurred within the reactor vessel and high pressure
it unlm it is a pnwrical plan tested by drill, Most plans separator. Other detonations took place in the piping, ex-
work on paper, but "The proof is in the eatng"- I have changers, a separator drum, absorber tower, and other pieces
never heard of a plan that worked without a hitch, often- of equipment. See Figure 34.
times these failures occur even after testing, but this is true Jacobs, at al. describe eye witness accounts. "At the
only because every real emergency is different, containing time of the explosion, a number of people in the immediate
some item that wasn't planned. Without drills though, the vicinity of the refinery, (sufficiently close so that the transit
failures will be more frequent, more costly, and more severe, time for sound would be well under 1 sac.) saw luminous
No matter wit your plan may be, test it - often enough flames issue from near the top of the hydroformer. After
to maintain interests, maintain effectiveness, and maintain several seconds they heard a loud report from that direction,
competence of action." and then they saw the 'large' vessel (reactor) disintegrate

In summary, he points out. "The supporting procedures and the pieces fly through the air. Subsequently, they heard
are important in all member organizations - the industrial a second more violent report and soon the area was envel-
plants, the police and fire departments, the utilities, the oped in smoke and flames.
medical, the news media - every member. "Most of the operators on the unit were in the vicinity of

"I have talked about the factors that make or break a the control room at the time. Generally, they recalled a
Mutual Aid Organization. There are undoubtedly other rumbling noise, then a first explosion which knocked some
factors that some of you have experienced, but these are of them down; this report was followed by a cloud of smoke
the basics - and dust which greatly reduced visibility. After they had

Organized leadership recovered their footing and had started to run, a second
Cooperation between industry and government violent detonation occurred, again knocking some of them
A written and rehearsed plan off their feet. After this, there was a number of small ex-
Communication - the key to success plosions."
Supply - availability lists understood One would believe this to be some account from a war-
Medical assistance torn industrial area. And, there is complete similarity of
Traffic control problems.
Public information through news media and supporting "At the time of the explosion, the unit was being started

procedures." up after a shutdown for mechanical repairs," Jacobs con-
The Office of Civil defense has extensive files which in- tinues.

clude many emergency plans of companies and many mutual "At this stage of the start-up, the two mtjor vessels, re-
aid plans of communities. They have motion pictures avail- actor and regenerator, were being heated simultaneously,
able as to how to organize a mutual aid plan and how such the latter with compressed air through the air heater B-5 via
should work. Help in organizing such plans can be obtained the combustion air line, and the former by circulation of in-
from the Office of Civil Defense, The Pentagon, Washington, ert gas through the combination furnace B-1. The air sys-
D. C. 20310. It does not take a major disaster to reap bene- tem was normally held at about 10 lb./sq. in. lower pressure
fit from a mutual aid plan. Its constant use by industry than the inert gas system. Naphtha circulation through the
has paid off many times, unit (except the reactor, which was bypassed for this opera-

Whiting, Indiana- One example of an in-plant detonation tion) was in progress. Through a series of unfortunate cir-
was the catastrophe at Whiting. Management, engineers and cumstances, the recirculating inert gas became contaminated
operators of the American Oil Company refinery were with air and naphtha vapors, forming a flammable mixture
awakened at 6:12 August 27, 1955 '"by the sharpest sound estimated to contain about 19% 02 and 3% naphtha vapor
I have ever heard," said Ducommun, 41 Vice President of at about 105 lb./sq. in gauge. No catalyst was present in
Manufacturing, (deceased) American Oil Company, in dis- the system at the time.
cussing this detonation. A large fluid hydroformer was "The Fluid Hydrofcrmer stood 260 ft. above ground
leveled by the blast. The detonation shatteret. a 5 -inch level. The reactor vessel was 127 ft. in total length and 23.5
thick drum (8 times thicker than needed for operating ft. in diameter. It was fabricated of alloy steel plates vary-
pressures). Fragments from the reactor were scattered over ing in thickness from 2-3/8 to 2-3/4 in. Two regenerator
a radius of 1200 feet. Some missiles invaded the tank area. exhaust stacks and six relief valve outlets are shown at the
"The impact on the tainks caused .,umerous f.res which top of the unit." (The wreckage at the unit site is shown in
spread rapidly throughout the tank field ultimately bring- the frontispieces). "About 44% of the reactor vessel was
ing more than 40 acres within the fire area and eventually
destroying sixty-three tanks and approximately 1270,000 42 Jacobs, P. B., Bulkley, W. L., Rhodes, J. C., and Speer, T. L.

"Destruction of a Large Refinery Unit by Gaseous Detonation"
41 Ducommun, Jesse C. "6:12 at FHU-700" American Petroleum Chemical Engin. Progress, December 1957, Vol. 53, No. 12,

Institute Chicago, Illinois, November 14, 1956 page 565
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hurled beyond the area shown; pieces reornaining can be seen by noon. This doubling of the area aflame, however, re-
in the upper central portion of the photograph." presented only an average lineal advance of the fire front of

Only nine employees lost time as a direct result of the about 25 percent.
explosion. Eleven suffered injuries during the te fighting. "After Saturday noon, the net fire area steadily shrank.
A 3-year old boy outside of the refinery was fatally injured, Later ignitions or boilovers in the east, such as the one
and his brother suffered an amputation. One man died of a around 4:00 P.M. Sunday, increased the total burned area
heart attack. to about 47 acres. However, concurrent shrinkage on the

Another interesting account is given by Ducommun. 41  west was more rapid so that the net acreage of fire actually
'Vhen we reached the battery limit of the hydroformer decreased.
we found gasoline, light cat-cycle oil, and heavy cat-cycle "Several hours after the fire started it was recognized
oil from the two cracking units gushing out of the ground. that fire-fighting would continue through the night. An
The fountain flowed out cf lines that were buried some emergency fire-fighting organization was established to pro-
2-1/2 feet deep. A huge chunk of steel from the ruptured vide manpower on the customery three-shift basis at five
vessel had lighted on this area and severed 4-, 6-, and 8-inch different fire-fighting zones. This organization included the
lines as one would a slice of bread. doctors and nurses at our refinery hospital. In the after-

"Already some men had started a sand dike, diverting the noon, some of the men were sent home to rest to enable
oil flow into a nearby sewer. This was the stu. t of another them to return on a later shift and relieve those on duty.
important activity of this day and many days to come: the This arrangement provided more effective fire-fighting
building of secondary sand dikes to control the flow of oil." around the clock and continued for several days. Several
This turned out to be of extreme importance. thousand men were involved during the first days of the

Ducommun continues, "No fire had started when these fire. This number decreased until there were about 50 men
lines were severed but the roar and din in the area was tre- per shift assigned to active fire-fighting duty during the
mendous. Part of the noise was from a big tank to the north last few days.
of us. Four-hundred-pound and 100-pound steam lines, a "Our emergency plans, made and practiced through the
100-pound ai line, and the gas lines - lines that had been years, certainly proved their value and confirmed the wisdom
severed at the battery limit - added to the high-pitched ca- of having such plans and practices. Our up-to-date fire-
cophany. The call quickly went out to shut off the main fighting equipment and trained manpower proved they can
valves which could be seen in the distance. handle a major emergency.

"Then we were at the hydroformer itself. There was not "Take a look at our fire-fighting brigade. A full force of
too much fire but the shambles and destruction were almost about 300 refinery employees, fully trained in the newest
indescribable, techniques, is backed up by 300 more, partly trained, regu-

"According to the consensus of eye witnesses, there was lar refinery personnel. A Chief heads a full-time staff of 11
a loud thud or muffled explosion, followed by a sheet of fire marshals who work on shifts around the clock.
flame which surrounded the reactor. Then there were two "The refinery is equipped to fight any fire. There are
loud, sharp explosions. According to one witness, the re- more than 400 hydrants in the high-pressure, looped water
actor seemed to 'peel' apart. This observation was substan- system; 1 stationary pumps maintain 175 pounds pressure
tiated by the reverse curvature found on some of the frag- whenever there is a siren call. Fifty-one turret nozzles are
ments. Oil spills followed shortly in the tank fields. located at key spots. So many streams were played on this

"The 600-ton reactor shell broke into 13 major-sized fire that pressure dropped to 70 pounds at the peak. How-
pieces, ranging from 3 to 136 tons. Of these, a 60-ton frag- ever, there was never a shortage of water.
ment traveled farthest - 1,200 feet. The separator broke "Seven fire trucks, 44 hose carts, and nearly 80,000 feet
into 29 pieces, one of which was found 1,500 feet away. of fire hose are stored throughout the plant, ready for use.
About 20 storage tanks were hit, a vapor recovery unit was More than 2,600 first aid extinguishers are strategically
struck, and the elevators on one of the fluid cat crackers located.
were damaged. With the possible exception of one naphtha "Fire-fighting is part of everyone's.job at Whiting. That
tank, no equipment would have been scrapped because of we teach and that we practiced when the major disaster
mechanical damage from fragments alone. Excepting the alarm sounded. It was a signal for employees, wherever they
fluid hydroformer, the major damage in the refinery was might be, to report to the refinery for duty. They reported,
due to the subsequent fire. they performed according to plan, they won.

"It was humanly impossible to extinguish this conflagra- "In addition to the curtain of water raised about the fire,

tion," Ducommun continues. "Fire fighters who entered the most effective control was applied by the construction
the tank fields to contain individual fires, were driven out of temporary sand dikes. About 2,500 loads of sand were
by flash fires resulting from oil spills. The fire could only hauled by the refinery and neighboring trucking companies

be controlled. A few minutes after the hydroformer ex- to provide emergency dikes. This sand, plus an equal
ploded, the perimeter of the fire had enclosed most of the amount, was used to advantage after the fire to soak up the
pressure stills, tank fields and the heavy tank field. The oil in the fire area and facilitate dismantling. Almost every
area covered scaled to about 17.5 acres. trucking facility in the community was engaged in this huge

"After two hours, the fire area had increased to around task.
20 acres. The overflowing of the tank field and spill into "Feeding men on duty during a fire was another major
Indianapolis goulevard increased the fire area to 42 ac,-es task. A mobile canteen of the Salvation Army voluntarily
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entered the refinery within one to two hours after the e) |,1o, cold outside and the oil just might be thick. The vent was
sion. Subsequently arrangements were made with a catering still closed,
service that operated on a round the-clock basis for two days "A fire at this stage was not normal, but also not an un-
to provide sandwiches, coffee, and milk on radio call from usual thiog to do. Now after several hours the flow rate
any area in the refinery, was abo3ut 800 barrels per day, a low fire burned in the

"Civil Defense, National Guard, and 12 police agencies furnace, and no oil was overflowing into the dephleimator.
aided in patrol. communications, and in three different and "As the pressure approached 200 psig at the furnace inlet,
successive evacuations of the residential areas. The Red the operators checked the pressure at the top of the coke
Cross, American Legion, Whiting Community Center, and chamber; it wes 200 psig and climbing. Something was
about 40 other agencies provided medical and other aid in really wrong Everything ;jddenly became clear and action
the community.... became urgent. Th, vent was still closed. An attempt was

"Bear in mind, this older area at Whiting was built in the made to open it, but it was now impossible by hand. A man
early '90's. Some of these tanks were installed in the late we-,t for a wrench; he never made it in time At 6:00 A.M.
'90's and early 1900's. When they were constructed they Januaryj 22, 1959, No. I Dubbs dephlegmator ripped open
matched the highest safety and material spectfications of with a violent explosion. The proc:edure of 'start-up' was
their time, and we had kept these facilities as up to date as the same as hundreds of times before- except for the closed
reasonably possible, vent valve. Old units are not immune to explosions." lNote.

"Most facilities performed accordinq to design. For ex- An airplane pilot uses a check list when he warms up his en-
ample, our sewer system, designed back at the turn of the gine even though he has flown 1,000,000 miles). See Figur.
century, carried off much of the dangerous liquid and 35.
helped prevent a worse disaster. "The analysis of the cause of the explosion was judged

"Materials used for fire-proofing structures paid hand- to be spontaneous ignition- ion su'phide deposits could
some dividends. Concrete-covered, %teel-pipe stanchions have contributed to !he !empjerature and air in t' - system.
carrying vital lines withstood exposure to high temperatures "A 100 pound sheet of steel boiler pThte laned 300 feet
and many lines of welded construction remained intact, away and crashed through a roof into a dining, oom, One
Steel valves and steel pump casings resisted the searing heat man waf killed: window glass was broken: the north and
while cast iron valves and cast iron fittings simply disinte- south ends of the control room winrlow, c,ved in; one mao
grated. Threaded and screwed pipe couplings separated, trapped in the tool house by tire went to safety out the
leaving hundreds of disjointed lengths of curling pipe. window in record time. A piece of the dephlegmator weigh-

"We quickly learned that emergency communications ing 7440 pounds flew 100 feet;, 2500 pound fiagment,
are vital in a disaster such as this. Telephone cables pro. including the top head, blew 335 feet into a residential area.
viding service in a refinery were damaged by the explosion Window damage occurred 5000 feet away Projectile dam-
and other cables serving parts of the city were destroyed age is sometimes a problem in such blasts."
later by the fire. From the to-c of the first alarm practi- Everyone knew the vent valve 5nould be open. Seemingly
cally all of the existing telephone service was disrupted. It harmless changes in procedure might be a , :al catastrophe
was necessary to use radio-equipped cars and tricks for It is suggested that grating for platforms makes less destruc-
communication. The refinery had about 36 of 'hem and tive missiles than floor plates.
some were set up at key locations :hroughout the plant to No refining system is free from potential hazards, a con-
maintain communication." clusion borne out by several hundred accounts of refinery

Ponca City, Oklahoma- Pipkin 43 reminds us that prob- damage reviewed for this presentation.
lems of detonation are not confined to new process# alone.

Old processes are not immune from troubles.
"Ole No. I Dubbs had made her last run, but 7his we Analysis of Detonations and Explosions

didn't know until ;ater - The experienced coke men had
:eaned out the still as they had done so many times during It is not the purpose of this discussion to be a complete

the past 30 years that no one was sure how many The treatise on 'he anatomy of detonations or normal explosions.
operation crew of old timers took on the system and pro- for this information is covered by hundreds of well-known
ceeded to start it up as they could easily do in their "sleep". papers. It is helpful, however, to r,.,iew observations of
These men were not trainees, but experienced operators, A those who have lived throijqh and studied such accidents in
vent valve was overlooked and w~s not opened during filling detail as a guide to preventing accidents nd as a guide a! to
operation. Ram oil,a lirht gas oil, was ued as a start up what to expect. Such experience is training for Civil De-
charge. It was observed that the unit w~s filling slowly, fen-. problems that could occur in time of war since second-
but this was attributed to cold stock. When the filling ary explosions and fires will be commonplace ir industrial
pump began to rn !7 lt; 8

t
i

, 
clue to coming trouble centers in any bombing situation. A study of actual events

was not grasped. The pressure was built to 90 psiq when that have occurred in our industry should better prepare us
fluid movement stopped. The operators decided that a low for problems related to all disasters; but instead of having
lire in the furnace would help warm the cold oil. It was only one plant involved, there may be several.

43 Pio(in, 0 A. "Oerniaion- Old Prqcesses ar not immtne" Mo:,t investigators -of explosive processes recogrize two
American Petroleum intrute, Chicapo, i finoi Meeting, types ol explosions: I1) a normal type where it is possihle
Nmember 1959 to calculate the maximum pressure generated in the destruc.
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tive eonirgy released assuming equilibrium conditions,- also glass breakage and building danage. In this case, the Ordi-
called dephlagration, and 121 detonations, whore conditions nance Safety Manual (OSM) indicates rhat 830 feet be-
ae not at equilibrium, the latter reaction occurring at super- tween plants is minimum. The crater formed is 65 to 100
sonic speeds. Both types of explosions frequently occur in feet in diameter ard glass breakage could be expected two
a refinery accident; both cause destruction I In normal ex- miles away.
plosions. measured peak pressJres range upward to 10 times Brasie and Simpson 4 5 discuss in detail the importance of
starting pressure; in detonations, up to 700 times have been explosion planning.
measured. Detonations react so fast that no safety relief "Explosions, detonations, and fires occur annually in all
arrangement is able to function before a vessel is blown to segments of the chemical and petroleum industry. These
bits, Flame fronts traveling at supersonic speeds exert shock unfortunate incidents occur in plants- large and small- and
waves often having the brisance of nitroglycerine or TNT, occur seemingly, despite the concerted efforts of safety and

For years, explosive manufacturers have made com. design engineers, operating personnel and all concerned.
parisons between the relatively slow action and pushing Neither years of experience nor size of operation exempt a
nature of a black powder explosion and the instantaneous given plant or company. Hence, like death or taxes, explo-
explosion of nitroglycerine or TNT. The "black powder" sions appear inevitable. Whereas no one plans to have an
type explosion is similar to a normal hydrocarbon explosion, explosion, it is highly desirable to plan for an explosion.
(deflagration), the pushing action of a gasoline-air mixture "The rate of pressure buildup and the peak pressure gener-
in an engine or the kerosene-air mixture in a diesel engine, rated within the exploding system are complex functions of
Black powder placed on a boulder does nothing tn the rock the material involved, its confinement, the detonation or
but shake it. The explosion of a steam boiler or even CO2  reaction rate, and the available energy per unit volume. For
cylinder is quite like the relatively slow action of black a confined vo!ume of gas, the maximum pressure and time
powder. Black powder is 75 to 78 percent potassium nitrate, of build-up may be calculated. Pressures of u~p to 10,000
10 percent sulphur and 15± percent carbon. In coal mining, Ib./sq.in. are possible in confined gas explosions. Detona
coal is "pushed" out of its seam in chunks by CO2 expansion tion rates may reach 2,000 to 3,000 ft./sec." High explo-
or a slow acting permissable explosive. sives such ds nitroglycerine produce maximum pressures of

A granite boulder can be cracked by mud-capping a stick several million pounds 'sqift-reaction time can exceed
of dynamite (nitroglycerine composition) and exploding it. 25.000 ft/sec.
The detonation rate of nitroglycerine is 1 ft. in 1/25,000+ Ardsie continues," "In the extreme, nuclear weapons pro-
of a second, the boulder cannot move out of the way and is duce prcssures which would correspond to temperatures of
cracked. This is an example of detonation, an explosion of several million degrees. For this discussion, we need to es-
high brisance. Both types of explosions can be dangerous sentially know that the explosion of detonation process
and destructive, but detonations are most feared in the re- produces extremely rapid, at the point of explosion, a hard
fining and natural gas industries because safety valves cannot core volume f material under extremely high pressure."
operate fast enough to relieve explosive pressure. The mechanics oi a nuclear explosion are discu.sed in detail

Some explosives can be detonated by shock waves. Each in Section II,
has an ignition temperature Robinson 44 points out that "The high pressu, e material expands into the sur-
the instantaneous pressure of a detonation could be a half- roundings as a sphere with a spherical shock wave at the
million pounds per square inch. Contrast this to 200 or 300 fiont. Depending on the location of the point source,
pounds per square inch pressure of 3 steam boiler blowup, whether it is above ground or at ground, the expanding
The detonation rate of 8,500 meters per second curiously shock wave behave somewhat differently. An 'air burst' ex-
enough is 18,000 miles per hour, the speed required by as- plosion produces additional complications, because of the
tronauts to leave the earth and go into orbit. There is a reflection of the shock w-ve from ground surfaces. But, in
relationship between ignition temperature and the drop general, the expanding shock wave proceeds out away from
tests used to test an explosive's sensitivity. Detonation of the site of the explosion. When the shock wave arrives at a
one explosive may cause the detonation of another when given poiit the overpressure brought upon by the shock
placed close to it. The rate of detonation depends on both wave rises to some peak value instantaneously with the ar-
tile kind of explosive and how tightly it is packed. Robinson rival of a shock wave. This overpiessure at a given point
continues to point out, - I this wave should hit another then decays as a function of t;me, eventually goes negative
mass of explosives while it is still traveling at high velocity, ard finally returns to ambiert pressure. The effect is illus-
it might have enough energy left in it o initiate detonation trated in Ftgu:e 37.
in tre npw mass. When this happens, we call it 'sympathe- "Behind the shock wave ii a regioi of fast moving air
tic detonation', and the explosion of the two masses takes generally movinq at above hurricane velocities. This follf-J.-
place about as though they had been one mass." Separation
by a proper distance is one of the best ways to prevent 45 81aS~e, W. C. and Simpson, 0. W. "Guideines for Esttmdtng
sympathetic detonations. In the case of 100,000 pounds of Damage Explosion- Loss Prevention"- a CEP technical manu:l-
high explosives, at least 178 feet of separation are necessary American Institute of Chemical Erigineers Sympo-un'- St. Lows,
to prevent sympathetic detonation. Figure 36 shows the Missouri. 1968, pae 91
effect of 100,000 pounds of high explosive on window 'Author's note: This discuwsson on nuc'fear bomb force would appear

to be out of ',rder and be a part ef Chaoter IX. It as convenient it-44 Roo-rron, Clark Shove "Exolosons- Their Anatomy and Destruc- in( '-de it at this yont so that the reader can s" a cornarison be-
tveness" McGraw-Hill Book Co , Irx. 1944, paqe 11 twehn detonation. and nuclear exDloions.
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EXPLOSION EFFECTS1

Exanrding Sl',cl

Dynamic Press..;. Radiation
- Region

taj~.(High Winds)

it 1 /Droj Loading

Loaed

Ground Zro -- G~msi

TIME ANDDSA C

Figure A Qualitativre effects of an Idetaled esPlaIefi .6h 1I
sped to time ) and distance f rom ground zeros.

r17,

Figure B This ilustrates all tne signiticant explosion damage to central mufti-stofled structure 300 ft. distant. compliete d*.
effects. The disaster caused by exploding ammonium nitrate on struction of warehouses both sides of slips. crushed oil tankage
board two ships has been scaled at about 2.4 lIT and out to 6.000 ft; dynamic loading on foregrouand structures
involved a nearby chemical process plant. warehouses, grain clearly evident !0.5 to 1.0 lb, sqlin. erst.). rnisello effects in.
elevator, refinery tankage. and many residences. Crater (eater ctuding punctured wails anid tanks are visible. A ona-ton able"t
fittedll at center left edre massive diffraction loading damage landed in upper rigftcorrner(4.500fI. U#4t photo.

Figure 37

(Source' AIChE Loss Prever'rio, S,,mposum,1
5

1
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Table 29. Overpressure, Dynamic Pressure, and Wind Velocity in Air
at Sao Level for an Ideal Shock Front-

Peek Over pressure Peak Dynamic Pressure Maximum Wind Velocity
(Ibe./sq.in.) (lbs./sq.in.) (mi./hr.)

200 330 2,080
150 223 1,778
100 123 1,414

72 80 1,170
s0 40 940
30 16 670
20 8 470
10 2 290
5 0.7 160
2 0.1 70

ing air movement creates what is known as the dynamic All charts and tables assume "table top" condition. Hills
pressure. These pressures are equivalent to the stagnation and valleys, other buildings, thick woods, loose sand or solid
energy- i.e., kinetic energy equivalent, of the winds. Damage rock (that carries a shock wave)- all could change the effects
to structutes is equivalent to that from high winds. i.e., drag of a blast.
loading and negative pressure effects." See Table 29. Referring to Tables 30, 31, and 32 and to Figure 36, one

Glasstone 46 says, "The dynamic pressure iS proportional can assess damage ind equate it roughly to an equivalent
to the square of the wind velocity and to the density of the TNT blast.
air behind the shock front. Both of these quantities may Brinkley48 objects to using TNT as a comparison of an

--.. 7be related to the overpressure under ideal conditions at the explosion yield since for most explosions of concern to the
S-wave front by certain equations. For very strong shocks chemical engineer, the assumption is valid.

the dynamic pressure is larger than the overpressure, but Brinkley states, ... the design engineer must be concerned
below 70 pounds per square inch overpressure at sea level with the rational design of protective structures or the ra-
the dynamic pressure is smaller. Like the peak shock over- tional specifications of separation distances in order to pro-
pressure, the peak dynamic pressure decreases with increas- vide protection against blast damage resulting from such
ing distance from the explosion center, although at a explosions.... In order to be useful, it is necessary that the
different rate. Some indication of the corresponding values model be a conservative one. As long as it is conservative,
of peak overpressure, peak dynamic pressure, and maxi- it should be as realistic as possible in order to minimize con-
mum blast wind velocities for an ideal shock front in air at struction costs. It is desiratle, therefore, that the model not
sea level are given in Table 29." Overpressure is pressure greatly overestimate the shock wave properties upon which
created by a blast or wind in excess of normal atmospheric the protective design ib to be based." Brinkley considers
pressure. TNT models applicable only to high intensity explosions;

Most structural engineers concern themselves with wind for ideal explosions, it is more non-conservative for over-
loading, the, namic pressure value used in blast damage pressure levels of concern to the design engineer, i.e., TNT
determinatior . As mentioned in the section on hurricanes, models relate to detonations.

*- if potential wind velocities were used in areas susceptible to
-" such damage, winds of a minimum of 160 miles per hour*

would be a basis for design considerations. Such a wind,
easily obtainable in a blast, would have a peak dynamic pres- Explosive and Detonable Mixtures
sure of 0.7 psig (100 pounds per square foot) and a peak
overpressure of 5 psig. Few refitery buildings are built to
these specifications. More will be said about overpressure A review of the nature of explosions is important for the

and wind relationships in the nuclear blast section. more one understands the causes, the better he can avoid

Spiegelman 47 and others list tables showing the relative the effects. A study of explosive mixtures always comes

strength and shock wave effect on buildings. See Tables 30, down to a study of the chemistry of elements commonly
31, and 32. found in crude processing units. Nitrogen, carbon, hydro-
_gen and oxygen, sometimes chlorine and sulphur- here

. 46 GLasstone, Samuel "The Effects of Nuclear Weapons" U.S. De- basically are the raw materials for almost any explosive or
partment of Defense and U.S. Atomic Energy Commission- Re-
vised Edition- 1964

47 Siegelman, Arthur "Autopsy of an Explosion" Fire Engineering, 48 Brinkley, Stuart E . Jr. "Detonation of Explosion Yield of an
October 1967, page 52 Exothermic or Detonable Reaction" Loss Prevention Conference-

'A recent hurricane snapped a guyed flare stack designed for a 64th Meeting American Institute of Chemical Engineers- New
200 mph windload. Orleans, Louisiana- March 1969
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Table 30. Air Shock Wavi Pressures of TNT

Peak Overpressure Distance Itoot) from Known Charge of TNT 1pounds)
in Shockc Wave-PSI 1 lb. 2 lbs. 4 lbs. 8 tbs. 10 lbs.

85 3 3.8 4.8 6 75
45 4 5.0 A 4 8 10
30 5 6.3 8.0 10 12
20 6 7.6 9.6 1? is
14 7 5.5 11.0 14 18

11 8 10.1 13.0 16 20
7 11 14.0 175 20 25
4.9 12 16 20 25 32
3.5 15 19 24 30 38
2.2 20 25 37 40 50

1,8 25 32 40 50 64
%0A8 50 63 80 100 126

0,40 100 126 160 200 252
0.33 125 158 200 250 316

After Spiegeman,117

Table 31. Robinton's Damage-Distance Relations.

(Basis: one pound of TNT)

Dist once-Ft. Average
Dimage E f fectI Mini. Ave. Max. Overp ressu re- lb. sq. in.

Ground Zetro 0 0 0 Approx. 7,500

Crater Diameter 2.2 280

Limit Serious Structural Damage 6 65 26.2 ill 2.3

Limit Earthwdjve Damage 15.5 (%4 46.5 465 (2) 1.2

Inhabited Building Class 9.10 OSM 81 0.45

Limit Minor Structural Damagn- 22.1 89 221 0.4

Missile Limit 44 5 ill 333 0.3

Broken Glass Damdae 220 2,200 4.400 0.006 M3

III Sand (2) Rock (31 Considered unrealistically low

flammable mixture one wishes to make. Van Dol~h,19 ys, parts nitric acid and dithekite. 24 parts nitrobenzine and 63
"The explosive power of mixtjres of nitric acid fuel sys- parts nitric acid are extremely sensitive as is glyceryltrini-
rems has been recognizad in the explosive fraternity for trate (nitroqlycerine)l which is C3H 3(0N0213. Van Dolah
many years.' iH9.lhoffite. 28 parts nitrobenzine and 72 indicate, t::% nitric acid systems form dletonable materials,

______________and explosion hazards of nitration reactions have been re-

49 Van Oolah. P W "Doicinatii Potential of Nitric Acid Systems" cognized since Nobel blew up nis factory in 1864. The use
Loss Prevention Symposium- 64h Moeting of American instituie of nitric acid in the refining and petrochemical industry is
of Chemical E ngineers. New Orieans. La. March 1969 now quite common practice.
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Table 32. Conditions of Failure of Peak Overpressure-Sensitive Elements
Effect of Shock Waves on Buildings

Approx. Incident Blast
Structural Element Failure Overpressure lb./sq. in.

Glass windows, large Shattering usually, 0.5 1

and small. Occasional Frame failure

Corrugated asbestos siding- Shattering 1-2

Corrugated steel or Connection faiiure 1-2
aluminum paneling- followed by buckling

Wood siding panels, st3ndard Usually failure occurs at the 1-2
house construction- main connections dllowing a

whole panel to be blown in-

Concrete or cinder-block wall Shattering of the wall 2-3
panels 8 in. or 12 in. thick
(not reinforced)

Self-fraing teel Collapw 3-4
panel building-

Oil storage tanks Rupture 3-4

Wooden utility pole; Snapping failure 5

Loaded rail cars Overturning 7

Brick wall panel, Shearing and flexure failures 7-8
8 in. or 12 in. thick
(not reinforced)

From Glasstone- Effects of Nuclear Weapons 12

Nitrogen alone can be totally inert, or it can loosely com- A case is known where a catalytic desulfurization unit
bine itself into a compound that could blow the top off al- had a coke luild-up on the catalyst bed and was being
most anything. If when inerting or purging with nitrogen a readied for ,lean-out. When the reactor was purged with
condition exists with air present, and nitric acid can be nitrogen, supplied by a local vendor, the temperature of the
formed in the presence of a complex group of hydrocarbons reactor bed rose 20-300 F. from an initial temperature of
and catalysts, there is some question as to what might pos- 610' F. Effluent gas tested 5% combustibles. Everything
sibly be created. The formation of even a small amount of seemed tight and no air leak was found. The second cycle
sensitive material could possibly trigger a greater reaction in continued-still a pick-up in temperature. B, the fourth
a less sensitive atmosphere. Certainly, reactions purposely purge, temperature at the top of the reactor bed reached
using nitric acid and hydrocarbons together need very spe- 10000 F.- then rapidly went 14400 F. as the nitrogen purge
cial attention, for during the nitration of hydrocarbons continued. Everything was instantly stopped. Gas samples
either intentionally or accidentally, explosives can form. from the reactor showed 20% CO2 and 0.9% NH 3. A check

A college chemistry text teaches that the Haber process of the nitrogen tanks showed 16.9% oxygen in one and
for making ammonia combines nitrogen with hydrogen 22.3% oxygen in another. This "nitrogen" was air! Fortu-
usually in the presence of an iron-molybdenum catalyst to nately a detonation was not triggered.- But how close! An
help the reaction along. The reaction of nitrogen and hydro- oxygen trailer had accidentally been used for the nitrogen.
gen occurs at less than 2000 C. and causes a liberation of Constant monitoring of oxygen content of inert gas for
24,000 calories of heat under normal pressure. ConsiJering purging is important.
the materials present, the creation of a number of unstable Much researc, needs to be done in order to find the an-
compounds seems possible in en improperly controlled re- swers to such questions as: Under certain conditions, is it
actor, especially if contamination occurs, possible that some stronger or more sensitive explosive
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which has combined in a reactor or vesel. caused o started Conversely. a depletion of oxygen or a higher temperature
a detonation? Or, are we dealing only with a turbulent or a lower pressure make detonation more unlikely."
hydrocarbon mixture capabe of detonating with the force Ginsburgh and Bulkley50 studied detonations in 2 inch
equal to that of detonating nitroglycerine? test pipes to determine distance rilationships of flammable

What part does iron sulphide play in accidents1 Many mixtures and detonations. T.iey stato, "The ease of deto-

cae are known where great heat has been generated by nability of combustible gases in air is defined by their deto-
the drying out of iron sulphide enough to trigger an explo, nation induction distances, which are important criteria in
sion. There must be many possible causes of detonations evaluating hazards in industrial equipment. Even in the ab-
and explosions. Why do some flammable mixtures explode sence of a stable detonation, an abnormally high pressure
while others do not? See Figure 38. and a steep shock front are of critical importance to process

Jacobs2 discusss detonations in the following excerpts. safety considerations. Because of thp safety factors that are

...... Until rather re'ently it was generally thought that gas- applied in industrial practice, only approximate values of
eous detonations were largely confined to rapid burning the detonation criteria are needed. This fact permits con-
mixtures which would include: siderable simplification in experimental technique."

1. Hydrogen with oxygen or air Ginsburgh and Bulkley conclude:

2. Unsaturated hydrocarbons with oxygen or air 1. Induction distance is long and the initiation of deto-
3. Saturated hydrocarbons with oxygen. nation is marginal for mixtures in which burning velocity is
"In addition, it was known that saturated hydrocarbons below 2.5 ft./sec.

and air would detonate if these were in a highly turbulent 2. Initial pressure has little effect on induction distance

condition. This knowledge resulted from some experimen for those slow-burning mitxtures.
tal work following up on a number of pipeline explosions 3 'The detonation hazard is increased by any factor that
where an unusual degree of violence was exhibited. increases burning velocity. Methane.air mixtures do not

"Now we believe that almost all flammable gaseous hydro- detonate under normal conditions, but they can detonate

carbon-air mixtures can detonate. Furthermore, we know when burning velocity is increased by severe turbulence.
that flammable hydrocarbon mists in air will also detonate, 4. i-or burning velocities between 2.5 and 20 ft./sec. in.

although only two or three years ago lively debates were duction distance decreases with increasing burning velocity
held on the subiect of whether hydrocarbon mists in air and also is a function of initial pressure. Above 20 ft./sec..
were capable of anything more destructive than slow burn. neither pressure nor burning velocity has appreciable effect
ing. on induction distance.

"As indicated herein, we do not know precisely under 5. A detonation once started in a pipe line, multiple

what conditions any mixture will detonate. With consider, detonations can occur.
able trepidation then, we suggest the tentative geometric Ginsburgh and Bulkley continue. "Design of industrial
criteria shown in Table 33. It is hoped that turther investi- equipment to withstand a detonation normally is economi-
gation in this area will result in criteria which are much more cally impossible, With the exception of small piping, which
reliable and exact. It is emphasized that the criteria given may have adequate strength with normal wall thickness,
apply only to saturated hydrocarbon types beginning at atu vessels and other components would require impractical
mostiDeric conditions in a nonturbulent state. Apparent;y overdesign. Containment probably will become more dif-
if a high degree of turbulence is present, only a few feet are ficult as processing pessures increase. Fortunately, the low

required for the development of intense shock waves. Fur- detonability of many hydrocarbon-air mixtures at low or
thermorc, if unsaturated hydrocarbons or hydrogen are in- moderate pressures permits conventional equipment designs

volved, or if tie air is enriched with oxygen, detonations to continue in many instances. However, care must be taken
proceed much more readily than indicated. Also higher to avo:d long runs of piping where any flammable mixture
pressures and ower temperatures promote detonations. can occur normally or inadvertently. Entrant piping on

vessels, particu!arly with large sites, must be considered
Cdrefull f to ensure that conditions favorable for a spherical
detonation do not exist.

Table 33. Tentative Criteria for Detonation of "Evaluation and prevention of industrial detonation haz-
Gaseous Hydrocarbon-Air Mixtures* ards improve with a better understanding of tne mechanism

However, with present technology, uncertainties exceed the
Diameter of Vessel (Feet) Minimum Length (Feet)'* risk level permissable in many operations. Except in the

few cases in v.hich piping and equipment can he designed to
Less than 1 i0 avo;d or contain detonations, comp!ete elimination of fPam-
1 to 3 40 mahle mixtures is the only presently acceptable rrotection
Greater than 3 25 against detonation damige in process facilities."

Table 34 is the result of their experiments.

'For saturated hydrocarbon types starting at atrno~oheric, riontur- To further understand the nature of detonations and in-
oulent conditions, deed normal explosions also, the extensive work of the

'Length inversely proportional to !pressure); length directiv propor-
tional to (temperature).

50 Gin',urgh. I. and EutW;ey, N L - Hydrocarr.)n-Air D.cz:orat-cns.

After Jacobs Indus'riil Avoect.- Chom. Eng Progress- Feb. 1963. p 2
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Tab" 34. Detonation Induction Distance pressure, the mnidosurp, and the is tion source. With a ad'-
in 2-i#. Pipe ficlently powerful ignition source, detonation may occur

Immediately upon igntion, een in the open. Howeve, the
Mixture ConWiioma % kIt. Pram. Div. Ignition enrgy required to Initiait a detonation Is usually

Nell Fue 0242 ur. ft.lal many orders of magnitude r eem than that required to irJ-
P~is Ful 0 ~ im.tiait a deflap'atlon.'

M29Air 2 is In diusing the limits of flamnmablilIty, Zabetekes con.
H2  23 Air 3 14 tinues, "A combustible gassair mixture con be blirned ovar a

23 Air 5 It wide ronge of concentrations - when either subjected to
29 Air 13 14 elevated temperatures or exposed to a catalytic surface at

CM.4  a Air 2 is ordinary tamperatures. However, homogeneous combustible
CM4  S Air 4 is ges-air mixtures ea flamnmable - that is. they can propagat
CM41 S Air S 14 Nlame freely withina limited range of compositions For ax-

P H6Air a Is ample, trace amounts of methare in air can be readily oxi-
C2M 12r 13 12 dized on a heated surface, but a flame will propagate from

C2i44  12 319 62 3 e an Ignition source at amnbient temperatures and pressures
C24  12 36 52 6 6 only if the surrounding mixture contains at least 5 but less

Cp then- 1 O 15 volume-percemntmethae . The more dilute mixture
C39 1 4- 2 1 is knownas the lower limit, or omblustible-lean limit, mix-

CPS4 5 Air 4 21 ture; the more concentrated mixture is knowin as the upper
cpsg 5 Air 4 46 limit, or combustible-rich limit. mixture. In practice, the
%H0g 5 Air 7 50 limits of flammability of a particular system of gaes wre

4113  35 5t 14 1 0 affected by the te.mperaurpessureun direction of flampo
N"M3 29 44 23 1 1 palgation. gravitational field strength, and surroundings. The
0 4o s - I a limits areobtained experimnallyV by determining the limit-
N" 3 40 s0 - 1 14 lng mixture compositions between flammable and non-

tIM3  40 so - I.. 1 -0 ie flammable mixtures."
N"3  22 Air I >10 Table 35 lists properties and 9ammabl* limits of hydro.

carbion. most common to a refinery operion. Eanh has its
C"4  9.5 Air I >100 ignition temperature which varies as shown in Figures 39 and

Is) ftonion rolutionTable 36. Many explosive mixtures can be ignited by a spart
tel Deonatio "~~"of low energy conterst but of a larg pawer density. (See

Reference 51, pege 3.1 There is still much to lear about IV.
nitionv roces also. Of immediate interest is the lowest

Bureau of Mines should be revi eed. Only a very small por- temperature at which ignition con occur. This is the ato-
tion of their efforts is discussd here. Zabetacis51 discusses ignition (AIT) or spontaneous-ignition temperature. in the
explosive mixtures. In explaining the detonation procem he -ire" triangle of Figure 40, elimination of any leg of the
0t-s- " ...oacr a flammable mixture is Ignited, the result- trigle (or three legged stool, as you wish) preves a fire,
ing flame, if not extingished. will either attach itself to the explosion. or detonation. Temperatures below the auto-
ignitionl sourc or propagate from it. If it propagates from ignition temperature remove ignition potential for that mix-
the source, the propegation rate will be either subsonic (do- ture. It is well understood that badec fire control principles
flapration) or supersonic (detonation)I relative to the un- include removal of any one or two of the Ies of the trisingle
burned gas. If it is subsonic, the pressure will equalize at to stop a fire or prevent one.
the speed of sound throughout the enclosure in which com- As the temperature ofthydrocangases inaseasesthe
bustion is taking pline so that the prssure drop across the hydrocarbon in air flammable limit is lowered, as portrayed
flame (reawtion) front will be relatively small. If the rate is in Figure 39. Tables 36 and 37 list the flammable limits of
supersonic, the rate of pressure equalization will be lesa than common hydrocarbons and petrochemicals.
the propegation rate and there will be an appreciable pI'15 Some investigators believe that in turbulent conditions,
sure drop scrogs the flame front. Moreover, with most corn- detonation is most likely to occur in the lower hydrocarbon-
bustible air mixtures at ordinary temperatures, the rartio of air f lammable mixture range, other conditions being also
the peek-to-initial pesre within the enclosure will seldom favoable.
exceed 8: 1 in the former, but meybe more than 40:1 in the Flammabelimits in oxygenwe about thesome asin air.
latter cas. The pressure build-up is especially great when In a review of fire and explosion hazards of aviation fuels,
detonation follows a larg pressur rise due to deflagration. Van Dolah et al 52 summarize the effects; of temperature and
The distance required for a dot lagration to transit to a deto- pressure as follows:
nation depends on the flammable mixture. temperature. ______

52 Van Doloh. Rolt. W., Zabstakus. Mwhasl G., Burges, Davis S..
51 Zabottki. Michael G.- Flemmelillity Chactoristics of Corimus, Scott, Georg S.- Review of Fire and Explosion Hazaudz of F hiht

tilgo0... end Vapors U.S. Bureau of Mines Bull. 627, 1965- Vehicle CombustibleI- U.. Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 8137- 1963
T%23U4 No. 627 622.0617 3 p. 16
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Table 35. Properties of Paraffin Hydrocarbons

Lower limit in air Upper limit in air

Sp gr Cat Net 4HC L25  L25  L U25  U25 U
Combustible Formujla M (Air- 1) *n air /Kcal \ (Vol Cdt (mg\ Ref.* (iVol C mg Ref.

(vol ptt) )oe/ pt)t

Mthane CH 4  16.04 0.55 9.48 191.8 5.0 0.,.3 31 (40) 15.0 1.6 126 (40)
Ethane C2 H6  30.07 1.04 5.65 341.3 3.0 .53 41 (40) 12.4 2.2 190 (41)
Propvne C3P 8  44.09 1.52 4.02 488.5 2.1 .52 42 (115) 9.5 2.4 210 (41)
n.Butane C4 H1 0  58.12 2.01 3.12 635.4 1.8 .58 48 (113) 8.4 2.7 240 (41)
n-Pentane CSH 12  72.15 2.49 2.55 782.0 1.4 .55 46 ;40) 7.8 3.1 270 (40)
n-Hexamne C6 H 14  86.17 2.98 2.16 928.9 1.2 .56 47 (246) 7.4 3.4 310 (40)
n-Heptane C7 H16  100.20 3.46 1.87 1075.8 1.05 .56 47 (246) 6.7 3.6 320 (40)
n-Octane C8 Hle 114.23 3.94 1.65 1222.8 .95 .58 49 (246) - - - -

n-Nonane C9 H20 128.25 4.43 1.47 1369. 1.85 .58 49 (246) - - - -

n-Decane C1 0 HI 2  142.28 4.91 1.33 1516.6 2.75 .56 48 (246) 35.6 4.2 380 -
n-Undeclne C1IH 24  156.30 5.40 1.22 1663.6 .68 .56 48 (0) - - -

n-Dodecane C 12H26 170.33 5.88 1.12 1810.5 .60 .54 46 (4) - - - -

n.Tridecane C13H 28 184.36 6.37 1.01 1957.4 .55 .53 46 (4) - - - -

n-Tetradecane C14H30 198.38 6.85 .97 2104.3 .50 .52 44 (4) - - - -

n-Pentadecan. C1 HS32 212.41 7.33 .90 2251.2 .46 .51 46 (4) - - - -

n-Hexadecane C16 H34 226.44 7.82 .85 2398.2 .43 .51 44 (4) - - - -

I t,43C. 4 Calculated value extrapolated to 250 C at Explosives Res.
2 r=530C. Certer, Federal Bureau of Mines.3t'=860C. *Sao pper cited for references.

ISoucve: Zabetai, usSdM.)

"The system temperature is of importance in flammability Burning rates of solids are also pressure dependent.
in that it affects vapor pressures, reaction rates, and final Kleir 3 has found that in an atmosphere of fixed composi-
product temperatures and ther-fore the limits of flammabil- tion (for example, air), the burning rate of cotton fabric oe-
ity, flame speeds, and tendency to auto-ignite. As noted creases as the pressure decreases. Similarly, the burning rate
earlier, an increase in the temperautre produces a widening decreases with decrease in oxygen concentration at any given
in the flammable range of mixture compositions; if the tern- total pressure, but increases with decrease in pressure for a
perature of a flammable mixture is increased sufficiently, given oxygen partial pressure when nitrogen is used as the
the mixture will ignite spontaneously. diluent.

"Pressure also affects the reaction rate of a chemical reac. An understanding of the above principles not only aids
tion and therefore also the limits of flammability, flame design engineers, but alko gives refinery operators an under-
speeds, and the tendency to auto-ignite. A large increase in standing of fires and explosions which can happen and how
pressure usually widens the flammable range and decreases to prevent them. Fire fighters also need to understand these
the temperature required for auto-ignition. However, the fundamentals.
converse appears to be true with some high-energy fuels. Spece Explosions- Hydrogen Releae- Not all refinery
Further, a decrease in pressure results in increased ignition accidents are detonaions, yet an explosion can work into a
energy requirements and ultimately leads to a condition in detonation. Minor explosions are quite common and are
which flame propagation does nut occur in a particular con- usually controllable. An understanding of the flammable
fining vessel. mixture of the gases is essential. So often a small explosion

"Since the vapor pressure of a combustible is primarily causes enough turbulence and heat to create a detonation.

dependent on the temperature, a decrease in the ambient A fire nearly always follows.
pressure results in a decrease in the flashpoint even though Since space explosions are somewhat different than blasts
the limits of flammability are not affected appreciably by from equipment failure, and since a mass of gas can travel
small pressure changes. Accordingly, liquids with flash-points 53 Klein, Howved A. "The Effects of Cabin Atnosphere on Conbu.
above room temperature at 1 atmosphere pressure. may form tion of Some Flammable Aircraft MateriaW' WADC Technical
fLmmable mixtures at reduced pressures. Report 59-456 April 1960
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Table 36. Lower Temperature Limits and Autoignition Temperatures of
Paraffin Hydrocarbons at Atmospheric Pressure

Autoignition temperature
Lower tw" iperature limit

In air In oxygsn

Ref.* o F Ref.* F Ref."

Methane -187 -?r5 (I) 537 999 (1i8) - - -

Ethane -130 -202 (1) 515 959 (237) 506 943 (94)
Propane -102 -152 (1) 466 871 (758) - - -
n(Butane -72 -96 (1) 405 761 (237) 283 542 (191)

Isobutane -81 -114 I) 462 861 (158) 319 606 (94
n-Pentane -48 -54 (1) 258 496 (794) 258 496 (744)
n-exane -26 -15 (759) 223 433 (194) 225 437 (94)
n-Heptane -4 25 1159) 223 433 (237) 209 408 (94)
n-Octane 13 56 (159) 220 428 (237) 208 406 (191)
n-Nonane 31 88 (159) 206 403 (237) - - -

n-Decane 46 115 (159) 208 406 (237) 202 396 (94)
n-Oodecane 74 165 (159) 204 399 (237) - - -
n-ilexadecane 126 259 (1) 205 401 (237) - - -

1 Cacuiafed value.

Source: Z.taisr,s USBM.

*See publication cited for data reference.

volved are vastly greater than those to which we have been 3. One pound of hydrogen, burned with adequate oxygen,
accustomed. Emergency release of these large volumes of has a potential blast damage effect equivalent to about 5
hydrogen into the atmosphere may create a greater hazard pounds of TNT if detonation occurs in the hydrogen-air
potential in two wrays: mixture. (Some research men place the value higher).

(1) The greater cuantity of combustible material present 4. If the quantity of hydrogen exteeds 10 pounds, there
in a single, atmospheric cloud increases the magnitude of is a possibility of damage if the rate of hydrogen relem is
the possible thermal energy release and consequently the above the range 4,000 to 18,000 pounds per hour. In some
potential damage severity. units emergency release could be in the range of 50,000 to

(2) The increa in the size of the combustible volume 150,000 pounds per hour. Reider, at al. 5 5 suggest flaring
also increases the possibility of ordinary burning develop- hydrogen when normal releas, exceeds 3.600 pounds per
ing into a detonation with its attendant possibility of severe hour.
damage." 5. The size of the hydrogen-air volume required for te

There are a number of instances where volumes of hydro- development of detonation using ordinary ignition sow ces
gen have been quickly released, must have dimensions in the order of 30 feet. Bulkley and

The German Von Hindenberg transoceanic dirigible dis- Jacobs estimate that discharges of 25,000 to 30,000 pounds
aster happened as hydrogen was being valved off. This per hour rate will have this dimension. (subject to further
tragic event forewarned of future problems. In another study).
case studied, as little as 10 pounds of hydrogen has spon- 6. Hydrocarbons narrow flammable limits, reduces burn-
taneously ignited when released from under pressure. There ing rates, and increases the volume necessary for detonation-
appears to be many pros and cons about purposely igniting the hydrocarbon does increase the available energy.
primarily because of the wide difference in hydrocarbon 7. The heat release of 109 Btu per hour (about 20,000
content, velocity, wind, height of ignition and other vari- pounds of hydrogen per hour), a stack 3bout 100 feet high
ables. gives tolerable ground level radiation; with a hydrocarbon

Bulkley and Jacobs conclude: content in the released hydrogen, the stack needs to be
1. The shock wave from 10 pounds of hydrogen would higher.

likely cause serious structural damage to a building such as Gealer and Churchill,5 7 in the study of hydrogen-oxygen
a control house at a distance of 150 feet or less. (We need mixtures, discuss an interesting feature of a detonation
to be concerned if the hydrogen release exceeds 10 pounds.). 57 Gealer, Roy L. and Churchill, Stuart W. "Detonation Characteris.
See Figure 41. tics of Hyd'nxygen Mixtures at High Initial Premures"

2. Hydrogen release into the atmosphere tends to con- American Institute of Chemical Enginers Journal- Vol. 6, No. 3,
sistently ignite in absence of any apparent source of ignition. Sept. 1960
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Figure 40. One Might Ask, is the Air-Fuel-Hest Trianle Obsolet? Modem Processe we Required to Work
widain these Conditions.,

weive. "When a detonation collides with a solid wall, a re- ing which results in blast damage. The 30 second release
flected waow travels back through the burned geses This figure isan estimate of the quantity which would be in the
reflected wave produces a second pressure rise, and the re Iflamnmable range. The energy of explosion from a pound
sutting prese~@ is often called impact prwrl of TNT is 2=0 Btu."

In soew case this wave can be amplified substantially; it "As an example, if we assume an extreme case of an arm
is nt nc~wyto ultily detnaton sockwaveto orm 200 .x 200 x 10 ft, high c-ntaining a stoichiomnetric concen-
is nt ncese'-yto ultIv adetnatin socksaveto ome tration of ethane in air 15%), we would have 24,000 cu. ft.

into premwe ranges typical of those created by a small
booor 2000 lis. of ethtane. With a host of combustion of 20,000

Btu/lb. and the conservative 10% available for explosive
Bradford and Culbertson" discuss the problem of pro. yield, we could get 4,000,000 Btu of blast energy. This is

d"cm explorsive forces from space explosions: "Attempts eqivalent to I ton of TNT. This nun acting 100 ft. fr-on
to predict the explosion forces which may result from hydro- a building would result in 15 psig side-on overpressure and a
carbon space explosions are difficult. Many important reflective overpre1ssu1re of 45 psig, according to work done
variables, such as are@ and extlent of diffusion (dependen~t onl by the Depertment of Defense's Ballistic Research Labora-
wind condition aid method of release), quantity of material tory."
involved, point of ignition, degree of confinement by build- I n order t o avoid danger of a sudden leek, spilIlage or
igs and equipmnt are unwnown. Based on experience, the otherwise release of hydrogen by accident. Zabetakis and
Bureau of Mines has suggested fth following to obtain the SurgessMa suggest the spacing shown in Table 38 for mini-
order of magnitude of a space explosion: Multiply 10% of mum distances between storage of liquid hydrogen and
the heot of combustion in Btu/lb. of the hydrocarbon by bilding and tanks.
the quantity of material which may be released in 30 58 Zaetakis, M. G. and Burgess, 0. S. "Ilesemh on the Hlazards
seconds. Divide the resultant figure by 2000 to obtain the Aanciated wvith the Producion and Handling of Liquid Hydfrogmn"
theoretical explosion yield in pounds of TNT. The 10% U. S. Bureau of Mirim R15707- U. S. Deparment of the Interior
figure is a conservative estimate of the heat released by burn- 1961
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Tabl 37. Summary of Limits of Flammability, Lower Temperature
Linvits (TO,. aid Minimum Autoignition Temperatures (AlT) of

Indidual Gases and Vapors in Air at Atmospheric Pressure

Urnits of (lains. Linuts of flem.
nuiity 1volumne. Rutity (volume-Combutible Perca 00 TL AiT coronutbl poremi I TL Air

Lips U, L3,  U,,
Acetal 1.6 10 37 230 Carbon ffontzide 12.5 74 - -Acataldelviyde 4.0 so - 175 Clslorobenzenie 1.4 - 21 640Acetic acid '5.4 - 40 405 A.Ctesol 01.1 - - -Acetc onliydr'de '2.7 '10 47 390 Craloriaidehyde 2.1 "16 - -
Aceanilsde 61.0 - - 546 Currie IM '6.1 - 425Acetone 2.6 13 - 465 Cyonovan 6.0 - - -Acetophaevn '1.1 - - 570 Cyclolsepiane 1 I 6.7 - -Ac= tylct ' 1.7 - - 340 CyClolsexana 1.3 7A - 246Acctyl chloride 45.0 - - 390 cyclolexiarlof '1.2 - - 300Acetylene 2.5 100 - 3015 Cydolsexeno '1.2 -- -Acrolcmn 2.8 31 - 235 Cck*4xeylacetate '1.0 - - 335Acrylonitriei 3.0 - -4 - Cyclopropene 2.4 10. - 500Acetone Cyanolsydrin 2.2 12 - - CYMee 'A8 '6.5 - 435Adepic acid '1.6 - - 420 Oecorenew .2 - - -Aldol '2.0 - - 250 Oscalin '.74 '4.9 57 250Allyl alcol 2.s is 22 - n4oecee 0.75 05.6 46 210Allyl anivie 2.2 22 - 375 eterium 4* 75 - -
Allyl bromide '2.7 - - 295 Dibooano as 6 - -Allyl chloride 2.9 - -3 401 Diewe fuel (00 cotanel - - 225O-Aminodiphenyl .66 4.1 - 460 Dethyl amnine 1.8 10 - -Amnias 15 28 - - Diethyl aneline '.8 - so 630n-Amigl &at* 1 1.0 '7.1 25 W 1.4.iet~l benzmne '.8 - - 43Dn-Amyl alcohol ' 1.4 '10 33 300 Diethyl cyclobexane .75 - - 240WartAmyl alcohol '1.4 - - 435 Dietyl ether 1.9 36 - 160a-Amyl chloride '1 16 '886 - 260 3A3-Oethyl pentene '.7 - - 290tert-Amyl chloride * 1.5 - -12 345 Diethyl ketone 1.6 - - 450n-Amyl ether 4.7 - - 170 Owsobutyl corbinoil '.82 "'6.1 - -Amyl nitrite '1.0 - - 210 Olisobutyl ketone '.79 '6.2 - -n-Amyl propoonate '1.0 - - 390 2.4, Dtiaocyanee .- - 120 -Amylene 1.4 8.7 - 275 Duanpropvl ether 1.4 Is9 - -
Aniline, '1.2 '8.3 - 615 Dimetfsyl amine 2.8 - - 400Anthracene 4.65 - - 540 2.2-Oimethys butane 1.2 7.0 - -it-Amyl nitrate 1.1 - - 195 2.3.Oimehyl butane 1.2 7.0 - -
Benten '1.3 073 - 560 OemethydIeca'in '.63 '5.3 - 23
Seryl benzoeteo ".7 - - 480 Dimethyl dichlorosilne 3.4 - - -Sanryl chloride 41.2 - - 585 Cimethyl e~e 3.4 27 - 350Seyclolioxyl '.65 '5.1 74 246 nmn-Oimeshyl fowrsmid '; '14 57 435Siphenyl '.70 - 110 540 2.3-Omethyl pentane 1.1 6.8 - 3352-Biphonylamrnn 4 .8 - - 450 2.2.0imethyl propene 1.4 7.5 - 460Sromobenzone 41.6 - - 565 Dimethyl sulfide 2.2 20 - 206Butadiono (1,31 2.0 12 - 420 Dimethyl sulfoxide - - 34 -a-Butane 1.8 8.4 -72 405 Dioxane 2.0 22 - 261.3-Butandial '1.9 - - 395 Dipentene '.75 '6.1 45 237Butene- 1.6 10 - 355 Oiphonylamin 4.7 - - 635Butene-2 1.7 9.7 - 325 DiPhenyl ether 40A - - 620n.Butyl acetate '1.4 '8.0 - 425 Diphenyl methane ".7 - - 465n-Butyl alcohol '1.7 '12 - - Diwnyleother 1.7 27 - -

zec-Butyl alcohol '1.7 '9.8 21 405 n.Oodecoine '.60 - 74 205fert-Butyl alcohol '1.9 '9.0 11 480 Ethone 3.0 12.4 -130) 515tert.utyl amino '1.7 '8.9 - 380 Ethyl acertate 2.2 11 - -n-Butyl benzene. '.82 '5.8 - 410 Ethyl alcohol 3.3 "19 - 365sec-Butyl benzene '0.77 '5.0 - 420 Ethyl amine 3.5 - - 385reitSutyl benzene '.77 15.8 -. 450 Ethyl ben~zene '1.0 '6.7 - 430n-Butyl bromide '2.5 - - 266 Ethyl chloride 3A8 .-
Butyl cedlosolve * 1.1 "11 - 245 Ethyl cydobutan. 1.2 7.7 - 210n.8utyl chloride ~ 1.8 '10 - - Ethyl cyclohexane 2.0 106.6 - 260a.Butyl formale 1.7 8.2 - - Ethyl cyclopentane 1.1 6.7 - 260n.Butyl steerate 4 .3 - - 355 Ethyl formate 2.8 16 - 455Butyrie acid '2.1 - - 450 Ethyl lactate 1.5 - - 400cr-Butryolactone 02.0 - - - Ethyl moeptn 2.8 18 - 300Carbon disulf ide 1.3 50 - 90 Ethyl nitrate 4.0 - -

SOO footnotes at end of table.
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An~aaceo "18 16 72 310 cboutmYo .52 '4.1 124 2303aeam.:241ionotsoproptro

1001130 1.3 7.1 - 440 bq*henyl 10M3 k3.2 141 435115/146 1.2 7.1 - 470 Mon-whyihy*azsnc 4 - - -
Giygswo - - - 370 NopE ihene MA8 W32 - 52iheqene 1.06 6.7 -4 215 Nicotine 6.26- -R-Mee-dscon '.43 - 126 206 Neoeothart 3.4 b 30 -n4un1.2 7A -26 225 Nitvomuff'ane 7.3 - 3

'1.2lty ote -. I .Netropropgn. 2.2 - 34 -a~mul thtoo - - 8 24ditropropene 2.5 - 27 -Nyaaaw4.7 10 n o5 "3 31 206.0 750 400 094CMWn OAS6 - 13 220N ~ * o n c e n , 5 . 4 0- -P o r a~e s h y f 1 .3 -- -lyroglp miall ift 4.0 44 - -Pentiborane .42 - - -Iflacetat 11.1 '7.0 25 360 a-Pentae 1.4 7.8 -40 260IN& Vy alm '1.4 '3.0 - 350 Fonmethylene glycol - .- - 331611w6Utan is 8.4 -M1 4w a60lt anyclrf '112 "9.2 1050leabatyilcoh~ol '1.7 '111 
M .io, ~ ~ ' 50Isabtylbenene'.82 G .0 - 430 Finie .7 7.Isobuty! #car1it. 2.0 8.9 - - Poien2.16 "'. - -

isbtyew . 9.6 - 40 Propane 2.1 3.5 -102 4W0I -so. 1.4 - - - 1.2.Popnthoo '2.5 - - 410loophoarln. All - - 4IM 0-Propoacone '223 - - -laPropylocatqw * 1.7 - - roPoonekleehyM 2.3 17 -lepopyl alcohol 2.2 - - -*Poy ctt .h o r y l i u , y '. 6 - 4 4 0 R -P ro p v I * c w w o '2 .2 1 4- 4 00et 1.3l Propl of ne 2.0 -- -P41. a - M4 Ptopyl chboricl '2.4 - - -

*P4 - - - 230 
1-rpeire". 100 21 175Kame- - - 210 Prnopleno 2.4 11 - 4605.0an 15.3 -187 540 nef~wdichlorf '31 - - -Meowy samae 3.2 16 - -Popen ycl2. - - -MathyV! acetylene 1.7 - Popylene gole 2.81 37 -Methyl alcoho 6.7 "636 - 386 Pridine " 1.8 "12 - -

Methylemmne '4.2 - - 430 prowegvIalcohol '2.4 - - -Mothrl bo, 10 is - - Ouinoine .1.0 - - -
3.ma hyl butene1 1.5 9.1 - - Styrene "41.1 - - -
Met" Ibutyl It!ofe '1.2 '8.0 - - Sulfur "2.0 24 -
Metyl cilloow "2.5 '20 - 300 p-Torphonyl 2496 - 3

taft '1.7 - 46 - nTetradyefune 2.0 - - 20
M e h l th l e t h e r ' 2 2 - - T t r a l i n ' . 4 6 5 .0 7 1 3 5Mehy clrie 7 - - - 2.2.3.3-Tetramethylmet"y cycloheian 1.1 6.7 - 250 etn08 

- - 43Metylcycopnte~ee 1.3 '7.6 49 446 Totramerthylone glycol - - 30Methyl GtW ketone 1.9 10 - 39oun 1. 71 - 40Methyl ethyl ketoneToun'.2 11 4Dperoxku e - Trichloroethgne - - - W- 40 390 Trichloroott~yen* "12 N40 30 420Methyl fortune 5.0 23 - 465 Triethyl amine 1 .Maw ycyclohewanf '1.0 - - 291rehlm.gyo .2 "92 - -
Methyl Mobutyl cor.29 rehln 1CI a '92 -

bal2.2.3-Trimethyl butane 1.0 - - 420PMlthyl 4orpey 1.2 - 40 - Trimethyl amino 2.0 12 - -ktro1. 90 - -2.2.4-Trimethyl poentn 9 - - 415M etlloe '2.8 '9. - -Trimethyloen glycol 41.7 - - 400Metylacat '.2 - -Trioxne 3.2 -- -.Mt~l alth4n .8 - - 530 Turpentine '.7 - -

Sao footnotes at end of table.
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Ta"e 37. Continued the pert of the industry make this possible. Yet, the pote,

tiel of danger remains, should anything een small go un-
imits of flore noticed. A study of fires is extremely important to Civil

nailty (volume- Defenee for a bomb drop or sabotage action is cer an to
Combustible per cel TL AiT crete extensive fires in storage and terminal preas.

(CI a Cl The Whit;ng Fire, August 27. 1955, Figures 42 and 43,
L, U24  a result of ae detonation, left pert of a plant in shambles.

The company recognizes that los could have been reduced
m thy"hdrazine 2.0 96 - had there been more spacing between tanks. Fire fighting

Vinyl sate 2.6 - - was seriously hampred.0 Bt, the tank arrongern and
Vinyl chloride 3.6 33 - - location had operated sfely for years Plant encroachment
m-XvlWne '1.1 '6.4 - too near to storage has occurred many places as plant ca-
o-Xyienel a1.1 6.4 - 445p-Xylen 1.1 1*6.4 - Ale pity continues to expand in limited space See Figure

Flammible limits extrapolted to 25 C at Explosives Raesrch 43b.

Center US. But. of Mines excelp a noted. Vapor:- Most fires are from minor causes. Such was the

I t-100" C. " t-e0 C. 2r-43' C. cas when vapors from a vent drifted into a source of igni-

3 t-47* C. 3 r-5? C. "t-195, C. tion at on@ plant. The account of the accident is repeated
''.75" C. 'e-eS C. r-IW C. here.cO
'Calculated. 'Ir-130 C. Nt46" C. "Nineteen fire fighter died when vapors from about
*t'-5O' C. I$-72" C. "70" C. 500,000 gallons of a mixture of pentane and hexane escaped
I t"S" C. "'t-117 C. ut2V C.
'r-140" C. "r- '2" C. r-267* C. suddenly from a ruptured spheroid tank in a huge ball of fire.
I t-150 C. Is r-200' C. r-30" C. The accident occurred at the McKe Refinery of the Sham-
't-110' C. " t-78! C. Is r-203" C. rock Oil and Gas Corp. about 55 miles north of Amrillo and
'"t-175* C. mt-122* C. Iocated between Dumas nd Sun Ray, Texas. Rupture of

the spheroid followed by about an hour the original fire
alarm given at 5:45 A.M. on Sunday morning July 29, 1956.

Fires "Flame impingement from burning vapors issuing from a
vent on the spheroid weakened the metal on the top plate

There probably is no single safety item in a liquid fuels above the tank vapor space, and this was responsible for the
operation that receives more attention by the refiner than violent rupture of the tank. Th" lives were snuffed out by
fire protection. Yet, as pointed out by Couch37 an indus-  the heat wave resulting from the bulk release and ignition of
trial fire can be expected in this country on an average of the flammable vapors, and over 30 other people, many spec-
one every four minutes. Usually the major loss to a refinery tutors, were burned although some were standing 1,200 feet
resulting from an explosion is the loss created by the ensuing away when the spheroid failed.... See Figurw 44.
fires. Many of the major losses of refineries are from fires "The fire was sen to oginata at an open-fired heter
alone. See Table 5. This table shows that of 317 chemical within the diked area of an asphalt tank approximately 350
plant accidents studied, 38/% were fires, feet downhill from the spheroid. A very light south-west

Whole insurance groups have been seriouy damaged wind was blowing towards the asphalt tank. The fire ap-
financially because of losses sustained from a single exten- poltly fleshed back through the vapor cloud to the sphe-
sive refinery fire. These fires often started from a very roid. For the next hour the tank was involved in both a
simple ges or oil leak, the result of corrosion, erosion or ground fire involving a liquid spill from a possible live leek
faulty maintenance of equipment. Each velve, each flange, in the vicinity of the tank's pump and a fire at the gauging
each fitting of any type is a potential source of a fire in a device and vents....
refinery or natural gesoline plant. Of course, oil spi lls, stor- "An indication of the intense heat generated by the tank
age tank roof fires, ruptured tubes in a still, loading rack rupture can be judged by the paint which blistered on con-
fires all add to the total potential loss picture. Hydrogen is puny houses 3.000 feet away and by the post-fire condition
used extensively in rmodern refinery processes. Because on the leaves of trues as far as a mile away.
hydrogen auto-ignites readily and bums with an almost "The flaming ball of vapors released by the tank rupture
colorless flame, which in daylight is virtually invisible, some resulted in the ignition of one 20,000 barrel diesel oil tank
companies hwe a painted sheet metal guard over all valves 200 feet awry (containing 6,500 barrels of diesel oil) and
and flanges serving a hdo wdGjen line so as to detect firms due two 10,000 barrel tanks of crude oil (containing 6.000 to
to gas leaks. Men have been seriously burned when they 8,000 barrels in one and 2,000 barrels in the other). These
have walked into an invisible fire. Sometimes equipment crude oil tanks were 450 feet and 550 feet from the rup-
congestion contributes to the situation. A small fire in a tured tank. Why these tarks, which were new cone roofed
widely-spaced operation might hardly do more damage than tanks equipped with flame arresters on the vents, caught
to make an entry in the compary's records. In a tightly- * Woorth Miles . "Whiting Refinery Fire" Netional Fire
spaced plant, a fire could be disastrous. Proon oie.in RfOcer 1955

Modern day processes by necessity work in within chenm- 0 TotU Mil Et rerly Octber T dtbWaodort, Miles C. "Texes Refinery Tregedy °" Repor by Nal-
ical composition ranges that once were considered to result tional Fire Protection Amociation. Repint 0 50-3 from October
in certain disaster. Careful control and understanding on 1966 NFPA Quarrly-
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Table33 Propoed Quentity-Disance Tabla for Liquid Hlydrogui

IA) ISI)
Dign' to infabead buildings aista between storage tanks

Pounds Distance Pounds Distance
ovae Not over (feetl Oveir N~ot over (feet)

0 200 100 0 2.000 50
200 1.000 150 2,000 10.01M 100

1,000 5.000 200 10,000 20.000 150
SAW0 20.U 250 20.000 40,000 200

20.000 40.000 3W0 40,000 60,000 250
40,000 100.000 350 60.000 100000 300

F:gur 42. Fire Boils up Deak Smoke Behind Wrecked Cracking Plant

Little more than a tangle of pipes and tanks remains where formnerty stood the 26-story hydroformer
cracking tower.

fire is one of th. minor mysteries of the fire, particularly The conclusions reachd by Mr. Woodworth are as fol-
since other tanks much closer were not ignited and remained lows: "This is another case which condemns the widely
relatively undamage. Also ignted by the fire blast wassa accepted practice of locating tank vents on pressure tanks
railroad trestle approximately 1,250 feet away andJ two bull- in such a manner as to permit fl!!me impingement on a
dozers wvere destroyed by fire in the tank f arm 1,200 feet tank's vapor space. (See July 1954 Quarterly and NFPA
away. Reprint-QIS-1 (25 cents) and Flammable Liquidl Fire Loss

"The fires burned out the next day and the refinery was Bulletin Series 1956-1 (35 cents).
back in operation on the day following the fire. Of the top "The installation of a fixed water saray system on all
three management personnel of the refinery, two were hos- pressure storage tanks would eliminate most of the hazard
pitalized and one was killed. Top officials of the company of a tank rupture by keeping the metal in the tank cool.
came from the homew office to keep the plant running." (See the Standards for Water Spray Systems for Fire Protec-
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Figur 43. These Pies' are Well Baked. - A refinery, rocked by blats and fires.

tion. NFPA No. 15). Fixed water sway systems assure a "Finally, all companies and fire departments should re-
flow of the important cooling over the tank shelf which new their fire fighting procedures for fighting pressure stor-
cannot be achieved in any other manner. age tank fires. It is hoped that the tragic lessons of this fire

'"Where necesm to fight fires involving my type of pres- will prevent future tragedies of this nature."

sure tank, the fire fighters should recognize the possibility The literature contains numerous references to various

of a tank rupture and, therefore, the necessity of applying causes of refinery fires. Many involve flash back type of

cooling water strears on the tank. If for any reason itis fires where vapors from a vent has found an ignition source.

impossibl, to apply cooling water streams on the tank .ll There are cases of record where lightning has ignited vented

fire experiences in this type of rupture would indicate that gas. Static electricity generated by the rapid and turbulent

all personnel should be removed from an area at least 1,000 flow of liquids is frequentfy indicated as the heat source re-

feet from the tank and even at this distance, all personnel sponsible for an ignition. Each refinery fire account is in-

should be protected. teresting and educational for such exposes potentially weak
or vulnerable areas in an installation. In time of war, a

"The location of direct-fired heaters downhill from vola- knowledgeable saboteur certainly would use the weaknesses
tile flammable liquid storage tanks places a source of ignition to create "accidents". Everyone in the plant has the respon-
within the possible path of vapor travel, sibility to be alert for the possible sources of trouble and

"Cast iron should not be permitted in any flammable liq- either corr! tn" :- tion or report it in writing to some
uid piping, valves or connections. responsible person.

"Several refineries feel it is safer practice to locate pumps Only recently the failure of corroded bolts on the bonnet
outside of a diked area where they would not be subject to of i valve appears to be the focus of the cause of a multi-
fire exposure. million dollar refinery fire.

"The installation of adequate fire mains in tarok farm The Fire Journal of May 1968 gives this account of a

areas in refineries has proven its value for necessary fire fight- major refinery fire61 See Figure 45.

ing operations. 61 Fire Journal "Oil Refinery" Nem Article. May 1968, page 8
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Figure 43 b. This row of homes were evacuated as fire in the huge plant menaced them. A fireball from
exploding storage tank can be seen amid column of black smoke. Encroachment of sa refinery
by the community often increases risks.

"At the Cities Service Refinery in Lake Charles. Louisiana, consumed. The property damage amounted to $20,500,000
a I10-inch isobutane underground pipeline ran to an alkyla- (or more)."
tion unit from two remote spherical tanks. The line operated Froths avd Spillp Few safety meetings pass without men-
under 50-psi design pressure. A valve in the line was in an tion of a violent oil froth wave that spilled down a hill, ig-
open pit which was filled with water from recent rains. The nited and destroyed all in its path, of a 33-acre Hancock Oil
bolts in the bonnet of the valve had badly cor roded because~ Co. refinery in Signal Hill, California. Twenty-seven acres
of vapors from a leaky sulfuric acid line that ran under- of it were covered by the fire. Thirteen of approximately
ground near by. On August 8. workmen saw bubbles in the 40 tanks suffered extensive damage or total destruction.
water that covered the valve in the ptit and realized that the There were deaths and injuries; frothing and overflow oc-
valve was leaking. They proceeded to clear the isobutane curred when hot oil reportedly was pumped into a tank con-
line by flushing water at 110 psi through it from the alkyla- tainring water. The steam-oil combination created a burnable
tion unit to Sphere No. 1. See the diagram Figure 44. When soapsuds-like froth that spread rapidly downhill throughout
a workman had determined that the isobutane had been the plant. See Figure 46. The reported damage was in excess
flushed from the line and that the line was filled with water, of $9,000,000. For the full story one should read the origi-
he closoad the valve to Sphere No. 1 and started to open the nal account by Woodworth.62 a part of which is reviewed
valve at Sphere No. 2. The 1 10-psi water pressure against here to point out vulnerable spots that failed in the plant on
the closed valve at Sphere No. 1 caused the bonnet to fly this occasion - conditions that still exist in other plants of

r,'the weakened valve in the pit and a geyser of water to the country.
rise into the air. When the workman saw the geyser, he "The refinery is located on ground with a 2.3 percent
thouight he had done something wrong and reversed his pro- slope from 90 foot elevation at the south side (near the tank
cedure, closing the valve at Sphere No. 2 and reopening that frothed over) to 60 feet at the north boundary. The
Sphere No. 1. When he did this, the isobutane back-pres- grudsoefmwstoeatasrm0.toIpcn.
sui ad from Sphere No. 1 and discharged from the damaged grndsoefmwstteatasrm0.to1pcn.
valve in the pit. An estimated 500 ba-rels of isobutane es- -_______

caped to ignite explosively, killing seven workmen 3nd start- 62 Woodworth, Miles E. "Oil Froth Fire at Signal Hill Refinery"
ing a fire that burned for two weeks, untilI the fuel had been Reprint 0 52-5. October 1958, NFPA Quarterly
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Figu 44. Aerial view shows the variety of tanks in the tank farm of a refinery near Amarillo, Texas. The
diea and crude oil tanks (ignited following the rupture of a spheroid at "A") are still burning.
In the right centr (at "B") is the companion spheroid to the one destroyed.

bmV: Nerieuu Fte OPmctwn Amo Poto

The riveted tanks of 2,000- to 80,000-barrel capacity were the north half (refinery side). The froth expelled from the
on the south and east sides...." tank, filled the diked aroa and flowed over a considerable

"The initial tank involved (No. 65 was in the southwest area without igniting. In awerhxse on adjacentproperty,
corner of a group of six 80.000-barrel tanks, one 30.000. about 300 feet to the west, this wave of froth was tthe
barrel tank, and nine smeller tanks. The diked areas, in and-one-half feet deep. Following this first eruption, the
genrm, were capable of retaining 75 to 100 percent of the tank remained quiet for a time although them was stem
capacity of the tank or tanks contained therein. The larger coming from the froth in the diked areas around tank No.
tanks were individually diked. 65 and an adjacent tank.

"The straight-run unit fractionating tower supplied hot "About eight to ten minutes after the first frothing there
residual bottoms (150-200 Saybolt seconds Furol at 1220 was a tremendous second eruption of oil froth from the tank.
F.) to the adjacent thermal catalytic cracking unit. A part This wave of oil froth was ignited by one of the many
of this stream was diverted to the uninsulated 80,000.barrel sources of ignition in its path. The burning froth swept
cone roof tank (No. 65) in order to maintain a temperature through the refinery to the north taking approximately five
in the tank of about 300* F. The tank was located about minutes to travel 2,000 feet The burning froth was one anO
600 feet south of the fractionating tower. The temperature one-half to two feet deep as it entered a storm drain at a
in the tank on the morning of the fire was 3150 F. This tank street intersection 2,000 feet from the tank of origin. Fire
served as a feed tank for the viscosity breaker and the ther- was observed issuing from manhole covers from this storm
mal catalytic cracking units. Gas oils from other locations drain at a distance of 2,000 feet from the point of entry.
in the refinery also were pumped occasionally to tank No. "T he wave of burning oil froth swept through approxi-
65 after being heated. An overshot fill line to deliver pro- mately 70 percent of the procemsing and fractionating facility
duct inside the tank terminated about four feet from the area. One man was caught in the wave of burning oil froth
bottom of the tank. There were no steam coils in the tank. in the parking lot and another man at the opposite end of

"At about 1:45 P.M. on May 22nd a rumbling noise was the refinery near the oil separator pump.
heard issuing from tank No. 65 and steam was seen blowing "Burning oil spread so rapidly through the proe area
from the steam vents. About 30 seconds later violent froth- that reportedly no depressuring or emergency shutdown pro-
ing tore a section of the roof from the shell of the tank on cedfires could be taken. Since there was some failure of pipe
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supports and piping due to the intense fiWe, it is presumed b. Orainage Ditches: Open drainage ditches must be
that depreuring of the units was accomplished through considered as a mare fire exposure hazard due to the pos-
broken piping. In the process areas subject to direct fire, sibility of burning oil flowing In the ditch. Characteristically,
piping, instruments and wiring were destroyed but major large fires have imposed water runoff and disposal rato in
structures esaped serious damage. Savers fire were created the order of 10,000 to 20,000 gallons per minute.
in the processing am from the pipe line failures and dopres- c. Control house: Control housare suceble to
sring of units through these breaks, severe fire loss. Any facility of the importance and value of

"Winthin two hours the fire was extinguished or had a control house located in ares of potential fire exposure
burned all the fuel in all areas except for the firas in the tank should incorporate the n'aximum protection commensurate
farm section of the plant and a few spot fires. It was 40 with the importance of those facilities. They should not
hours later before the last tank fire burned out. In those face toward processing arm and should be built of reinforced
woa where only the oil froth supplied the fuel, the fire was concrete.
controlled within 30 minutes." d. Curbings: Curbings around certain process arm

Woodworth continues, "Unprotected steel supports for not only may keep burning liquid out of an ae but also
various vessels and unprotected pipe supports failed at could may confine small spills to the curbed arm.
be anticipated, whereas, in the same fire ara, supports that . Emergency Vents: All flammable liquid storage
were insulated or fireproofed remained comparatively un- tanks should be equipped with Iropm y-sized emergency
damaged. Insulation that was iron wire tied seemed to with- vents except weak wemed cone roofed tanks. The week
stand the fire well but metallic binder str3ps failed, seamed cone roof serves as an emergency vent.

"Four 500,000 cubic feet horizontal gas storage tanks f. Diked Arm Drains: Due to the high water rate fre.
were on the adjacent downhill side of the refinery belonging quently used for cooling exposed tanks, adequate drains
to the City of Long Beech Gas Company. These tanks were with proper valving would provide fire fighters with a men
supported on unprotctd steel columns which failed at one of draining water and not oil from the diked area. Such
end of the tanks permitting the tanks to drop a short dis. drains have proven most effecti in preventing spread of
tance to the ground. Fortunately, these tanks were practi- burning oil on the surface of the water as well as enabling
cally empty. firemen to extinguish small spill fires safely.

"All welded stel piping with provisions for expansion g. Structural Steel: Fireproofing of structural steel
withstood the fire effects. On the other hand, large screwed members or automatic fixed water spray protection have
pipe couplings and screwed valves failed quite generally. proven to be effective protection. All unprotected steel sup.

"Electrical and instrument tubing was totally destroyed ports can be expected to fail shortly after being exposed to
within the fire area. fire.

"The vulnmality of control rooms to exposure fires h. Communication: In large area fires radio commu-
has long been ignored in refinery design. Even though wired nication is necessary. Mutual aid involving fire depertmenta
glass windows were used in the thermal catalytic cracking on different wave lengths handicaps the control operations.
control house, the wired glass was not sufficient to protect i. Foam Application: If it is desired to extinguish a
the contents and the wired glass melted. The control house f We in a diked s, the f num application rates called for in
instruments were completely destroyed. the Standards for Foam Extinguishing Systems (NFPA No.

"The design and layout of the plant's fire main made it 11) should be followed.
unusable for a time during the fire. Brass fittings rmalte 3. Engineering design should preclude as far as practic-
out making the system inoperabie until they were replaced. able the accidental mixing of hot oil and water.
Those hydrants located in or near drainage ditches were not 4. Violent frothing by mixing hot oil and water is a well-
accessible during the initial fire. recognized hazard with a well-proven fire and explosion

'"he location of adequate curbs and drainage ditches is record. However, this is the largest froth wave from this
important. In this fire, curbs in some arms restricted the cause known to the NFPA. The quantity of oil involved was
fire damage. exceptionally large.

"Corrugated asbestos board, used as protection for the 5. Approximately 50 percent of the $9,000,000 loss was
elevator on the thermal catalytic cracking unit, was des- from rmoke and fire damage to property outside the refinery.
troyed to a height of approximately 30 feet." Howver, this loss figure does not include the loss from busi-

In summary and pointing out lessons learned from this ness interruption nor the many indirect losses due to lack of
accident, Woodworth calls these points to our attention. production."

"1. The use of an 80,000-barrel tank for the storage of Frothing occurs when hot oil is suddenly mixed with
hot oil feed stock is undesirable. water in the bottom of a tank. It also occurs when hot

2. The many lessons learned in other flammable liquid heavy oil was put into a tank that still contained volatile low
processing plant fires which were duplicated in this refinery boiling liquids. Frothing and boil-over is a common occur-
fire are: rence when a fire engulfs a tank containing a petroleum pro-

a. Piping: The ability of all welded pipe to withstand duct. Even fire foam sprayed into a tank of hot oil can
fire exposures particularly when designed for expansion. encourage frothing and further trouble under some conditions.
The failure of cast iron fittings and valves, large screwed A recent accident that caused great loss was similar but
piping and connections, and melting of brass fittings can be still dramatically different than the frothing cae discussed.
expected during fire exposure. This fire occurred at the Shell Nederlands Refinery in Pernis,
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The Naibllende. Frothing occurred when a hot oil and and damaged more than 100 tanks In other arm of the plant
weWe emulsion in the bottom of the tank separaled or broke The exploeson alo destroyed the wer-spray syste and
causing separation of the water ad oil. The separated hot the foam piping on tanks so protectd. As a result the fire
oil r if wvith volatile portions of the cold slop oil above spread frely and very fast during Its first minutes." See
it causing a violent vapor Ial-me and boll-owe. The account F~gre 47 asol 41L
of the acPcident is reviewed here6 "Te firs engine arrived at the fire at 4:35 am. Although

'Shcertly before 4:30 A.M. on .atnuaery 20.1906. a terrific the well-equipped plant fire L'rlgode hed been activated, it
explosion rocked the Shell Neduends Refinery In Pernis, was delayed becaus the ovteed doors of the f ire brigade
Tim Nethfeande, and the surrounding reelden tial town Two prop. whicohd beew damaged in the explosion, had to be
refinery entploy- ee perhed, and 75 to 05 enspboee and lifted by two fork lift trucks.
areiareidenwts eive Injuris. Buildinge, rfinry equip. "The es of fire and the heavy smoke made it difficult
mnt and Wap tanks we destroyed on about 30 acres for the firemen to appraise the situation. Knowing it would
of the approxii isly 220acre plant. The estimwas of dam beuseless to spread fire-fightingeo aertusat randomoe
age not to about M2800O.000 to the plant, with additional the sprawling plant, the fire officers concentrated the fo res
loome to other property. In the nearby community of noee the main entrance to the refinery. After consultatins
Hoogel et about 200 tons of broken window- glees were re- betweeni the officers of the municipal and company fire b6i
moved and glaziers replacu about 12,000 square yards of pdes and study of a plot plan that had been obtained, it
gloes Flying viem did considerabl damage to home furnish- wee deIded to surround the tire on two sides with the main
knge anomnyv pope suffered injury from the glees. Re. fire-fighting force. Despite a drain on the wooer supplies
poredy. windows wes broken a far as9% miles ay. from extnsive dam age to the wioter-spray systams, watr for

"Everything eed to be normal at the refinery until fire-fighting remained plentiful, The boat were also supply,
abosac 4:15 A.M. when employee notice that& asop oil lag wovrin large vosums. Extremly important from the
Wilt woe overfoig Within a few minuts a cloud of point of view of firefighting were the large j radways around
hodiocieo ar had erupted from the tank. The cloud the various insetallations and groups of tanks. It wos not dif-
did net disperse, because of the calm air, but spreed over a ficult to move appara"u, aside from the obstacles pinted
radius of 100 to 150 yerds In an are that Included oil- by the fire itself.
heat furnams and other sources of ignitIon. One or two "Between 4:35 and 7: a.m. the equipment and hoses
minor exploelona occurred almnost simultaneously, closey we advanced severl timeas various areasof fire we
fooe byea major explosion having the characteristics of knocked down and extinguished. During that time the alarm
a deaonation, whc caused extensive damage and numerous chief seveal times ressigned and move up fire compen ies
firms In the built-up ame of Rotterdam, to that the city woud be

"Now the opooair explosion developed such force is not adequately protected in case further fires occurred.
ful 1ud nde goo. As faras is knowni. such an inciden t in- "Aftear a herd fight the fire woe contained to one tank
volving flammbl liquids has never occurred before. In fact, farm. But Just when dengi seme to have pvse. without
open-air explosions of geai*r mixtures hame been rare The warnin an explosion blew the roof off a tanik anid a tongu
vesn diesione of the cloud could have been en essential of flam nolt ashot 500 fet into the air. Flamning oil
fncor. Furthemore, the hydrocarton-ai ixture must flowed ame the Frounid, and firemien had to run for their
hare been within the exploel,, limits throughout the cloud. Wea
Onep Ale explanation ofthe extremviolnce of the x "By about 10:00 a.m. an attempt had been made to am-

pelnis that the cloud may have cniedof a mis-vepor. tinguish the fire in one of the tanks with foam. H owever,
air mixture. the famn caused the viscous contents to froth over the rim

"TMe 30*cer part: of the refinery that was destroyed wee of the tank, so it was decided toi let the fire burn out in the
div-ided into seve bloicks of varying size srroundad by three tanks that wei stil on fire. After those fires had
roadways. The firat block comparised two peaffin-reflning burnesi out. most of the municpal fireme weo allowed to
unie both opea ting at the time. The second block con- leav the scene. Two fire ergines with 12 men and the cown-
rained a smell office buiding a smell trmdsormer station. pony fire brigade remained at the refinery for possible emear-

andS an air cornr stationr to supply the instruments. gac. The next day at 12:15 p.m. they reported that the
The third block (in which the explosio occurred) contained fire wbs completely out.
a cracking unit for the production of coke, a pumping in- "In all, some 50 memnbers of the company fire brigade.
stalastion in a brick building, a nu. er of fractionating 20D municpal firemen, and 39 mnembe of the Municipel
columns, and wa furnaces to hest oil. The fourth block Harbor Service fought the fire. Together they had unrolled
herlati tasormer station and the ceinal office,. the fifth somne seven and 3 half miles of hose. The company fire bi-
a sulfiir-extracting plant, the sixth a tank farm of 18 small gede used over 3,70 gallons of foaming agent, which several
tanks, and the seventh the so-called 'ofl catcher', or woste suppliers replenihed during the fire. The plant and ,KunI-
oil-seaatin Pits. cipel stocks of foeming agent we ample at all times.

"In addition to buildings and equipmnent, the explosion "The slop tank woas full of a variety of liquids from several
destroyed about two doae tanks in the sevin-bock are sources, some of which were volatile liquids with low boil-

a 34Iedi SsO rani init~ gu .SwvFe.Tlg points. The tank was heatedby low-pressure stasm
ftdelwf"o %= by mjan 1E. W00path.F pir 1 coils in the bottom. At the time of the incident the coils

s.~~~w age~10w covered with water that had settled out of ttw oil. On
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Figur 47. An Aerial Photo Showinig the Center Ame of the Plant, where the Explosion Occurred, Followedby Almst G"04110t Deefructeon.

Shell Nederlands Refinery in Pernis, The Netherlands
(AmW: 0. La,'g*.i

top Of the waerm bottom was an apprximsaty three-foot. several cM in which violent frothing action occurred whendeep lae Of.8 stable watlr-int-oil emulsion. The remainder a hot heevy oil was put into a tank that stillf contained voleof the tank contained emulsified slop oil, tile, 'Ow4boleng liquids. Nowe~.r the Netherlands case is'When there is a onsuiderale~ difference in temnperur the first to be reported to the NFPA in which the reaesehe from layers theire will be marked differences in tempera. happened; i.e., frothing in a tank containing hot oil andture at the interface. When the laye of stable emlsion water at the bottom and cold oil on top. Nevertheless, thereaches its brcpoint at a certain temperature, the oil and rniswr h a. ihfohn cincue yvprw a te s e e m s , e c h m i n t i n i g t e m s t e p e r t u r a sfo rc in g u p th ro u g h a v is c o u s liq u id ."the original mixture- Subsequent laboratory tests indicate Since a number of reinery fires relate to slope tank spill-thetthefollowing sequenceofevents took place in the tank: OvMr Or frotMg it sems important that Close attention beWhen the emlsion broke, the hot oil mixed with cooler given this potential danger. Keeping the water level at aSlop Oil. The sudden transfer Of hea caused boiling of the mmnimum leve should be a good place to start. In other cases,volatile components of the slop oil, with a resulting slop. great tmpature differences between layers within the--W Of the tank contain as the vapors went Up through the tank shoul be avoided. it woId appear possible to locateliquid'"r the tank. Once boiling started near the broken such tanks so that a spill would cause ro trouble.interface, it incraed in violence as the hydrostatic presgure Fires wre wall understoodi. The question asked in FigurenW' the bottom of the tank was lowered. The ventis were 40L is the Air. Vapor-lfest f ir* triangle obsolete. has the clearuneble to hendle the resulting strong frothing action, fthe adsml nnro fayoelgo h rageitank roof failed at the week roof-to-shel sem, and the remle the Of sto/ Or Monseyo f chang itsnl
c o nte t s a rt e o n fl ewo t e n th ec h oan klh. w h e n a ll th re e p o tio n s O f th e tria n g le O c c u r to g e th e r. F iresud e vly cux e s w ih ae b e e ote in whic hot m ot oilk has p r nion Or control rely on this b asi concept. in a re-suddnly ixe wit waer i th botom f th tak, cus- finery it is 20 eay to create Woeol fire conditions, for alling the wter to boil and resulting in a violent frothing action "ealemnts" are always Preset somewhere in the refinery,that has "1pe1led the contents of the tank. There have bee Petrocemcal Or natural gasoline plant. Thet is the character
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Filg= 41. Some of the Sae v Explosion Damage to th Retfiry Buildings and APPtl uL

Shell Nederlands Refinery Fire, The Netherlands

t the operation. Should thes three "culprits" get together, They should be well trained in handling all plant fire protec-
most plants a reedy for action. See Figure 49. The Atian- tion equipment. In addition, they should be familiar with
tic Richfield Wilmington, California, fire equipment is but the types of fires that can be anticipated as a result of the
one god example of such peperationm. Each unit of the materials handled. Guides to the formation and training of
plant is protected by large monitors (permanently installed this group can be found in NFPA Standard No. 27 - "Private
large fire nozzles)I located at strategc positions so as to fog Fire Brigades". Cooperative mutual-aid industrial firefight-
or cover with foam equipment any potential sources of a ing groups can also be formed where the emergency facilities
fire. Truck-mounted equipnent augrent the sprinkler and of all plants in an ren re pooled.
norzles mounted near each unit. "Fire fighting techniques may vary from one plant to

The Transcontinental Cryogenic goo storage project near another. Fires in chemical process units involving flammable
Carlstadt. Now Jersey. has a system of remotely operted liquids and gase are frequently controlled by removal of
fire monitors which can direct fog or foam into equipment fuel from the are. This requires adequate valving, vapor re.
several hundred feet away from the operators standing at a ief and liquid blowdown and pump-out systems. Procem
control console. See Figue 50. By use of a closed circuit stoam can also be used to control some fires. Operators of
TV well protected from heat domge and a remote contr process units should develop fire control techniques through
systm, it could be possible to fight a fire from a well pro- "simulated emergency" training. In some cases, xtinguish-
rected control house without one going near the fire area. ing a fire without shutting down fuel lines can lead to an ex-

Each company will have its own fire organization de- plosion."
signed to met its particular needs. The size, location and Full protection of critical and highly vulnerable areas in a
efficiency of newby civic units have much to do with corn- plant is essential to avoid serious loos and to permit a mini-
pony planning. In case of a national disaster, each plant mum of interruptions to operations. Extra care or perhaps
should expect to be on its own. The Hazard Survey of the some "over protection" as compared to normal consideration
Chemical and Allied Industries cited above offers suggestions will in time usually pay off. Civil Defense needs this extra
concerning b fire prevention organization. 4  plus efficiency to meet its possible needs in time of war.

"Many plants require well equipped, full-time, fire bri- Fire Storms- Much study and research is being given this
goles. Thes fire brigades will vary in size and function, subject by Civil Defense. The results of these studies sound
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Figure 49. A Part of One Atfantic-Richfield Refinery Fire Fighting Equiprment.
$ewe*. Ati., tiRchfieid

Figure 50s. A Reotely Controlled Foam-Fire

SwM*c: rrwgcontimnww Pvpe Lime Co. (srvphengI
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Flpw.r M0. CbowsUp View of Remotely Operated
"Montitor' Equipped to dulivel, Fog or
Foal..

barge: Tm"Me~fm PW L.M M (*qvpsmJ

V'at warnings for rec time appications. A small refinery The use of bunkers in Germany in World War 11 sawed
fiwe could be the source of a major and widespread fire in a many lives as intense fiwem burned awound the protective
community crowding in around a petroleum installation. structures!" Whole plants weirs built underground as ai

A fire storm might be defined as a combination of many raid protection. Somne had protective bunkers.
small fires that together create cottvective currents that join "The heat around these buildings was more than human
in a central vertical column. Air rushes in to this center and beings could stand. Nevertheless in no instance either in
up the flame-created flue. Intensive burning. extremely high bunkers or in surface sheltern; did sheltere come to any
temperature, and violent indrafts of air accom pany this un- harm from the hot, nor did they leave the building prema-
usual occurrence. The Sol-Air Brentwood fire in 1961 at turely. .
Los Angeles. California,- the Chicago fire October S. 1871.- It is hoped that the space devoted to the discussion of
the Hamburg. Germny , fire crated by bombing in World explosion and fires will identify a potentially dangerous Con-.
War I I.- the atomnic attack on Hiroshima, Aspen, and many dition existing within the reader's plant. Most operators
forest fires of the north and west are examples of neow fire hae not experienced such major catastrophes so could over-
storm like conflagration. These f ires are so intense that look some accidant waiting to happen. Not only must re-
hurricae-wlike winds wre crated as air is heated and rushes fineryr lose be kept tooaminimum, for the good of the
up the central "flue" industry, but also preparation to prevent such potential

Fires of equal intensity could occur in a tank farm losses is strentgthening the plant against the ravages of nature
area or locally in the crowded confines of some processing and war.
unit. Each account of such fires mentions the intensity of
heat which occurs, the buck ling of unprotected steel supports, 4 Poic Praiesio of Henibrt Raomt by Ohe Police President of

themelingof las an brss th bunin ofeletriwieHernburg and local Air Protection leafr ot Hmnerg0 a" the largethe eltng o glss ad bam he brnig ofeletricwira=e reids on lHamburl in July andl August 1943- Experiences,and the destruction of wooden, brick and block type build- Vol. 1: Report Translation pop 88- as. re"orted by Office of Civil
igs. Detense. Fi AepectI of Civil Dof ama TR-25 July 198
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Chapter VI

RISK ANALYSIS

Risk Evuluation - (Refining Viewpoint) fore little realized fact that detonation can occur in large
veel with hydrocarbon pass - resulting In fragmentation

The trust of much of the discussion above is In the Iden- of a vessel constructed of alloy aiee, two-and-one-alf
tfication of risk and sensitive ares of a refinery operation. inche thick, and hurling a 60-ton piece through the air a
Wher hydrocarbon, air, and heat we Involved, one cannot distance of 1,20W fetl

oid certain risks, but as procees become more complex. "Detonation involves the development of violent shock
an ever-incrasing effort is required to avoid disasters. weves. Consequently, engineers must have a knowledge of

Starting up and shutting down are certainly problem both limits of explosibility and critical vessel dimensions.
Items for the refinery operators Air or other contamination We know now that the presmure which may be generated in
in the system, frozen lines, too much pressure, too greet a critically sized vesels as a result of detonation are many
vacuum, lasks, spills, plugged lines, closed vent valves, ax- times that previously anticipated. Likewise, in dealing with
cesive temnperature, hydrogen sulphide and countless other hydrogen, which predominates the gm in catalytic units,
items constantly need full attention. Constant vigil and the we can now have dangerous mixtures of proces-ges and
monitoring of all dangerous ar is essential for all ea- sk over a range of I to 75 percent gas; whereas with hydro-
ployes at a refinery, and training and planning for amer, carbons alone, which we dealt with in older processes, we
gencies is useful in pece and pays off handsomely in time encountered explosive mixtures in concentrations of I to 8
of war. percent. Thus our potential explks range has increased

Mr. Ducommun in summing up the Whiting disaster and some tenfold because of the presnce of hydrogen.
concluding his account on the FHU-700 dtonation says. "Obviously, the conventional approach used in the past
"In my earlier days n the Engineering Inspesion Depart- is not capable of doing the job since sufficient strength
ment of my company. and as an operator, we guarded very cannot be built into the equipment and pressure-relleving
carefully against getting the three sides of the triangle to- defices do not react with sufficient reliability and speed.
gather. (See Figure 40). We took many precautions to "The only answer to.such a problem, therefore, is a real-
eliminate all of the air from equipment before the startup istic evaluation of hazards leading to the installation of ade.
so that hydrocarbons and air would not come in contact. quate safety futures, and reliable controls in a 'fool-proof'
Once the unit was on stream, only two sides of the triangle fashion to prohibit the contact of the sides of the triangle
existed inside the processing equipment. This was all except under rigorously controlled conditions.
changed when eMgenertive catalytic pN such as fixed "It therefore behooves us to kN in mind. at all times,
bed hydroformers and cat crackers were introduced in the the hazards which may be encountered in this type of equip
arly 1940"s. ment. This is the reason that we must be willing - and we

"Hydroforming is typical of this new era of regenerative are willing - to spend additional money to provide the sefe-
catalytic procasses. If you will stop and consider, you will guards. By additional money, I do not mean hundreds of
find that contrary to our refining techniques, these pro- dollars, but thousands and sometimes hundreds of thou-
cause now require all three elements of the fire triangle - sands.
namely, the hydrocarbon stream, the oxygen-bearing inert "We must supply additional oxygen analyzers to isure us
gs used for regenation, and finally, adequate temperatures that we are operating at all times with a rigorously con-
and conditions to cause ignition if the two ges strums are trolled oxygen supply. Inert gas holders, dependable motor-
admixed in process lines. Unfortunately, these three ele- operated double block valves (with additional valves for
ment are needed to successfully carry out the desired chem- blind equivalents), and sel-gas systems may also be used to
ical reactions. In the past, before both oxygen and fuel assure a separation of the fuel and oxygen sides of the tri-
wre constituents of our procsse, the conventional engi- angle at all times. Increased hazards must be recognized by
nering approaches of either providing sufficient strength to providing these additional safeguards.
contain an internal explosion, or providing a pesre- "What's more we have taken a good hard look and opera-
relieving device (e.g., rupture disk) with quick response and tionally appraised all of our refineries. We especially re-
adequate capacity to vert complete failure of the vessel viewed the importance and condition of fire walls. I think
have been adequate. many refineries, if not the entire refining industry, has

"As a result of the disastrous explosion of FHU-700, and undergone this same self-appraisal since the Whiting fire.
the engineering study following that explosion, it has been "In addition to the reappraisal of equipment design which
found that a concept of pressure generation not generally I have emphasized, a critical examination should include:
known in the petroleum industry can be encountered in 1. Reviews and any necesary revisions of operating oro-
procew equipment containing the right ingredients. cedures

"It was quite well known that detonation was possible 2. Continued training.
with hydrogen or acetylene or with carbon monoxide gases 3. Full use of experience gained from any operating diffi-
under proper conditions in vessels or lines, regardless of culties and of experienced personnel.
size. The FHU-700 explosion further revealed the hereto- 4. Thorough instruction of operating personnel.
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5Full and coordinoted use of the experience and tech- "Accidenft In% Ow course of procedlg continue to occu
nical knowledge of appropriate staff groups, with a distressing frequecy. And why not? In most in-

"Such practices can be effective, As evidence, remember saunM because we fail to obew e certain simple, obvious
that although we handle flammable materials we have - by fundamtwsl....
ditence and training and with the cooperatior. of our amn "Explosions Folo the iron laws of chemistry and phys.
ployess - meds life safer in ref ineries than in homnes. The ice, which meuwo doe the co be. and consequently ahoud
refiniidusty hasan outtaingsafety ecod. For ex- be- aoided.

aple before the fire at the Whiting refinery, the disabling "One trouble is thug mast of uw or at lesm too many of
frequency wee less than 1 disabling injury per million man- us, let ourselves be tranquilized by pat performance. A
hour workad. It was actually 0.84. given operan has bsan pofalled in a given way for two

"Lamm learned from our experience we alO valuable yean or tan yeas or ~ twenty vws, and nothing has
In our solution of the problems of rehablitation. The day gone wong s far. Thereforem we tell ourselves, nothing
bealr the fire we were running cru.4e at a wt~ of a little woll g ong Ite does't follow. Not by a long loud, de-
mare than 200.000 barrels par day. Wth tne all-out e~or structive shot
of all of our people, we vwe back to approximately the "For two yers or ten or twenty we may all too easily
prewire level on November 20. just 85 calendar days after have been just plain ludiy. Two sie of the familiar fire
the owlr of the fire, triangle may have been pesoont during all that time- fuel and

"An ultraformer wes constructed in I1I months and air or thle potentially much more dangerous commertlial oxy-
placed 'on stream' Jualy 19, 1956. The ultrafornlar is on the gen. We may have bean getting by just because the third
sit formerly occupied by the tank field which was burned side of the triangle- igition- ween't preoen
out. Even before the lire was extinguished, the decision "Wa're playing. though, not just with fire, but with vio-
wes made to build new tanks elsewhere. The now field, lent explosion, the wupar~explosion of a detonation, if we
contaning 14 tanks which wee filled February 4 and May asoume that the igiion will continue to be absent. Re-
15,1I5S, is located in a virgin as more then a mile from peatad, tragic experIenc- should have convinced us"n
the mein pert of the ref inery." since that perticuarly in a refinery, nature always stands

It should not appeer that the new refining processes wre ready toprovidethe igisition onem weky wayoranother.
being indicted as beingl bed actors. Far it is from the cowp, "When the igntition is provided- by a lightning bolt or a
for millions of barrels of oil wre safely processed in the stray electrical spark or some other source- in the case of a
United State each day. It is always possible to overlook a storage tank, usually relatively little damage is done. The
"mninor" item !hough and cr jt* unfortunate circumstances. tank roof lows, , the tank's contents flame, and that's the

In another paper, Oocommunll made the following and of it. But whe% it's a premume vessel or a line that blows.
slatermelnts en aliost literlhell breaksk loe"

"The fact is that refinery safety has, broadly speaking. Ducommun continues, "Normal explosion waves travel
tvee equally important aspects- and too manty oilmen, even rather slowly, at most, a few hundred feet per second. ot-
today, are paying full attention to only two of the three. onation weeon the contrary, move at super sonic speeds-

"Oneft ec is what we might term person nel. Here we from 2.000 ft. to 8,000 ft a second in air-hydrocarbon mix-
do, almost with exception, an outstanding iob. We s- to it tuna.
Ouat refinery workers woar tin hats We issue sfafty bulle. "Ordinaryw p exlsin may produce presumes as much as
tine in a constant stream. We insist on the use of safety 6 to10 times the initial pesum in agiven vssela destruc.
gogles and safty shoes. We harp constan tly on the proper tive force in and of itooelf. Blut a detonation will produce
use of tools. We pay close, rewarding. repetitive attention immediate presuess high as 60 to 100 times the initial
to personal safety. pressue, andl impact and reflecto mayV multiply this irm-

"A seon aspect is what we might term equipment mediate presume bye faco of 32 or more.
safety. And here again the indlustry record is admirable. We "An explosion an crack oven a sturdily weled vernal and
dos*gi all units with substantial safety factors. We inspect render it useless by tearing it sart. But a detonation will
the equipm et repeatedly to make sume it is safe. The Pres fragmnt the sein vsl and casually flip a 60-ton chunk of
ame Vessel Research Committee of the Welding Research it more than a fifth of a mile through the air .. ..
Council. with the American Petrolaum Institute as a con- "Over the pest five yeas there have bean at leadt twelve
tril-~jtor, devotes a annual budget of nearly a half a million major detonaionts involvin the mixture of air or oxygen
dollars to reducing the possibility of vesse failures We do a and hydrocarbons in a variety of presure system
fine job on equipment safety. "In 1967, for example, a gesoline-treating plant at the

"But the third aspect of ref inery safety has to do with Magntolia Petrolaum Company, Beaumont, Texas, refinery
the refining process itself as such in the vital ara of process suffered a detonation whenl some unknown ignsition source
safety. And here. I'm greatly afraid, we ars still- as an in- fired an oxyger-hydiocar bon. mixture in a salt drum.
dustry- turning in something less than an adequate perfor- "Early in 1969 a Oubbe coking unit at the Cities Service
mance. Oil Compeny refinery at Pence City. Okla.. blew when a vent

valve remained closed during a stup. The unit hod been
safety started peraps 6.000 times over a 30-ye.' period, but

65 Oucaeywi'un. J.C. "A Pot~ern for Proem Safety API 40th Annual this time ramn-nil vapors mixed with comprese air, and the
Meeting Preprint A- 13, Novemnber 14, 1960 unit deonate.
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"A month later. in February 1950, a crtrilW com- "We found d, contrary to the belief of many, that size

pressr under tag at the Ingersoll- Rand Compeny's plant at and geometry of the container do not put any practical
Phlillipsburg, NJ.. uddenly d after about 6 hrs of limits on the posebilities of detonation. Bland propane and
operation. A committee's conclusion after investigation of commercially pure oxygen in a container no bigger then my
the deftnation- I qme: 'Toe loops should be digid and little finger, for Instance, and you can get a detomnation.
operatd to eliminate at lst one of the three elemrens "The conclusion that flows from thm two nwiy
farmin the wbulontriangle.' amumptiom is obvious: Detonations can occur in any re-

"That same month of February 1950, detonations oc- finery, natural gs plant, or petrochemical plant if prop.r
cunrrd in the ai piping around a high-essurm centrifugal precautions ae not taken to prevent them. It's imperative.
m nimor which was being operated miter the direction of therefore, to take those precautions ....
the ompresor manufacturr in a cloud loop of compr- "The problem of improving operating safety is not rally

r, air oinr, and throttle valve in the cours of an initial complex. It Vds to the same basic solution that has bean
accpanc tat. Light turbine oil had ben introduced into succsfully used in other fields of safety.
the ai by improper control of ml oil during transient start- "The prequiites are two:
ini conditions, both in this comprassor and in the compres- 1. Management- top middle ad lower- must be o
or used to pressurize the clod-loop test circuit. Due to the thoroughly sold on the need for safety that it can and willhigh temperatures of over 500* F. and presure of 750 psi, provide aggressive leadership and supervision. Such provi-
there may have ben oil decmosition before the explo. sion calls for use of evary mangirial skill in the book.
ion. 2. All refinery personnel concerned with safety, with no

"Other detonetions in 1960 included one in a 6-in. gs exceptions, must be given a thorough understanding of the
reprmuring line at Elk Basin Pumping Station and one in a principles of process safety. It is not enough to hand tham
bnariown itunl at Pratt and Whitr" .... a booklet and give them a few well-worn words of advice...

"As it became obvious that magor dissters caused by Real understanding of the problem and the ways of coping
hydrocobon detonatiors waen occurng more frequently with it must be brought to and kept before everyone con.
hn befor, however, we intensified our efforts. camed with vpre safety.

"Ressec our own and thet of others gave us new
insights into the problem. We found conclusive proof, for "Point two of cours raises an immediate question: Who
example, that while a mixture of propne and air is highly ae the people actually concerned? The answer is a multiple
hazardous. a mixture of propane and commercial oxygen one.
is many, many times more so. The difference in the degrees "The man develtoping the proces dosig are certainly in-
of hazard is gaphically illustated by a chart of the flam- volved. Their design must be such that it entails no oper-
mobility ranges of these two mixtures, See Figure 51. ation that violates any of the safety principles.

"The enginers doing the mechanical design are equally
involved. They must sea to it that the equipment permits

too safe operation under both routine and emergency condi-
tions. They have to be especially careful to provide safe.
guards for the critical periods of startups and shutdowns.

"The people who prepare the unit operating manuals and
who train and supervise the man who turn the valves we
closely involved in proces safety. They have to make sure
their instructions ae crystal clear, and they have to be care-

I fulto provide the iential why's of operation as well astheKANWRAWhowls.

0"The stillman and his helpers arn't just involved in pro-
cam safety; their vary lives are staked on it. They have to
know- to understand in depth- all of the how's and all of
the why's, and the importance of both has tc be kept con-
stantly before them.

"Finally, the maintenance and construction people are
concerned with procs safety. This group, if it's kept fully
informed, can act as an effective pnint of cross-check on all
the other groups involved.

20 o 60 'Since each of thes groups has a primary responsibility
vowM 11 MO.. for something besides safety. the problem defines itself. It

is one of establishing and maintaining a program that will
insure that none of them diverse groups neglects safety under

turs and Propwe-Oxygen Mixtures. The Larger the pressure of other considerations."
Flammable Range for Propane-Oxygen Mixtures In conclusion W. Duonmmun states, "1 urge each of you
Indicate the Hazard of Trying to Control Such Mix- to examine the process safety program in your own com-
turns. pony .... Make sure, in shorlt, that process safety gets the
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- umvrq mm m mew suppot a al ofha other plums being Installed to control many procmsses with the ies of
of voew continuing efety Program. producing Iowa operating emu land increaed unit effic - . I

'We dmal in this field with potential danger to equipment MAintoancehasbobeen ottras outsontheeis no lang
cagiig hundreds of thouixnde' ~ve millions, of dollars. large nucleus of roese mel to combet emergencies
More imporumn we deal with potential danger to human Units are being run for much longer peiods of time. Entire
llta, w--hich is worth beyond all our calculations. We cannot. refineries heg been i, taPased into the continuous flow
i good -oniene-, .give anything less than our vey best concpp. Tanks have' becme- much larger. Plant designers
effort to the promotion of safet.' wre continually calhmg for maore compact layouts in order

to consarvet on piping. heat requiremients, land costs, and so
forth. Finally, capital appropriation requests for fire pro-

Rids Evskaatso- fUndewritms V~ewpomnt) tection wa fire prevenion equipment sem" to be close to
the last Item on any budget.

Th"t is no group iMor interested in safe refinery opera. "Let's review severa of theme points:
tion than insurance underwritems Further, it is imperative 1. Operating mnanpower reductain - It is quite astonish-
theit my plant listen to thes experts for few corpc.to ing to walk through many large refineries today and note
meneger would dare operate his company without adti. just how few personnel wneat the units. When the procm is
queseo irmiranice. If lovem. become excessive, insuranice rates running under proper conditions,. thee is no doubt this
could becoe prohibitive in costs. represents a cost savings. Whenm abnormal conditions wise,

The dirct thrus of this handbook. as mentioned. repeat- then we befieve there is more thw what used to be con-
edfy. is to stimulate the building and operating of refineries, sidered the normal potential for Icss. Not only wre there
peeprochemical and natural gasoline plants cope"l of with- fewer operators availabl for correction of the abnormal
standing the rigorous conditions of either any extensive conditions, but should a piece of machinery orea control or
natural disaster. normal explosions, fires. or war. The no-, piping fail, there are fewer personnel immediately awaila"l
tional economy a well as the military basically depend on the for fire fighting activities,
stoody, flow of petroleumn and its multiplicity of Products. 2. Computers - Great relin is placed on these devices
it is hoped that as new plants are built to mast the soaring to control most of the operations, particularly when they are
ds -sdu for fuels and pitrochemuicals that extra strength completely 'closedl' into the proceeP We question, however,
mWa s us afety proeautins will be built into the various that they are always prepae to take immediate action when
units. In doing so. a company can sae Wool sums of money a control does not respond or a break or rupture occuMs As
in thes ove-all picture if for no other reason than having a outlined in (1 I above, the computer has replaced the man-
sefe and lees hazardous operation, a more insurable risk, power anid it can only think as far as it has been programmed.

A discussion of refinery risks by Robion 6m 6 of the Oil 3. Maintenance - Conract maintenance arrangements
Insurance Association summarize much that has been re. have become quite popular and there is no question that
v ewd in the preceing pges and add the underwriter's t&ey have proved to be economically successful for the plant
point of view, operator. We wonder, however, if this can't be carried too

...The point is that while grest strides have bean madeG far. Certainly, the performance undear these contracts should
in saft operating practices over the past dacade. loans of be closely supervised in the future. Today's labor market
serious mepitiuda are still with us. None of us can relax our and the difficulty in securing and keeping highly qualified
guard and continuing efforts towards eliminating recurring personne is no stranger to anyone. hisintentance contatr
Ies aris wre still in dornend. ... themeaIves must have these ame problems en that continuous

-this iw brings us to the seodphase of our suject service to your particular plant could suffer. It would seem
regarding thae ngers ahea. We are all awwo of the Conl- to us that any refiner would hens to have better control and
tinuelly mounting demiands for an inctaa share of ev thereby assure himself of belte performance if maintenance
dola uMe ed by your companies from many and varied personnel were inder his emnploy rather than some second or
sources, Labor, equipmentl, supplies, in"e, overhead, land. third party.
drilling, trainsporttion. etc., etc.. all contribute to that do. 4. Increae on stream times - There seem s to be an in.
mnd. Addtinally. it seems that every stae legislature in creasing spirit of competition between refiners to see who
the land looks upon gasline as a ripe source of revenue. can keep a unit on stream for the longest period of time.

"As a normal reaction to thene increasing demands. cost Not too long ago 12 months was a relatively standard figure
reduction and econciny are paramount throughout the in- for m ost ref ining units. Then it started creeping up to 18
dustry. Of courow, :his has always been true, but it seems to months, followed by 2 years. until now we hear of 3 years
have intensified in the last sevoal years Further, there is service. There is no question that such ei~tended times re-
little indication of any let up in the foreseeable future. duce the frequency of the perids of greetest hazard to any

"it has bean necesay. therefore, to affect economies in Plant; start up arid shut down. On the other hand, we won-
plant operations on a broad front. Operating maepower has der if potentialities of more seious lose aren't being in-
bean reduced and then reduced some more. Computers are creased. Isn't it possible to encounter completely unknown

__________equiprmnt fatigue factors as this practice continues to
66 Robinson, Ms. "is Opaerean tocmeatinvt Keep"ngPow viif lenthen?'

ChaneiWMTICdm sIgY?'API 32md MdvwA iw*tn.LeeAngeles *Nowe: *Sra"necc tinushueadcodeal
California. May 16. 1967- Pr*Wsnt Nlo. 41-47 propre 3nd have Ide to operatior inftt 'in too, casert
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5. Interated Plants - As this concept grows In favor, proech to fire under a et of controlled conditions. We we
loes prevention people will be faced with greatly increesed talking about full wale fire or explosion Involvement on an
chellengas. Once an individual unit goes off stream for any immediate and possibly widespreed baish which can originate
reason, It is not just the output or the eanings of that unit from more varied occurrences thn you or I can imagine.
that re affected. The entire plant becomes involved. In Anticipation of thes events muld have been in the pat
the pest, there was usually sufficient plant flexibility to and should continue to be in the feture. a basic concern of
by-pos and store immediate products for later processing. plant designers, contractors, and lose prevention people. Ac.
With full plant Integration, however, such will no longer be cordingly, we issued the warning as to danger ahead if these
the cam. If the cat-cracker goes down, you are out of the few rather simple and basic principles of plant layout and
refining business until it can be repaired and brought back protection are lost or subverted to the principle of economy
on streamn. The speed with which this can be done in the at almost any cost.
future. as compared to some yars ago, is questionable.
Everyone should be aware of the equipment delivery delays 6. Tank Sizes - No review of the industry from a safe
now prevalent throughout the hydrocarbon procssng in- operations standpoint would be complete without some
dustry. You don't order a new air blower or hydro-aracker mention of the trend towards tremendous tankage for the
reactor one day and expect delivery next week. Delays of storage of refrigerated materials. We think of such materials
from 3 to 6 months and longer are common for many, many as natural gas, ethylene, propylane, propane, and butane
items. In the menatime, the plant sits there producing stored in tanks up to 200,000 barrels and even larger at tem-
nothing or, at least, very little, which can become very ex. peraturs as low as .2600 F. In theory, engineering has ad-
Pens. vncead to the point where the proper materials and know-

"Until recently, most major refiners have not considered how are now available for such storage. In actual day-today
this Ioss of earnings exposure too seriously since their in- practice, we wonder if perhaps the inherent potential for Ios
dividual plants wre thought to have tufficient built in flex- in such storage hasn't been overlooked? A failure of the
ibility or other refineries could take up the slack. On the tank and release of such quantities of ethylene, for example,
other hand, independents with only one or two refineries could lead to fire and explosion los possibilities of tremen-
have been much more aware of the problem and more fre- dous proportions.
quently bought inoemnity against such outages. "It seems to us that the concept of 'bigness' can be car-

"It appears, however, that because of the trend towards ried too far unless full and ample consideration for surround-
integration, larger units, the serious delay possibilities in ing exposures can be given. Just the value alone of the tank
equipment deliveries and perhaps various other reasons, a itself and the resulting lon in earnings due to loss of the
renewed interest on the pert of all refiners for insurance storage facility would seem to be of prima consideration.
coverage against such losses is developing. It has been our Again, safety and lon prevention people could very well
experience that as a rule the dollar amount of loss due to have a serious 'tiger by the tail' as this trend continues.
lost earnings far exceeds the actual physical damage causing "As indicated earlier, the foregoing points highlight some
the original loss. of the dangers ahead as we see them for the general field of

"We now, then, come beck to the challenge to loss pre. petroleum refining. We have said nothing whatsoever with
vention people. Inherently, plant integration leads to a regard to the petrochemical field in which a great majoritl,
'tighter' plant layout. To conserve heat and piping, the of oil processors now find themselves. Practically all of you
design concept has brought units closer together. Further, have one or more plants for the production of ammonia,
since there are fewer personnel, a compact unit or plant ethylene, ethylene based products, alcohols, and so on down
makes it easier for them to survey the unit. While things the line. There are very few oil companies left without a
function normally, this certainly results in lower operating corresponding line of fertilizers and plastics ....
costs, as well as lower initial plant capital investment. On "With just a brief review of the chemical business in
the other hand, it will call for increased diligence on the part general, we arg quite confident that operational and poten-
of the maintenance and metals inspection personnel. tial loss problems will be with us all for some time. The con,

"Of equal concern to any underwriter is the increased cept of integration and single-train operation seems to have
mutual fire and explosion exposures between units. In our reached more full culmination here than in the petroleum
opinion, the need for more and better built-in protection field. All that was said earlier with regard to equipment
against loss is greater than ever. This includes stronger scarcities, delivery delays, labor shortages, etc., is of even
underground water systems, more or larger fire pumps with more concern when manutacturing petrochemicals Many
positive attention to alternate power drives, greatly increased new plants continue to be plagued with operational and
use of turrel nozzles, consideration of water deluge systems mechanical difficulties in addition to which tremendous
over vital machinery; full application of fire proofing mate- daily earnings potentials are being jeoprdized ....
rials to structural steels; improved ground drainage systems "Fire and explosion losses can result in down times for
for run off of both fire water and spilled products; and re- periods of several months or more. As equipment becomes
mote operation from isolated locations of key block valves, more and more specialized, replacement time is increased
by-passes, and dumps. even further. General design concepts today emphasize

"Again, in our opinion, there is no ample substitute for larger and larger plants able to produce at lower and lower
spacing if and when an emergency develops. Further, we unit costs. It seems to us that any operator would eventu-
are not talking about the minor emergency or test field ap- ally have to ask of himself: 'Is this proposed design too
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Ip for me to risk 30 to 40 million dollars of plant Invest. of retaining personnel, canow be odetrmined with any ac.
mint on? Further. what will happen to my market position curacy; these Indirect lam cn nwer be recomd through
If It's out of service for extended periods?' Insurance. Experience hasdomoinst morecver, t the

"t believe that In many cases this question should have glib phrase 'any accident' rquira much sharper definition
b o asked some time ago, not only by operators. but by than anyone had previously tupposad.
deip and contractn firms as well. Isn't it possible to "Insurance experts generally had asumed that the worst
build a plant too large or too integrated? Isn't It possible to catastrophe that could happen to a refinery would be that
be faced with opeational and loss potential problems too an airplane might hit it or that ome unit might explode and
big to be solved by the bes operators or protectrd by all the start a fire. The consems was that damage would, In any
insurance capacity in the world? Have the days of the event, be relatively light After all, until 1965 the oil re-
wit lephants' been completely eliminated? fining industry had never experlenced a single lose that at-

'"W would recommend a constructive re-appraisal of ed $6 million.
this trend by all operators, loss prevention, and safety pao- "Beginning in 1965, however, we had tragically conclu-
pie. A dose look at ultimate size is definitely a must in our sive evilence that the possibility of detonations in prem
opinion. Spacing within units and between units should be vassls and lines called for radical revision of all wler loss
reviewed gin. Immediate dollar sevings from tightness or projection estimates.
compactness of design should be weighed against loss of the 'We In the Insurance field talk frequently of maximum
use of the plant and the resultant arnings therom over foreseeable Ios. or, as It i sometimes lem accurately called,
extended periods. Built In fire and explosion protection maximum possible lose. One insurance organization has de-
and prevention equipment should not be the last items on fined this as 'the largest loss which may be expected to re-
the budget agenda. If earnings ranging from 50 to 150 thou. suit from a single fire (or other peril when another peril may
send doll rs a day or more am to be protected, extra em- be the controlling factor), taking Into consideration the ins-
p aon loas prevention spending would seam to be the parment of fire protection that may be visualized on the
only prudent coure to follow. Thee are numerous other basis of past experience.
fe and factors of a detailed nature all too voluminous "As the high destructive potential of detonations forced
to go into today, but suffice it to say that just as hard and s itself on our attention, we found that all previous dollar
imaginative thinking must be applied to the loss possibilities translations of maximum foreseeble lon were inadequate.
In this industry as has gone into the engineering concepts Insurance companies have increased their estimate of such
for new designs and prodocts. loss for many refineries by as much as 400 percent.

"The immediate and long range future will be a challenge "One result of the accumulation of new knowledge about
to all of you so vitally interested in keeping operating pro- losses and accident potentials has bean a thorough alteration
eam in pace with changing technology .... of some old loss projection techniques. We at Standard Oil

Company (Indiana), for example, have devised two new
methods of calculating the maximum foreeeable loss at our

Plun Layout refineries.
"In one method we start with an assumption of a dtoni-

Much has been written on the subject of plant layout. The tion at a given danger point; then we work out vulnerability
problem occurs, however, that even the best plant may have factors for all property within the assumed destructive radius
originally been wall layid out only to have the requirements of that assumed detonation.
of expensior eventually to cause congestion. As crowding "In the other method, which is rather jauntily called the
incress so does the loss potential. A plant's insurance 'Monte Carlo' method, we work from a mathematical model;
rate cn be reduced if the maximum foreseeable los cam be then by random-chnce procedures, we detarmine the various
kept at a minimum, patterns of probable loss.

Austin6 7 views plant layout and operation from a risk "By the use of these techniques, our insurance department
standpoint Some of his views sound much like a warning has been able to establish a sound basis on which to predicate
from Civil Defen authorities, loss projections which heretofore have been solely upon

"Lo ns, for example, can be. and usually are. both diret underwriters' judgment. .. "
and indirect. A piece of equipment is demolished by fire: The general methods used in these analyses to determine
it will cost so-end-so much to replace. This is a direct loss risks are quite similar to methods used by the Office of Civil
and fairly eay to ascertain. Defense and others to study potential damage end losses to

"But, inevitably, there also are some indirect losses in any an installation in case of a bombing attack. The planning of
such accident, the result of the equipment's being out of use risk reduction by management is moving in the same direc-
during reconstruction. Some of these losses can be calcu- tion as our Civil Defense planners.
lated and covered by busines-interruption insurance- the Austin says further, "In any event, this alteration of
Iss of profit and the failure to earn continuing costs, for teocnniques is really less important than the alteration of atti-
instance. But others, such as the loss of markets or the cost tude which has evolved not only in our company but through-

out the refining industry. We have come to realize that the
67 Austin, C. Henry "R Isk Analysis aMd Safety" American Petroleum term 'insurance depertrent is misleading to the extent that

Institute 40th Annual Meeting. Division of Refining, November it suggests an exclusive preoccupotion with premiums and
14, 1960. A-12 claims. A far more descriptive term and one which has
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come to be accepted by schools of business administration Tank Fam
and the Insurance Industry is the 'rIsk-management depart.
mint'. It follows that the head of the dartment might Studies of risk susceptibility of an operation neawly al-
properIy be called a risk manager. ways eventually focus attention on crude or products in

"What has ha ppned is that we have taken a long, storage, As demwn for through-put increase, so do storage
look at that question that was originally put to us: How problem. As storage tanks become larger, so does the risk
bes can we protect ourselves financially against the losses and potential los. Prctices of a few years ago, and ven
that would result from any acckent we might have? still prevailing In some plants. actually incrae the risk re-

"We have come to realize late what we ought to have lated to storage.
realizd early: The best way to protect ourselves financially Larger and larger tank farms are being built to meet the
is by seeing to it, as far as humanly posible, that there re loading and unloading demands made by large tankers car-
no accidents against which to indemnify. Of necessity, then, rying upwards to 2'% million barrels of crude or petroleum
a company's insurance manager- the risk manager, if you products At present time a 400,000 dad-weight ton
will. has to take an active interest in the basic questions of tanker is being built. A 1,000,000 deadweight ton tanker is
safe design and safe operation. on the drawing board. The 312,000 deadweight ton tanker

"This active interest gives him no warrant for usurping is operation in 1969 is six times larger than the largest
any of the functions of line management. Safety in its ap- tanker operating in 1962.06 There is no port in Europe
plication is the responsibility of line management. But, capable of handling tankers in excess of 200,000 deed-
certainly, insurance specialists have an obligtion to con- weight tons. The new tankers being built will need special
tribute whatever they can of staff assistance to help in at. terminal facilities for loading and unloading.
rining the goals of safety. At a minimum, we can reinforce Johnson of Standard Oil Co. of California,0 ; discusses
with hard financial statistics all the humanitarian impulas the problem of designing a billion gallon tank farm for
that lad to insistem on effective safety programs. safety. Storing 25 million barrels of crude and products will

"The insurance premium for a 40,000bbl.-per-day fuels be a common thing as our energy demands continue to "sky-
refinery in which the vulnerable units are properly dispersed rocket". Time in port must be kept to a minimum, for an
and the fire-fighting equipment is fully adequate can run anchored tanker is not paying its way; the demands of in-
less than $60,000 a year. For a refinery in which the units dustry continuously press for raw materials. At one time an
re not properly dispersed, on the other hand, and in which 80,000 barrel capacity tank was the maximum size; now

the fire-fighting provisions are less than adequate, the annual 500,000 barrel tanks are in operation.
premium can scale to more than $120,000. This potential As this trend continues, physical secutity must be tight-
premium savings provides management with a rbedy incen- ened to the utmost. Guards alone re not the answEr. The
tive for los protection expenditures." See Figures 52. 53. use of more men, dogs, electronic devices, automatic fire
and 54. pretaction - all become of greater importance. A fire in a

Austin concludes, "Risk management's first responsibility 500,000 barrel tank, a spill or a rupture magnify the prob-
is the identification and the accurate assessent of the prob- lems discussed above. Vulnerability under some circum-
ability of losses and their consequences. But the inseparable stances can be tremendous.
corollary of that responsibility today is the whole matter of The potential of earthquake losses increases as size in-
safety- safety in design, safety in operation- to reduce the creases. Buckling, "walking tanks", broken floating roof
probability of the losses and minimize their consequences, seals, torn lines, collapse, and ripped sides as experienced in

"It is, I submit, to the vast credit of the refinery industry Alaska add additional problems for the design enginaer.
that we have been cleaning our own house. We have not Rinne,70 C;vil and Structural Engineering Consultant, Stan-
waited for insurance underwriters or governmental bodies dard Oil Co. of California, discusses this side problem in de-
or anybody else to force us into a program to eliminate the tail.
sources of possible detonations. We have been self-starters. Johnson points put some dikes and improper drainage
Now, it seems to me, we have to make very sure that we are can be dangerous. "The old concept was to space tanks
also self- continuers. about one tank apart, s'tll-to-shell, and to surround each

"Management's action in the adoption of a program to tank with a wall. (See Figure 55.) The wall may be made
eliminate detonations will have the simultaneous effect of of earth, concrete, masonry, or steel, and its height depended
reducing the frequency of loser explosions and fires. The upon the available area. The capacity of the diked enclosure
net result will be a significant reduction in loss ratios. This, was often equal to the capacity of the tank and sometimes
in turn, will not only result in lower premium costs, but will
also minimize occupational hazards to personnel and will 68 Symonds, Edward "Now Tanker Trends" Energy Memo- First
serve to safeguard stockholders' investments by reducing National City Bank Petroleum Department, July 1968
the costly effect of catastrophic losses." 69 Johnson, D.M. 'rho Billion Gallon Tank Farm Design for Safety"

American Institute of Chemical Engineers Meeting, Now Orleans,In a risk study made by the Oil Insurance Association, Louisiana, March 1969
the minimum recommended spacing between units was 70 Rinne, John E. "Oil Storage Tanks" US. Department of Con-
determined. See Table 39. mr, Environmental Scienc Services Administration
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Fipue. 52 Illustrates a relativel poor refinery plant Lyo~t. The tanks we located in close
proximity to refining units which, in turn, we. lowaed close to one another.
Underwriters would hesitate to gamnble their dollars on a ris such as tis.

evnmr.In order to get the reqired volume of impound- valves sluould be kept normally Insed and opened only for
ing, the dikes were sometimes 15 feet or higher where sr r snort periods to drain off accumulated wote, this is a very
wee at a premium. Thewe high dikes hampered normal op.r- difficult practice to enforce. Even if drains are closed, arid
*times, and made it extremely risky for im to go into these there are no opmnings in the dike for construction or main-
areas to take emnergency action in case of a spill of oil. Saw- tonance work, many fires have spread from one tank basin
er" relatiely smell fires have tow into large-loss fires in- to another. Suring oil has trav*We through chaninels formed
volvin movral tanks largely because it was too dangerous by faite of piping on both sides of the dike, or through
far mn to go down into thes deep basins to try to close holes made by movement of the piping through the dike
valvs and fight the fire. The riskc of getting trapped with no from thermal strese generated by fire exposure, which
rapid means of escape was too great. Also, uch dikes may weakened the dike and permitted liquid to flow through.
impede wind dispersal of vapors from a leek or spill. In some cases, porous material has been used for dike con-

'Several yeas ago, after seveal fires under these condi- struction. which permitted sististantial leakage of liquid
tions, the National Fire Protection Association committee through the dike. Impounding dikes have generally rnot done
that deveopxs the Flammrable and Combustible Liquids Code the job intended All too often, spilled liquid ges past
(NFPA 30).71 placed a six-foot average height limitation on them, and they tend to impede emergency atton.
tank field dikes that surround tanks. "The disastrous tank farm fires have generally followed

"Another distinct shortcoming of the concept 01 dikes a sequence about like this: Normal operations require that
around upch tank is that oil piping must normally pass; most tank valves be open to permit transfer into and out of
through the dike. Also, in most clihnes, each tank basin the tanks. A spill of liquid has occurrud, often by over-
must haveea drain through the dike to carry off rain wetsr. filling one of the tanks due to operating error, often involv-
While these drains are vicPpoadnr to have valves, andl the ing mistakes in gaging the level of tank contents. The liquid

71 Fla uphcand ComfstiI. Liqid Cod 19661, NationMilFire flows around the tank and into the lowest area whichi in
Protection Associatiofi, 60 Battervmarch Street, Boston. Massechu- many cases is occupied by the piping. The spilled oil has
SeStts2llO flowed to a point where it has become ignited and the fire
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Figure 53. Illustrates a good refinery layout. Th-a various elements of the plant we well
slprated. Insurance underwriters would be willing to assume a much greater
dollar amount of insurance on this plant than on the previous one.

fleshed beck along the pipeway to the tank. If the tank was Tank size, nor number of tanks on one property, is not the
full to overflowing before the fire, the hot of the fire caused critical criteria. Tanks must be built to design criteria :hat
expmnsion of the liquid causing further spillage of fuel into insure physical integrity of the tank against all reasonably
the fire aree. Many older tanks had cast iron valves and tit- expected forces such as tank contents, ground settlement or
tings. as well as threaded tank connections. These quickly movement, wind or snow. American Petroleum Institute
failed when exposed to severe hat. Even if the tank had Standard API-650, Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage,7 2 is
steel valves and connections, the thermal str on piping generally accepted throughout the United States as a good
soon stretch flange bolts so that leakage occurs. Also, flexi- code.
be couplings that rely on a combustible gasket, or will per- "In most areas, control of losses through evaporation
mit the ends of a pipe to pull out of the coupling, may per- from fixed roof tanks make it economical to store volatile
mit piping failure when exposed to fire or unusually high oils and crude oils in tanks having floating roofs. Non-
stresses imposed by fire exposure. When piping fails, and volatile oils can be safely stored in fixed-roof tanks. Crude
the tank valve is open, the contents of the tank run out and oil stored in floating roof tanks is virtually immune from
add fuel to the fire. When the tank is no longer cooled by possibility of boil-over even if the tank is ignited. During
liquid inside, the steel softens and the tank collapses into a the thirty years or more that crude oil has been stored in
heap. The increased fire places such strains on the piping floating-roof tanks in many ar , I know of no instance
and dike walls that in most cases burning liquid gets into the where a true boil-over has occurred. Therefore, there is little
adjoining tank basin and starts the process all over again, to be gained by leaving vast distances between tanks. Na
And so the fire spreads from one tank to another ...... tional Fire Protection Association Standard NFPA-30 speci-

Johnson continues, "As discussed earlier, the demand fies a minimum shell-to-shell spacing of 1/6 the sum of the
for much larger storage tanks for flammable liquids is here,
and it is being met by the petroleum and chemical industry. 7n "Slde t t API Stidad 6O" Third Edition- D a -
The question is not really how big a tank is safe, but rather ber 1967- American Petroleum Institute, 1271 Avenue of the
how can we make a big tank and large storage farms safe. America. New York, New York 10020
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RISK DISPERSAL

a Neds... of DoM09.

0 POOR SPREAD

0

o 00

o GOOD SPREAD

o 0 0
Figure 54. Risk DispersI

The purpose of Figure 54 is to illustrate the principle of radius of destruction as applied to dispersal
of risk. In the good layout only the unit of origin will suffer damage, whereas with the poorer lay-
out all the exposed units will be damaged.
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"One of the 0ew sources of spilled oil in tan fields
is from ovafWing. anWk. Tap gps, that can be read fromt
Wound levsel or from a rmote location make it much emlqa
to keep inek of liquid leadl In indl%la tWanks and tend to
$li6nat hw oFW

"AN of the aoe design ateria as may Important In t
design of tanka in ft Wilon~ilon tank farm. I think they
se geneally followedi by me o"aratmr of lisp flammaeble
lIqId stomp fadilties. Therefore. Ifis an hardly be
casd a Onow Conept'.

"Mh dos*p , neF P -that is relaivey now is In the tank
___ ___ ___ __field layout and drainae pettarn thet: controls the flow and

Impounding of any oil that is spilled. This relatively now
approac Is designed to preva a small fire from becoming
a large fire and Involving more then one tank. Figurie 56
dhw a typical kyout on a rlatv level site. The tank
foundstions we built up two to thrw feel above normal
paub and the ground Wopes away from the tanks In all di-
rections except In the vicinity of the tank vskse, at a mint-
mumn dope of III Tank field piping rum midway between

Fipar 66. The Old Conept Tank Field Layout
aid Impounding.

dkianr of two adjacent tanks. Some oil companies place
floslrnroof crude tanks 1/2 diameter apart with a minimum I
of about 100 feet The primary pu1rpose of this spacing Is to K

ipovide adequate spae for good drainage awey from the
tanks into a safe location, as discussed further below.

'Wnethe the tanks have floating roofs or fixed roofs.
piping connections to the tank should be miade of allweled
steel so stong that the piping out to the f irst f lange will be
an integal pat of the tank. The first valve should ba con-
stucted of steel and be located no more than a few feet
from the tank shell. This -s vary important because, if the
tank valve i% closed. there will be very little possibility of the
tank contensts being released. regardless of what happens in ____________________

mhe vicinity of the tank. PIpON outside the valve should als Inonin ai
be of welded steel and be designed with adequate flexibility Cap*City-VoluRe Lorqest Tank
to Prevent Mamie stresss on the tank valve or piping con-
naction through settlement or movemnt of the tank or pip.I
ing. Flexibility should be provided thwough 'dog legs' rota-
ting flanges, or other devices that will not be weakened even
though exposed to fire. Flexible joints employing combusti- Figure 56. The newer concept of tank field layout
ble geskets or slip joints should be avoided, and drainage, including resmote impound.
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two rom of tanks and is located ovr a high point ridge in judruit Primary standards and ofe practice applicable
the nk field. Thuk the tank Wvs and the piping are lo under the various explosion categories we lited below.
cted ovr high ground. Any spill of oil from the tank. the "1. Rapid rel of enrgy through the ignition of at-
tank valve aa, or the pipswey flows away from these facil- mospharic mixtures of flammeble paes vapors or combusti-
fies into ai chnns tht carry it mwey from the taks ble dus witi the exlosiverm
to channel located adjacent to the acces roads into the "(A) Flammable liquids should be stored and pro-
tank field. This drainage channel must be sloped towards an ceased In accordance with the requirements of NFPA Stan-
impounding bain located at the edge of the tank field. Nor- dard No. 30 'Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code'.
malty this besn should have a capacity for all the oil that "(B) Flammab pam should be storsd and processed
could be diechaga from the largas tank in the field. One in accordance with the requirements of applicable standards
practical criteria for szing the drainags channels is for them for the materials involved. The following standards may be
to hve capocity for the largest setm of oil that could be used n a guide: NFPA Standard No. 58 'Liquified Petro-
dcliargad from a broken pipeline under maximum normal lhum Gas' and NFPA Standard No. 567 'Gaseous Hydrogen
pump premure, or by gravity from one of the tanks. Systems'.

'With this type of grading and drainage, there is the great- "(C) Combustible dusts should be handled and pro-
em likelihood that the tank valves of all tanks in the tank ced in accordance with the materials involved. Basically,
field will be accesible and the valves and piping will not be NFPA Standard No. 63 'Dust Explosions- Industrial Plants'
damaged by a fire even if spilled oil is ignited. The oil will should serve as a guide. More detailed recommendations
run away from the tanks and down into the serate im- on specific materials are contained in NFPA Standards cover-
pounding basin where, even if burning, it will do no signifi- ing pulverized fuels, starches, flour, aluminum, magnesium,
cant damage. If not ignited, it can be accumulated in the plastics, sulphur, spices. wood and sugr.
impounding basin and recovered. This concept will normally "(D) All sources of ignition including open flames,
require no more total land nor be any more expensive then electrical hazards, smoking, etc. should be eliminated from
the old concept of individual dikes around each tank or small hazardous aes. The requirements of Article 500 of the
group of tanks. National Electrical Code and NFPA Standard No. 77 'Static

*Where tankage is located on sloping ground, such as a Electricity' should be observed.
hillside, this concept is usually more easily applied. The ir- "E) Processes should be designed so that flammable
pounding basin can often be provided by constructing an liquids. gess, vapors, mists and dusts are contained in closed
earthen dam across a natural drainage channel. systems. Combustible gas indicators may be necessary to

"A tank field containing 25 one million-barrel tanks or monitor some high hazard areas. Equipment should have
fifty 500.00-barrel tanks may involve an investment in tank- overpressure relief facilities in accord with applicable stan-
age, piping, and contents approaching $100 million. This dards.
magnitude of investment must be safeguarded by building "(F) !nerting sysems and the application of inerting
the tanks to standards that will assure that they can with- pass should be used for the prevention of fires and explo-
stand any reasonably expected force, manmade or natural. sions in containers or enclosures which hold hazardous quan-
Conditions surrounding the tanks must be such that an error tities of flammable geu, vapors, or combustible dusts.
in operation or a mechanical failure can be controlled so as Reference should be made to NFPA Standard No.69 'Inrt-
to minimize damage to the tank and its contents, and to ing for Fire and Explosion Prevention'. Explosion suppres-
virtually eliminate the possibility of other tanks being in- sion systems should be used wherever required.
volved. "(G) Process instruments and control devices should

"It is believed that the 'new concept' described here will not introduce a new hazard into the system. Such equip-
accomplish this objective. It is consistent with provisions in ment should meet the requirements of the National Electri-
several nationally recoginized fire prevention codes such as cal Code of NFPA Sta-,dard No. 493 T 'Intrinsically Safe
the Flammable and Combustible "Liquids Code of the Na- Process Control Equipment for use in Hazardous Locations'.
tional Fire Protection Association7l and the Fire Prevention Such equipment should also be kept in purged enclosures in
Code of the American Insurance Association.73  accordance with NFPA Standard No. 496 'Purged Enclo-

ares for Electrical Equipment in Hazardous Locations'.
"(H) Process areas with serious explosion hazards

Loss Prevention and Control should be protected by fast-acting automatic water deluge
systems installed in accordance with NFPA Standard NO.

The American Insurance Association tabulates for easy 15 'Water Spray Systems for Fire Protection'. Combustible
references some vital points of loss contro'. 4  gas detection coupled with ventilation, and deluge water

"Prevention and control essentially deal with the elimina- spray systems may be used to dissipate vapor clouds and
tion of those conditions which make an explosion possible, produce an 'air washing' of the hazardous atmosphere.
This is accomplished through the application of basic safety "2. Rapid release of energy through the detonation of
standards, acceptable safe practices and good engineering deflagration of unstable (potentially explosivel chemicals

after exposure to an initiating force or energy.

73 Fire Prevntion Code, 1965 Edition, and 1966 Revisions, Arieri. "(A) Unstable chemicals may suddenly release energy
can Insurance Association. 85 John Street, New York, New York in the form of hoat, fire or explosion when exposed to an
1OD38 irritation force or energy in the form of impact, shock, fric-
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don or heat. Such conditions should be avoided. Reference operable at all tims. Frewqent Ipection and maintenance
Would be mede to NFPA Standard No. 49 'Hazardous is recommended. References can be found in the ASME
Chemicals Data' for information and identification of un- Pressure Vessel Code.
stable chemicals. Unlisted suspected chemica should be "D The elimInaotion or Potection of sight gieas is
eolusted before use. strongly recommended for this type of proms equipment.

"13) Unstable chemicals should be stored in suitably Differential leal Indicators magrtic floats or reflex eight
laeld buildings to give maximum protection to employes glasse with excess flow weves have ben suggested. Corn-
and the public. The quantities of them chemicals brought bustible gs detection ovum coupled with rapid ventila-
W the operating are should be kept to a minimum. Guid- tion and delug water wapry systems ihould be considered.

ance an be found in American Insurance Association Re- "IE) High pressure prom m involving exothermic
mch Reports No.11 'F ire, Explosion and Health Hazards reactions should be wall isolated from other plant and pub.
of Orginic Peroxid'end No. 12 'Nitro-paraffins and Their lic facilitieis. The nature of the proce, quantity and type
Haards'. Explosion venting of buildings and equipment of materials end the anticipated hazard potential should
should be undertaken whenever the material indicates feasi- determine the distance. Barricades. blast wells and other
bility. Some meterials cannot be vented, as the velocity of special protective features may be used to supplement dis.
the explosion it too great. r pnce.e c

10C Unstable chmicals require special supervision "(F) Containers, tanks, tank cars and vessels should
for storage, handling and processing. Personnel should be be thoroughly claned after use to prevent contamination
carefully saleced for this work. of the process with a sensitizing material. Incompatible

"I Unstable chemicals should be transported in ac- materials should be separated from reactants.
cordance with the regulations of the Department of Trans- "G) In an emergency, special dump, blowdown or
portation and the suggetions of the American Insurance quench systems may be usd to remove hazards rom the
Assocation: Suggested Guide for State Action on Safety process ae or to quench the hazardous co ditions. Emer.
from Fire, Explosion and Hea!th Hazards in Highway Trans. gency cooling Sytems rne also used to slow down reections.
portation of Extra-Hazardous Commodities. "IH) All pressure vsads, instrumentation and auxil.

"IE) Information on the storage and handling of un- iary units should be periodically inspected and recommen-
sb chemicals s available covering the following: respon- dations made regarding safety and maintenance.
sibility, procedures, housekeeping, permit system, tools, "1I) Water cooling towers are extremely important to
security, waste disposal, isolation, procesing, material trans. the safety of the plant and process operation. The water
for. contanination and other special considerations. Refer- wves as the source of fire water coolant and safety control
erc- should be made to MCA Safety Guide SG.7 'Storage in exothermic type processing. Watr" cooling towers should
and Handling of Shock and Impact Sensitive Materials'. U.S. be located, constructed and protected in accordance with
Army Ordinance Manual and U.S. Naval Ordinance Public&- NFPA Standard No. 214 Water Cooling Towers'."
tion- NAVWERPS OP 3237- 'Safety Principles for Labora- "4. Rapid re/er of enly through t mechanical fail-
tory and Pilot.Plant Operations with Explosives, Pyrotech. ure of a pressue container as aresult of mechanical defect
nics and Repellants'. or the generation of exc n pressre.

"3. Rapid re/W of enor through decomposition or "A) Failure of presmre vessels and auxiliary equip.
ezothermic chemical reactions. ment may result from a variety of causes, These have been

"(A) All chemicals and processes suspected of being placed in five major classifications: (1) Design; (2) Mate.
in this category should be thoroughly examined and tested rials; 13) Base Metal Defects; (4) Fabrication; and (5) Ser-
to detect those materials and processes which show danger- vice. It is possible for failure to remit from a combination
ous exothermic tendencies. Many test procedures have been of these causes.
established under the guidance of the JANAF (Joint Army "(B) Prevention of pressure equipment failure re-
Navy Air Force) group. A differential thermal analysis quires good design in conformity with the ASME Pressure
(under pressure) will aid in the evaluation and is strongly Vessel Codes that apply.
recommended for potentially explosive operations. "(C) A quality control of all base metals, welding

"(8) Those chemical processes which show danger- materials and other components is an essential for pressure
ous exothermic tendencies should be carefully operated to vessel fabrication. Testing of materials should indicate what
assure safe processing within controllable limitations. The might be anticipated under actual service conditions.
limitatir.ns should cover the rate of reaction, temperature, "ID) Fabrication of large pressure vessels presents
pressure, shock, adiabatic compression and other pertinent many problems. Welding without proper controls may pro-
factors indicated by tests or technical literature. Controls duce common defects and failures. Heat treatment for stress
and instrumentation should be utilized to detect any unus- relief is an essential art of good fabrication in units where
ual conditions which should then force the process to re- service results in mechanical as well as thermal fatigue.
vert to a fail-safe condition (See section on Chemical Pro. "(E) Cleaning of equipment after fabrication shcild
cae Evaluation). be carefully undertaken so as not to develop adverse corro-

"(C) Overpressure relief for storage or process vessels sion effects on the vessel. Cleaning should not damage pip-
should conform to applicable standards. Back-up equip- ing or other equipment parts.
ment in the form of safety relief valves or rupture (pressure "IF) Pressure vessels should not be subjected to ser-
relief) diaphragms may be used. This equipment should be vice conditions or environments more severe or destructive
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then planned for In the original design. Some of the more 2. Is the Lo mPrevention Orgnlzatlion well stffed,
common causes for mrvice failures re as follows: excessve trained and directed?
tress, overpresmure, external loading, thermal or mechan. 3. Doe the Los Prevention Department understand and

ical fatigue or Jhock, overheating, corrosion, and hydrogen co e th its rentie
embrittMmenL Steps should be taken to minimize the comply with its reepnalitke?
aibove Ilit caues. 4. Is thee a good accident prevention nogram in the

"(G) Boilers, sur veses and auxiliary equipment plant?
should be inspected frequently by competent personnel in
acordance with codes, standards, federal and state and 5. Is there a good health and medical aid progam in the
local regulations. and insurance company recommendation. plant?

") Boilers &d furnaes sould be constructed, 6. Does the plant ren a sfe working environment to
op er and maintained in accordance with applicable all employees?
codes and standards, including the ASME Boiler and Pres.
ure VeMel Code, NFPA Standard No. 85 'Fuel Oil and 7. Is the fire protection and prevention program well

Natural Gas-Fired Watertube Boiler-Furnaces', and NFPA developed in the plant? Is there sufficient fire protection
Standard No. 858 'Furnace Explosions in Natural Gas-Fired equipment, facilities, and trained manpower to cope with
Public Utility Boiler-Furnac'. All equipment should be the plant hazards?
built in conformance with governmental regulations an in- 8. Does the Loss Prevention Department conduct a thor-
urance carrier reuirements." ough Inspection and maintenance check on all safety equip.

ment?

Sample Sfty Check List-Loss Prevention 9. Has the plant been surveyed for explosion potential
Program4  

area? Hae prevention and control steps been undertaken?

1. Does the Lous Prevention Program have good manag- 10. Are all accidents, fires and explosim thoroughly in.
ment support and direction? vestigetad? Is proper corrective action taken in all instances?
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chetpor VI

BUILDING BLAST RESISTANT STRUCTURES

sims Dam p to Suureum SruwrAl Failure

So far in this handbook, the power of the destructive In 27 A.D.. 0,000 people, us aid in an old report, were
ftvcs of nature. the power of a blast from an explosion of mutilated or crushed to death at a gladlatosil show. The
% ralpment, and the power of a blast from a space detona' event was the collapse of the Roman Amphitheater. A re
.A of gos haw been discussed. There we adequate co- port of the cause referred to the builder. "Heneitherrest
tomle reasons to strengthen the weak a s in a refinery. In foundations on wold pound nor fastened the wooden
Many managers have taken the positive sand that sensitive structures securely. The packed structure collapsed, sub-
control equipment and other delicate apparatus need sub- siding both inwards and outwards and precipitating or over-
stantsa protection from fires and at least normal explosbons whelming a huge crown of bystanders." This is one of the

Reserch into structural steVth by the Office of Civil first recoid of an archiactural failure, and it is just one of
Defenm gives considerable encouragement as to the rest- the many Weat dissters of history. A son is to be learned
m of some refinery equipment to blarts Most buildings from the many past accounts of accidents. Ducommun 7 s

need more consideration in iheir dasign, especially if they said, "It should not be necessary for each generation to re-
are built of concrete block, cinder block, wood, or shot discover principles of p roces safty which the generation
metal. Studies made by Advance Research, Inc.74 for the before it discoveredL We must lern from experience of
Office of Civil Defense, Table 40, is a summary of their find- others rather than learn the hard way. We must pass on to
ings relating to refinery equipment the next generation a record of what we have learned." This

The shape of the building hal much to do with its rsist. is a fundamental in procss safety design.
moe to a blasL This point has been mentioned several times. Foundation failures Me not limited to structures of an-
In Nagasaki, after a 20 KT bomb drop, and this is smal, a ient times. Local sil problems (omne were discussed under
factory a half mile way from ground zero was demolished. earthquakes) ae everyhere regardless of the geow of the
Its two smoke stcks of reinforced concrete were left stand- underlying rocks. Many structural failur Me related to
ik* These tower-like structures am not pressure sensitive shifting soil. When such ocurs in a chenical processing
but are drag sensitive to wind pressure created by its vetoc. unit, ruptured lines usually cause a fire, an explosion, or a
ity. IDynamic pressure explained previously), detonation. Often failure of equipment is related to some

Table No. 40 shows that towers and structural supports foundation problem.
do not fail until subjected to 5 to 8 lbs. overpresmare. Their
arwhor bolts failed causing toppling of the structure. A
tong steel frame can stard as much a 10 lbs overpresoure Soils and Structures

(a dynamic loading of 288 Ibs/sq. ft).
Much testing of the durability of buildings was done at Booklet 8 of the American Oil Co. Safety Series"/ dis-

the Nevada test site. Small structures with light load-baring cusses foundations and stuactures. "Allowable soil bearing
walls completely collapsed in a relatively small blast These loads for now facilities should be established only after the
struCtuire m sensitive to overpremure, roof truste buckle soil at the proposed site ies been investigated. In addition,
by compression, at last one teat boring, &*Add be nw at die foundkton

A blast overpressure of 2.3 plg will crack 8 to 10 inch site for each maor towe or ow tall structure, partkcjilary
concrete (non-reinforced) and cinder block walls. Brick if there is history of uneven settlement or other uncertain
wIls am stronger, failing at 7 to 8 psig blast overlpesure. soil conditions in the vicinity. All test borings should be

A 20 megaton nuclear bomb, 1000 times larger than the plotted in their entirety. Whem soil conditions require the
one dropped in Japan, exploding at optimum height 20 use of piling, it may be necessary to drive test piles for load
miles away from a plant could create a blast overpressure of tsts.
2.4 pounds on its structureL The control house, switchger "The bearing plane of major footings should not be higher
house, warehouse, laboratory, office buildings and power than the invert elevation of nearby sewers or piping, unless
plant, some control wiring, water coolers and similar equip- special precautions, such a encasement in concrete, are
mernt would be seriously damaged. Most buildings within a taken to prevent washouts or unstable bearing conditions.
plant are particularly suiceptible to space explosions w well All major foundations must extend below the soil frost line
as to fires and equipment failures. The use of glass in win- to protect against settlement or displacement from heaving,
dows facing a unit is particularly dangerous. High velocity Foundations for pumps, compressors, and other machinery
broken glass is quite formidable and dangerous, not only to which produce vibration require additional special attention.
life, but also to sensitive equipment that might be in its way. "Foundations must be designed to be stable under all con-

ditions of loading (Figure 37") including wind (hurricane

74 Fernald, Olaf H. et ml "Critical Industr Repair Analysiu--Petro-
lourn Industry" Advance Reserch. Inc., For Office of C,i D- 75 Oucommun, Jee C. "Enginering for Safe Operation" Amri-
fense-Repon CIRA-4 October 1966 con Oil Co. Booklet No. 8, 2nd edition. pep 51, 1966
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forces where pplicable), vibration, tet conditions, Platforms, finer's risk not always confined to his fax@ line. Conversely,
piing, and bundle pulling. Noirmally, vesse foundation a plant can be damaged by problem developing outside the
hould be d~sialsd so that te ve~e can be wter filled. Installation.

(Figurm not reproduced her). Allan and Athens7e diums the explosve forces expected
"Structures must be designed for all loading conditions from a refinery accident

that may be encountered, including wind, vibration, and "The potentially hazardous nature of accidental explo.
testing. Particular attention should be given to critical sup- siaon in chemical process ilants requires that each facility
port and bracing components and connections and to the be designed to minimize the probability of their occurrence
overturning afety fritwrs on tall structures. and to reduce the losses .... Such protection is commonly

"Figure 38* shows one of the connections that failed achieved by the separation of hazardous and vulnerable com-
during the collapse of the reactor-generator structure on a ponents of the facility, by the erection of barricades and
catalytic cracking unit (Figure 39o) being tested with a protective walls, and by remote operation of hazardous
water load. equipment.

"It is important that thc ",ctural design provide for un- "The degreo of suc depends upon the ability to esti-
equal distribution of loads resulting from unequal deflection mate the character of the explosion, the aerodynamic Iond-
of component supports. Eccentric connections should be ings It will produce, and the response of the ,xpoed stuc-
avoided if possible. Each structural design must be thor- tures .... Furthermore, structures exposed to the explosive
oughly analyzed, blast may be complex and therfore, in many Instances, the

"Sufficient ladders and platforms should be installed to dynamic response rather than the effects of static loadings
permit adequate access for normal operation and equipment must be considered.
maintenance (plus emergency access). Ladders on tall tow- "Since the methods of predicting the ability of specific

ers and structures should be offset at intervals usually 30 structures to withstand the effects of accidental explosions
feet maximum. Platforms and other elevated structures must necessarily be based on a simplified description of the
should have guards, such as toe-plates, to prevent tools and process involved, the results can only be approximations
other objects from falling on personnel and equipment be- of the actual conditions that may exist. As a result, a gen-
low. eous factor of safety must be applied to ensure than an ads-

"Unfireproofed steel structures should be protected from quate design is achieved."
external corrosion. Galvanizing or other special protection This pape shows methods of calculating forces from var-
may be justified for structures subjected to salt water mist ious types of explosions. The authors point out, "The gen-
or spray or other corrosive atmospheres. era methods of dynamic analysis of structural elements ex-

"Structures that are constructed of hollow members, such posed to blast loadings include three steps: the establish.
as supports made of pipe, must be capped or otherwise sealed ment of the free-field blast input, the definition of "the mar-
to prevent water accumulation and subsequent corrosion or ner in which the input 'loads' the structural element and the
freezing," calculation of the response characteristics of the structure to

Foundations in areas of faults (earthquakes) need to be this loading."
of special design. Some bearing capacity tests ignore bound- Czemiak 7 discusses the importance of foundations and
ary effects related to soil character and composition. A points out that the lateral loads caused by wind presure or
simple loading test usually is not enough. The design of a earthquakes are considerable. He states, "Wind and earth-
suitable foundation for any structure of height is a special- quake loads are often neglected in foundation design for the
im job for one knowledgeable of both geologic and soil con- hydro-test condition." Them has been vessel collapse during
ditions of the area in question. There is frequently a tend- hydro-tests at several plants.
ency to error on th. liht weight minimum legal side, for "The required size of the foundation is determined by
foundations are expensive arid are usually unseen. Safety trial and error. It should be addquate to withstand the most
codes are meant only as a minimum guide and are not ade- adverse loading imposed during the following conditions:
quate for some peculiar conditions. Each new area, even Empty conditions
near existing equipment, is a special condition and needs Operating condition
special attention. Hydro-test condition

One of the frequently encountered weak points in refin- Empty condition with wind
ery construction is in bolt strength and size when viewed in Empty condition during earthquake
light of vessel and tower strength. Undersized bolts or bolts Operating condition with wind
of the improper alloy yield and shearing occurs before the Operating condition during earthquake"
structural steel members they tie to the foundation fail; tall Tall structures, such as towers and stacks, located in po.
structures topple, crushing all that is beneath them - (often tentially high wind areas, need vibration dampening devices
the control house).

The refiner is constantly striving to make plants safer; the
record is good, but even the loss of one life is a catastrophe 76 Allan, Donald S. and Athens, Peter "Influence of Explosions on
to the family in which the loss occurs. By permitting hous- Design" Arthur D. Little, Inc. American Institute of Chemical

Engineers, Loss Prevention Manual Vol. 2, page 103,1968ing to be developed near a plant, a harbor, or terminal area - 77 Czerniak, Eli "Foundation Design Guide for Stacks and Tower'or by allowing manufacturing plants or offices to exist near- The Fluor Corp.. Ltd. Hydrocarbon Processing, Section 1, pageby - the risk of life and property loss is incrsasing. The re- 95, June 1969
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for added protction. Thes could be refractory liningls in- 75 pounds per mquare foot and I Palo negative Pressur.
wnd ringe fins, and spoilers whkh rn smti aidd In They have designed a windowe single story. reinforced
an attempt to decrease the formation of von Karman vorti- concrete structure which wil be deeclibed In detail later.
ms. Vortices can induce critical vibrations transvern to the The cost is only about 101 to 16% higher than that for a

direction of the wind flow. "The spoilers am steal rips conmtiond building. This is considered a smll ided cost
welded edgewise to the stock and wound around Its upper to protect high investent computerized equipment.
third In helix form. The spolers add to the proctc d wer Bradford and Culbertson continue, "To conuc build-
expod to wind and consequently the overturn moment ing to withst explosiveaverprem .re reinforce co
cased by wind in increased." ret or structural ml is used. Window which fall at les

Wind load one t tr increm e towe height Increases. than 3 pig overprere cannot be employed. Construction
cotsto provide overpressmre protection for two story build-
ings become prohibitive. Properly reinforced concret for

Coftril Howe Congtructio both walls and roofs will defl~ct under the influence of over-
press and will resist very high loods with light to moderam

On August 16. 1951. an explosion and file occurred in damage.

the naphtha treating plant ae of Humble's Baton Rouge "Considerable tosting also has been done at the Picatinny

refinery, the country's largest. Four tanks were destroyed. Arsenal In the design of structures to resist explosive blast

two severly damaaged, three peroces units were dlmaged. offec They have concluded that Increased stol reinfore-

pumphoum No. 2 and No. 3 were destroyed and damaged ing n conclte grotly increas theresistanco pe -

rpectvesly. Windows In office and lborafory buildings presure and impulsive loads Some designs have demon.

were broken. Widespreed giam brookage occurred-some strated failure points up to 25 times that of static design
four miles away. Twenty-wvn railroed can were dlanaged. pressures.

On Saturday July 31, 1966, a file broke out in a plant at "By use of elastic and plastic analysls, our engineers est-
Baton Rouge. L& A control house was seriously damaged. mate that a building designed for 3 psig static pressure will

In January 1966. an explosion occurred in an ethylene resist a diffraction overpa umre of 16 psig and reflected over-
unit of an Intgratel refinery in Germany. The one centrl. preure of up to 46 psig with light to moderate structural
Ized contial house 75 to 100 feat awy from the unit was damage.
dlema isod. "With this in mind we have conluded that a concrm

Esso Research and Engineering concluded that where a structure with proper steel reinforcing designed for 3 psig
central control house s major plant, that its construe- static pre-ure will resist the space explosions which can oc-
tion should be considerably stronger than those previously cur in plants with acceptable light to moderate structural
built. Since the "brains" e housed here that is, the com- dlmage. It is estimated that the coast of this explosion resist-
puter and its related equipment - thes delicate parts need ant design in most locations is no more than 15% over a con-
full protection. Civil Defeme planners feel this is an ia- ventional building, excluding contents value."
provement in refinery construction and makes the plant less The question is asked.-where is special protection war
vulnerable to blasm uch as would occur in a nuclear attack, ranted? "In the Emo experience, there have been only a few
hydrogen explosion, or damage from natural hazards. instance of extensive control house damage in the last 15

Studies made by the Offke of Civil Defense74 indicate yeers. Thus. considering the many control houses in the var.
that control houses made of concrete blocks, brick with ious plaints, the probability of such damage is very low. Jus.
glas windows. and wood of conventional construction have tification of the added cost of overpressure protection be-
roof collapse with p reure from I to 1.1/2 pounds pressure comes somewhat marginal when considering only possible
in excess of normal atmospheric pre re. As pointed out reduction In damage to the building and its contents. But
above, a refinery blast could easily cra air compression the recent German incident did emphasize a matter of more
that could exceed this pressure. Even an equilibrium type substantial concern.
explosion or deflagration can exert this pressure on a coan "The ethylene plant explosion and fire severely damaged
trol house located near the unit involved. A "black powder those 'acilities, particularly the compresso It took almost
type" or a flammable gas "push" upon ignition (a normal nine months to get that unit back into operation. In addi-
exo4osion) can collapse the walls or blow out the windows tlion, the remainder of the plant could not be operated for
of most control houses now commonly built in refineries, about two months. Much of this delay resulted from loss of
Such a house would not stand a chance in any first class the centralized control house in the explosion and the need
bomb attack. to install local intrumientation at each unit in order to op-

Basic Concept- Bradford and Culbertson4 discussthe erate them. Thus, the damage to the control house was a
problem of building stronger buildings. Their recommend&. key factor leading to extended downtimes of a majority of
tion is that control houses be at least 100 feet away from the plant.
any possible fire or explosion area and that the house be de- "In the past, with individual unit control houses, severe

signed to withstand 3 psig static pressure and a wind load of damage to those buildings would not in itself have shut

s d o i hee to down the entire refinery. Here a large area explosion would

doi i. Most control houss aim not wa strongly built. Where ado significant damage to other equipment in the unit as well

panelsface the unit. a blist can often cause glass to fly into con. as the control house. Overall unit downtimes would be tied
trot oQumpmnt. to repair of damage to all the equipment and not just the
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control hous. The remainder of the units outside the explo- proce units should be designed to withstand refinery-type

sion am could be operated by adjustments in product de hydrocarbon explosions for the following reasons
or Importation of fed stockL 1. Protect the control equipment and computer for sev-

"In many of the larger and more complex plants. numer, e process units located in one building in case of a major

Cus nonintagreted units can now be tied to one control can- occurrence on any one unit.
ur. It is possible that the control house can be damaged by 2. In case of explosion and/or fire on one unit, the co-

an explosion in one unit that does not involve the other trW house operator should feel safe enough to remain at his

units. Thus. the downtime of the entire plant could depend post end perform his required duties during the emergency.

on the rebuilding of the control house or possibly installa. 3. Provide a 'hven or refuge( for operators aigned to

tion of substitute instrumentation. The businesloses of the units in case of a major occurrence.
complete plant shutdown could be extremely high in major 4. Preserve records of events preceding any major occur-

plants of this type. It could represent en unacceptable poe. rence.
sibility even though the chance of occurrence is low. The "In addition to control center buildings, other refinery

smal differential cost to accomplish overpressure design buildings such as laboratories should be designed with some

leaves no doubt to Eno Engineering that protection should degree of explosion resistance depending on their location,
be included in such new plants. purpose, number of personnel, and other considerations"

"This becomes a much more difficult problem for exist- In developing a design criteria, he states. "The first con-
ing control houses where the cost of rebuilding to provide trol center constructed at Baytown for multiunit controls
overpresure protection can be substantial. No overall con- and a supervisory computer is designated 'Fuels Control
lusion can be drawn that will be applicable for all plants Center'. Presently, it houses control equipment for Bay-

and a specific risk analysis must be made for each specific town's new hydrocracking unit, which started up In April
location. We believe the prine factor for evaluation should 1967. By the end of 1967, it will contain the controls for
be the business losses that could result due to the Iose of the Fluid Catalyst Cracking Unit No. 3. Other units are planned
control center and consequent inability to operate sections for operation from the same building.
of the plant outside the explosion ae. Location of the Deign Criteria - "The design criteria were developed by
control house and potentials for large vapor releass in this comparing the known forces exerted by nuclear explosions
am are also important coniderations. of varying Intensities with actual hydrocarbon explosions

"With highly integrated processes, damage to the control that have occurred. The damages resulting from some hydro-
house only would occur in conjunction with significant carbon explosions and the approximate amount of hydro-
other equipment damage. Thus, repair of the control house carbon involved are documented. By studying the available
would not be the key to overall downtime for the plant In information and talking with recognized authorities in the
these centralized control centers, there could be a high con- field of explosions around the country, reasonable correla-
centration of investment. In some instances overpressure tions were obtained between the amount of hydrocarbon
protection may be warranted for the specific location if the material available and the resulting damage suffered by build-
actual incrnmental cost for the protection is small relative ings at varying distances from specific explosions, It is rc-
to the total investment in the building. ognized that hydrocarbon and nuclear explosions differ and

'In light hazard operations, such as fertilizer plants, we that the force of a hydrocarbon explosion is affected by the
have not recommended any special building design for over- amount of confinement, wind velocity, and many other
pressure This is biad on the low possibility that a large factors.
am flammable vapor accumulation can develop. "Another complicating factor is that published informa.

"We recommend that centralized control houses in major tion showing the reistance of different types of structures
refineries or petrochemical plants have at least 100 feet and different building materials to damage by overpressure

clerance from equipment handling flammables. This is caused by explosions is sometimes contradictory.

recommended to minimize the chances of flammable vapors, "The effect of explosions on structures is extremely corn-
under large release conditions, being drawn into the building plex. An explosion produces a radial shock front that trav-
and resulting in an internal explosion. Also, such separation els at high speed, plus an expansion of the air that travels
minimizes the potential of missile damage in case of equip- behind it. When the shock front hits an enclosed structure
ment or vessel failure. As spacing increases between control such as a building, it raises the external pressure on all sur-
houses and potential release sources, the chances of damage faces as it passes. Because this takes place quickly, the pres-
to the building decrease. For one location, the centralized sure, which is called overpressure, can be assumed as uni-
control house was to be located over 200 ft from operating form over all the structures, and the little translation force
equipment There was little chance of wide area vapor ac- is caused. Reflection of this shock front from the structure
cumulation due to a normal wind condition. In this instance, raises the peak value. After the positive phase of the shock
no special overpressure protection was deemed warranted." front has passed, a suction front, lower in intensity, occurs.

Warren discusses the reasons for the blast resistant control The expansion of air causes a high wind to impinge against
houses and how such can be economically built Portions of one side of a structure causing a translational effect on the
his paper are reproduced here so as to give this practical plan entire structure. This differs from the shock effect in that it
as much distribution as possible, occurs over a longer period of time. The resulting pressure

"Baytown Management feels that control center build- is called dynamic pressure. Response of the structure to
ings which will house instruments and controls for several short time or explosion loads is related to the natural fre-
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qewncy of vibration of Its component parts acting Individu. "Figure 59 Is a picsiv of the front of the building. It is
ly or collectively. Saaum of this. overprosuires of wester rectongula-haped with dimemnons of approxim Wely 52
intenity and short-time duration produco the same effects feet by 73 feet and outer walls 15 feet high, It was con-
a thow of lower interfity acting War a larger period of structed using proest concrete wall penlS, poured-in-place
timse. the relative period of time being with r spect to the concret columns betwee the wall sectios steel joist roofneftral priod of the sme being considered, framirig with corrugted steel deck and structual concrete

"Me design criteria developW a a result of the ab roof dab.
ae contained In an engineering standard which is mamma. "A section of a wel floo slab, and roof slab Is shown In
rizd a follows: 78" Figure 60. In addition to designing the walls, roof supports,"1. Buildings shall be desgned to be shock resistant if and foundations (Figure 60) with sufficient strength to with-my one of the following conditions applies: stand the degn fores, It was of utmost Importance that

a They ae designted control center Connection points between the different components wore
b. They are specifically designated by the basic equip- designed and installed propedy. The walls were connectedmont and/or the Refinery Safe Operations Committe to be to the floor slab by welding together steel angles and photes

shock resistent. that had been precat into the concrete. The bar joists were
2. The dosign Criteria for shock-rasistant control centr welded to a steel plate in an offset at the top of the wall,buildings are: and one row of steel from the wall extended into the con-

a Ovarprmeure load shall be assumed to be three crete of the roof slab. The corrugated metal deck was
pounds per square inch static prsum on al enclosed str€. weled to the bar joists.
sire, acting on all exterior surfaces of uch structures. 'Sveral pictures that were made during building com

b. A negative of suction overpremm Ied of one struction are included to illustrate additional connection
pound per square inch static pressure shall be applied to the methods and details.
exterior surfaces of all endosd structums, in addition to "Figure 61 Is an overhod view of the fo slab and
the bove. end considered separat y. bewms during the pouring of concnt Note the reinforcing

C. A wind load of 75 pounds per equae foot on flat Steel extending from ech drilled footing that wa last. Con-
wrfaes shall be applied to the structure. nected to the steel in each poured-in-place concrete column.

d. Dea Wads if any, shall be combined with the Figure 62 is a dree-up of one corner showing the reinforcing
I stel and the steel angles in place that were welded to the

"In preparing the standard, no attempt was made to steel in the precat wals The steel at the top of one of the
match the force of any particular explosion. The character. procast wall panels is shown in Figure 63.
Istics of a nuclear explosion are known; the chaacteristics "The precat wall sections were hailed by truck to theof hydrocarbon explosions are not well documented. The building site, unloaded, set in plce, and supported as shownstandard energy leve related to tons of TNT does not in- in Figure 64. The stual joists were installed (Figure 65), the
dude orf measure of the amount of force due to ovpres corrugated steel placed. and the columns and roof slabsure. which is caused by the rapidity of detonation of ft poured. Figure 68 shows the building during this phase ofexp0sion. Since the overpressure is the geeter force and construction. WP'.n the installation of the outside door
the mao uncertainty, any attempt at directly comparing frames And doors W comnPleted, all the structural require-the efflects of different explosions could be quite misleading. .- ets for making the building Olock resistant had been ful.Miiles am sometimes created during an explosion. Any filled. Finishing work such as inside walls, floors, ceilings,
preMum vessel failure or piping failure could be cause for etc., was performed the same as for a conventional build-disintepaton of the container, and portions of the con- ing. The interior of the control room facing the entrancetaein could travel at high speeds which could destroy portions door and hallway is shown in Figure 67. The corner of theof buildings or structures. It is therefore felt that any at. room shown at right is pert of the computer room. The
tempt to correlate a possible explosion with the measure of operator's console is in the room."
protection provided is in error because of the uncertainty of In discus4ng the *ded cost for shock resistance, hethe variables. It is believed that the best approach is to pro, states, "Any decision to spend more money than the mini-vide at reasonable cost some protection against a reasonably mlUm required to 'get the job done' on a project is largely in-
expectd Mblast force. This extra cost can be viewed as 41. fluenced by economics, safety, or a combination of both. Inurance., and it can be evaluated by ernineering judgment in developing the design criteria for blast-resistant buildings.
tems of the possible hazards." ev attempt was made to provide reasonable protection of

Consvwiction Deails - In dealing with fuel control center reasonable cost. For the Fuels Control Center, cost esti-
buildings, Warra I states, "Dasign and construction details mates were made for a building with conventional framingof Baytown's Fuels Control Center building are used to il- rod for one designed to withstand three-psi static overpres.lustrate how a building can be constructed to withstand the sure. The differerne between the cost of the two was esti-
blast forces included in the propo standard. mated at approximaly $2.50 per square foot of floor slab"F;gures 57 and 58 show the control house damaged by area or $9.250 for the 3,700-square foot building. This wasa space explosion, between 10% and 15% of the estimated cost of the building

and was considered to be reasonable cost for the added pro-78 Humie Oil end Refining Co. "Building Designed for Shock tection. The added cost of providing shock resistance wasR e'ana" 8avtwn Engineering Standard No. 1s.01V- pproved by Baytown Management on the above basis. The
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Figure 57. A Plant Control Room After a Detonation
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Figure 58. Interior-A Plant Control Room After Detonation
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actual cost of the completed building excluding the cost of construction lat does not encompias such plans considering
the control panel or procem instruments was approximately world conditons is obholete before its foundation i laid.
$23 per square foot which is a very low cost for even a con- The Industrial National Bank of Providence, Rhode Is-
ventkona building. It is assumed that the objective of pro- land fas have othersi built its computer center to withstand
viding reasonable additional protection at reasonable cost 20 psi overpressure. This is one of the best known to date.
has been accomplished." This structure was nominated as one of the seven outstand.

ing Civil Engineering Achieveents in 1962 by the American
Warren concludes. "Baytown's experiences with two re- Society of Civil EnginnersL i, shared honors with Oulles In-

cendy completed control centers prove that buildings can ternational Airport, George Washington Bridge, Trns-Sierra
be design using standard materials and conventional con- Highway, and others.
struction methods to provide reasonable protection against The structure was designed to take an airburt from a 5
explosions at reasonable cost The cost of a blast-resistant megaton nuclear bomb. Probability of a direct hit was cal.
building is 10% to 15% more than the cost of a conven- culated as being on# in a thousand. The building is com-
tional refinery ontrol house building. ItisBytownM n- pletely self-contained with its own wells, power generator,
agement's opinion that this additional cost is justified." air purification equipment, computer center, storage vault,

conference rooms, lounge, kitchen, and bath and toilet fa-
cilities. The building is 90 by 125 feet with a gross height

Undground Structures of 25 feet, covered by 2 feet of dirt. By burial of the
structure, wind (drag forcesl needs no further considera.

The Eso Research and Engineering Plane as implemented tion. The building is built of a "plastic" desiqn, 79 a de-
at Baytown and elsewhere should serve well, It is a great sign which with the proper selection of load factors, has
stride forward toward strengthening weak but vital compon- kept "permaflent deformation substantially below those
ents of a refinery complex. There is one additional thought ordinarily acceptable in shelter structures where much of
that, if added to the Esso plans, should substantially reduce the energy-absorbing plastic resistance is utilized.
control house damage due to detonations. "The roof structure is a two-way slab system of bays 20

Burial of the structure discussed or mounding them, co- by 25 feet. The slab itself is 22 inches deep and is heavily
ering the roof area with two to four feet of packed dirt and reinforced with No. 7 bars in the top and bottom faces in
a slope of at least 1 to 4 along the sides, should greatly im. each direction. The supporting beams are 48 inches wide
prove the blast-resistant qualities of the structure. Few re- and have a total stem depth of 38 inches, including the slab.
finery blast could touch it. There is a plus value added to The beams are reinforced with two rows of No. 9 bars in
this plan. By adding mass- that is, weight of material over each of the tension and compression faces.
the roof of a well-built structure, one adds a nuclear fallout "At the exterior walls, the roof beams frame into exter-
protection factor to persons within the building. The amount nal buttresses founded on large, heavily reinforced spread
of protection from exposure to fallout, i.e. radioactive dust footings. The exterior wall panels between the buttresses
and particles landing on a roof area of a building as a result are 20 inches thick, heavily reinforced by No. 7 bars in both
of a nuclear discharge, can be calculated. As roof weight per faces. The interior columns ae 30 inches square and are re-
cubic foot and distance below the roof increases, the protec- inforced by No. 8 bars. They are likewise founded on large
tion to personnel increases. By adding this protection factor spread footings.
and perhaps by adding eating and sleeping accommodations, "To dampen the effectls of air-induced grouno shock :.x
a fallout shelter and protected operating headouarters is to eliminate any possibility of dampness forming on the
made. There are also other types of suitable construction, finished concrete floor surface, a unique floating slab-on-
Drifting fallout could make working in a refinery impossible grade section was devised. It consists, from top to bottom,
even though the plant is unharmed by the explosion. Much of the following elements.
can be done to keep things moving during such times if a
protected enwironment is provided for the operator. 1. A concrete floor slab 8 inches thick.

2. A plastic vapor barrier.
Currently, few if any refineries or petrochemical opera- 3. Rigid insulation board 2 inches thick.

tions have this personnel protection capability. Civil Defense 4. A neoprene membrane 1/16 inLhes thick.
planning requires more r be done in this field. There are 5. A concrete leveling slab 3 inches thick.
many well-stocked buildings displaying the Civil Defense sym- 6. A polyethylene laminated sealing membrane.
bol that offer sanctuary in time of nuclear attack. Presently "The /16-inch neoprene membrane is bonded to water-
there are stocked places for over 100 million people. In so
many cases, however, the buildings offering this protection stop% of the same material that are embedded in each foot-
are not on working premises. The current need is for pro- ing. These same waterstops along the perimeter walls are
tected working facilities, bonded to neoprene sheets that completely cover all exter-

ior wall, buttress and roof surfaces. Thus, the Computer

Many publications are available by the Office of Civil De-
fense giving detailed plans of construction of practical!y 79 Noyes and Co., Inc. "Hardened Building Wthstands Overpres-
every type of community, industrial, and home structure sure of 20 psi" A news releas for Industrial Nationa Bank,

capable of offering failout and blast protection. Any modern Providence, R. 1. July 7, 1963
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Canter Is completely enclosed in a flexible waterproof noo- If a plant cannot be operated remotely from a completely
prene caeing that will remain effective under all concelv protected structure, that plant is not prepared to withstand
ble normal and attack conditions that may be imposed. even attack of a Conventional type.

"To protect the occupants and equipment against over- The refinery industry has a long way to go before build-
pessure, all conduit and pipe entrances Into the structure ing underground will be given much serious consideration.
pass through special pressurs-tight sleves. All air intakes It is suggested that much can be learned from the German
exhausts and vents are protected by presure-actuated blast bunker construction program end their undeground opera.
valves that ae extremely fast cloaing. Special high-tempera. tions. Some refrmnce was made to this In the discussion of
tue-resistant blast valves were provided for the diesel-engine fires.
exhausts locad in the emergency power room. To solve War planning relad to the petroleum field requires a
the difficult problem of maintaining continuous security geater thought of using underground structures than has
against blast overpressure. as related to the main entrance, been done. This was pointed out by the Office of Engineers
electrically interlocked double blest doors were usd, ed. - in their pamphlet "Underground Plants for Industry."So

playing the air-lock principle. "There is little doubt in anyone's mind that American
"Design criteria for the effects of a nuclew blast imposed Industry may become a target fr enemy bombs, since it is

ve nquirements on the shock resistant capabilities of all an acknowledged fact that American Industrial Production
mechanical, electrical and utility systems. All major and tipped the scales toward victory in both World War I and
critical units had to be evaluated to establish basic fragility World War II.
levels. Appropriate shock mountings were provided to "It has also been established that undergound sites pro-
counteract the effects of the accelerations and displacemnts vide the maximum possible protection against atomic explo.
estlisd by the shock spectrum. sions.

"Because the site is underground, special attention was T1"-5,were no euceuful destructive attacks on German

diected towards such physiological and psychological con- underground installations. 6 te of positive knowledge of
siderations as lighting intensities, interior color selections. their locations and unrelenting precision bombing by Ameri-
acoustics and environmental temperature and humidity con. can and Allied Air Pow ...
trol. Special architectural details were developed to anchor "The placing of a vital segment of our industry's under-
many othmrwi common interior installations. Acrylic plas ground now would avoid one of the most costly mistakes
tic was used instead of glass throughout to reduce possible made by the German Government when higher authority
injury and damage from flying debris during an attack. All overruled the recommendations of their engineers.
pipe, conduit, and duct system were provided with special "One can understand this error by German leaders in 1940.
supports and flexible connections to either absorb or resist It was the year of Dunkirk, with France and the low coun-
blast effects tries overrun, Norway and Denmark occupied, their air and

"All principal electrical and mechanical equipment and other defenses seemingly invincible. In view of the type of
asociated distribution systems were designed employing a bombing they anticipated, their too-little and too-lat at-
duality of components and services to preclude total Ioss of tempt to put their war machine underground is not surpris.
a vital service in the event of unpredictable damage. ing.

"To .ost the requirements of emegetcy shelter opera. "Leaming from experience, underground construction
tions, the Center will be supplied with cots, bedding, emer- should be planned now, even if activation of the plans is
gncy food supplies, medical supplies radios and special made contingent upon expansion, or D-day, or the awakening
communications and radiological monitoring equipment" that the emergency is upon us.

Ther are similar installations, some of which we in old "Planning as well as construction takes time, and, what
mines and caves. Many of these underground facilities are is more important, planning precedes the laying of corner
as functional as any modern office, yet living accomodations stones.
for key personnel and their families are provided so that 'Some of our more successful industries appoint a Vice-
groups could efficiently function for at least a month with- Presdent-in-Charge-of-Tomorrow. By any other name, such
out seeing the sun. To date, most blast and fallout protec- a man should apply our knowledge of Atomic Power to
tion facilities are often some distance away from the daily planning how his plant can meet the threat of destruction
area of normal operation. Also, banks and company head- with plans for survival and victory, in case of war.
quarters have for the most part received greatest attention. "The destruction of a single vital link in the chain of
What is a Must in lndustry is to have in-plnt protected facul- manufacturing can break the entire production of a plant
itesso th d plant can be operated under fallout condi- with untold far-reaching effects.
Mons "Perhaps the minimum immediate necessity in one plant

The use of control houses as equipment and personnel will be to start planning, in the next plant to design an
protection is becoming more and more popular. "Havens of underground pilot plant and in the next the construction of
Safety" certainly are needed. It is probable that several a complete duplication of above-ground activities in another
other critical areas of a plant might need "bunker like" pro- underground protected area.
tection against fires. Certainly we need to provide in-plant
protection for operators when considering possible enemy 80 U. S. Deptment of Oefen, "Underground Plants for Industry-
attack and war damage. Such work must be done now, for Dpeatment of the Army Office of Engineers-AGO 1018313-
here will be no time to do much in cam of a nuclear atock. Pepinted Jan. 1962 p. 5.
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"It is practically imposiole tu establish any overall in- • about two-thirds of existing mine sites 4uitabo for installing
dices of costs for reliable comparison of normal (above- an underground plant also lies within this area.
groundl construction with modifying an existing under- "Not only are most of the existing mines in ,hi United
ground area or construc.iig an entirely now unaerground States of America adjacent to industry, but investigation of
ite. Cost depends on ttie analysis of a specific vita which is their geological formations indirates that limestone, granite

to be developed for a spwific purpose. Sound comparisons and saindstor., which are best for underground plants, are
involve the evaluation of scwres of variables operating with- plontiful. However, an industry can be installed under-
in their owt framework. ground in virtually all existing formations.

"However, three plants (Precision Manufacturing, Chem- "The study of the need for underground plants must of
ical Processing, and Storage) were studied and a few conclu- cnjrse (3ke into account the possibility of dispersion, Lam.
sions were drawn regarding their costs of construction, their oiflage. duplication of facilities, stock-piling, and transpor-
operation and maintenance. tation.

"a. Chem;cal Plant. It was found that underground con- "However, when all is said and done, nothing affords bet.
struction of a chemi:31 plant may cost about a third more, ter protection (of production and product on personnel)
if established in an existing mine and as much as 60 percent than a plant located underground in a souno rock form&.
more if developed in a newly excavated site. However, op- tion. A minimum of 50 foot of overhead cover will provide
eration and maintenance costs increase only 4 to 6 percent a reasonable degree of Xotection against all known weapons.
and this rise is due largely to the need for removing fumes "Experience in Germany, Sweden. Italy and other for-
and helt. eign countries indicates that workers accept underground

'Vh. increased cost of construction results largely from working conditions as normal, especially if the walls and
the need to provide space for yard area ana a tank farm, ceiling resemble windowless factories, bank vaults and sub-
which aboveground are not usually included under the roof ways.
of the plant. "in fact, the opportunity to work underground, reason-

-b. Precision Manufacturing Plant. A light manufactur- ably safe from atomic blast, radiation and fallout might
ing plant might cost as much as .0 percent more if installed prove an inducement to apply for employment in such an
in an existing mine or underground area, and nearly half installation."
again the cost of an aboveground plant if built into an es- It is evident that if international tensions continue to
pecially excavated site. The increase in construction cost is tighten that some tangible move will be required of govern-
due largely to the need for accommodating air-conditioning ment and industry to protect our refinery processes. In the
and ventilating equipment. United States, it is entirely foreign in refinery and petro-

"The operating and maintenance costs of a light manufac, chemical unit design consideratiors to think of anything but
turing plant vary only 2 to 3 perceot from a conventional above-ground operations except possible for produi stor-
aboveground plant. age. If we are to survive and operate even in conditions of

"c. Storage or Warehouse. Not surprising is the finding conventional warfare, the protection of our refineries is
that storage space is less costly underground (in an existing paramount. As refineries now exist, it is difficult to think
mine for instance) than when built above ground, both from of any installation more vulnerable to bombing. Camouflage
the standpoint of operation and maintenance, and the use by the Germans of underground protection were

"Furthermore, an underground storage area can be built strong factors contributing to the ability to continue to sup-
into a new site at a cost of only about 12 percent higher than ply their machines of war with liquid fuel If only vital
a conventional aboveground structure, parts of a refinery were given underground protection now,

"It need hardly be pointed out that an underground stor- that in itself would be a start in the direction of ultimate
age area can be easily modified to house a light manufactur- need. The danger of close confinement of units os recog-
ing plant nized. This problem can be solved by using separate com-

"d. Cost Comparisons.* Average overall unit costs partment type construction for various units.
(square foot of underground floor area) were approxi- Underground Stoage - Old mines are popularly used for
mated at- record storage or corporation headquarters in time of war-

S13.40 for light manufacturing fare. The storage of LPG (liquifiable oetroleum gases) and
15.00 for chemical processing other products is becoming more popular. One notable ex-6.35 for active storage ample is in Michigan where an underlying salt zone is dis-

"The most efficient underground plant is a large indus- solved out to make a storage cavein. In some areas actual
trial comolex (group of related units). mining out of a storage cavern was found desir3ble.

"Costs of protection against the effects of an atomii ex- Many fires of historic note have resulted from projectiles
plosion (other than a direct hitl will of course be much frving through the air from a detonation and into tne tank
lower than complete protection. farm and terminal areas. Protected crude and product star-

"Approximately 60 percent of American industry lies in age could have prevented the extensive damage done by
a quadrangle extending from Boston to Kensas City and some ot the accidents discussed above.

Figure 68 shows a series of storage tank designs used in
Germany 'Figure 68) during World War II. It is possible as
storage pioblems bc-come greater that one should reconsider

"1962 dollws some of these tank desiqns which have been found to be
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satisfactory in the past. The exact design follow9d w-I of Our refining capacity is concentrated in se Wrw eas of
course vary depending on the intended use aq well w, the the country, Often nearby chemical and petrochemical
geographical and ground conditions. plants add to the concentration of the liquid fuels and re-

lated industries. Any catastrophe, either natural or man-
Round Structures made, can destroy a lags percentage of our refining capacity

in a single event. From a strategic viewpoint, it would be
It is interesting to observe an area after a bomb drop or wise to have smaller plants and refineries scattered through-

in-plant detonation. So often stacks, round vessels, and full out the nation near large cities of the interior.
tanks we relatwely unharmed, where square or rectangular Those refineries on tidewater can expect winds from hur-
buildings are completely demolished. A comparison of ricanes in excess of 200 miles per hour. Those located in the
figures I and 2 illustrates this point to a degree. Bombing central plains area can expect winds from tornadoes to ex-
in Japan was les effective on stacks and round objects than ied 500 miles per hour.
on rectangular structures. As automation increases, so does it become important to

While we are accustomed to building rectangular build- increase "automatic remote-controlled" fire protection for
ingk it could be possible that round buildings in some cases there is a trend toward having fewer employees in the plant
would be desirable, particularly, those subjected to blasts- to handle emergencies.
refinery control houses and service buildings. Consider Those plants operated by control houses located within
spherical shapes also, or close to their respective units are increpsing their risk

A blast striking a rounded surface cannot build up much susceptibility.
reflected pressre and, because of stream lining, the build- Those plants not providing blast-resistant control houses
ing's adjustment to this static load is more uniform than are in danger of experiencing a long downtime due to in-
with a square or rectangular building. plant accidents.

Wind loading Idynamic forces) also becomes less on the Thosn plants along the west coa6t can expect a major
side of the blst since the area of wind contact with a circle earthquake equal or greater than that experienced in Alaska.
is IeM than that with a flat surface. The trend in building taller towers and buildings is neglecting

the certainty that such will occur.
Geneal Observations - Section I As refineries get larger and spacing Letween units becomes

less, the risk of operation is increasing and the danger of a
Any loss prevention program, any consideration of plant major loss is increasing.

design, any implementation of operation safety, anything Any operation that does not include provisions to pro-
done in a refinery complex to prevent fires and explosions, tect the workers from fallout and provide remote control
anything done to prevent losses created by natural occur- of units will be shut down during and after a nuclear blast.
rences. in-plant accidents, or persons causing intentional dam- The thought is in the minds of some that to build a plant
age- ll are contributing to the efforts of Civil Defense. A without making such provisions, considering the world con-
plant built and operated to withstand the many potential ditions, is to build an obsolete plant.
hazards is a plant better prepared to cope with operational A control house and other buildings of the plant need to
problems related to w:rfare. Few plants are ready for such be constructed so as to give a protection factor lexplained
events, but it is essential to prepare now for such a possible in Section II) of at least 40.
catastrophe. When the time suddenly appears that extra Strength and accident prevention considerations applied
durability in our sources of energy supply are needed, it is to a refining faciiity should save on insurance rates and at
then too late to reinforce our installations for neitt-.r will the same time make the plant less vulnerable to natural
there be sufficient time nor material to build in the extra forces, in-plant accidpnts, and to enemy action.
protection that could have been incorporated in the original Building underground where possible offers the greatest
design. protection for personnel, equipment and supplies.
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Chapter VIII

NATURE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Warning Time where in its path comparable to that done by Carla or Ca-
mille and others, some appreciation could be given of the

It is the sincere hope of the people of the United States problems and complications that would have to be met and
and their elected representatives that there will be no more immediately solved after a nuclear blast in that area. Simul-
wars Several wars have been fought as the "last war", and taneous damage would be visited on industries and commun-
because of the knowledge of the destruction potential of a ities and similar recovery needs generated. A series of nu-
modern war, and last global war might well have been clear attacks covering many industrialized areas would
fought. Certainly the existing nuclear powers will not be create simultaneously major recovery problems. The Office
irreqsosble enough to start a confrontation, for they real- of Emergency Preparedness makes the following appraisal. 0

ize no one could benefit from such action. Both sides would As a result of various hazard studies, the attack presumed
have great losses. But, considering that there is only a thin most probable at the present time lasts 48 hours and con-
line between fanaticism and mania, it is possible that a de- sists of 450 weapons representing a total yield of 2,300
moi.,- leader of some nuclear power in time will evolve megatons. Most of the weapons fall during the first hour.
who. in a fit of anger or because of national frustation, will They are evenly divided between air and ground bursts di-
"push the button", bringing widespread destruction and rected at military, industrial and population centers. Ports
death to millions and transportation centers are especially hard hit. While

One can conceive of a situation, however, where nations fallout is a serious problem, in general most parts of the
could reach a point of intolerable provocation. Such could country are accessible within two weeks. No major sections
be created by starving people as population continues to ex- of the country are completely isolated due to fallout con-
plode. by nationaliwn developed to a point of insanity, or tarnination. Fallout intensities at H + 1 hour in a few cases
by a complete breakdown in communication between gov. exceed 10.000 roentgens per hour. Many areas receive less
emnments created by widely diverse ideology. The relatively than 100 roentgens per hour.
small-scale wars constantly breaking out further emphasize "Such a nuclear attack on the United States would re-
this possibility. Many nations possess or soon will have the duce the population from 200 million to 145 million. Our-
capability of creating a nuclear war, and as long as such a ing the first month, 31 million would need hospitalization.
potential exists, it is imperative that nations work and plan Deaths during the first year would further reduce the total
to reduce damage to themselves and their industries from population to 125 million giving a total decrease of 38%."
such an occurence. The nuclear attack is only one part of any war program.

A nuclear blast could come as a result of the escalation It is always possible for an enemy to place agents ashore for
of a localized conflict or by accident. If so, a deterioration espionage and sabotage. Unfortunately there are citizens,
of international negotiations would be observed from day to some even with a surprising amount of education who would
day and industry would then have some lead time and time sell their birthright of freedom and be traitors to our coun-
for preparation. But, it is possible that no such warning try. Considering the exposure, the processes, and the rea-
will occur. With the Free Orbiting Ballistic Satelites (FOBS) tive ease with which great damage can be effected on re-
and other types of weapons possibly circumnavigating the fineries, natural gasoline plants and petrochemical units,
globe, a nuclear blast could be triggered by the "push of a enemy agents alone could create a national disaster.
button" accidentally or otherwise. In such a case there will
be no warning! Those industries that are ready have a
di rce at survive/! Emergency Planning

What Can Be Expected It is therefore a present challenge to industry to assume
that they are operating in wartime conditions, and to build

What would happen to this nation should a major power and manage their plants with the full appreciation of the
wage a nuclear war against us? We already have experienced consequences of indifference and laxity. It behooves all
the destruction wrought by detonations, by earthquakes, management to make a good review of their operating con-
and by hurricanes and tornadoes. This relatively local de- ditions and situations and then correct the areas where
struction multiplied by some large number anO covering strength and security are found wanting. Most companies
many localities and man% square miles of area could bring have or are developing procedures for emergency operation.
to view some idea of the multiplicity of problems which These plans need to be reviewed constantly to keep them
would be developed by a nuclear weapons. updated, practical, and in complete accord with world con-

If one can imagine the damage left by a hurricane tray- ditions.
elling along shore around the Gulf of Mexico from New Further, it is important that these plans augment the na-
Orleans to Corpus Christi, doing widespread damage every- tional plan and those formulated by the individual states.
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Couch, 1 Assistant Director for Industrial Participation of tons is balanced by the electrons in orbit. The number of
the Office of Civil Defense, in his discussion of survival plans, neutrons and protons in a nucleus determine the physical
lists the following three broad categories of planning: property of that material (atomic weight). The number of

1. Protecting life and property neutrons in relation to protons of an atom may vary. As ele-
2. Preserving the corporate structure ments increase in the atomic number, the more there are of
3. Promoting community and national survival neutrons in relation to protons. As an example, a lithium
Certainly no management can consider itself informed nucleus has 3 protons and 4 neutrons; uranium, 92 protons

without having a working knowledge of the material pre- and 146 neutrons. An atom of any one element can change
sented in "Th Effects of Nuclear Weapons" by Glasstone 12  its number of neutrons without altering its chemical proper.
for the Department of Defense,- "Strategy for Survival" by ties. See Figure 70.
Martin and Latham, 83 and "Hearings on the Biological and The number of protons of an element determines its
Environmental Effects of Nuclear War" published by the chemical properties (atomic number). For example, all
Congress, the testimony therein having been received be- material with only one proton is hydrogen. All material
fore a Subcommittee of the Joint Committee on Atomic with eight protons is oxygen; ninety-two, uranium. If the
Energy during 1959. The Office of Civil Defense has liter- number of protons of a material is changed, a different ele-
ally tons of literature on the subject including plans for ment is formed. The larger the number of protons or posi-
buildings capable of providing protection in the home, in tive charges, the larger and heavier the atom. Some atoms
public buildings, and in industrial structures. As mentioned are very light such as those of hydrogen. Since the weight
s e a times before, no modern building is actually modern of atoms increases as the number of protons increases, an
without built-in protection from nuclear blast. atom of lead, as an example, has many more protons than

an atom of sulphur, a lighter weight element. Hydrogen has
only one proton, but uranium has ninety-two.

The Anatomy of a Nuclear Reaction There are over 90 chemical elements most of which oc-
cur in nature. These are like oxygen, carbon, sulphur, chlo-

A conventional explosion from TNT or a detonation in a rine, etc. All but twenty-some of these elements can occur
plant is a chemical reaction in which energy is released. Re- in nature in several forms and still be that particular element.
finers are well aware of the results of an uncontrolled sud- These related forms of an element which chemically react
den reaction between hydrocarbons with oxygen, hydrogen the same but differ in their mass are called isotopes.
or nitrogen in explosion. In such a detonation, there is no Isotopes of chemical elements are important when one
breakdown within the atom. Electrons from the reacting wishes to create a nuclear reaction,
elements exchange places or combine to form new com- The element deuterium is a heavy form of hydrogen,--
pounds during the explosion, an isotope of hydrogen.

An atom, the smallest part of an element that can enter a In a nuclear explosion, the nuclei of the elements em-
chemical reaction, has a nucleus, a relatively heavy central ployed in the reaction interact, and in so doing, release a
core. Electrons. negative charges, orbit around each nucleus; great amount of energy. The bond between the proton and
they are very light by comparison to the nucleus. The mass neutron is many times greater than that between a nucleus
or weight of the atom comes from the nucleus. The atom of and its electrons. It takes only a relatively snall nuclear re-
a substance might appear quite like the solar system with the action to match the disaster of a large conventional chemical
sun as a nucleus and the planets, electrons, reaction-type explosion because ot the greatness of the

An atom is too small to be seen with even a powerful energy release.
microscope. To get some relative concept of the relation- Fission-1 2 The heavy elements are employed in fission,
ship between the nucleus and its electrons, if the nucleus such as isotopes of the elements uranium and plutonium.
were the size of a baseball, its nearest electron would make Uranium 235 and others are often mentioned in literature.
an orbit around it larger than the perimeter of New York Plutonium-239 atomic weight-does not occur in nature.
City.82  

Reaction occurs when a free neutron is directed into the
The electrons of the atom carry negative charges. Their nucleus of a fissionable atom, causing the nucleus to

number and pattern of orbit are determined by the size of "split" in two, into smaller nuclei. By this reaction, one
the nucleus. The interlinking of electrons of various elements pound of uranium 235 or plutonium 239 could react to
makes chemical compounds possible. release the same energy as 8000 pounds of TNT.

The nucleus of a particular atom is composed of protons Fundamentally, if Albert Einstein's famous well known
carrying positive charges and neutrons which are neither equation holds true, material- whatever it might be- if
positive nor negative; they are neutral. The number of pro- converted completely into energy would result in an energy

81 Couch, Virgil L. "Survival Plans Your Company Can Use. output of the weight of the material times the speed of

Nation's Business, Reprint Department of Defense, Office of light squared (186,0002 miles/hr.). That is, a pound of
Civil Defense, December 1961 material - coal, water, lead or whatever - if converted into

82 RCA- "Atomic Radiation" RCA Service Co.- Government Ser- energy would yield about 13.4 billion horsepower. For
vice Dept. 1958 Revised years this formula was for the blackboards of physics pro-

83 Martin,Thomas L. & Latham, "Strategy for Survival" The Univ. fessors until Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassman discovered that
of Arizona Press, Tuscon Arizona 1963 uranium atoms could be split. This fission produced a tre-

mendous release of energy, and the neutrons released by
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Figure 70. Determining Atomic Weight and Number

Oxygen has 8 protons, its atomic number is 8 it has an assigned atomic weight of 16.
There must be 8 neutroni in the nucleus to bring Oxygen's atomic weight to 16. Eight
electrons (-) balance the charge of the eight protons of the nucleus.

the split of the atom were capable of splitting others. This This is the basis of a thermonuclear warhead or device.
is commonly known as a chain-reaction. See Figure 71a. The term atomic weapon is now interchangeable with ther-

Fusion- 12 In the case of fusion, instead of splitting the monuclear weapon, the latter terminology being preferred.
atom nucleus, a pair of light nuclei unite or fuse together Neutrons with high energy are released during the fusion
to form a nucleus of a heavier atom. See Figure 71b. of certain hydrogen isotopes. If uranium and other fission-

When two deuterium (hydrogenI nuclei combine, helium- able material is still present when these neutrons are re-
a heavier element than hydrogen- is formed and n great leased, more fission can occur. A weapon that combines
amount of energy is released, the reaction of fission and fusion can cause a release of an

Glasstone 12 says that "fusion of all the nuclei present almost immeasurable amount of atomic energy.
in one pound of hydrogen isotope deuterium would re-
lease roughly the same amount of energy as the explosion The Forces of a Thermonuclear Weapon
of 26,000 pounds of TNT." This is over three times the
energy release of fission. It takes almost the heat of the The thermonuclear reaction creates a multiplicity of
sun to cause fusion. A fission reaction can trigger fusion, forces or features each of which in its own inimitable way
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I UTRONS
SLOW NEUTRON

HEAVY ATOMIC FISSION
NUCLEUS GAMMA FRAGMENTS GAMMA

RAYS RAYS

a. Fission process shown schematically

NEUTRON
TWO rOROGEN 2 ATOMS, ONE HEILIUM-I ATOM, RELEASEO
EACH HAVING I NEUTRON WITH I NEUTRON

AND I PROTON IN THE NUCLEUS AND 2 PROTONS

b. A nuclear fusion process

Figure 71.

A fission type explosion can generate temperatures upward to 100 million
degrees. At these temperatures hydrogen atoms can fuse to create helium and
release neutrons. These neutrons could cause fission if fissionable material is
present. This is the reaction of a thermonuclear weapon. Electromagnetic
waves of radiation, some destructive to blood cells and some capable of in-
ducing destructive electrical forces, are generated in the reaction.

Source: Martin, MhOniUs L & Larham, Donald C, ' tratey for Survia4' The Unsv of Arizona Prine,
TUron Arz. 1963

disrupts or damages various equipment and facilities of in- Electromagnetic Pulse
dustry. Some of these are visible, as in the typical mush. Ionization
room cloud, but much of the danger from such an explo- Others
sion is invisible radiation. A partial list of effects is as fol- The temperatures reached in the reaction far exceed
lows: those of a hydrocarbon detonation. Thus, intense heat and

The Blast (the shock wave from an air drop) light rays constitute a large portion of the energy released by
The Shock Wave* (The pressure wave from a burst) a thermonuclear weapon.

The Shock (if a ground, near ground or water burst-a In a fission type weapon, Glasstone suggests that the fol-
sudden impact) lowing approximate distribution of energy occurs:

Thermal Flash Blast and Shock 50%

Initial Radiation Thermal Radiation 35%
Fallout Radiation Residual Nuclear Radiation 10%

Initial Nuclear Radiation 5%

'The term shock is being aplied more to earlh jarring seismic-like In a thermonuclear device, about half of the energy comes
from fusion and half from fission.
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Detonations discussed earlier produce blast waves and In an underground burst or underwater burst, an earth-
thermal radiation. Since in these reactions the nucleus of quake-like shock wave is created. If near the surface, some
the atom is not disturbed, there is no radioactive radiation air burst also results. The thermal radiation and initial nu,
as is the case in a nuclear explosion, cka radiation is absorbed within a short distance of the ex-

plosion. The residual nuclear radiations in these caw be-
come very significant because of the large quantity of water

The Blast and Shock or dirt becoming contaminated by particles of the reaction.
A surface burst is one occurring close enough to the sur-

As discussed in previous sections, the relative power of a fae to stir up great volumes of dirt, rock particles, and
weapon is related to a TNT equivalent. Thus, a device yield. dust- thus crating air-borne radioactive materials. Radio.
ing the power of 1000 tons of TNT is called a one kiloton active fallout is created.
weapon. The bombs dropped on Japan and at Bikini were Glamtone, mentioned several times above, suggasts that
20,000 tons rating or 20 kilotons yield. Only 2% pounds of there is no sharp line of demarcation between the various
completely used material needs to react to give this release type bursts, for each zone grades into those zones near it.
of energy. A weapon is never 100% efficient. A 20 megaton Some discussion of shock waves was given in the saction
weapon is 1000 times greater. At 50 megaton or larger on earthquakes.
weapon is possible. The study of the thermonuclear reaction Overpresnur- The building up of air pressure by a ther.
is a lifetime occupation. The reaction is portrayed much too monuclear burst creates a crushing effect on buildings, peo-
simply here. But we in industry ar more concerned as to pie and objects.
what this device can do rather then how it does it. Let one The compression of air from such a blast (increased pres-
summarize by saying that weight per weight of materials, a sure) is like a giant hand reaching out and crushing the build-
nuclear reaction's release of energy is greater by a factor of ings it grasps.
several million than what could be released in an explosion of Overpressure is pressure above normal atmospheric pres-
combustible materials-a chemical reaction, sure, whether it be caused by a refinery explosion or a nu-

During a thermonuclear explosion, everything around the clear weapon. The overpressure built up by the compressive
weapon is vaporized. Extremely hot gases result. The sud- wave is a static force and acts on a building by adding pres-
den expansion of them hot gases compresses the air around sure to its walls- as would occur if the building were sunk
it instantaneously, which in turn expands enormously or is into depths of water.
driven outward at explosive force, causing a compression or Overpressure is usually expressed in pounds per square
shock wave. These waves radiate outward from ground zero inch (psi). Normal sea level pressure is 14.7 psi; a pressure
much like waves in water radiate from where the quiet waters of 17.7 would be a 3 pounds overpressure. The maximum
of a lake were disturbed by a pebble. This shock front of pressure wave of a blast as it moves from ground zero is the
compressed air moves at supersonic speeds causing destruc- peak overprewmre. This pressure peak at the center of the
tion both because of the excessive pressure of the air and be- blast is several hundred pounds, 200 to 400 plus depending
cause of the accompanying wind velocity. The air particles upon the size of the bomb. Blast pressure from air bursts
are projected and blasted outward from the center of the re- decreases outward from the point of the explosion, as do the
action. shock waves from surface detonations.

There are five generally recognized types of bursts: (1) Architects think in terms of square foot loading, so a one
air, (2) high altitude, (3) underwater, (4) underground, and pound overpressure would add 144 pounds weight or push
(5) surface. to each square foot of the building. One can see that 5

An air burst is one exploded below an altitude of 100,000 pounds overpressure would add 720 pounds to each square
feet but high enough for the fireball, a blinding flash of sun- foot of the roof and walls of the building.
light brilliance, to miss the qround. A fireball of a megaton Table 40 shows possible refinery damage with respect to
weapon is about 5800 fe d ,oss the brilliance. It reaches overpressure.
its full width in 2 secoi-.-, an a clear day. this fireball will The overpressure of 5 psi is a critical value for mc s resi-
burn skin 12 miles away, a--d its heat can be felt 75 miles dential type construction, and office buildings comnpletely
away. Unless the firebal! i. quite close to the ground, the fail before reaching such a load; actually, most buildings fail
nuclear radiation from such a burst will be minor. This at 1 to 1.5 psi overpressure. Some are damaged at 0.5 psi.
would be a "clean bomb" in some parlance, since there is no We have pointed out that control houses fail usually at 1 to
dirt or debris to be contaminated radioactively. Low clouds 1.5 psi overpressure, and it was emphasized why they need
absorb some of the heat; high clouds reflect it to the ground. to be built stronger. (See Warren's, et al. discussion on con-

The fission products of the burst will spread out over a trol house construction.)I
large area and be ,f minor importance on the ground as far Wind Velocity and Pressure- Immediately following the
as present knowledge is concerned, peak overpressure is a wind of hurricane velocity. Like over-

A high altitude burst is defined as one above an altitude pressure, wind velocity decreases outward from a blast. The
of 100,000 feet. This type burst, because of the thin air, pressure created on an exposed surface, due strictly to wind
creates more thermal radiation than the other ripes; as much velocity, is considered here a dynamic pressure or wind load-
as 50% of this fission energy becomes heat. The rar . air re- ing. This value is proportional to the square of the wind ve-
duces blast and shock to some extent. locity and to the density of air behind the blast front. Table
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-, ,., uwawim i mu, iniormauon. t iiarng wave, and strength varies with the ingle at which the wave
built to withstand high hurricane wind velocities survive bet. strikes.
ter the effects of this force than do structures without this The reflected wave is also called the diffraction phase of
extra built-in strength, the blast. Since the reflected wave is moving in air already

Some structures can be blown in or over in spite of being heated and ratified by the incident wave, it can travel faster.
able to withstand considerable static pressure. Cooling tow- Eventually, under most conditions, it overtakes the original
ers, fractionating columns, or other tall structures are quite blast or incident wave, and the two fronts fuse into a violent
sensitive to this "drag force". Often the bolts holding down wave. This distance is usually horizontally equal to about
the tower shear because of the leverage applied against them moderate burst height of the weapons. Greater burst heights
by the weaying tower. increase the distance Mach affects occurs. This region where

The wind and peak overpressure act as a team to destroy the waves have merged is called the "Mach" region. The two
all that are weak in their path. The overloading of the walls waves merge and an amplification of the blast pressure oc-
and roof of a structure because of the overpressure tends to curs. See Figure 72. (The interrelation of direct pressi..re
crush or weaken the building. The wind that accorrpanies and reflected pressure to form the Mach stem.) 8 4

or follows along after the shock wave, blows down the shat. In Figure 72, at t 4 the incident aM reflected waves hate
tered or weakened wall or structure. It is a "right and left merged. This single front moves horizontally (the Mach
to the jaw" sort of action, if one may borrow from boxing. stemI, but as the reflected wave moves upward, the point
See Figure 36 of Section I. of wave fusion (the triple point) moves upward. Above the

The shape of the structure, its length and height, its triple point, two pressure waves are measured; below, in the
strength of construction, the presence of windows that can Mach region, only one. Actually the triple point shown
shatter and equalize pressure inside and out, the direction here in section or side view is in fact an expanding horizon-
of blast movement and numerous other factors are con- tal circle. Since the Mach stem is nearly vertical, the tran-
sidered in determining camage susceptibility of a structure. sient winds are parallel to the surface of the earth working

The winds from a nuclear blast, taken velocity for veloc- with full fury on all vertical surfaces. Figure 73 is an artist's
ity, are more damaging than winds of the same speed cre- view of an impact pattern showing four zones of relative
ated by nature because of the length of their endurance. The damage, the Mach stem and the two pressure waves above
wind from nature is puffy, and although even of high veloc- it.2 6

ity, the turbulence of it allows a building to release its A surface blast creates ground shock waves like those dis-
stresses as each gust relaxes. Not so in a blastl The winds cussed in Section I under earthquakes. This ground wave
are stout and continuous; dynamic pressures relax slower adds its influence to the destruction of buildings in its oath.
than peak overpressures. A building's elastic properties are In large bombs, this is a substantial factor. See Figure 18
over powered and not allowed to function in their usual (Section I).
manner. Table 29 of Section I shows the relationship be- Thermal Flash- Upon detonation of a nuclear weapon,
tween dynamic pressure and wind velocity. From the table, an intensely hot and luminous fireball develops like a small
one expects a wind of 160 miles per hour to accompany a sun. Several tens of million degrees are reached at the most
blast creating a 5 psi overpressure at a particular location, intense point. The flash of light, an ultraviolet radiation,
The wind loading itself accounts for a loading of 0.7 psi or can cause burns to the eyes if they are turned directly to-
100.8 pounds per square foot in such a case. ward the blast many miles away 7n megaton weapons. The

Underpresure- A vacuum is left at the point of explo- heat developed, an infra-red radiation, is almost beyonr'
sion. As the hot air that is projected outward from the fire. human comprehension. As mentioned. 30% and upward to
ball loses its momentum, it reverses and returns to fill in the 70% or so of tho tetal energy of the weapon is expended in
void, thereby creating a negative or reverse wave that stum- these rays. Only a few seconds elapse during this phase cf
bles back over the debris left by the blast and shock waves. the blast since these radiations travel at the speed of light
This is the suction or negative portion of the blast wave. (186.0004 miles per second).
What the shock and blast waves missed, the negative pres- Close in to the bomb drop, the heat is intense enough to
sure finishes by creating a vacuum on the outside walls of melt rock, steel, glass, the paint on buildings, to buckle
the structure it- the path of the destructive forces, quite like steel beams, burn wooden buildings,- but as the heat atten-
that done by a tornado. The action is somewhat like that uates away from the blast, the amount of lire protection
of a tidal wave from the ocean advancing on to the shore necessary rapidly diminishes.
only to return soon back to its point of origin. Figure 74 and 74a shows a comparison of the thermal

One can expect this same -ir movement with any sizeable radiation from 1. 10. and 100 megaton weapons.
detonation. This negative pressure is considerably less than Electromagnetic Pulse.- A nuclear explosion yields elec-
the peak overpressure at any comparative single point af- trical impulses not too unlike those static discharges that
fected by an explosion. create lightning generated in a huge thunder-clud. The

Roflecred Pressure- The initial blast from the explosion potential damage to sensitive low voltage electrical equip-
creates the incident wave. When this wave hits the ground ment is quite serious.
or a Woid object more dense than air, a reflected wave oc.
curs, like waves of the sea bouncing off a pier. In the region 84 Advanced Researrh, Inc.- Prof. Guide on Reducirl Vulnerability
near ground zero, the reflected overpressure will be more of Industrial Plants to the Effects of Nuclear Weapons- OCO
than twice the value of the peak overpressure of the incident 1964- PSD-PG-8.
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Figure 72. Interrelation of Direct Pressure and Reflected Pressure to Form the Mach Stem 84

"The EMP 8 5 is electromagnetic in form and the bulk of not seriously affected, but high frequency, 3 to 30 mega
its energy lies within the 'radio frequency spectrum' (rang- Hertz transmission, can under some circumstances seriously
ing from power-line frequencies to radar system frequen- be impaired or interrupted for several hours after the blast.
cies). Hence, another term for EMP is 'radio-flash'. EMP The electromagnetic wave cuts invisibly through wires and
should, therefore, not be confused with other weapon burst can induce large voltage surges in electrical equipment. Long
outputs, such as neutrons, which might also damage elec- cables, piping, conduit, antennas, guy wires, overhead power
tronic equipment. To emphasize this differentiation, the lines, steel supports, metal roofs, automobiles and trucks,
term 'electromagnetic' will be associated with the EMP (or buried pipes, metallic fencing, railroad tracks, aluminum
radio-flash) phenomena and effects, airplane skin and almost anything metal can "collect" these

A full discussion of these electrical currents is not war- electrical charges. Communication lines and some radio
ranted here except to say that the effect is very widespread frequencies can be blocked out during an electr:. impulse
and can be disastrous to solid statp and other electronic "shower". For example, following the August 12, 1958,
equipment and to radio communication- The low and me- high alttude burst set off by the United States over Johnson
dium radio frequency band., from 30 to 3000 kilo Hertz are Island, there was a two-hour communication blackout at

85 Brdqes, J.E. and Weyer, J.- "EMP Threat ano Countermeasures certain radio frequencies." 6 3

for Civil Defense" Illinois ostitute of Technoloqv- Contract Under some circumstances, voltages as hiqh as 3000 volts
DAHC20-68-C-0198 November 1968- For Cvil Defense or so can be induced into electronic circuits designed for
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Source: ivil Oefene eparedness in the Electric Power Industry

low voltage operation. One does not need to imagine what Transistor receivers
problems could be created in a computerized operation. Transistorized transmitters

The table below lists equipment easily susceptible to Transistorized 60 to 400 cps converters
damage. 85 These are listed in the order of decreasing sensi- Transistorized process control systems
tivity to damage effects. Power system controls, communication links

Microwave semiconductor diodes Refinery control houses containing computeriz_-d equip-
Field-effect transistors mnent will need special shielding and line protectors to pre-
Radio-frequency transistors vent burning of the equipment because of high voltage
Audio transistors surge.
Silicon controlled rectifiers Less susceptible:
Power rectifier semiconductor diodes All vacuum tube equipment (does not include equipment
Vacuum tubes with semiconductor or selenium rectifiers)

Thus, systems employing vacuum tubes are far less sus- Transmitters
ceptible to EMP effects than those employing transistors. Receivers

Various electronic or electrical systems are subject to Alarm systems
malfunction. Intercoms

Most susceptible Teletype-telephone
Low powow, high speed digital computer 1upset) either Power-supplies

transistorized or vacuum tube Equipment employing low current switches, relays,
Systems employing transistors or semiconductor recti- meters

fiers (either silicon or selenium), such as: Alarms
Computers Life support systems
Computer power supplies Power system control panels
Transistorized power supplies Panel indicators, status boards
Semiconductor components terminating long cable Process control

runs, especially between sites Hazardous equipment containing
Alarm systems Detonators
Intercom systems Squibs
Life-support system controls Pyrotechnical devices
Some te;ephone equipment which is partially trin- Explosive mixtures

sistorized Rocket fuels
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Fallout In the initial radiation, there are two other important
types of radiation,- neutron radiation due to fission, and

As the materials within a bomb react, a number of elec. neutron radiation due to fusion. While these radiations are
tromagnetic rays are created. The rays most damaging to intense, still the dose decreases very greatly as the distance
humans are the gamma rays. These are like X.rays, but from the burst increases. Close to the bomb burst, the dose
much stronger, and when one is subjected to a strong over- level is in astronomical figures, but one could say- so what!
dose of these rays, serious illness or death can ensue. The A structure of military strength will be massively shielded
amount of gamma ray created depends on the size of the against all of these radiations, but industrial installations
bomb. For smaller or kiloton weapons, the "kill radius" for near ground zero will be disintegrated. It is not economi-
the gamma rays exceeds that caused by the blast pressures. cally feasible to build refineries to withstand a direct hit.
Protection of people near "ground zero", therefore, must be Our concern is great for the people working in installa-
against blast pressures and initial gamma radiation or prompt tions beyond the damaging blast effects of the bomb but
radiation, showered by minute windblown dust, each particle carrying

There are two general types of garnma rays in the initial dama_:;g radioactive materials- fallout.
radiation: one. those due to fission, and two, those due to The frontispiece of Section II shows the mushroom
nitrogen capture. The prompt radiations are approximately cloud typically associated with a nuclear explosion. This is
related in a real extent to the destructive levels of the blast. a photograph of a surface blast. Much dirt and debris are
They are dangerous in the destructive blast area. These rays sucked up into the stem and cloud of the fireball. There,
are not serious consideration in areas some distance away because of the intense heat, much of the material vaporizes.
from the blast and areas affected only by radioactive fallout. The dust and debris intermix, then are churned in with va-

Those rays due to nitrogen capture, strike out a greater porized radioactive products of the bomb, like tumbling
distance than those due strictly to fission, clothes in a washing machine. This intimate contact of dirt
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and fission product impregnates each fragment as it cools does rate would be only 10 roentgens per hour. Actually,
and solidifies whether It be a micron in diameter (0.00004 decline is faster than this.
inch) or several millimeters across. Radioactive exposure is accumulative. Exposure to rays

All radiation emitted later than one minute after an ex- at one time must be added to exposure at a later time. The
plosion is called the residual radiation, and air-borne f rag- body can tolerate some exposure, but various body func-
ments rain and settle down on the earth for miles around. tions fail with Increased dose rates. Lymphoid timue and
This is called "fallout". bone marrow, testes and ovaries, skin and hair, blood ves

Within the fireball, 200 different isotopes of 35 elements sels, smooth muscle and nerve cells are sensitive to radiation
or so take pert in the radioactivity. It is calculated that in this order. Persons undergoing radioactive therapy could
about 2 ounces of fission product are formed for each kilo- already be at the peak of their tolerance at blast time.
ton of fission weapon yield. "The gamma ray activity of 2 The ag and health of a person also contributes to ones
ounces of fission product one minute after the explosion is ability to withstand radioactive exposure. Children and old
roughly equivalent to that of 30,000 tons of radium." 87  people are greatly affected.

The distance travelled by a particle depends on its size Studies of Japanese casualties and later experiments with
and the wind velocity at the time of the event. Early fallout laboratory animals have guided medical personnel in their
is considered to be that material falling to the earth within evaluation of a human's ability to withstand radioactivity.
24 hours of the blast. Delayed fellout is later dust precipi. The United Nations- Atomic Bomb Casualty Commis-
tation. sion reports that studies made of pregnant Japanese women

Since the head of a nuclear cloud might reach an altitude exposed to 200 rad had 36% mentally retarded children.
of 30 miles and radioactive material is projected from the Between 100 to 200 reds, the incidence dropped to 9.3%.
cloud, there can be a delay of as much as 30 minutes or Between 50 to 90 rods, it dropped to 4.55%. An X-ray
more before radioactive material hits the earth even close photograph exposes a person to 1 red or less. An unexposed
to the target area. As distance increases from the blast area, control group had less than 1% mentally retarded children.
the time of fallout increases. Adults in good health and of active age can withstand up-

The early fallout material is fresh from the mushroom ward to 100 roentgens without much immediate results.
cloud; it is strongly radioactive. It is this material that is of Some nausea could be experienced. From 100 to 200 roent.
greatest importance in fallout design. People must be pro- gens upward to 50% of those exposed will show nausea in 3
tected from its killing radiations. Once on the ground or hours. White blood cells decrease, some medical treatment
roofs of buildings, the radioactive dust and sand continue to could be necessary. Death would be improbable.
give off their deadly rays. It could take 2 weeks or more With from 200 to 600 roentgens, almost everyone would
time in some conditions to have safe working conditions become violently sick with vomiting at a dose of 300 roent.
after such a "shower". gens. Severe leukopenia, a loss of white cells, is noticeable.

Figure 76 shows an artist's concept of this dusting by Purpora, purple spots and extra vasation of blood through
fallout. Wind will blow fragments and thus spread out the the skin, is noticeable. Epilation, loss of hair, results at an
affected area downwind, exposure of 300 roentgens. Blood transfusions and anti-

Roetgen- The unit of measure of the quantity of gamma biotics are necessary. Up to one year is required for recov-
ray radiation is the roentgen or red. This unit of measure is ery. Some die at an exposure of 250 roentgens from hem-
used like a pound, an inch, a gallon, a watt, or other units morrhage or infection in two months.
of measure. By practice and use of a unit, we understand Severe radiation sickness is experienced by those exposed
its relative value. A roentgen is the quantity of gamma radi- to 600 to 1000 roentgens. Bone marrow transplants, trans-
ation which will give rise to the formation of 2.0 8 X 10.9  fusions, antibiotics and greet care would be all that could
ion pairs per cubic centimeter of dry air at standard temn. save one so exposed.
perature and pressure (600 F. and 14.9 psia). A better A dose of 1000 roentgens is almost certain death. Diar-
understanding of the term is in its relation to damage to bio- rhea, fever, a circulatory collapse, convulsions, tremors,
logical tissue and its effect on human beings. Thus, a roent- lethargy and loss of muscular control result from such ex-
gen is used to measure related human reaction to radioactive posure.
ray exposure. Dose rare is the number of roentgens per The area covered by both the early fall-out and the de-
hour to which one might be exposed. layed can be great depending on the wind, atmospheric con-

Radioactivity reduces rapidly but varies for various iso- ditions (localized rains) and amount of dirt and debris
topes. Half-life is the time vequired to reduce radioactivity sucked into the thermonuclear explosion. The softness of
by half its initial value. the soil and size of the bomb and its explosion height deter-

For practical purposes, the Seven-Ten rule can be applied, mine also the amount of dust created by the blast. Both
For every seven-fold inc-ease in i.me after the explosion, early and delayed fallout is important, but most effective
there is a ten-fold decreise in dose rate. For example, start- shelters are designed to protect against material falling to
ing at a level of 1000 roentgens per hour dose rate, after 7 the earth in the first 24 hours after the detonation (early
hours the dose rate w'juld have reduced 10 times or to 100 fall-out).
roentgens per hour; aoout 2 days after the explosion, the Fortunately, because the rate of decay, as mentioned,

follows a straight line log-log decline, the longer the radio-
87 Official of Civil Defense- Shelter Oesign and Analysis- Vol. I active particle travels in the air before settling, the weaker

TR-20 June 1968. and less dangerous it becomes. Table 41.
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It is practice to rate fall-out to the reading near ground building In which you re seeking shelter. A dosimeter is a
zero one hour after the explosion (H + 1 hr.). This is the device that records one's accumulative exposure to dame-
one a0 e rMfWVFW point and is used in dose rate or expo. Ing rays. See Figure 77. Everyone should spend some of his

se calculations. The decline in radiation from charged time studying course work on the effects of radioactive fall-

particles is as follows: out. how it Is measured and how one can protect his own
life and the lives of his family. Civil Defense offices on local,
state and federal levels haw many pieces of literature on

Table 41. Radioactivity Decay Rate the various subjects.
Tlare are several fundamental points important to a re-

Relative Dose Rates on a Percentage Basis12  finery manager.
1. Radioactive fallout from an all out nuclear attack will

Time After Explosion Relative Dose endanger all of the lives of the country, but because of wind
currents and local weather conditions, will subject only 75%

1 hour 1.000 of the country to dangerous fallout.

2 houri .440 2. The farther away a plant is from a blast, the more

3 hours .230 time it has to put emergency shutdown procedures into

S hours .130 action.

6 hours .100 3. A plant may be miles away from an explosion but can

10 hours .063 be put out of action because of radioactive fallout.

24 hours .023 4. Unless shelters are provided in a rotfinery at places

1 week .00215 where workmen can control the operation, either the plant

2 weeks .0013 must be shut down at the first warning of enemy attack or

4 weeks 00031 it will have to be abandoned to run itself or blow up shortly

6 weeks .00024 after the attack.
5. As radioactivity decreases, short exposures to fallout

Example: are not harmful, but since the body damage is accumule

Time After Explosion Dose Rate in Roentgens/hr. tive, no more than 200 roentgens exposure should be ac-
quired totally by a healthy person. Some cannot take this

I hour 3000 amount.

5 hours 390 6. Canned or covered food can be exposed to fallout
10 hours 189 particles. It does not become radioactive because of its ex-

24 hours 69 posure to gamma rays. Washing away the radioactive dust
1 week 6.46 removes the harmful materials. One cannot take much
4 weeks 0.93 active fallout material internally without harm.

6 weeks 0.72 7. A number of employees need to be trained in each
installation, not only in radiological monitoring, but also in
shelter design.

Decay rate is usually taken to be proportional to 8. Civil Defense training pays big dividends in time of the

(time t .2 3 1. Glasstone, The Effects of Nuclear Weapons, 1 2  occurrence of natural disasters. The protection from radio-

discusses this calculation in detail. active fallout will be discussed in that section later.

If the burst occurred during a wind of 15 miles per hour, A nuclear weapon dropped on a target will be a ground

a point 75 miles away from the blast site would be reached burst if m3ximum fallout is to be generated and an air burst

in 5 hours. The airborne radioactive particles would be if maximum blast damage is desired. A drop could be acci-

considerably weaker than those reaching the ground closer dental. The most destructive altitude for a detonation 1

to the explosion. But, after the dust cloud has reached a megaton weapon is about 6,500 feet. See Figure 78.8 9

location, a deposit will accumulate on buildings at a rate Heat, initial nuclear radiation, blast pressure, wind and

faster than the radioactive rate of decay, so intensity in- radioactive fallout are created by the explosion. See Figure

creases at first, then as the cloud passes on, the activity de- 79.89

creases at the rate shown in the tables.
It is usual to measure dose rate by a Geiger counter or 8g Staff College Office of Civil Defense "Civil Defense, USA" Unit 2

measuring device held 3 feet off the ground or floor of a Department of Defense Office of Civil Defense SM5.2 June 1968
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HEAT and INITIAL NUCLEAR RADIATION

AIR BURST***~*~~

I-ofw o we -1pu SHOCK WAVE -

GROUND BURST

Figure 78. The Two Types of Nuclear Explosions
and a Comparison of Their Effects

"The ef fects of an air burst depend upon the powerRAICTVFLOU
and altitude of the burst. The most destructiveRAICTVFLOU
height for a 20 KT weapon is about 2,000 feet; for frbssai fel rno~wl rWiall
a 1 MT weapon, it would be about 6,500 feet, etc. Figure 79. Major Effects of a Nuclear Explosion

(Sowee: Owvl Defense, UISA) Source: Ordi Defense, UISA)
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Chapter IX

DAMAGE EXPECTED FROM NUCLEAR BLAST

Blast Damage a 1 MT blast, start at 3 on the left hand scale and trace
horizontally to the 1 MT line. The area in question would be

A nuclear detonation causes destruction of several types in the B zone or severely damaged. Figure 82a is similarly
such as blast damage (both overpressure and wind force), used.
heat damage, electrical damage, and fallout. These items of One can use the graph in another way. To find the dis-
destruction can be further considered in two lights, damage tance a moderately damaged area (C) would be from the
causing structural failure and damage to life. ground zero of a I MT explosion, start at the top of the

Blast effects on structure and electronic pulse damage to graph at 1 MT. look downward until the edge of the C zone
sensitive equipment, and to some extent the thermal radia- is reached and read the distance either to the left or right to
tions, work more on things, whereas radioactive fallout de find the mileage. Similar distances can be found for bomb
stroys life. It is evident that people are injured by collapsing sizes up to 40 megatons.
buildings and by heat when caught unprotected in the blast, To cause the greatest damage, there is an optimum burst
but. given some warning, most people will find protection, !ieight for every size bomb. Further, as a bomb size in-
except in the area of ground zero. creases, its effectiveness increases, but not in proportion to

Figure 80 illustrates a generalized concept of the blast and is size. The larger the bomb, the less efficient it is per unit
(Figure 80) fire damage caused by a 20 megaton bomb. Note of energy. A large bomb does more damage than a small
the total destritrtion by blast up to 5 miles from the center one, but a 10 MT bomb does nor do 10X the damage of a
of the fireball. 1 MT bomb. Ten 1 MT bombs properly spaced on target

Various authors of literature on blast damage have used will do considerable more efficient work than one 10 MT
different overpressure limits or ranges in determining whether bomb dropped in the same area. It is probably because of
the damage from a blast is severe, moderate or light. Some cost and delivery problems that the 50 or more megaton
early literature designated four categories ai A, 8, C and D bombs will not be commonly used. One might expect many
damage zones, the D zone being that zone with light damage. 1 megaton bombs and others up to 20 megatons in size.

Whether a structure is sensitive to overpressure or wind ve-
Zone Degree of Damage locity or both adds to the problem, making the suggested

damage zones average conditions. The Total Desctrution
A Total Dtm3ge- Maximum psi over pressure to 12 psi Zone is not much in question. In this area, most people will
8 Heavy or Severe Damage- 12 psi overpressure to 5 psi be killed. A few in heavily protected areas could survive.
C Moderate Damage-5 psi overpressure to 2.5 psi In the Heavy Damage Zone, it is assumed that structures
D Light Dam&ge-2.5 psi overpressure to 0.5 psi and ouildings cannot be repaired after the blast. They will

need to be torn down and be rebuilt. In the Moderate Dam-
It is improper to be so finite in equating damage entirely age Zone, conditions are such that major repairs are required

to overpressure, for, as mentioned, the construction of the to restore the building or equipment to use. A Slightly or
building or plant, its age, its exposure, the altitude of the Lightly Damaged Zone structure might have broken windows
blast, 3nd many other variables cause variations in the pres- and crashed walls, but it would be useable with only minor
sures developed and the response to them. Each zone blends repairs. In wartime, chemical industry subjected to les than
into the next, so there are no sharp boundaries. Values given 5 psi overpressure is about all that can be considered worth
here are approximate and should be used as a general guide rebuilding. It has been discussed in Section I that control
for probable damabe assessment. Let us review the fact that houses and cooling towers become generally useless after
as blast altitude increases to an optimum height, the value exposure to I to 1-1/2 psi overpressure. If these items are
of the overpressure increases outward from ground zero. shut down, the plant is down until emergency repairs can be
This relationship is shown in Figure 81. made. Fires caused by ruptured oil lines add to the confu-

Figure 82 is of general interest to those evaluating blast sion and damage.
damage from a theoretical bomb drop. Here again, the zones Tables 42. 43, 44 and 45 list some rather common items
of damage under actual conditions would not be sharp lines damaged at exposure :o various overpressures. Tables 44
of demarcation, For blast damage evaluation, lines of aver- and 45, from Glasstone, compare damage from the diffrac-
dge conditions must be used, and thee are indicated on the tion phase and drag phase.
graph. The graph is based on the fact that the blast damage Figure 83, partly based on material shown in Table 39 in
varies with the cube root of the energy released from the Section I, gives probable failure of refinery equipment when
bomb. subjected to excessive overpressures.9

1
The vertical lines show bomb size; the lower line, the

Hiroshima bomb times various factors, i.e. 20,000 X various
multiples of sizes. The top scale is in equivalent megatons. 91 Walker, F. E.-Esimaignq Productin and Repar Effort in Blast-
Along the side, scaled distances are in miles. To find the Darnaqpd Peiroleum Ref ,snr es-Stanford Research Institute-
relative condition of an area 3 miles away from a fireball of July 1969.
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Mauilum redive of
019 ~ above effes oII mIles"

>Air 2.1 2.71 4.316.1 11.0 1 20.0
o IMtSufac 1.6 1.9 2.71 3.7 6.1 1 12.0

5MtAi 3.6 4.6 7.4 1Q4 19.0 1 38.0
MtSurface 2.7 3.2 4.7 6.2 10.6 20.8

10 , i 4.6 5.9 9.3 13.2 24.0 50.0

gs'fc 3.4 4.2 6.0 6.0 13.3 26.2

2O tAir 5.6 7.4111.6 16.0 30.2 6.
Srae 4.2 15.21 7.5 10.01 17. 0 33 0

Figure 81. Ranges from Ground Zero for Various Overpressure and Blast Damage Effects as
Function of the Energy Yield

Much of this discussion as to refinery damage from, a We are living in a new era. Weapons of the past are like
severe blast relates directly to everyday problems within the bows and arrows compared to cannons. In World War iI.in
plant. The care used to prevent detonations and explosions one of the greatest air raids on England, 437 aircraft attacked
was discussed in Section I. One should not forget that the Coventry. A count of 394 tons of high-explosive bombs. 56
problem of damage assessment or what is to be expected tons of incendiary bombs, and 127 parachute bombs were
during an attack is to be complicated by secondary effects dropped. The death toll was 380 killed and 800 injured.
creat-f by broken lines, caved-in control houses and switch There was extensive building damage.
gear houses, and collapsed tower supports to say nothing of Compare this with a small atomic bomb, the one dropped
the exposure of the men to radioactive fallout a short time on Hiroshima, a 20.000 T weapon. Three aircraft flew the
after the blast. One needs to add and compound the haz- mission; only one bomb was dropped. At least 70.000 per-

ards faced daily to those created by a nuclear attack to see sons were killed, 70.000 or more were injured, many more
the probable situation. suiffered some later disorders. 62.000 buildings were de-

stroyed, and 4.7 miles of the city were left in rubble. ItI is

______________hard to imagine operating conditions under nuclear warfare.
90 Depanment of Commerce -Faci:y Protections for Food for so little actual experience exists. The records for two

Processing Plants," FG-F-3.54USGPO 0-404-276. 1970 bomb drops- plus information for many tests- indicate that
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for Nuclear Weapons.

if industry is to exist in a modern warfare situation, there is keep 6000 occupants for 10 days and withstand comider-
much effort needed to prepare for such conditions. able blast pressure. The Industrial National Bank of Provi-

Protection from Blast-Great emphasis is being placed on dence, Rhode Island, was discussed in detail in Section I.79

fallout protection since this is the greatest threat to large Earthquake-resistant buildings must have some extra
masses of people. Blast protection is a sp.- ial problem, but strength built in to withstand shock. Generally the blast
refineries have interest if for no other reason than to have resistance of a structure can be increased by adding sturdy
protection from their own potential explosions, connections between beams and columns. Extra bracing and

Much has already been included on the construction of the use of reinforced concrete which also contain the frame
blast resistant control houses. Many companies now find it will give a structure maximum blast resistance.
wise to incorporate this added protection in their new "Essential features of blast-resistant shelters are struc-
plants. Control houses are being built to withstand at tural8 strength to resist blast loads to the selected over-
least 3 psi overpressure. pressure level, an access door of corresponding strength, a

Not much can be done to existing buildings to increase protected ventilation system to permit occupancy of the
their strength. Much information is available for architect- shelter until fires have subsided, and adequate nuctear radi-
ural engineers from Civil Defense sources. ation shielding.

Many companies have gone underground. This is an an- "To utilize the best protection available, shelter should
swer to a number of problems. The use of salt mines or be sought in any strong building that is accessible. Above
other mines in solid rock is becoming quite popular. Stand- grotnd, the safest locations are generally near, but not
ard of New Jersey and others have emergency offices at against, walls and away from doors and windows. It may
Iron Mountain, near Catskill, New York. The John Hancock be that *he first indication of a nuclear attack will be a
Berkeley Building in Boston, Massachusetts, is a steel and flash of light, in which case there would be a little time for
concrtte building faced with granite and sandstone capable taking evasive action. However, by acting promptly, a per-
of withstanding 15 psi overpressure. This building can safely son can do something to protect himself against the effects

of blast. For example, at a distance of 10 miles from a

90 OCO "Blast Damage From Nuciear Weapons of Larger Sizes." 10-megaton air burst, which is within the area where pro-

Technical Bulletin Tr-8-1, February 1955 (out of print) and tection against blast would be effective, some 37 seconds
Department of Commerce 'Facility Protection for Food Proc- would elapse before arrival of the blast wave. This may be
eulng Plants'" FG-F-3.54 US GPO 0-404-276 1970. sufficient time for a person to step into a nearby shelter. If
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DAMAGE LEVEL: EXAMPLES OF DAMAGE:
100 1 Broken windows, damaged rollp doors.

_0___\_.. but generally negligible damage.

-- -- Windows and doors blown in. temporary power outage,
, light damage to machines, partial collepse of frame roofs.

- Light damage to switch gear, moderate damage to fram@
buildings, motors, pumps, piping, and injury to

personnel hit by debris.

2m : Moderate damage to masonry buildings, most
trees blown down, exposed piping damaged,

p0 frame houses collapsed, elevated tanks damaged.

E 10 _ ON I Service lines broken, extensive damage to concrete

- and masonry buildings.
"- Severe damage to most reinforced concrete structures.

z

Total destruction, severe fire and
'J 0 it. 4 debris condition.

0_ Blast Threat Lewis from an Air Burst

1 2 5 10 20

BURST SIZE - megatons

Figure 82a.

Table 42. A Few Items Damaged by Excessive Overpressures

It is helpful to list typical types of damane produced at various representative levels of overpressure. For example:

1/2 to I psi Breakage of window glass.
1 to 2 psi Light to moderate damage to transport type aircraft.
3 psi Very severe damage, near total destruction to light industrial buildings of rigid steel framing or self-framed

steel; corrugated steel structures less severely damaged.
3 to 4 psi Severe damage to wooden frame or brick homes; can be made habitable only after extensive repair.
4 to 6 psi Complete destruction of aircraft, or damage beyond economic or feasible repair.
5 psi Complete destruction of wooden frame or brick homes.
5 psi Severe battering of automobiles and trucks; tops and sides caved in, but the engines still operable.
5 psi 200 to 600 flying bits of debris, shards of glass and so on. per squaro yard, flying through the air at speeds of

40 to 180 miles per hour.
6 psi Moderate damage to ships.
6 to 7 psi Moderate damage to massive, wall-bearing, multi-story buildiags.
7 psi Possible internal inluries to human beings.
8 psi People standing will be picked up and thrown.
9 psi Complete destruction of railroad boxcar.
10 to 12 psi Serious damage and sinking of all ships.
12 psi People lying flat on the qround are picked up and hurled about.
15 psi Possible lung inluries to exposed personnel.
20 to 30 psi 50 perce.-t probability of ear drum rupture.
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Table 43. Blast Damage by Nuclear Bomb-Air BurstO

No. Item Zone of A<amag. Zone of U-1amage Zone of C-damaqe Zone of 0-damagetI) Ordinary building- Virtually completely Severely damaged or Moderately or severely Partially damaged; build-

typical urban com, destroyed, destroyed, buildings damaged; moderately inge need not be vacated "

pga for Amrican must be torn down. damaged buildings must during repairs. K /
cities. be vacod for repaint.

(bI Rimforceld-concrete Buildings standing but Buildings standing but Interiors moderately Interiors slightly
or stel-framre most masonry pw walls many mosonary panel damaged. damaged.
buildings. and non-load-bearing walls and non-load-

partitions probably bearing partitions prob-
destroyed or displced. ably destroyed or dio-

Placed.

2 Highways and streets ... Impassabe ........... Impassable ........... Many parts blocked by Some parts blocked by
rubblk and require rubble .d retiiire
clering fore use. clewing before use.

3 Elevated roads and Some destroyed; aW- Some severely lamaged; Moderately damaged: Partiallt oamagod but
short span bridges. proaches blocked; decks bridge approaches LJproact.es blocked: probably usable.

of steel-plate girder blocked by rubble and generally usable.
bridges may shift disabled vehicles.
laterally.

4 Vehicles: automobils, Vehicles unusable ...... Vehicles generally un. Some vehicles unusable. Most vehicles usable.
busses, trolleys, trucks, usable.
etc.

5 Railroad yards and Some tracks blocked by Some tracks blocked by Some tracks blocked by Some tracks blocked by
tracks, damaged rolling stock damaged rolling stock damaged rolling stock damaged rolling stock

and rubble, and rubble, and rubble, and rubble.

6 Water mains .......... Some mains broken es- Not damaged except on Not damaged ......... Not damaged.
pecially at ground zero bridges.
and on bridges.

7 Water pipes in buildings. Numerous breaks causing Numerous breaks causing A few breaks causing No breaks.
loss of pressure, loss of pressure. loss of pressure.

8 Elevated water tanks Mostly destroyed o- Mostly destroyed or Tanks supported by .1artially damaged but
and towers, damaged beyond use, damaged beyond use; frames may fail. probably usable.

some substantial water some substantial water
towers may be usable, towers may be usable.

9 Sewers and storm sewers. Some mains broken as- Not damaged ......... Not damaged ......... Not damaged.
pecially at ground zero.

10 Large fuel gas storae Destroyed ........... Probably destroyed .... Possibly destroyed ..... Not damaged.
tanks.

I I Gas mains ............ Some mains broken as- Not damaged except on Not amaged ......... Not damaged.
pecially at ground zero bridges.
and on bridges.

12 Gas pipe in buildings ... Numerous breaks ...... Numerous breaks ..... Not damaged ......... Not damaged.

13 Above ground oil storage Mostly destroyed or Mostly destroyed or Partially damaged; not Partially damaged; not
tanks, damaged beyond use. damaged beyond use. ruptured, ruptured.

14 Overhead electric power Destroyed ........... Destroyed or severely Poles, mostly usable; Poles, mostly usable;
lines-poles, wire, and damaged ............. wires, broken by falling wires broken by falling
transformers, or flying oblects; trans- or flying objects; trans-

formers, short-circuited. formers, short-circt-ited.

15 Underground electric Intact except where join Intact except where join Not damaged; some may Poles, mostly intact:
power lines, overhead lines or enter overhead lines or enter be short circuited if be short circuited if

transformer or power transformer or power conduits flood, conduits flood.
stations; some may be stations; some may be
short-circuited if conduits short-circuited if conduits
flood, flood.

16 Telephone poles and Destroyed ........... Destroyed or severely Poles, mostly usable; Poles, mostly intact;
overhead wires. damaged, wires, broken by falling wires, broken by falling

or flying objects. or flying objects.

17 Radio and TV towers Destroyed ........... Some destroyed ....... Some destroyed ....... Partially damaged but
may be operable.
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Table 44. Damage to Types of Structures Primarily Affected by Blast Wave
Overpressure During the Diffraction Phase t2

Description of Description of damage

structure Severe Moderate Light

Multistory reinforced Walls shattered, severe Walls breached or on the Some cracking of con.
concrete building with re- frame distortion, incipient point of being so, frame crete walls and frame.
inforced concrete walls, collapse. distorted. Entranceways
blast resist nt design for damaged, doors blown in
30 psi in Mach region or jammed, extensive
from 1 MT; no windows. salling of concrete.

Multistory ryinforced Walls shattered, severe Exterior walls badly Windows and doors
concrete building with frame distortion, incipient cracked, interior parti- blown in, interior parti-
concrete walls, small win- collapse. tions badly cracked or tions cracked.
dow area; 3 to 8 stories, blown down. Structural

frame permanently dis-
torted, extensive spalling
of concrete.

Multistory wall-bearing Bearing walls collapse, Exterior walls badly Windows and doors
building, brick apartment resulting in total collapse cracked, interior parti- blown in, interior parti-
house type; up to 3 stories, of structure. tions badly cracked or tions cracked.

blown down.

Multistory wall-bearing. Bearing walls collapse, re- Exterior walls facing blast Windows and doors
building, monumental suiting in collapse of struc- badly cracked, interior blown in, interior parti-
type; up to 4 stories. ture supported by these partitions badly cracked, tions cracked.

walls; some bearing walls although toward far end
may be shielded enough by of building damage may
intervening walls so that be reduced.
part of the structure may
receive only moderate
dama e.

Wood frame building, Frame shattered so that Wall framing cracked, Windows and doors
house type; I or 2 for the most part collapsed, roof badly damaged, blown in, interior parti-
stories, interior partitions blown tions cracked.

down.

he is in an automobile, he might stop the car and crouch damage from the thermal and ultra-violet radiations of a nu-
down on the car floor until the blast wave has passed. Then clear bomb is not as important a consideration as is blast
he should proceed to the first identifiable shelter he sees damage protection. Good housekeeping is important and is
and take refuge. Under these conditions, persons finding stressed in any well managed plant. Piles of paper, exposed
themselves in open country should lie face down on the oil surfaces, straw piles, and uncut dry grass are not found
ground, preferably in a ditch or culvert or against a wall or near a modern plant, so this fraction of a weapon's yield
building." can be covered by "good housekeeping."

While damage from heat is a great concern to exposed
persons, the flashes are so quick that only the most tender

Thermal Radiation or flammable material is involved. Gases from vents or ex-
posed volatile material could be ignited under some condi-

The thermal radiation from a nuclear explosion does ex- tions, thus setting up a tank farm fire, some of which have
tremely serious damage to forests, dry grass areas, wooden been mentioned, In general, our concern is mainly the pro-
houses, trash piles, and exposed oil pits. But it is surprising tection of eyes and skin,
how little protection from this heat is required. "The 88 direct effc.:ts of thermal adiation from a nuclear

From the viewpoint of refining management, since most explosion on human beings are skin burns, flash burns," and
equipment is protected by fireproof materials, the potential permanent or temporary eye damage. The thermal radiation
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Ta"le 45. Damage to Types of Structures Primarily Affected by
Dynamic Pressure During the Drag Phase 12

Description of Description of damage

structure Severe Moderate Light

Light steel frame industrial Severe distortion or col- Some to major distortion of Windows and doors blown
building, single story, with lapse of frame. frame, cranes (if any) not in, light siding ripped off.
up to 5 ton crane capacity, operable until repairs
Lightweight. low strength made.
wells fail quickly.

Heavy steel frame industrial Severe distortion or col- Some distortion to frame, Windows and doors blown
building, single story, with lapse of frame. cranes not operable until in, light siding ripped off.
25-50 ton crane capacity, repairs made.
Lightweight, low strength
walls fail quickly.

Heavy steel frame industrial Severe distortion or col- Some distortion to frame, Windows and doors blown
building, single story, with lapse of frame. cranes not operable in, light siding ripped off.
60.100 ton crane capacity, until repairs made.
Lightweight, low strength
walls fail quickly.

Multistory steel frame office Severe frame distortion, Frame distorted moderately, Windows and doors blown
type building, 3-10 stories incipient collapse. interior partitions blown in, light siding ripped off.
(earthquake resistant con- down. interior partitions
struction). Lightweight, cracked.
low strength walls fail
quickly.

Multistory steel frame office Severe frame distortion, Frame distorted moderately, Windows and doors blown
type building, 3-10 stories incipient collapse. interior partitions blown in, light siding ripped off,
(nonearthquake resistant down. interior partitions
construction). Light- cracked.
weight, low strength
walls fail quickly.

Multistory reinforced concrete Severe frame distortion, Frame distorted moderately, Windows and doors blown
frame office type building, incipient collapse. interior partitions blown in, light siding ripped off,
3-10 stories (earthquake down. Some spalling of interior partitions
resistant construction). concrete. cracked.
Lightweight, low strength
walls fail quickly.

Multistory reinforced concrete Severe frame distortion, Frame distorted moderately, Windows and doors blown
frame office type building, incipient collapse. interior partitions blown in, light siding ripped off,
3-10 stories (nonearthquake down. Some spalling of interior partitions
resistant construction). concrete, cracked.
Lightweight, low strength
walls fail quickly.

Highway truss bridges, spans Total failure of lateral Some failure of lateral bracing Capacity of bridge un-
150-250 ft. bracing, collapse of such that bridge capacity changed, slight distortion

bridge, is reduced about 50 per- of some bridge compo-
cent. nents.

Railroad truss bridges, spans Total failure of lateral Some failure of lateral bracing Capacity of bridge un-
150-250 ft. bracing, collapse of such that bridge capacity changed, slight distortion

bridge. is reduced about 50 per- of some bridge compo-
cent. nents.

Highway and railroad truss Total failure of lateral Some failure of lateral bracing Capacity of bridge un-
bridges, spans 250-500 ft. bracing, collapse of such that bridge capacity changed, slight distortion

bridge, is reduced about 50 per- of some bridge compo-
cent. nents.
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is received in two pulses; therefore, if an individual is caught during construction increases the mass of the wall; reinforc-
in the open or is near a window at the time of a nuclear ex- ing bars in the walls and roofs increase its blast resistance.
plosion, evasive action to minimize flash burn injury should The more dense the walls and roof, the better the protec.
be taken before the maximum in the second pulse. Under tion from fallout. See Figure 84.
the slower moving blast wave, the second thermal maximum Civil Defense has available many publications to assist in-
arrives in less than one to about three seconds after the first dustry in protecting itself against radioactive fallout. The
pulse depending on the size of the weapon. Evasive action construction of shelters, the use of existing buildings as
must be fast, but any opaque object interposed between the shelters and their management when under attack are coy-
fireball and exposed skin will give some protection. ered in these publications. This is all a part of a National

"Thermal radiation may start fires at considerable dis- Shelter Plan.
tances beyond the blast-damaged area. Appropriate fire Much has been accomplished by the National Shelter
control action may be directed along these lines: (a) reduc- Plan; procedures for seeking buildings capable of providing
tion of potential ignition points, (b) shielding of flammable shelter for groups is a constant effort by Civil Defense work-
materials, (c) rapid extinction of small ignitions to prevent ers. Those buildings holding at least 50 people and having a
formation of large fires, and (d) prevention of fires sprad protection factor of 40 are being stocked by the Federal
by dispersal of buildings in urban areas." Government with food, radiological monitoring, and sani-

Protection from Heat-For protection against thermal tary and medical supplies. The whole program is outlined
radiation, flammable structures should be painted white or as follows:
silver. Dark material absorbs heat rays and increases the Nationwide Fallout Shelter System
chance of ignition. A thin reflective coating such as tin or 1. National Shelter Program
aluminum foil which can reflect the heat rays is equivalent a. Identify shelter spaces.
to about one-half inch of asbestos insulation. A white b. License shelters.
sheet, a newspaper, a board fence, or heavy clothing give c. Mark shelters.
measurable protection. d. Stock shelters.

a. Locate improbable shelter spaces.
f. Keep shelter data current.

Fallout Protection 2. Community Shelter Planning (CSP) Program
a. Allocation

Much has been said already about dangers connected b. Emergency information readiness
with exposure to radioactive fallout. It is reviewed here as a c. Identification of shelter deficits
damaging effect of the general lack of fallout shelters in d. Development of shelter
most refineries. Wind currents will circulate and scatter e. Updating emergency plans
fallout particles over a large area after an attack. Plants far f. Official adoption of Community Shelter Plan
away from a blast area could within a few areas be shut 3. Provide additional shelter spaces (Federal bldgs.
down. Chances are that they would remain down for several etc.).
weeks because of radioactive contamination in the plant 4. Encourage business, industry, and the public to
grounds. provide shelters.

Civil Defense authorities recognize that as long as we 5. Plan for effective use of shelters, including training
protect lives, we can retaliate and rebuild. Protection from management staffs.
radioactive fallout is an absolute essential if our corporate Fallout protective shelter usually cannot give complete
structure and industry are to be maintained after a nuclear protection from damaging rays, but can considerably reduce
attack. Without adequate fallout shelters, a few ground the rate of exposure. One can see the many variables in-
blasts with nuclear weapons could kill millions of people in volved in predicting exposure level at any one location. The
affected areas. It could in itself completely disrupt our in- type of burst, size of bomb, strength of wind, composition
dustrial activity. It is estimated that from 40 to 120 million of the bomb, the massiveness, width and height of the build-
lives can now be saved with shelters when under an attack ing in which protection is sought, and other factors are items
as compared to having no shelters. At present time there is of consideration when estimating potential exposure to
shelter capacity for most of our population if they are able radioactive rays. Figure 85 shows that the inner part of a
to get to a place in time, but the need appears urgent for es- large building is farily safe from fallout radiation provided
sential industry to be able to protect workers' lives from a filtered air supply is available.
faliout and still be able to operate. Who can do this? Radiation reaches a person sheltered in a building from

One place to start is in the control house. As one builds particles on the roof as direct radiation; from the ground as
it to withstand explosions likely to occur at somte time in a direct, reflected from the sky as skyshine and from deflected
refinery or petrochemical plant, at relatively small additional rays coming through a wall as scatter. This is shown in
expense one can build in protection factor so at least one Figures 86 and 87.
haven of safety exists where systems can still be controlled. A protection factor (PF) is a comparison of exposure of
By increasing the mass of the walls and roof, by extending a person inside a building and to one on the outside. A
the building size, protection factor is increased. In a con- structure that reduces radiation by a factor of 40 gives 40
crete block bIilding, sand filled into the holes of the blocks times the protection to a person inside than one would have
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of wood Coocret.. brick, earth, and sand are sorn. of
the materials fle"l en~ to afford fllout

N protection fly absorbing radiation. A den"it
equivalent to at least 3 ft. of earth is required
to provide protection fromi the leel of radi&
tion expected in or area.

Y 5ft
of water

- 3 ft.
of earth

2 ft.
I concrete

6 Gin.
0 ofSteel 3 in.

atoftof lead

Figure 84. Density of Materials and Relative Protective Value

fallout Radiation Effects

Figure 85. People in the Inside Rooms Ha1ve Greater Protection92

9? D.I* (,f Commerc. Irn .irA SreiI lindustr.al D.'t~ise Plarinq Manual. Coop -pieth Dept el Defense- Ocrovi 1965.
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Figure 87. Protection Factors Applied to Building Core Locations

1 1/2-2 2-10 10-40 /0_25 250-1000 1000 and above

Protect ion
Factor .

Figure 88. Typical Sheltes in Various T ypes of Buildings

Likely Shelter Locations in any building are those offerinq highest protection factors. Illjstration below
gives a general idea of the relative protection found in common structures. Use it as a guide only, to esti-
mate protection against fallout. The PF values listed may be conservative, being based on isolated struc-
tures.
Source: Fallout Shelters TR-39 OCD

on the outside. Inside he would receive 1/40 or 2-1/2% of Therc is no requirement that the general public be allow-
the outside exposure. Protecion is obtained by barrier ed sanclu, y in a nlant. In fact, extremely strict security
shie'ding, dense walls, 3nd by geometric shielding when one measures will be erfected at an early stage, possibly even
can place himself out of the rays of the radiation. Figures prior tc an attack, if possible. Employee protection is es-
87 and 88 show this concept. Buildings that have boen sential for several reasons:
surveyed and approveo as fallout shelters by Civil 1. Because of the ikely short warning of an attack, em-
Defense authorities are marked with the familiar yellow ployees cannot go home. The time would be too short, and

and black Fallout Shelter sign. The operation and marage- the streets will be plugged with traffic.
ment of the shelter during an attack re a part of the plans. 2. [he petroleum industry is vital to any war effort, so
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A WAVERING TONE OR SHORT BLASTS FOR 3 TO 5 MINUTES --

ACTUAL ATTACK AGAINST THIS COUNTRY HAS BEEN DETECTED --

TAKE PROTECTIVE ACTION IMMEDIATELY I

A STEADY BLAST OR TONE FOR 3 TO 5 MINUTES -
LISTEN FOR ESSENTIAL EMERGENCY INFORMATION

Figure 89. OCD Form 496, Mar 67

operations must continue if at all possible in all emergencies. Warning
3. Since radiation cannot be felt, there will be those who

will expose themselves unless previously trained not to do The National Warning System (NAWAS) has three gener-
so, and they must be given reasonable protection from al centers. From these, other local centers are warned by
radiation also. voice communication of impending danger. The entire coun-

Family protection arrangements are essential not only to try is linked together in a gigantic communication net, so
protect these lives, but also to give the refinery operator that each local government is alerted when the time comes.
peace of mind so he can continue his work under protection Each local area must have its warning system. Sirens or
in the radioactive environment.* horns are used.

The fixed responsibility for emergency planning in each The alert signal is a steady blast for 3 to 5 minutes. This
company needs to be assigned to someone or a group. Next, is a call to attention. Turn into a local broadcast station for
a survey and study of potential problems related specifically instructions.
to the comoany's installations' needs must be evaluated.
Then positive action is essential. The usual fallout shelter The Attack Warning signal is a wavering tone or many
needs to be as substantial as practicable. It is better to be s barts ofq3ioes intesoe inute po
blast resistant, but many good shelters are not. In a refinery, This warning requires instant response. Find as safe a spotit is gnood management to build to protect against possible as possible, for an attack is indicated. Copies of Figure 89

it i god mnagmentto uil toproect gaist ossble should be prominently displayed throughout all offices
explosions that could occur from the process. It is also goodto plan for national emergency and be and plants so that everyone knows the signals andmanagement tpanfrntoaeerecanbeorganiz- nw htt o

ed to operate under wartime conditions. knows what to do.
Certainly this country will never start a nuclear war, and

because of our size and preparations, no country exists thatA recent publication "Housinq With Shelter- Duaf-Purpose Resi- could completely knock out our retaliatory capability by
dential Fallout Protection" (HUO-180-S) is now available from
thp Superineiideni of Documents, U.S. Gov. Prin ng Office, some preemptive attack. Figure 90 shows four reasons
Washington, D.C. 20402. for this:
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1. Interception will destroy some missiles before they No Sheter. In the absence of an effective shelter pro-
land. gram for the protection of the population, about 144 mil.

2. The number of important tagets in this country are lion people would become fatalities.
so great that a choice must be made. Full Fallout Shelter (I). On the assumptions that 10% of

3. Long range missiles are not accurate enough to hit the people would fail to use available shelters and others
exactly on target. would improperly use the shelters (e.g.. late entrance and

4. Many misfires will be experienced, early exit), the full fallout shelter program would save 48.5
It is for these reasons as well as those mentioned before that million people. It was alto assumed that there would be an
radioactive fallout created by an enemy attack is a major increasing population shift to urban areas. Certain offsetting
fear and the easiest to protect against. The petroleum fuels factors were not included for lack of adequate data; the
industry is not prepared to cope with this yoblem and blast protection afforded by fallout shelters, buildings. ter-
noerds to got with it. rain and other local characteristics; fatalities from fire spread

One factor often not given serious thought is the possi- beyond the impact area.
hility that other countries across the oceain who have nuclear
potential might decide to shoot it out. If such an exchange To data at total program cost of about $800 million

of nuclear weapons took place, the upper atmosphere could (FY 1962-1967) over 160 million fallout shelter spacas have

become seriousiV contaminated, enough so that the conti- been identified. Projecting the present program through

nuity of industry in this country on a "business as usual" FY 1975 would result in fallout shelter for 1/2 to 2/3 of the

basis would be impossible. Those prepared will be able to estimated 1975 population at a cost of about $800 million

do so. additional.

Summy-A large nuclear blast any place in the world Blast Sheltv (11). This posture includes 30 psi blast

could have some damaging effects on our industry because shelter in the central cities of the 100 largest metropolitan

of a radioactive fallout threat. No country can prevent us areas, 10 psi blast shelter in the suburban areas surrounding
from retaliating in kind for a surprise attack, but the more these cities, and fallout shelter for the rest of, the country.

protection available for people, the greater will remain our Approximately 25 million lives would be saved over the full
siriking force, fallout shelter posture at an additional cost of approximate-

It is important that all industry prepare itself to operate ly $19.0 billion.
under conditions of radioactive fallout. Figure 91 summa- Ballistic Missie Defense (//). Provides protection for 22
rites some of the advantages of the entire system, cities at a 5-year cost of $18.0 billion. (Arbitrarily selected

median of various studies of hypothetical systems ranging
from 20 to 25 cities dcfended and costs of $16 to $20 bil-

LIFESAVING POTENTIAL OF IMPROVED !ion.) This posture would save 27.8 million people in addi-
STRATEGIC DEFENSE (Figure 91) tion to those saved by the full fallout shelter posture.

This panel depicts the effectiveness of various defensive This system must be combined with the full fallout shel-

postures in terms of lives saved. The data are taken from ter system as an enemy could detonate a weapon upwind.

Depar tment of Defense studies, but the assumptions used outside of the defended areas, and kill those without iallout

here are more extreme. All damage limiting defensive sys- shelter in the ABM protected cities.

terns are measured aoainst the pessimistic assumption that All Systems (IV). A!I of the preceding postures added
an extremely severe attack occurs against population targets, together could save a total of almost 100 million lives.
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(After Civil Defense, USA.)

Figure 90. Four Reasons Why an Enemy Will Not Be Able to Hit All Targets in tte United States
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LIFESAVING POTENTIAL OF IMPROVED STRATEGIC DEFENSE
(Mifllonis of People)
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Figure 91. Lifesaving Potential of Improved Strategic Defense
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INDUSTRIAL SURVIVAL PROGRAM
WHY?

TO SURVIVE THE EFFECTS OF ATTACK OR OTHER DISASTIL

WHERE?
WITHIN INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, INSTITUTIONS, AND OTHER LARGE FACILITIES.

WHO?
Emergency Planners, Civil Defense Coordinators, and Security Officials in Industry.
-Should Do These Things In Cooperation With Local Government Officials:

WHAT?
1. ORGANIZE AND PLAN FOR SELF-PROTECTION-by enlarging such $&Vic**
as communications, the plant fire brigades, medical and first-aid facilities, rescue
teams, and warden, welfare, and police groups.

2. SIT UP SECURITY PLANS-for protection against sabotage and espionage.

3. PROVIDE SHELTERS-by designating safe areas in existing buildings and by
including protective features in the design of new construction.

4. PLAN FOR EVACUATION--including the reception and carq of employees In
safer areas and their return to their home communities and lobs following attack.

5. PLAN FOR CONTINUITY OF MANAGEMENT--Including the selection and
equipping of alternate company headquarters, the establishment of personnel
succession lists, and the development of emergency financial arrangements.

6. PROTECT VITAL RECORDS AND DOCUMENTS-by duplication and storage in
vaults or areas safe from attack.

7. PLAN FOR EMERGENCY REPAIR AND RESTORATION-by establishing a
system for quickly assessing damage and for restoring production, including
alternate arrangements for manpower, equipment, warehousing, and supply.

8. ESTABLISH INDUSTRIAL MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATIONS FOR CML DEFENSE-
by joining up with other neighborhood industrial plants and facilities to provide
assistance to each other in the form of equipment, materials, or personnel in
time of emergency and disaster.

9. DECONCENTRATE PRODUCTIO.I-by being sure that critical Items are manu-
factured in more than one place.

10. DISPERSE NEW INDUSTRIAL PLANTS--employ the simple military measure
of using space for defense of industrial plants against attack. Industrial dIs-
persion will also result in reducing the vulnerability of our cities to attack by
making them less attractive as enemy targets.

HOW?
See your local civil defense director. Use teis kit which contains general Infor-
maton on civil defense, and detailed information on how to carry out civil
defense planning and organization within industrial plants, hospitals, schools,
office buildings, department stores, and other institutions and large facilities.

WHEN?
Do it now-After the bombs foil it will be too late! /

.PO 1OS1Sce
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Chapter X

NATIONAL PLAN FOR EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Introduction "These are the subjects of The National Plan for Emer.

gency Preparedness. I commend it to the attention of all

From the dawn of history to the present, most narions- who Shve in these respOnsibilitie"
no matter how weak or how powerful- have at one time or
another faced an adversary, another country who sought to
force its wishes on those people of the area. There are very Types of Contingencies
few times of record, if any, that the nation being attacked
was not peace loving, having no desire for armed conflict. The emergency plant, inq of the nation needs to be quite
Yet the differences between nations in ideals, living condi. broad in its coverage. It general, three types of contingen-
tions. economy and political zeal have made war and force cies are considered: into- national tension, limited war, and
a common method of aggression. The inalienable right of a general war which inclujs nuclear war. Since events could
,eople is to live as they wish to live without being forced to progress rapidly throunh :he first two contingencies, the
.rcept an ideology of another type of government, thrust of emergency plar.iing must include complete pre-

Civil emergency planning has been carried out continuous- paredness for an all-out nuclear zonfrontation.
Iv in the United States since the 40's, but the form taken by Emergency planning ey tends throu-h all major segments
the , plans has gone through considerable evolution. The of our government. Key nien of industry and government
petroleum industry was organized for operation under con- are organized to exercise eiriergency direction of all critical
ditions of war on previous occasions. The formation of the facets of our economy. Each group trains regularly so as to
Petroleum Administration for War during World War II and be able to function with dis..atch if suddenly called into
later the Petroleum Administration for Defense, (PAD), in action.

citober 1950 was d forerunner of the current emergency During the stage of international tension, it is not consid-
organization, the Emergency Petroleum and Gas Administra- ered necessary to exercise strong government control on ma-
tion IEPGA). teriel or or the economy, even thoulh some important items

The Office of Emergency Planning9 5 ° published a plan in could become limited in their supply.
December 1964 that further set out preparation guidelines The amount of control could change to a deC ee in the
for use of the agencies of the Federal Government. states, case of a limited war, depending upon the confines of it or
rountips, and cities preparing for the time of a war. The upon the size of its involvement. Some mobilization mea-
handinq if e-ergencies due to peacetime disasters, an Of- sures could be required, particularly in the control of our
fice of Emergency Planning and Civil Defense function, is natural resources. Certainly all emrergency organizjtion!.
included in other documents, most ff which hav alre:juy would be alerted, and some might be ordered into full op-
been cited. The National Plan replaced a previous plan of eration by proper authority.
1958 entitled "The National Plan for Civil Defense and De- In the case of a general war, contingency plans call for all
fense Mobilization." emergeocy organizations to be activated. Comprehensive

In introducing the rcc-epts of the National Plan, "resi- emergency measures &ould be immediately put into effect.
dets John F. Kennedy made the following statement: "Un- and an all-out effirt would be made to minimize confusion
til all men learn to live in peace with one anoi ther, until the that might accompany a direct attack on our nation. There
threat of war, deliberate or accidental, is forever dissolved, will be no time to organize for national survival when a gen-
it will be necessary for the United Stares to be ready to de- eral war is declared. Now is the only time to make plans
fend itself-its ideals and systrms, its people and resources- and prepare for such an eventuality.
against both annihilation and attrition, with every means at The National Plan for Emergency Preparedness quite
its cisposal. In this area of globatl ;notiliry and global un- sprcifically spells out Federal governmental agen, s' re-
rest, of massive population and indust,31 o,,centrations and sponsibilities.
massive means for their destruction, this Nation's defenses
cannot lie solely with its military forces and weapons. De-
fense has become a direct responsibility of all levels of qov- Casic Policies
eminent and of all the people. Intrinsic parts of total de-
fense, vital to its success, are the prot

ection of life and prop- During and immediately after a period of a nuclear blast,
erty against the effects of an attack arid the provision of sur- the main thrusts of our efforts are survival and recovery.
vival and recovery means under all kinds of hostilities. The saving of lives and property is of extreme importaice,

as is the preservation c rur retaliatory abilitie3 and the
95 Office of Emnry)ency Planning "Th

= 
National Plan for Emergency giving of es- ential 3i to our allies. The conservation and

Preparednes" ISL 't. of Oocuments- 75J) Office of Emergency
Panning Decenmber 1964 managemrnt of all our resources will be of great concern.
Office of Emergercv Planning now in 1969 called 'he Office of Fundamentally. individual rinhts will be protected as will
Emergency Prepa-rdncss. Most curt itiy xiailabl, literature cir- tho, puhlca,, economic and social structure of the Nation.

'. 'he older titie. This precept is stated in the National Plai as folows 9 5
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"Emergency preparedness is directed not only toward signed responsibilities related to their function in normal
physical survival, but also toward preservation of the basic times.
values of the Nation. Consequently every effort should be The Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP) assists the
made to: President in coordinating emergency preparedness activities

"Protect the free exercise of constitutional and other be- of the Federal Government. In time of war, the OEP duties
sic rights and liberties under emergency conditions, insuring will be absorbed by a planned emergency agency, the Office
that any restrictions imposed on the exercise of rights and of Defense Resources. Its duty is to coordinate over-all
liberties during a national emergemscy be limited both in central resource management functions toward established
scope and duration to the minimum required by the circum- objectives.
stances. The two programs of the Office of Civil Defense and the

"Preserve equitably representative constitutional govern- Office of Emergency Preparedness" are compared in Table
ment. 46.

"Maintain law enforcement and judicial proceedings in It is clear that almost all functions of government become
accordance with established and accepted practices and involved in the preparedness program. The responsibility for
procedures, developing emergency codes and emergency the development of emergency programs and for implement-
systems of civil justice as necessary to prevent the arbitrary ing them in time of war is shown in Table 47.
exercise of the police power.

"Continue a basically free economy and private opera-
tion of industry, subject to government regulation only to xecxutive Reservists
the extent necessary to the public interest."

In order to be able to preserve our freedom in time of It is the responsibility of most government agencies to
emergency, it becomes necessary for all citizens to prepare "develop and execute educational and training programs in
for life under war time disruptions. Starting from the home support of their assigned emergency preparedness functions,
and local industry through the smallest increment of local including National Defense Executive Reservists". 9 5

government, through the county, through the state, and This trained group in time of war will provide direction
through the Federal Government, each segment must make for and coordinate the economy and essential industry. It is
its plans and coordinate them with the National Plan. The not the purpose of the emergency reservists to operate indi-
Federal Government will exercise control of direction and vidual plants or take over functions of elected government.
coordination, but will not take over state and local authority Existing managements of all industry are expected to con-
unless such breaks down under pressure, and then only for tinue in their management functions.
as long a time as is necessary to restore order and local au- "The objective of this program is to assure the effective
thority The reverse is equally true. use of essential resources, including military support, for civ-

Basically, the reasons for the entire emergency program il defense in a national emergency. The Federal Government
is outlined as follows: would not take over or operate privately-owned enterprises

Mitigtion of Damage except as required by the national security.
Reduction of vulnerability "The program operates within the context of the OEP-
Provision of essential community services OCD Memorandum of Understanding (January 14. 1964),

Economic Survival and Recovery which draws the distinction between 'orimary' and 'second-
Provision of essential resources ary' resources. (The OEP Example of a State Plan for Emer.
Management of resources ency Management of Resources more specifically describes
Economic stabilization Federal-State resource responsibilities in particular resource

Institutional Survival and Recovery fields and provides planning guidance to the States.) Pri-
Maintenance of civil order mary resources (generally, interstate wholesale stocks and
Continuity of government manufacturers' inventories which have national or major
Protection of rights interstate use) are under the jurisdiction of the Federal re-

The Office of Civil Defense with some exceptions serves source agencies in accordance with priorities and control
as an over-all administrator of the Federal Civil Defense Act program decisions of the Director of OEP or its successor
of 1950. The Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958 transferred agency. Secondary resources (generally, retail stocks and
all of the statutary functions of the Federal Civil Defense wholesale stocks for interstate use) are under the jurisdiction
Administration and Administrator to the President. On of State and local government in accordance with guidance
July 20. 1961, the President issued an Executive Order and assistance from Federal agencies.
10952, which assigned most civil defense responsibilities to "In addition, a State would direct the use of primary re-
the Secretary of Defense, except those emergency powers sources in the State if the Federal Government were unable
contained in Title III of the Act. Title IIl gives the President to do so." 95 See Figure 92.
authority for condemnation of buildings, facilities, and ma-
terials when necessary for a declared civil defense emergency.

The main thrust of the Office of Civil Defense effort in 96 Staff College Office of Civil Defense- Civil Defense. USA.- Unit

time of war is to save property and sustain life. Other de- 5- Department of Defense- Office of Civil Defense- SM 5.5 June
partments and agencies of the Federal Government have as- 1968.
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Ta"le 46." A Compwison of Ciil Oft g Responsiilitles of:

Office of Civil Defense

a. Developnd execute:
A fallout shelter program-
A chemical, biological, and radiological warfare defense program-
All steps necessary to warn or alert Federal military and civilian authorities, state officials, and the civilian population-
All functions pertaining to communications, including a warning network, reporting to shelters and communications be-

tween authorities-
Emergency amistance to state and local governments in a post-attack period, Including water, debris, fire, health, traffic

police, and evacuation capabilities-
Protection and emergency operational capability of state and local government agence In keeping with plans for the con-

tinuity of government-
Progams for making financial contributions to the sates (including personnel and adminimative expenses) for civil do-

foe purposes-
b. In addition to the foregoing, the Secretary shall:

Develop plans and operate systems to undertake a nationwide poet-attack auewsnent of the nature and extent of the dam-
age resulting from enemy attack and the surviving resources, including systems to monitor and report specific hazards
resulting from the detonation or use of special weapons-

Make necessary arrangements for the donation of Federal surplus property in accodance with section 203 (j) (4) f the
Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended (40 U.S.C. 484 (j) (4), subject to applicable
limitatons

Office of Emergncy Planning

a The Director of OEP shall advise and assist the President in:
Determining policy for- planning, directing and coordinating, including the obtaining of information from all the depart-

ments and agenies, the total Civil Defense program-
Reviewing and coordinating the Civil Defense activities of the Federal departments and agencies with each other and with

the activities of the states and neighboring countries in accordance with Section 201 (b) of the Act-
Detelmining the appropriate civil defense roles of Federal departments and agencies, and enlisting state, local and private

perticipation, mobilizing national support, evaluating progre of programs and preparing reports to the Congres relat-
ing to civil defense matters-

Helping and encouraging the States to negotiate and enter into interstate civil defense compacts and enact recifrocal civil
defense legislation in accordance with section 201 (g) of the Act-

Providing all practical assistance to states in arronging, through the Department of State, mutual civil defense aid between
the states and neighboring countries in accordance with section 203 of the Act-

b. The Director of OEP shall also:
Develop plans, conduct programs, and coordinate preparations for the continuity of Federal governmental operations in

the event of attack-
Develop plans, conduct programs, and coordinate preparations for the continuity of state and local governments in the

event of attack, which plans, programs and preparations shall be designed to assure the continued effective functioning
of civilian political authority under any emergency condition-

* Explanatory note: Section 6011141 of Executive Order 11051 of September the 27th. 1962 (27 F.R. 9683)- aminend Executive Order
10952 of July 20th, 1961. by amending each reference to the Office of Civil and Defense Mob lization and to the Director of the Office of
Civil and Defense Mobilization to refer to the Office of Erergency Planning and to the Director of the Office of Emergency Planning re-
spectively. The asterisk is used throughout the text to indicate this change in names. This agency is now called the Office of Emen
Preparedness.

It is the responsibility of private industry management to field representatives of certain Federal agencies to which the
prepare its staff for emergency operations. It needstode- President has assigned civil defense duties by Executive Or-
vise plans, assign emergency responsibilities, train employees der. Such plans will be discussed later.
in emergency operations, and test periodically the effective- The following listing9 7 indicates the types of facilities for
ness of their plans. Most alert management already has made which the various Federal agencies have such responsibilities:
such plans.

In making emergency plans, the plant manager can enlist 97 Office of Civil Defense - Industrial Civil Defensm "Federal Civil
the assistance of local civil defense directors and the local Defense Guide" Part F. Chaple 3. August 1966
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TYPICAL MOVEMENTS OF OIL

FROM WELL TO ULTIMATE CONSUMER
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Figure 92. Typical Movements of Oil'Frm Well to Ultimate Consumer0
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Federa Agencies Scope of Facility Protection Responsibility wall as State Managmr have bee established. There are
Depatmetof Faciitis poduing nd istibutng lecric other similar emergency orgenizations serving other fo

dopartm nt of peiltieroleume and ga.ld fuelIs. andi tions of government For example, manpower is served by
3 Inteior pwarhirlumadge tdfes. ~ the National Manpower Agency (NMA). Industrial produc-

tion and business we until recently served by the Business
Department of Food procsing farm equipment, fertilizer, and Defense Services Administration (BSOA). This orgeni-
Arsiltuare rural civl defense. zation is nwthe Bureeu of Domestic Commerce. Electric
Department of Manufacturing facilities lo i than tha in& powe is served by the Defense Electric Power Administra-
Car Ulm Caoe ebose. tion (DE PA). Minerals and solid fuels are seve by Emer-

gency Minerals Administration (EMA) and the Emergency
Department of Drug manufacturing and distributing facilities, Solid Fuels Administation (ESFA). During an emnergency.
Healt. Educa- hospitals. clinis; schools. welfare institutions. if any conflict in demands occurs between groups that can-

tion.anciWelfre not be readily adiusted, the Office of Defense Reliources
Federal Aviation Civil airports. civil aviation operating facilities, (OOR). (ThieOffice of Emergency Preparedness in peace
Agenicy civil aviation services, time) resolves the situation.

I - lae C~s. Rairoad, mtorceiries. ilan waerwys;Defense region are indicated in F igure 23 of Section I
Insrste Con. dail roic morfacrrasot sin ag W5cW5lt and are shown in more detail for reader's convenience in
tinrcConi. dmsisulctrnpranstrgfalie. Figure 93. The eight regional off ices are indicated. Note

Natural Gas has nine groups, but a plan is underway toFederal Correiou Commont carriers (wire or radio) service; broad- create ten regions. The iegional offices of OEP, OCD. and
misation.Cm aig aiiis EPGA can serv as headquairters in case the country becomes

divided. Most centers' underground facilities have both
General Services Federally ocupied buildings, blas and fallout protection built in. It is here that some
Administration members of the Executive Reserve will work in time of war.
Fedea Reserve Banks, savings and loan associations. and otliiir
System Federal f1inancial institutions.
Loon Sailt Board

Table 47. Defense Planning of Responsibilities
Farm Credit of Government Agencijes
Adinistration

Federa Deposit Agjency with Primary
I nsurance Corp, Program Responsibility

Ton-msee Valley TVA pove. production, flood conrol an Basic Principles Office of Emergency
Authoity, waterway facilities. Prepereclness
Veteran Veterans facilities Civil Defense Departimnt of Defense
Adrivimtrtoni Welfare Department Of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare
Health Department of Health, Educa-

The National Plan for Emerqency Preparedness" 6 def ines tion. and Welfare
the work of r'ch government agency in pre-attack condi- Manpower Department of Labor
tions and further relates how each should work as a teamt to Transportation Department of Transportation
re-establish normalcy after on attack. Telecommunications Of fice of Emergency

"Over thirty depertments and agencies are involved in Preparedness
carrying out the emergency functions in management re- Food Department of Agriculture
sources. 98 Some are listed in Table 47. Water Department of the Interior

The EPGA- The petroleum industry is a Department of Fuel and Energy Department of the Interior
the Interior responsibility. The Office of Oil and Gas has an Minerals Department of the Interior
extensive Executive Reserve program to man the standby Fisheries" Department of the Interior"
Emergency Petroleum and Gas Aiministration (EPGA). Key Resource Management Office of Emergency
men of the industry have pledged theiir talents and readiness Preparedness
to serve as government employees ~n time of an emergency. Economic Stabilization Office of Emergency
Assignments to important positions have been made, and Preparedness
these are revised constantly as changes are required. A Na- Production Department of Commerce
tional Headquarters, Regional offices, gas group offices as Housing Housing and Home Finance

_ _ Agency

96 Emergency Advisory Committee for Natural Gas "Emergency Gvrmn prto fieo mrec
Operations Guide for the Natural Gas Transmission and Distritbu- Peaens
tion Indus"r" U. S. Department of the interior. off ice of Oil and 'once called Office of Emergency Planning
Gas. Oct. 1967. 'Commercial Fisheries - Department of Conerce (Fail 1970)
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Now Defens Regions, Aut. 30,71

Region Address, telephone 81.4. mmd

...s.o....... JFK Yederal Bldg., Room 21L, Boston Mes.Cnetctaai.Laehsts
~0L Tdaepnoue: (900) 22-200 or iiid, Arna ONew aehlb"re,* Rhode saliad
Code 617. VerinL

New York City XI).I Federal Plasa, Room 1385, New York, NY New.esyNo York, Puerto Rico,
10007. Telephone: (909) *044K Anea Code Vbrgn Isaft
212.

PhIladephia (II) .... Industrial Vale Bank Bldg. Suite 160, 1790 Delaware, Maryland, Peansylvaula
Market St., Phladephi. IiA 1910L. Tele- Virgin*a Wet Virginia District o
phone: (9M)~ 624-11435 e Code 21&. Columbia.

Atlnta(I) ......... Cotientl nsuranoe~fldg. Suites 514, 618 520, Alabama, Florda Georgia Kientucky
161 Pofchtree St. NZ. Itlanta, OA iA Milaseasppi, North Caroli;n Bouth
Telephone: (M0) at-461o 464, Area Code Carolina, Tesssee
*M.

Chimpg (V) .......... 3 MIast Congress Parkway, Room =0 A Chi- Illinois. Inds-na Micbigan, Minnesota,
go,M I L0 Telephone. (90) 11li, Ares Ohio, Wiscoom

Dafla (VI) ........... Federal B~d! 1100 Commerc St., Room 4C-S, Arkuawe, Loafuisa, Oklahoma, New
DallsW TJ72U Telephone: (900) 7W1111, Maeao, Texas.
Ana Code 214.

Kamms City (VII).... New Federal Offile Bldg. 601 Badt 1th ft., Iowe, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska.
Room 142 Kansas City k0O 10.Telphone:

Dener (VIII) ........ Amdra 0einlO lg.70DneC Colorsdo Montana, North Dakota,
MM Tlepone:(90) 04 1. out bi~akota Utah, Wyoming.

Wage-837-3376I
Admnltraton-47-82.

Ame Code 303.
Ban Francisco (1X) ... 480 Golden Gat Ave., Room 2020, San Fran- Arizona, California, ffawaii, Nevada.

dewc, CA 94102. Telephosis: (900) 886-7746. American Seama Guam.
Wage&-6W24M2

Reint-486-7077.
Are Code 415.

Seattle (X) ........... Federal O095% Bldg., Boom ION, 9M lIt Ave., Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washing ton.
Seattle WA 9610L Telephone: (900) 440-4552
Arm &o 20L

IFR Doc.71-12880 Fled 8-30-71;2:10 pmj
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In peace time, the Office of Emergency Preparedness, OEP gency control measures as necessary to assure adequate sup-
(or OOR during a war), the Office ot Civil Defense, and the plies and the best use of petroleum and gas for national de-
Emergency Petroleum and Gas Administration and other fense and essential civilian purposes.
agencies have a full-time but skeleton staff at each center. "The extent to which EPGA would be activated would
At a few, the OEP and OGD offices are combined. These be determined by the Secretary of the Interior.
employees work daily with local authorities and industry to "State and local Governments would be called upon to
assist them in emergency planning and civil defense prob- adapt their normal petroleum and gas regulations to fit pre-
lems and stand ready to go into immediate action in case of vailing emergency conditions, to assist the Federal govern-
a sudden attack. Figure 94 shows the chain of executive merit in administering a petroleum consumer rationing pro-
function of the Office of Oil and Gas relationship to OCO gram if such a program were needed, and to control the dis-
and OEP activities. The regional organization of EPGA is tribution of secondary inventories of petroleum products as
shown in Figure 95. The peace time functions of the Office requested by Interior or EPGA.
of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, is shown in "When activated, EPGA would take actions as:
Figure 96. Making continuous studies of petroleum and gas supplies

During a war, there will be central resource management, and requirements for the current emergency and possibly
as necessary. The EPGA serves all government agencies as more serious circumstances.
the resource agency for crude and petroleum products and Developing programs for and directing the operations of
natural gas. It will be the EPGA's job to see to it that indus- the petroleum and gas iraustrias as necessary to meet essen-
try produces as much crude oil as is needed, refines it into tial requirements.
the needed petroleum products, and transports them through Making recommendations on applications for- available
its pipelines and other facilities to the military, industries, financial aids and incentives in connection with programs
and to other terminals urgently needing the products. An for increasing the capacity of petroleum and gas facilities.
all-out effort will be made to keep normal routes of supply Submitting requests to appropriate agencies for materials
open and active to serve both domestic and foreign allies' and equipment needed by the petroleum and gas industries,
needs. The various duties of the EPGA are defined in Chap- making allotments of the materials and equipment allocated,
ter 10 of the National Plan for Emergency Preparedness.9" and witt.in the authority granted by the Federal agency re-
In general, EPGA will have a two-way function. (1) It serves sponsible for the allocation of construction materials, is-
as a liaison between the needs of its industry and other sup- suing authorities for construction projects.
porting executive groups. (2) It serves other groups as a Requesting assistance from appropriate agencies in oh-
source of supply as needed. These functions will be out- taining or retaining manpower for petroleum and gas pro-
lined below. grams.

The above story is told in detail in "What is the Emergen- Submitting to the Office of Emergency Transportaion
cy Petroleum and Gas Administration" 9 9 prepared by the (OET) claims for needed rail, highway, inland waterway,
National Petroleum Council. One interested in this phase of lake, and ocean transportation and related port facilities.
emergency preparedness should also consult "Civil Defense Advising OEP (cr the Economic Stabilization Agency, if
and Emergency Planning for the Petroleum and Gas Indlus- established.) on supplies of petroleum products available for
tries" prepared by the National Petroleum Council. 100 distribution through petroleum consumer rationing programs

and on adjustments in economic stabilization measures ad-
The Plan in Action versely affecting the supply of petroleum or gas needed to

meet essential requirements.
Any concerted attack on the United States will most Consulting the Department of State, other Federal agen-

likely seriously damage a number of our main arteries of cies concerned, and, as appropriate, intrnational organiza-
petroleum transportation and many localized facilities. It tions and foreign nations on those petroleum and gas prob-
is unlikely that destroyed plants could be rebuilt, but great lems and programs of mutual interest.
effort will be made to salvage functional equipment and ex- Providing OET* vith data on the capacity of pipelines
change parts and partia:ly refined products between work- and the movement of petroleum and gas through them."
able units of nearby plants so as to produce the needed end
products as quickly and as effectively as possible.

The National Plan spells out the responsibility of the oil Actions in General War
and gas (EPGA) groups as follows:95

"Under limited emergency conditions the Federal Govern- "Under conditions of an attack upon the United States
ment would carry on such programs and invoke such emer- the types of actions listed below would be taken. Actions

in the initial postattack period would, to the extent feasible,
be in accordance with orders and guidance previously issued

99 National Petroleum Council '"What is the Emergency Petroleum by OEP and those issued by EPGA.
and Gas Administration" Department of Interior request- Re- "The entire EPGA organization would be automatically
printed by Civil Defense !Free on request)

100 National Petroleum Council "Civil Defense and Emergency Plan- activated.
ning for the Petroleum and Natural Gas Industries' Volumes I and
|1 Denartment of Interior request- Reprinted by OCD March 19, ' Office of Emergency Transportation. a division of the Department
1964 of Transportation (DOT)
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"Pwoeum and Ga India&*e These industris would: Forwarding damage reports on petroleum and gas facili-
Maintain operations or resume them asoon as possible. ties to EPGA and other appropriate Federal regional offices.
Establith contact with the appropriate EPGA office. In the immediate postattack period, facilitating ernergen-
Within their capabilities, meet essentia; requirements for cy restoration and repair to serve essential needs.

petroleum and gas. Permitting petroleum and gas companies to retain for
Invoke mutual aid arrangements, coordinating actions their use their wholly owned comnvmnication facilities, or

with State and local governments as appropriate, thos leases for their exclusive use, subject to Federal rgu-
Report to EPGA on damage and estimated remaining lations.

capabilities versus requirements. -EPGA Field Offkvt In accordance with its assigned
Report to EPGA on needs for manpower, materials, and duties and postattack capabilities, each would:

sevices required to maintain operation. Direct stoppage of pipeline movements of crude oil and
-State and Local Govrnmrei t State governments, with petroleum products and transmission of natural gas to inop.

local governments participating in accordance with predeter. erable facilities.
mined arrangements, would cooperate with the Federal Gov. Direct rerouting of rxude oil and petroleum products, en-
eminent in carrying out petroleum and gas emergency plans. route by water or by overland transportation, from facilities
They would endeavor to insure that supplies of petroleum made inoperable by the attack to safe areas where needed;
and gas subject to their control were directed to essential work with transportation agencies to effect such movements.
uses. Assess damage to petroleum, petrochemical, and gas facil.

"They would stop deliveries of petroleum products from ities and determine remaining capabilities. Forward this data
secondary inventories, including service stations, except for to the appropriate EPGA and OEP offices.
emergency uses (such as fuel for ambulances, police and fire Direct surviving petroleum, ges, and petroeherical pro-
vehicles, hospitals, and military vehicles and facilities). duction and processing facilities to meet esaential nedL

"This action would be in support of the Federal Govern- Provide advice and guidance to State regulatory authori-
ment's general freeze order temporarily prohibiting all retail ties regarding the production of crude oil and natural gas for
sales except for essential purposes. It would conserve petro. essential needs.
leum stocks until the State and its political subdivisions Allocate petroleum products from primary inventories to
could institute distribution and rationing controls for which secondary inventories, to military and AEC installations, to
they are responsible. ports for expluts, and to industrial plants usually supplied

"Other specific actions would include: by primary inventories; allocate gas from transmission lines
Alleviating initial local shortages by releasing petroleum and stor e to local utilities, to military and AEC installa-

products from seconcia-y inventories at other locations with- tions and industrial plants served directly by transmission

in the State. lines and for export.
Submit to the OEP Regional Office for adjudication ap-

Instituting and arying on petroleum consumer ration- peals from allocation decisions.
ing programs until the Federal rationim e agency could absorb Advise and assist OEP-OCD Regional Offices and State
wd administer them. and local governments on petroleuim and gas mhlatters, includ-

Directing, as necessary, the distribution of gas to consum- ing plans for replenishment of secondary stocks of petroleum
s by all local gas distribution utilities within the State. products and for making gas available to local utilities.

Ordering the curtailment of nonessential uses and the Assist. as appropriate, in the transfer of manpower, equip-
conservation of petroleum and gas, should the supply be in- ment, and materials among petroleum and gas companies.
sufficient for all essential purposes, unless EPGA had issued Request assistance from appropriate agencies in obtaining
such an order applicable to a larger area including t0e State. communications, transportation, electric power, manpower,

Requesting EPGA to provide additional amounts of gas materials, equipment, and other resources needed for the
to the State, should a shortage for essential purposes still petroleum and gas industry.
exist after curtailment and the institution of conservation "EPGA National Headquarterm In addition to takin!j ap-
measures. plicable limited-emergency actions, the EPGA national head-

Resolving conflicts between essential uses, users, or local- quarers, with the assistance of field offices as appropriate,
ities within the State, when secondar petroleum inventories would:
or gas available for distribution within the State were ;nsuf- Estimate surviving national capabilities of the petroleum,
ficient for essential needs. gas, and petrochemica industries, in relatirn to direct attack

Referring to the EPGA regional office for decision petro- effects and radioactive fallout hazards, and the av.lability of
leum and gas demands conflicting with those of another essertial supporting resources such as electric power, commu-
State. (Referrals would be made through the EPGA State nications, transportation, supplies, and manpower.
representative.) Issue orders and regulations governing the repair and the

Keeping the proper EPGA field office and the appropriate reconstruction of damaged facilities by the petroleum, gas,
regional offices of other Federal agerm ies informed of prin- and petrochemical industries.
cipal commitments of petroleum and gas supplies, shortages Revise existing orders or issue new orders and directives
and surpluses, and needs for replenishment. to cor..rol the production, processing, pipeline movement,

Consulting with EPGA State and regional offices on petro- storage, and use o petroleum and gaL
leum and gas supply. Issue instructions on the use of requisitioning powers.
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In accordance with foreign policy guidance of the Depart- There is an Executive Reserve organization for each of
i nt of State, establish and administer international pro- the following area:

Frame to inutre to the United States, its allies, a&W other Free
World nations supplies of petroleum and gas for essentia Deaten fAriutr

purpoe& .Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
Wo#* witft Odwe Groo. The EPGA will receive demands Conairiner arid Marketing Service

for petroleum from many groups in addition to the military. Buprteu of teCmerus
Further. the EPGA will have c!-%.m on other agencies for Bra fteCnu
staell chem icals, electric motors, and many other products Bureau of Ioesntiona Commerce

neded by industry to restore their refineries and petroleum Muritiu ofDomnstrationmrc
syses to operation.MaimeA insrto

It is probal that one of the most active assoiations will Othtce of the Secretary
be with the mobilizatin agency of the Department of Corn- Department of Defense
merce. the Bureau of Domestic Commerce. This grw is Deportment of the Army, Office of Civil Defense
respon sible for those defense mobilization and emergency OffIice of the Secretary
preparedness functions that relate to industrial productit-1 Department of the Interior
enid distribution. These functions are similar to tehse cf Office of Minerals and Solid Fuels
EPGA. but are related to manufacturing and general corn- Office of Oil and Gas
merce. Figures 97, 98, and 99 outline their responsibilities Department of Labor
that in mnany respects run Parallel to those of the EPGA. 101 Department of Transportation

___________Bureau ofI Public Roads
101 Depuymen Of Commer-ce 'Trepergelinest in the Chemnical and Office of Emergency Transportation

Ahied Indutries" In cooperation w~it th sa wto o Interstate Commerce Commission
foies, OCO. 19M Supt. of Documents- 450 Office of Emergency Preparedness

Duan Aa D sia Suicais AnimiNsUasion national defense or postattack surival and re-
(2OSA), Deraauaanz OF C0uuca covery.

o ftovide, industry wilh protection guidance materiala a Conducts general supply-requirementa studies andadapted to the neeids of asaiged faalits. component sudies to determine the capability ad
" o om a national program to stimulate disate industry to meet industrial production require.

arpae nessd contro in order to miasethe menta under venious emergencyccdto .
effct. of ovea or cover attackt. a Develops methods for the sasessment of industrial

" Usiatais continauty of productionaend capacity to production capability in the event of enemy as-
sve evential users in an esnergeaicy. tack, and the aepeadency upon suppliers of ma&

0 Aministers the Defense Mateials System (DUB), terials, components, and services.
aiil in a body of governmesnt ,.alatiione. or- a Conducts tining and recruitmnt prorems for its
dos, and proceasires designed to: complement of she National Defaw Eaecu&,e

(a) Direct the Jow of materials and products Rooem** in order to provide a capahilly = a-
w oe Nations "defene program" .'y tional and fied levels to carr out Federal mn
providini; a priority for the purchase Of sponsibilities with respect to the manaeen of
materialst by contractors, subcontractors, emergency industial production &Ad distributos.
and their suppliers. a Maintains, at naitional relocatiots sites and selected

(b) Peemit the masntenance of en administrative resionati sites, essential working data required! for
masfor promptly mobilizing the its- emergency operationa (see page 41, "OEP-0CD

dluatial resources of the country in a ad Department of Commerce Regoe").
limited or prinrl war. SmTAz Axv LocAL Goviw~sairts:

" Ofies prioities asisance to restore a defense plans Continually develop emergency plans for:
damiaged in a presidenrtially-declared major disat. a Estimating inventories under Federal guidelines.
ter (e.g. glood. Are, hurricane, etc.) and thereby a Assessing produsction capabilities.
assists it to resume productioni. a Determining emergency requirements.

" Identifies those products and serices, and their pro. 0 Distributing c-mential items within each Sts.
dascins or supporting facilities, which 3re of a- 0 Establishing a "State Emergency Production and
aptonal importance to mobiliztion r~aesue Distribution Agency" to perform the above sctiv.

_________ities, when needed.
The Nvo~Ad Doltise E £aecsli Retry Progvew. to whkht the WWaya:

Suaisese ad Defense Services Admintration has a major Vanl. a Cooperates with the Federal Government in do.
Is a m~obuliation readiniest piogram for recruiting and traning veloping preparedness plas.
bsiness emausaves lot ergency nmobilitation asiLeirielVts. The 0 Accepts and performs contracts on a priority bsisicsram was estabtisbedl under ste authority of the Dlefense I'o.
ductid Act at 1950os arai. Its purpose is to recruit -- t for defense, atomic energy. space, and other na-
train escutires and professional person$ so serveq he Govrmn tional security programs. in compliance with the
to key civilian positions at local regional, or national ba.Defense Production Act and the Defense Me-
quasters aurifi periods ad national emetrecy. tenis System,

Figure 97. Production and Distribution Responsibilities (Peacetime)' 1

(Includes a limited war condition where a limited national emergency has nor been officially proclaimed)
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famass Arm DtreNs SERvIczs Au1MMNSTRATION STATE AND LOCAL GovgitMIaNus:
(BIOA), DEPAYMErT OrCoMDLitca: 0 Support national resource mobilaxatiom policies ad

0 Issues a finding, with approval of OEP. under Sec. goals.
101(b) of the Defense Production Act to permit a Comply with Federal rules and regulations an re.
use of priorities in support of essential civilian souce production, dtribution, and ue.
producdon, constructon, and distribution pr. 0 Activate, to the extent necessary, planned emergency
Ar a i pioductiom and distribution measures consistent3 Brinss hedquaee-s Red fild organintions to the with sudi4 l policies and progras.
strength required to meet the emergency through
the patial activation of the BDSA complement hiNUSTEy:
of the National Defense Executive Reserve and a Fulfills defense, atomic energy, space, and essential
dhrough full utilization of field office staffs, civilian programs in cooperation with the Federal

o Initiates programs for expanding the capacity of Government.
production facilities or for increasing the output a Complies with Federal regulations relating to Indus.
of existing facilities trial production, construction, and the use of

o Activates the BDSA emergency relocation sites in industrial resources.
preparation for carrying out production and dis. a Distributes certain materials and products In com-
tribution responsibilities. plisce with Federal regulations.

Figure 98. Production and Distribution Responsibilities (Limited War)' 01

(Where a limited national emerrency has been officially declared)

kwo,,, A" Dea'Ns SEavices ADnINISTToN a Conduct their own State progrmis for the man-
(BDSA). DEPARTMENT oF CoMMeacE: tement and distribution of locally available sur-

" Provides automatic purchase priorities for the use Tival supplies.
of companies and persons producing eviential O Activate "State Emergency Production and Disaibu.
items ane furnishing essential services in obtain. don Organizations" to:
lng from nonretail scurces: maintenance, repair, a. Support "State Civil Defense and Ratoning
and operating supplies; capital equipment; and Authorities".
pLoduction materils b. Assist producers of essential items or services

n Limits the distribution of inventories of selected n locating sources of supply.
finished essential items to the filling of priority c. Furnish data ielating to remaining supplies
orders or by specific authorization of appropriate of and rquirementa for essential isem-,
Federal and State authority to avoid the dii,,ipa- within the States.
tion of existin- supplies. ItVIAIlrt:

" Assumes control and supervision of the 42 field
offices of the Department of Commerce. 0 Cooperates with appropriate government authorities

" Activates the entire BDSA Excutive Reserve. Pro- In operatig its facilities in accordance with the
Aides eseii/ priorties assistance to Federal. guidelines set forth by the Federal Government

State, and local government agencies, and to in. fr the survivalo s. sorition, and rhabilitaton of

dustry in expediting industrial production and di- th NatiL
recting distribution to meet essential needs. a Provides essential gooda and services at levels

o Issues regulations, as needed, to support restoration needed to support national objectives.
and rehabilitation programs. a Curtails the operation of plants and facilities en.

o Implements industrial production and distribution gaged in nonessential activities and. to the extent
programs for essential resources for recovery of pra.ical, converts them to essential uses.
the country. 0 Complies with government rules and regulations re-

" Initiates procedures for the rehabilitation of facili. bing to production, distribution, acquisition, and
ties after attac&. we of resources.

STATE AND LOCAL OovEaNMENS: 0 In a "cut-off" situation where Federal guidance is
o Assist the Federal Goiernment in its industrial re- temporarily unavailable, accepts direction from the

sources management responsibilities, if Federal States and their political subdivisions until e-
control were inoperable and until it was reestab- fective Federal direction and control are reestab-

Figure 99. Production and Distribution Responsibilities (General War)
(Where a national emergency or state of war has been officially declared or is evident by an attack)

Summary the plant, the stock piling of items likely to be hard to get
and other items peculiar to an individual plant.

Figure 100 illustrates the teamwork between Civil De- Most local plans are likely to assume that corporate man-
fense, (Figure 100) military and industry toward the goal of agement will be unchanged. It is not probable, in cases of
total readiness. The various degrees of international tension nuclear war, that all top management will be spared. There- ,-,,
are shown and examples of the resporise made to the condi- fore, expert planners provide for the continuity of corporate
tions by the Office of Oil and Gas in the past and the planned management in case of nuclear war. Such legal provisions,
response for future contingencies, to insure that the management of our petroleum and natural
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go resources are consistent with military and economic re- it continua in existence until terminated by constitutional
quireiments but they also will "provide flexible guidance so or statutory provisions, dissolution, or until the expiration
that surviving manpower and resources cn be effectively of the corprot charter.
utilized Immediately and mobilized to the point where ce- "The laws in many Statm Indicate that a corporation shell

eallied proamming can be achieved to b use the nation's heve suoesslon for the period of years defined in Its charter
rsources. and If no period is stated, then in perptuity.

It is important that each oil and ga producing company, "T11 key measure to be taken to provide continudiry of
the natural gasoline companies, the petrbleum refining and manelwnnt is assurance that the board of directors can
all closly related industry ally themselves with the Civil operte en ttdough a large number of members of the board
Defense and EPGA program; and further, dev op emeirge- am dead, injured, or am unavailable for board meetings.
cy plans within their Individual plants. "The board of directors represents the corporate body and

its members are the executive representatives of the corpor-
Pla Opeaon with Reduced Perm el ation. It is through it that all ordinary business of the cor-

poration, within the scope of its corporate powers, is carried

Pfew- Each plant needs an emergency plan, not only for on, and it can do what is necessary to be dan unless specif-
wartime situations, but also as a matter of preparedness for ically restricted by the articles of incorporation or the by-
natural disasters, explosions, or other man-created damage. laws. Restrictions are unusual. Normally the board has full
Much has already ben said regarding these potential diss- power to regulate and conduct the business of a corporation
tsr. A company plan should cover all phases of the opera- according to its best judgment."
tion Including management continuity, emergency assign.
ment of employees, emergancy communications, salf-con-
tained fire fighting and security force, emergency employ- Anendowt of Corporate Bylaws and Regulations
ment problems, special protection for workers remaining in
the plant, the stock piling of items likely to be hard to get Bylaws of corporations need to provide for very flexible
and other items peculiar to an individual plant. powers of'the survivors of a nuclear attack.

Most local plans are likely to assume that corporate man- The discussion cited above continues to point out provi-
agement will be unchanged. It is not probable, in cases of sions required to meet emergency conditions.
nuclear war, that all top management will be spared. There- 1. Provide for the reduction of the quorum number of
fore, expert planners provide for the continuity of corporate the board and for the authority to be given to survivors to
management in cam of nuclear war. Such legal provisions, fill board vacancies.
plus the preservation of blueprints, operation records, ac- 2. Provide for an emergency management and for a suc-
counts, and other company records, stand out as items often cession of officers.
overlooked in emergency planning. A chain of authority 3. Provide for emergency alternate directors.
nee& to be established so that heirs to plant management, 4. Provide for emergeny legislation.
isolated by a disruption of communication from parent 5. Provide for a succession of executive officers by pre-
groups, can make the nrsssry policy decisions and have the paring succesm lIst.
emergency powers that will permit continuity of operation. 6. Provide for an alternate headquarters.
Figure 101 is a partial check list. A special study was made 7. Provide for the preservation of records, and designate
of this subject by the American Society of Corporate Sc-. th ereseva. o re for accessgtote
rearles, Inc.10 2  those records considere vital. Also arrange for access to the

Specific measures for the assurance of effective pocuattck records by authorized persons.
business, industrial ledership, and operating direction we: & Provide for instructions to officers and to key employ-

(1) Those necessary to assure a hunctioning board of an as to where to find and how to use company's vital
directors. records.

(2) Those relating to establishment of lines or succession 9. Provide for emergency financing to meet payrolls, re-
for key officers and operating personnel. storation of damaged plants, and to purchase materials.

(3) Those relating to establishment of an alternate com- 10. Provide for postattack training of substitute or provi-
pany headquarters. sonaral employees.

(4) Those relating to the records preservatior 11. Provide instruction to key personnel so as to acquaint
The Board of Directors- The American Society of Cor- them with all emergency provisions.

porate Secretaries, Inc. polled the opinion of over 300 cor- 12. Provide emergency urity eaures to protect per-
porations as to legal requirements involving the emergency sonnl and the equipment to the industry.
functions of a corporate Board of Direction. Because of the 13. Provide emergency communications ab;lity.
importance of this information, it is reprinted here. A sum- 14. Provide emergencv Protection of key employees re-
mary of their opinion is as follows:

"The underlying principles of continuity of management maining to restore the rlnt to full operation.
are consistent with long established legal concepts governing The manual quoted above continues with several examples
the corporation's normal capacity for 'succession'. That is of policy statements, suggested letters and forms to use in

the event of a national disaster.

102 Amnerica, Society of Corporate Secretaie. Inc. 'ontinurty of ExecutiveSuccAion- Each company will have ideas to
Corporate Management in Eent of Nucear Atte*" 1963 Off e reit this problem. A discussion of this situation is as fol-
of Civil Defene, Reviad Doc. 1970 lows:
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L Mu s h roiiDty of damsas ad diffculty of pro. Alier M Sak or ote dimmer?
#a&$ repair replacements been analyzed? It. Dme -'tnt elr aly reeinpioe ofoperadonsastir

2. Amsecondary waow supplies and emergency slectric stack rsquke:
pewer avalale at critical company facilities? (a) Iteucust reaglhsnloo a buildage?

3. Havs bailding ad equipawnt designs, specifications, (b) lmtalsetlm of damsa-renisant materials?
ibW ehaWW 911d layJAa been simplifd so a t.(a) Spamd sisairs for smsnatrp1c, operating per-
doe emmirgeocy repair problems? sese so equi.n-?

4. Nos oeard equipment bon. :ubetituted wheasme (d) PebuAf for plant productio nde AW
Pemsblit for special or long load-tuns Iutms'

.Does is company have a complete at of buildns IL Now much blas prssr co i cmay
Pla that could be se o toe ia br4i"so tstat *tnd

I Ieuc repsif? 1.Rste= fps lInto onsa os.e, Ile" e" provisions (Ins mntation or otheri mbr fpinta gito ont
d IF t assure so&e shutdown) been Incarporated play fclsbS unlmiad?
les plan facilities? __ 14. What Is do his resistance of omaeny bulldlnp?

7. Mae" eng;%saring and prouion~ praticesba t. 1. What Is is coeshift rating a( the facilitysa cow-
vise with a v'lew toward faciltating rapij 61111.%M
dows or roducieg dampg in ths #vent a( forced A~ Do the memiedurig processes, motorists, at by.

ShutownProducts cra"s Oak hazards?
L. Doss each facility have an adequate supply of spars 17. Can hauanloam be auki, evacus ad?

pars and materials for mnaintensnce. repairs. and tIL Doetsu eac -oinp facility afford adequate fallout
o itioI supplies are shut off by an attack? shelter f- d a is s et at that locate?

t. taube" ie of designs, procms low charts specc. 19. Is te physical .resaemsn t f spac. equipmoest, peow
dames. maps of plant utilities etc.. been stored at safe seways and abi Oiabl" for ft massoemn
in@"*un? ofIa p o ee , seer?

IS. Has color coding or other idestilcation been applied 2M. Have emplolees been trained and equipped for amer.
W s all mis Procis Vessels, pipelines, Pump%. meant Vocy pado-6 indluding radiolceical nmitoring.
ukes on lies, e6c, whic require "WMuege repew. ises net ad medical relf-help?

Figure 101. Managiial Factors In Enurgmncy Planing'01

"When disaster strike%, 100 executives and other key per- ities neesry to ths proper conduct of the business, which
sonnel may bs killed or injured. Consequently, corporate am. now within your jurisdiction, in cooperation with and as
emergency planning should anticipate and provide for such permitted by Govermet authoities.
contingencies. They may be accomplished by developing 2. Hire, assign duties and work schetdules, train, pay. re-
appropriate succession lists supplemeanted by job descriptions lease, or reassign and otherwise direct the activities of man
and 'deleation of authority letters' for the successors. One power that is now or my come within your jurisdiction, in
large corporation defines this requirament as follows in its connection with and as permitted by Government author-
emergency planning manual. ities.

A succession list of one or more names should be prepared 3. Combine, pool, and otherwise join in mutual aid wr-
for the top position in each unit. Succession lists for posi- rangements with other unit managers and with industry with
tions; below the top are not recomnmentdedi as it is usually bet- respect to raw ad finished supplies, mateials, equipment,
tar for the now marager to make appointmen ts. However, facilities, security, manpower and money.
unit subdivisions, which ea remotet from uait headquarters, 4. Dismantle, remove, salvage, repair, reconstruct or
ought to hae succession lists for their top positions since otherwise rehabilitate damaged equipment and facilities
communicaions may be interrupted ... , deemed essentlial andl vital by Government authorities.

The proceures for compiling such lists and the related S. Delegate to an approved list of senior supervisory emv-
emergency authorizations naturally vary with different corn ployeas this authority to act for you in your absence."
Ponies. For example, the Corporate Emergency Plan of one
multikcompany organization states in part: Comny Emergmncy Plans

Succession lists may be made by job title or by name, but
in either case, dispersal of those on the lists is of great impor- Most plants have some provisions for emergency opera-
tancii to improve the possibility of having a surviving member. tton. (See Figure 101.) One plant has assumed that the

Fach individual on the list should be so informed and people most likely to stay with the plant in cawc of a nuclear
gvna Delegaion of Authority letter as follows: blast are those without strong family ties. A list of names

Inay emergency in which (the) corporate offize in Mew and assignment of an emergency staff is updated every six
York is incapaitated, causing absence of instructions from months. Persns so listed have pledged themselves to emner-
higher Company authority, ard until such instructions ftorn gency service and are trained for the ocaion. The trend
New York or an alternate corporate office are received, you toward automatic operation requires a more highly trained
are authorized to do the following: than usual operator. Men selected to serve on the emergency

1. Continue your general administration of and be respon- staff are educate. stable, straight thinking, and extremely
sible for assets, whether useable or unuseable, and all activ- loyal employees.
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Several publications outline suggestions for emergency Ctivl DefeW ald Taxes
preparation. Civil Defense and Emergency Planning for the
Petroleum and Gas Industries 100 contains emergency plans In matters of corporate taxes, it is well to confer with ex-
designed specifically for the petroleum industry. A plan for perts on the subject for Congress, the Department of Intern-
emergency operation not only is needed, but various phases al Re nue, and the Tax Court make revisions in the rules
of management will need specific instruction manuals so that and their interpretations of the law from time to time.
eech department or increment of the operation knows what There ae items of tax benefit related to construction and
to do in a disaster. A number of helpful publications exist operation for Civil Defense building and progranm participaw
One in general use is entitled "A Guide to Developing a Com- tion. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 107 discusses this subject.
pony Civil Defense Manual". 103 Detailed check lists and de-
fense procedures are given. The Industrial Civil Defense
Workbook 104 is a helpful guide designed for use of small in- General Obsrvations Section I I
dustries. A check list for widespread company planning is
given in Table 48.106 Plants operating during and after a nuclew explosion will

This outline was also adapted and expanded for use in have not only blast damage problems, but also radioective
preparation for sabotage, riots, civil disorders, and similar fallout and fires. The protection of workers is foremost, but
plant emergencies by the Provost Marshal General of the if a retaliatory ability is to be preserved, our industries must
Department of the Army. 106 Preparation of a plant to meet be able to make rapid substitutions of equipment and proc-
a nuclear attack is insurance serving the company well in sues, and repairs and rerouting of products where broken
time of natural occurrences and internal disorders, lines exist. Plans to handle each plant under emergency con-

Pne in Service. Most companies now have survival plans, ditionm and with reduced personnel is essential.
but there are still those too new or those who have not con- A plan of self help is important for police and publ I fire
sidered their vulnerability that have yet to devise a satisfac- figh .ing equipment will either be blocked from free move-
tory emergency procedure. rrvnt by debris in the streets or will be so busy preventing

A number of active plans ha4e been published by the Of- t, a development of mae fires that each industry can expect
face of Civil Defense. These can be adapted as a pattern for little help if any.
related industry. A few company plans available in print are It is estimated that from one-quarter to one-haf of over

as follows: 3,106 counties of the country will be free of weapon effects.

Hughes Aircraft Company These must have plans to help those areas that are having

General Motors troubles as well as to have plans for their own help should

Standard Oil of New Jersey they be less fortunate.
Saony Mobil Oil Company Industry in the areas affected by fallout, fires, and blast
Industrial National Bank of Rhode Ijand damage will need to assist each other so as to maintain max-

Western Electric imum industrial output of those plants essential to survival.

Some other papers of interest are as follows- Uncontrollable fires in urban areas could involve those
"Preserving the Corporate Structure" N. E. Miller- Pacific plants located in highly populated ares.

Telephone and Telegraph Company, San Francisco, Califor- Utility services could be cut off so that a self-sustained

nia. electric power, water, and fuel supply could suddenly be re-
"Industrial and Community Survival" Maxwell S. McKnight- quired. Special plans for emergency management and finan-

Former Senior Security Officer Soconv Mobil Oil Company. cing, on-the-job training of substitute personnel, and seur-
"Disaster Control Planning" Major Donald C. Becker- ity made now will be put into automatic action.

Chief Industrial Defense Committee, U. S. Army Military Figure 102 shows nine basic concepts under which indus-
Police School, Fort Gordon, Georgia. try miiAht have to operate during and after an attack. These

"Survival Plans Your Company Can Use" Virgil Couch, are as fol.ws:
Assistant Director Office of Civil Defense, Industrial Partici- 1. Negative radiation- negative fire
pation- Nation's Business. 2. Low radiation- negative fire

3. High radiation- negative fire
4. Negative radiation- low fire
5. Low radiation- low fire
6. High radiation- low fire

103 Depwatrent of Defense "A Guide to Developing a Company In- 7. Negative radiation- high fire
dustrial Civil Defense Menuar" Office of Civil Defnse FG-F-3.8 8. Low radiation- high fire

April 1969 (See local civil defense director) 9. High radiation- high fire
104 Department of Defense "Industrial Civil Defense Workbook" A well prepared plant should be able to cope with the

Office of Civil Defense FG-F 3.3 1966 (See local civil defes worst situation of high radiation and high fire. Few we
directorl.

105 Office of Secretary of Defense "I ndustrial Emergency Plan Out- presenly able to do so.
line" Defense Industry Bulletin, page 21, July 1968

106 National Asociation of Manufacturers "A Check List for Plant
Security" Cooperative publication with the Dapartment of the 107 Prentice-Hall, Inc. "How to Protect Your Busine in a Nuclear
Army. May 1968 Attack" Special Report, Sect. 4, October 14, 1961
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T"be 48. Industrial Emerency Plan Outlinelos

Pulps I I Train switchboard operators in emergncy procelres.

II Ams" orderly and efficient transition from normal to I Establish rgsy communications procdures

emere op tion. Pesonnel
S Delegate emergncy authority.

A s esign emergmncy responsibilities. Emergency Notification
I Indicate authority by company executives for actions Kep switchboards open and operators a iable.
contained In plan. D e signate male operators as alternates for feanle who

Execution Insuctions may not report.
( ) Establish cacade system of notification for rcall to

Appoint individual(s) to execute plan. work.
I ) Specify conditions undsr which plan may be partially I Prepare reporting instructions.
executed. I ) Designate reporting points, primaries and atwnatas
I ) Specify conditions under which plan may be fully out of emergsncy are .
executed. ( ) Inform employees of locations and procsdure.
I ) Coordinate plan among all responsblu individuals to I Instruct employees to report to points if normal
assr sequence of execution. routes to plant are cloued.

( ) Plan transportation, i.e., busses, trucks, company-
Command and Control Center owned or contracted.

T ) Coordinate mutual needs with other plants.
The command and contro cener is the plant command s. Arrange police escort for emergency repair crews.

posthe focal point for directing all emergency actions. ( I Pre-elect routes from reporting points to plant.
For ddntraizd uperatio all enmrgency actions should l Plan for escort of female personnel; consider car pools.
be c..rdinatd through the central control center.

I ) Is location well protected? Training
I Can access be controlled with minimum manpower?
I Select alternate location. ( ) Survey secondary skills. Match with emergency re-

P reMe management succession list of executive and quirements.
administrative personnel and key employees. Designate ( ) Train personnel in emergency skills required, where
alternutes. necessary.
I ) Assure that management continuity and emergency I ) Primary or secondary emergency skills. (Relate to sur.
organization are in accord with state corporate laws and vey of secondary skills.)
company charter or bylaws. I ) Train for immediate internal or external emergency
I ) Pre-publish company orders constituting emergency repairs.
authority.

Situation Briefings
Planning Coordination (Mutual Aid, I ) Brief emplovee on potential for civil disorder. Police

( ) Coordinate plan with local and state officials, can help.
I ) With police departments. I I Brief on emergency plans. (Do this with caution. Do

With fire departments not create a ware program.)
With adjacent plants and business firms. I I During disorder, brief employees daily on impact of

I ) With local utilities: power, telephone, transportation, riot on plant and community. Must be factual to dispe
With employee union officials. rumor and speculation.
With local news media. I ) Prepare employees psychologically to remain on job:

need for loyalty, self-restraint; act only as directed by man-
Communications agement or police; report rumors to supervisors.

A ) Plan post-emergency recognition of exemplary per-
Adequately cover plant area. formance.

( ) Back-up primary system with two-way radios, walkie- I Explain impact of emergency on plant.
talkies, field telephones, or megaphones (bull horns}.

( Monitor local and state police radios. Evacuation
( ) Monitor fire department radios.
I ) Monitor hospital md ambulance radios. ( ) Designate routes to evacuate buildings or plants.
( ) Establish communications with adjacent plants and I ) Inform employees of routes and procedures.
businesses. I ) Evacuate by departments (if practaal).
I ) Establish communications with management and key ) ) Designate primary and alternate exits away from emer-
employees. gency area.
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Ta"l 48. Industrl Eew goey Plan OutfinoS (Continue)

Electsi Pow I ) Glve selu -of identification mediphotogrigph
I Cordnesplanwihloalpwseompnis: tarw Identfication cards or badges) to local Police. (Evantlal for

Wo l oinatUe -'wits locsaloe dpies:ton lie. cossing police lUnes or during curfew.)
mi o lieta oaformrbns aliterna ditri n ns Guard force controls admittance to facility.

4 3 rovde mer~ncypowr fr lghtig ad ~ ~ 1 Control movement and parking of vehicles.
tials Inot for full prodsction).
4I Generatoms size, locaton, fue, operators. A~ o ;IgCitclAe
i Botlory-powermd & Ament. flashlighrts, lanterns.
radios, betterest Identify critical ~se within plant

43Enciose critical uses with physical barriers
Plant Secrity 43Designate specific personnel who may have saw. to

critical ares.
Organizational Plans I Control admittance to critical WOeOL

) Develop plant seuiyorrinization. I 3Protect unattended critical arm. by locks or intrusion
I VI@secriy pan ad p a- IA aLdetecto devices. fRotate locks upon notification of im-.

) Report promptly to FBI any actual or suspected acts pedn emrgnc.
of oa*Q or Uspionage. I ) Develop ake adtra control proceures
I ) Coordinaet with local and state law entforcement Deeo package and theroto dipnser ffan
agnis ma tes. (Disone pwer snoucer de serll oefrna
I ) Have supervisory personnel attend plant pr otection.(isonc owt.oretoeetialyoeae

Guard Force Ar Contol

I Oranz gur forc. I ) Keep arms rooms locked and under 24-hour mjirveul-
I 3 escibeualfictio stndads.4 3Store rmntion in a separate locked location under

I3Tramn gurs 24-hou surveillance.
3Uniform guards.
Ar3 m guards (check with local officials the authority Pesne Security

and legal liab2ility during civil disturbance).
I ) Deputize guards, If necessary. (Check with local off . ( I Conduct pre.ployment investigations of appliconts.

cia~~s.( I Check personne who wre authorized access to critical
4 3 Aireguard force is on duty at all times. WO

Islsue written orders to guard force. f ) Brief employee on importance of plant security and
43Set up internal communications for exclusive guard vigilance.

force use. F
41Plan auxiliary guard force for emnergency: companry Ff neto

employs.e. contract guards.4 Post and enforc fire prevention regiulations.
43Post sipisshowing location of fire hose connections.

Perorneter Barriers 43Insure that fire hose conrections we compatible with
I I Ispact security fence for other barrier) regularly for local fire deportment equipment.

proper ~~~ maneane3 Extend fire alarm systm to all uses of facilities.
( Prkveicesou *ofseurtyfence or wal (to m I- Determine when fire department can are undier conl-

Paofrk voenil outsinie ar security exlo ditin other than civil disorder: five minutes after report of
sice frirem poltaly adiniie aadsfcocaed. fire? ten minutes?

Ligh r ril ar ess. N ovide secondary water supply for fire protection.
43Install intrusion detcton devices.4 Install fire Protection equipmntM on-site. Maintain

IPost trespass warnings on aell barriers. pop"ly.
W Ue screening to protect lighting fixtures against rocks ( ) Irntall mesh wire or screening material to protect

and Ote obj.cts. roofs of buildings immediately adjacent to the perimeter
I ) Inrm continuous lighting in parking lots and on from fire bombs, molotov cocktails, or other incendiary de-
7ound flom vics if feesible. (Check with local f We department.)

4 Organize employees into fire fighting brigades and
Control of Entry rescue squads.

f ) Store combustible materials in well protected areas
3Develop procedures for positive identif ication and ( ) Instruct employees in the use of fire extinguishers.

control of employees. ( I Conduct fire drills periodically.



T"bl 48. industrial Emnergincy Plan Outline&0 (Coninued)

I Maintain good housekeeping standards. I)Stock administrative supplies.
I Implement recommendations in latest fire insurance I)Stock emergency repair tools, equipment and parts.
inspection repot.I Develop poeures for employees to purchase quno-

line for waomobiles from plant supply In case local stations
Protect Vital Recrs wre closed.

ausfy aid protect vital coprt reod; cah& ) Maintain sufficient inventory of empty 56-g11011
other valuable Is. san ob fle ih ae rmd for use as berricasdes

Prop tyand abiity nsuance( )Have on hand enough barbed wire to form a barrier
Proprty nd Labiity nsurncedirecty in front of eech row of 55-gallon drums. Concer.

IReview propert and liability insurance against loss or tina type wire Is very effective.
obligation resulting from riots or other destructive ams I ) Maintain supply of panels or sceen mesh to protect

windows on ground floors.
Emergency Supplies

Esimt duraion suppliesncy Test the Plan
Pre-stock food, water, and medical supisbeas I Test individual perts of the plan.

condlitions may not permit procurement durinq emerqency. ( ) Test the entire plan.
IIDesignate separate sleeping quarters for mae anod fe. ) Test without prior announcement.

male employees. ) Note weeknesses. Revise plan to include corrective
I)Provide sanitation facilities, actions.
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Is your company ready for all emergencies ?
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Chapter X7RESTORATION Of OPERATIONS

I|noductlon radloctive fallout will make this prohibitive. It Is In such a
situaion where automatic equlptent would be an mt as

In Chapter VII I. we discussed the results of a possible at- would remotely controlled fire fighting L-spbilities.
tack on the country. The scenario given postulated a surviv- It could be possible In re oytside of the immediate vi-
ng population of 125.00000 to 145,000,000 people. In cinity of target me to have from 15 minutes to uveral
discussing the viability of the United States after a theorti- hours In which to take emergency actiop.
cal attack In 1975, Addington. 106 of the U. S. Army Engi- The refinery management in and na target wm can ax-
ners, points out that the combination of labor and industry pact to find severe structural damge, uncontrollable fines,
that cnted a $900 billion Gross National Product (GNP) fallout problems and a loss of power and utilities. The prob.
would possibly be reduced to the level of 1939. In 1939, a Iet is to ase your damage and, if possible, report your
population of 130 million people produced a Gross National situation to Civil Defense authorities. Certainly the fires and
Product of $500 billion. By redirecting labor forces and by an out-of-oontrol refinery have to be coped with first. Just
the utilization of Industry for maximum recovery effort, the who can become exposed to radioactive fallout and for how
United States could achieve a GNP equivalent to that of lang a time will dep on your local rat of fallout Radio.
1961. "in e , we would have a capability considerably logical monitors will attempt to keep people informed of the
exceeding that with which we came out of World War I1. ae conditions by radio. It is vitally important that
He points out that Germany under Hitler had a population personnel do not leave fallout shelters until radiation is at
of 78 million people in 1939. Their Gros National Product low. tolerable rates and than exposure can be only for short
wl 8 billion. Even "with these relatively meager re- intervals. The first to leave will be the decontamination
souroe. Hitler prosecuted a pretty effective war for 4 or 5 tam. Spial clothing and equipment is required, and, of
y.". coure, considerable pretraining; otherwise untrained persons

"In summary, a rasive nuclear attack on the United atterntng to do such work are most certain to become
States would certainly constitute a catastrophe of the high- cawti.
st order. But although much would be lost, much would In qeneral, refinery management can find itself in one of
remain. Our studies Indicate that we would have the cape- several situations after a disaster.
bility and. given the will, we can emerge from such a holo- 1. Completely damaged, rewir impossible
caust to maintain a dominant position in the world and sus- 2. Severely damaged- complete repair difficult
tain the western values we cherish." To do this, however, re- 3. Damaged- repair possible
quitne pra-planning, adequately protective building, and 4. Not damaged- high radioactive fallout
widesprood training on the part of industry and labor. 5. Not damaged- low radioactive fallout

6. Not damagd- no fallout

Dwol Anewmnw
Radioaecve Fallout

After an nuclear blast, certainly the first item in the
minds of management would be "How much are we dam. Assuming that a refinery is not able to operate auton-
aged?" To be sure, damage assessment will take ploe con- tically for an extended period of time. and has little or no
tinuously during a confrontation, but the likelihood of the fallout protection in case of an attack warning, all efforts
attack being "on and over" almost at the same time, leaves would be made to shut down the operation prior to the ar-
little time for "during attack" damage assessment. The ex- rival of radioactive fallout. Shutdown time by necessity
plosion damage to installations shown in Section I could must be very short, but done in such a way as to avoid panic
ham been taken in some wartorn area for the net results are and the certain self-destruction of the refinery if it were
similar. It is even probable that in wartime, refinery manage- totally abandoned. Each operator of a system knows emer-
ment will haw more warning, however short it might be, gency prelures and the end effect of improper shutdown.
than usually given on the occurrence of a plant disaster. Once fallout has precipitated on a refirnoy, decontamina-

During an enemy action, it would be ideal for personnel tion is necessary prior to any startup of operations.
to be in unoerground bunkers as was the cam in Germany. By use of general information from almost 300 petroleum
each connected with communication facilities and each with refineries and detailed information from 16 refineries, esti-
per s suitable for direct observation. Obviously, no one mates were made as to the time necessary for decontamin-
will be walking around looking things over. for expc-sure to tion. 1o9

106 Addington. Lloyd, S. "Postattack Viability of the United 109 Minvialle, L. and Van Horn, Win. "Recovery of Pmroleum Re.
Stafrn- 1975" Office of Army Engineers, National Acuedemy of fineries Contaminated by Fallout" U.S. Naval Radiological
Scoenen. at al. Symposium on Postattack Recovery from Nu. Defenle Laboratory, USNROL-TR-666 24 June 1963. Projet
clear War, Nov. 6-9,1967 qponsored by Office of Civil Defense
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The ures required for decontamination re cried Plants away from the blast are, of cours, should have more
in other Civil Defense literature, but refinery managenent time.
can get some Idea of the problem involved when he consid- In the study cited above, 10 9 most plants visited would
rs the job of giving every pipe, tower, vesael, tank, electric suffer some equipment damage, killed catalysts, cold fed
motor. etc.. in the plant a good washdown preferably with stock, and many other complications which have to be cor-
detergent and water rinsing. rcted before starting-up can be initiated. Minvielle and Van,

In the study cited, it ws determined that availability of Horn discuss this situation as follows: 10
the refinery could be from 8 to 170 days after the time of "A major factor in the situation under consideration is
the burst depending on the amount of fallout. Further, a that, before taking shelter or evacuating, the personnel must
mU refinery exposed to low standard dose rate intensities first shut down the plant if it is to be recoverable. Abandon-
could require 73 man days. and a lr refinery exposed to ing the plant in panic would probably result in a total loss of
a large dos rate could require 116,000 man days for decon- the plant. Normally, it takes a significant amount of time to
temination. From the time of the burst, mwge nt of an shut down a plant without damaging it; even a medium-sized
undamaged plant needs to consider waiting time, decontami- plant may take as ln as 48 hours. Shutdown involves the
netion time, and repair time caused by rapid shutdown in gradual dissipation of large amounts of energy in the form of
his prediction of recovery time. The size of the individual high temperatures and high pressures in reaction vessels. In
facility and the intensity of the dose rate will determine the the emergency envisaged, the shutdown time may have to be
decontamination time. If entry time to the plant can be de- sharply reduced to some time, say, between 1 hour and 6
layed until the dose rate is 30 r/day. vital areas would need hours. Rapid (or incomplete) shutdown will result in equip-
no dcontamination, but only restricted entry would be ment damage. Very brief shutdown times- less than an hour-
possible. will result in unknown but considerable damage. In the

Tank farm areas are so difficult to decontaminate that it event of hurried or uncontrolled shutdown, materials that
is best to limit entry into these ras until radiation decays. were in a gseous or liquid state in the proessing will cool

Docontaminadon Tkme- It was pointed out in a previous and solidify in the complex piping system, stills, and other
chapter the effects of radiation on the body. Radiation is equipment. If such materials are not removed, they may
accumulative. Not all persons have the same tolerance, but also corrode the equipment. Then, before repairs can be
200 roentgens total exposure over several weeks time is made, the replacement equipment, necessary materials, etc.,
usually considered maximum. must be available.

Were most of the ground aea of a refinery are paved, "Hence, before production can be resumed, personnel will
hosing down with a fire hose is the major effort required to have to recover the refinery by decontaminating the vitl
flush fallout debris away from the plant. This drain-off must ,rea, making repairs, removing solidified material and re-
go into a catch basin away from areas to which people will placing some equipment.
be exposed. "Fires could start and cause serious damage. Because of

The time required for plant reclamation after experienc- the unpredica&ility of the extent of fires in general, they do
ing radioactive fallout is generally estimated by the following not lend tnemselves to quantitative studies. As a consequence,
formula: they have not been considered in this study."

Here again, exact recovery values will vary from plant to
Tame in days for = Effort in man-days plant, but the formula given above applies generally. The

reclamation Available manpower x shift length in hrs. values used in Figure 104 are the compilations of the results
24 hours of the investigation discussed above. The values s suggested

here, should be used only as a guide in estimating probably
In cam the refinery (See Figure 103) can be cleared of conditions at a specific refinery.

fallout by a fire hosing. the least amount of time is required; In Figure 104, by selecting the refinery size and project-
where manual surface removal is required, the greatest man- ing the value upward to the curve, the intersection, as read
hours of effort is needed. The intermediate case probably from the left, gives the total estimated man-days required to
will apply to most plants. By selecting the plant size in repair an installation and to ready it for renewed activity. A
thousands of barrels of capacity and projecting this size up- man-day is the work time of one man equivalent working 24
ward to a point on the graph, one can read reclamation time hours, or three men working 8 hours each. No bomb damage
or man-days at the left of the chart. Applying this value to is coWsidered just repairs required by rapid shutdown.
the formula above, the estimated reclamation time can be Therefore, after a nuclear blast, the refinery management
determined, of an undamaged plant must plan on the waiting time after

Repair Time Because of Rapid Shutdown- Just how the shock for fallout to reduce to human tolerances to radio-
much warning time management will receive prior to an at- activity, the decontamination time involved to remove the
tack is a matter of guess. If the plant is within 20 or so fallout debris, and the repair or preparation time required to
miles of the target area, it is possible that because of the again start the plant in operation. At the conclusion of the
loss of electric power (and scared employees) there will be Minvielle and Van Horn study, the following observations
little or no led time. The blackout experience discussed in were made:
Section I will be repeated. At most, no more than one hour "1. General Survival Plan. A few refineries have a gener-
warning can be expected and 15 minutes is likely to be it. al survival plan; most of them do not. If an attack were to
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Figure 103. Total Reclamation Effort vs Refinery Size"'°

occur in the near future, one could not at present visualize other personnel would evacuate the refinery and the poten-
personnel of these refineries surviving or making a concen- tial fallout am before fallout arrival.
trated effort to save their plant One can foresee only chaos "In drawing a general survival plan, it is recommended
and wild flight. with abandonment of the operating plant. that refineries located near large bodies of navigable water

"If a serious effort is contemplated for the protection of investigate the possibility of using ships for both evacuation
personnel and the recovery of refineries, it is recommended and shelter. The radiation intensities aboard a ship in con-
that a survey be made in each refinery to evaluate the eftec- taminated water would be much less than those on contami-
tivene of certain buildings as fallout shelters. In the medi- nated land because of settling and dispersion of radioactive
um-sized refineries, there usually are many concrete and fallout in the water, the attenuation of radiation by the
brick buildings that could be modified to provide adequate water, and the shielding provided by the ship's structure.
protection. In addition, a study should be made of vacua- Also, the ships serve as adequate staging areas for decontam-
tion possibilities. The thought here is that a small group irwtion and repair work, and the water would offer a much
would remain in the refinery to shutdown the plant before less hazardous means of travelling to and from the refinery.
the arrival of fallout and then go to shelters near their work "2. Nucleus of a Recovery Force. In England and Ger-
locations. This measure would preclude abando: ment of many during World War II, a central group of personnel was
the operting refinery and its resulting complete loss, and trained to initiate recovery of bombed plants and was sent
would tend to minimize fast shutdown damage and the sub- to bombed plants as the need arose. This practice proved
sequent repairs that would be required. If feasible, the successful. In case of nuclear attack, refinery personnel may
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iS ! niques. Industrial sites, such s one encounters In a petro-
CW4 W* Gw" obiwkum refinery, present a much more difficult &nd complex

problem. One cannot extrapolate from currently available
data to industrial sites of this type and have any confidence

In the results. To obtain data that can be used with an ac.
ceptable degree of confidence, it is recommended that re-
clarnation tests of the type indicated abve be conducted on
various types of industrial sites.

"6. Preparation of Refinry Grounda In many of the/ refineries visited, the task of decontaminating the vital areas
would be very difficult because of the type of existing sur-

_ _faces. Certain such surfaces could be easily improved. For
instance, in new paving or in resurfacing use of a slightly

9 //different method of paving would result in a surface that
would considerably simplify decontamination.

"7. A wilability of Critical Fquipment and Repair Mater.
lela. A study conducted by the U.S. Air Force indicates that
obtaining certain critical refinery equipment and repair ma-

,,,, *L~h.. , ,- , terials could result in long delays of fhe order of 9 to 27
ws W4 3 ' months. To expedite recovery of refineries, it is recoin.

g mended that consideration be given to a faster means of ob,
taining critical equipment and materials than that indicated
In Ref. 7.

Figre 104. Average Repair Effort vs Refinery Size "8. Vulnerability and RepMirs of Large and Small Reffin.
For 1-Hr Shutdown Time And Three &Ye& The analysis contained in Appendix F* reveals that
Production Capacities large refineries are much more vulnerable to fast shutdown

times than smaller refineries. In case of an expected attack
and if a choice is needed and possible, it is recommended

not be depended on to cope wholehertedly and efficiently that the larger refineries be shut down in advance of the
with the recovery and resumption of operations of the plant attack and the smaller refineries be allowed to continue
because of more pressing personal problems. Training and operations. In addition, if a group of refineries were damaged
use of such a group for recovery would prove particularly due to a fallout event of the type considered in this study
effective in speeding up recovery, and if the shutdown times are known to be approximately

"3. Training of Plant Personnel. Most of the personnel the same, recovery of the smaller refineries should be per-
in refineries have only a general familiarity with the charac- formed first, other factors being equal."
teristics of radioactive fallout, the hazards and biological ef-
fect of ionizing radiations, and the countermeasures that
can be taken to reduce radiation hazards. In order that re- Blast Damage Repair
finery personnel may be able to carry out the necessary
countermeasures effectively, they should undergo a period A plant near a target area will be subjected to the many
of instruction and training in the fundamentals of the above destructive forces released by the exploding nuclear weapon.
subjects. At least, key personnel should undergo such in- These were discussed in Chapter VIII. Since no war effort
struction and training so that they can initiate protective can extend for more than a few days without a generous
measures and direct the recovery operations. flow of petroleum products, it is essential that damaged

"4. Emergency Shutdown Study and Personnel Drills. equipment be put on-stream as fast as possible.
Because of the large repair effort that may be required as a Walker 9 1 points out that after a blast, the decision to
result of fast emergency shutuX'wn. it is recommended that rebuild or repair a refinery or natural gasoline plant will hinge
a study be made to determine the optimum procedure for on what products are immediately needed, the availability of
carrying out fast emergency shutdown of various types of labor, equipment, supplies, and the extent of damage to the
refinery, and that personnel be instructed and drilled in such facility. Its location or accessibility to transportation would
procedure, certainly be an added factor for consideration. Refinery

"5. Radiological Reclamation of Industrial Complexe. damage in general can be related to the blast pressure (over-
Existing data on radiological reclamation are based on tests pressure) to which the installation was subjected. Figure
conducted in relatively simple areas, such as paved open 83 and Tables 40, 43, 44 and 45 show the extent of damage
space and uncomplicated residential mock ups: these data such pressures can cause. WalkerM points out the following:
include the determination of methods and procedures for After 0.3 to 0.5 psi overpressure, a ;efinery can produce
reclamation, the estimation of logistic requirements and the same proportion of products but only at 70% of its
rates of performance, and the evaluation of the effective- initial capacity.
ne-s and overall reduction of intensity of reclamation tech- (Not reroduced her)
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After 1.0 psi overpressure. a refinery temporarily shuts shown in Table 46 and in Figure 106. Since crude towping

down, but with minor repair to process controls, it can oper. units would most likely be first to be repeired, It is probeble
ate at about 50% of initial capacity. iet pori of sme pints could be put into operation be-

After 1.6 psi overpressure, a refinery Is totally sta down, fore she facility e completely rebuilt. Because of the inter-

primarily because of proces control damage by roof collapse depndence of pmo - within a complex refinery, there

in control rooms. (S@e Chapter VII). Figur1 83 shows the could be some aiticel balace problem develop undr such

damaing effects of higher overpressures. procedure. Opertion in wr time, howevw, is not nece-
swily unexacted so follow peace time practice.

Cat ofRapa's- Any estimate of cost under war time

Debris Rmovl conditons is no nere thn & guess, for econom conditions
could be consideral differnt than nora. The cost of

The repair of a reifinery cannot take place until first the rebuilding or relrin will depend on the skill of the workers

damaged equipnLnt is removed. It is possible that some re- required to do the work. plus materials. It is estimated that

movel of debris will take piace simultaneousy with decon. about 80% of the repair costs will be labor costs. The skills

tomination. Bull dozers, cutting torches, backhoes, graders, probably trded to r an installation am showi in Table

cranes, trucks and labor, all will make a concerted effort to 50.

lear the area. Engineers, constructors, and management Sased on an everage labor cost of $6.10 par hour, Tables

will be feverishly workiig to start reoostrucron. 51 and 52 and Figunt 107 show the possible cost to restore
vinous units to operation. Figure 107 compee repair costs
to new construction oet

Punoew e wid Equipment Exchmap These calculations we meant only to be ga l estimate
based on constuction com of the late 's and re given

It is possible in some cases where equipment is not avail- with full knowledge that war time conditions could be con-
able, that a nearby plant more seeely damaged will be used siderably differan Should govwnment controls be in effect
as a source of readily available materials and equipment. It at the time, it is pasib that cost could actually be low
is probeloe that engineers and labor will be "changed from than shown. The values gvn, however, should have rela-
other plants in mutual aid to get a selected plant into oper- tive significance.
ation as fast as possible. Where materials and supplies cannot
be readily obtained, the local EPGA representative will lend
amsstan. Security

stock Piles- Undamaged equipment in warehouses of
suppliers and in neighboring refineries will be of great value The probjems of plant security have in recent years Con-
in the reconstruction period. Planning for such emergncies tinued to increase in both need and importance to manage.
can be of inestimable value. A list of critical materials is ment. Security no longer can be thought of in terms of an
given in the Tables of the Appendix. old retired man sitting at the front gate. Extensive planning

On'r of Repa'r - The selection of the sequenc of repair by the conbined ~ of'xperts in various fields is now

will be dependen on the products needed at this time and required by all of the critical ica lz:."
amount and type of crude supply. A substitute cruCe might Security in indum cannot be measured in terms of so
be required. Probably a supply of gasoline, kerosene, (jet much equipment or in trm of so many police or firemen.
fuels) and diesel fuels will be in short supply. On this bais, The entire security system of a modem refinery is a com-
the following will be the order of repair: plate program from guard controls, fire and theft prevention,

I1) Crude Topping Unit disaster control, employee education as to the protection of
(2) Cracking Processes proprietary information, and other important documents,
(3) Procesing Units that upgjrade products " including audits, blueprints and critical information.
(4) Supporting Units Sabotage prevention is of utmost importance, and in
It is probable that specialty plants will supply sufficient time of war, this job alone could tax the relatively small

lubes and greases to meet emergency needs. security staff of the average plant. Disaster protection plan-
T~ie Required for Repair of Blast Damage - It is evident ning, including the protection of personnel and equipment

that the time of repair not only depends in specific cases on in time of war, is of greet importance to security.
the extent of damage, but on the availability of labor, sup- Security is a top management job. No moJern oper-
plies and equipment. If lines can be laid to a nearby plant. ation can long endure without some of their best "brains"

it may be possible to exchange feed stocks where each might working in this endeavor.
have different units capable of operation. Healy. 110 lists three present day hazards to be con-

Rebuilding time is slow, and even in peace time, it is a sidered in the design of physical controls.
disappointing experience when the delivery of a critical part I. Theft of company asset or property
of the installation is delayed. This situation is certain to be 2. Espionage involving both company and government
magnified in postattack conditions. Cannibalization of other secrt
damaged plants could furnish hard-to-get parts.

Walker. assuming normal delivery times, made time of re- 110 Healy, Richard J. "Design for Security- Aerosae Corp. John
pair estimates on the basis of labor requirement. His work is Wiley & Sons, Inc. FebnAay 1968
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Table 49. Repir Requiremnents by Refinery Type

Labor in Man-Days

Refinery Type Capacity, B/D 0.5 psi 1 Psi 5 psi 10 psi

Large fuel 78.000 36,000 128,000 178,000 292,000
150.0000 70.000 245,000 341,000 566.000

Smell fuel 24,000 7,000 24.000 36.000 77,000

Complete prcsing 194,000 82,000 289,000 402,000 640,000

Asphalt 12.000 3.000 11,000 16.000 28,000

14,000* 4,000 13,000 18,000 31,00

Asphalt and lube 7,000 2.000 6,000 10,000 22,000

Lube 4.000 1,000 4,000 6,00 18,000
27,000 7,000 25,000 37,000 72,000

*lncudsd to determne the ffect of ref inery size variaion on repeir requirem.

(After Walker)

Table W0. Craft Required to Repeir a Refinery Damaged by
Various Overpresuires

EquipmentNRepair Craft Comments

0.3-0.5 Cooling tower Carpeter Outer louvers broken

0.5 Instrumet. Glazier Glass front. broken

1.0-5.0 Structure and General construction Structures deformed
and tank Metal fabrication and "soft" equip-

Electrician/instrument men t damaged

5-10 Equipment General construction Equipment displaced
relocation Metal fabrication from foundation

Machining
Electrician/instrument

10 and Nearly total General construction "Hard equipment
higher rebuilding Metal fabrication suffers damage

Machining
Electrician/instrument
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TW*e 51. SUMmwy of Rep*i EuuiWMsiu 4

Unit bCOtY VeureW fln~lel Oawq. dmw TO To buil nuls-lalabm am Pei -ooi Do-i 1965
-ly now uni dollas

Crwdop Stil 80,00 34 Colloas of atteden Ignatwo its 4.2"0 40.00 330;=0

CallPee Of ae1"MwIN and vwwam010111 11tol 
I0?"7twsadutndn rare27 1, 40AM0 1.37,00

harnOve: crudta I0,00 6.5 Coolapse of furaft 163 3,170 2,40 246.00
Fluidca Collapse of fiectriontr end r ector.P ,@u 31A00 12 Oeformeation of regeerator support 251 20.700 30,000 1*1000
vapor eeoowy Ov'erturn absorber and lean oil stilluni - 4 tover W4d oup"ot 204 7*3 7X00 0200
cc,"toaft-M: Collae witch gper roof, secondary
FCC anw8kv. n'mle ag to av. pai and Imatfl.6 .units - 1.0 Ien" 1In 1.3W0 3,00 105,00
100'Oex 4' Lenaw of eantento into diked ea.
NoM e kq flotinRuture of bottom to twel Joint. Roofrfew wlde Ism'~d Wind girders end stairs
UMi mae d"fr.
tank 50% to
90% flled 671Mbbl 5 39 I60 3w0 6,2M0

(I tank

Of loon-
dstionl

T"b 52. Ropir Cost After 100s overponwuroi

Labor Require CalculatedAfter 10 pal Lahor Costt Total CatnRefiner TVpe capacity, 6/0 lman-deys) a=40', nw ll$
Lags fuel 78.000 29.000 $14.200 323,700150.000 "slow0 27,100 45,2%0
SmallN fuel 24.000 77.w 3.800 6.30
Complete Procesing 194.000 640,000 31,2W0 52,000
Amosimlt 12.000 281000 1.400 2,30)

14.000 31,000 1.500 2.500Asphalt and tube 7.000 22.000 1.100 1800
Lub* 4,000 18.000 O00 1.50027.000 72.000 3,50 5.80Q

'Mon<das rounded to weoest 1,000.
fAt - S8. 0h X a hr/day 1- 8/day.
$ Labor Cost + 0.G.
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40%III agj z

Figure10. I only sid, "Thisseems to be s poor time to begin tode-
velop a disater plan."

fSaace: .AM MWv & Soft /en. N. Y.J

overlooked by management representatives, because this Shortage of time can be minimized only by advanced plan-
area usually does not manifest itself as an operational prob- ning. Shortage of personnel can be minimized only by ad-
lem encountered during the regular business day. Because vance recruiting and training. Shortage of resources can be
of this, many organizations give little or no thought to minimized only by advance stockpiling. inventory of avail-
planning for disaster .... able resources, and by mutual aid agreements.

"A plan will not guarantee that a disaster will not develop 'Some emergency situations such as hurricanes and
because emergemy situations, especially those resulting from floods are predictable in advance. Although the destructive
natural phenomena, usually cannot be prevented. However, force cannot be avoided, it is possible to take advantage of
actions taken to cope with an emergency situation as it be. the warning time available to minimize the damage of the
gins to develop may prevent a disaster from developing into initial impact. On the other hand, there may be no ad-
a tragedy.., vanceJ warning such as in the case of an earthquake or ex-

"An emergency is a situation characterized by one or plosion. In such instances, it may not be possible to avoid
more of the following conditions: shortage of time, person- or decrease the human or material cost of the initial impact.
nel, material resources. However, by placing an emergency plan into operation im-

"An emergency is significant if it represents a hazard to mediately, it may be possible to avoid additional costly
life or material, or if it contributes to human suffering, damage."
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The following tables estimate the amount of repair material required to replace varioue refinery unitL. For more detail

refer to the reference cited.

Table IL Critical Msterials Requirements for Petroleum Refining

Crude Oistillation
(including deselting, vacuum and stabilization)

Tabulation of Material Requiremeits)

Unit Capacity B/So
Crude Charge 10,000 75,000 150,00

I. Copper
A. Wire and cable (in feet)

1. 600V, Single
conductor

(Size)

12 70,000 88,000 100,00010 25,000 40,000 60,00)8 10.000 20,O0 50,0006 3,000 5,000 7,0004 5,000 81000 15,0002 4,000 10,000 18,0001/0 500 8O0 1,0002/0 2,000 3,000 4,0003/0 1,000 1,800 2,0004/0 2,000 3,500 4,000250 MCM 2.000 5,000 6.000300 MCM 800 1,5(j0 2,000350 MCM 1,500 2,700 3,000500 MCM 
100

2. 5 KV, Single
conductor

(Size)

4 1,200 2,000 2,5002 2,000 3.000 3.5001
1/02/0 - --/0- 2,200
3/0 1,000 1,400
4/0

250 MCM 
80-

3. 12 KV, 3 conductor
(Size)

1/0 500 8002/0 
- 200

4/0 - 1,200
B. Other (in tons) 12 15 20

II. Aluminum (in tons) 15 40 70
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TM. 16. Crttica Mawe Is Raqukwments for Petroleum Refninsg (Continued)

Unit Capacity /So

Cude Chage 10.0oo 75.0o 150.o0o

Ill. Pumps, Compremms em
(numer of units)

A. Pump and Motors (HP)
0.20 19 7 13
21-100 14 10 9
126 - 1 3
150 -1 1

200 - 5 2

250 - 1
350 - 2 1
400 - - 1

i Pn"s and Turbine (HP)
500 - 2 -
am _ - 1

1.2o _ - I

C. Miscellaneous Drivers (HP|
Fan and Motors

0.20 22 14 26
21-100 - 14 22

IV. Electrical
(number and type)
A. Trasformers

13,800/480V 1-1,000KVA 3-1,000KVA 4-1.OO)KVA
13.000/4100V - 1.1,500KVA 1-3.750KVA

480/120V 11OKVA 2-30KVA 3-30KVA

0. Switchger
(cuicles)

13.800V 4 6

C. Motor Control
centers

480V 1 3 4

V. Instrumentation (number)
A. Temperature Tranm itters 9 12 15
B. Pressure Indicators 17 21 23
C. Flow Transmitters 55 70 74
D. Level Instruments 15 15 15
E. Local Controllers 13 17 21
F. Temperature Elements 200 250 300
G. Presmure Elements 125 150 175
H. Flow Elements 12 12 12
I. Leve Gauges 30 30 30
J. Solenoid Valves 10 13 15
K. Control Valves 60(1'1/3") 80(2-6") 90(3-10")
L Relief Valves 5 8 8
M. Multipoint Temperature Recorders 2 4 4
N. Receiver Controllers 55 80 85
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Table 15. CrItkca Materis Reuh em.t for petokleu Refining (Continued)

Unit Capaity 9/SO
Crude Charg 10.000 75.000 150,000

0. Receiver Records400
P. Receiver indicators 4 05

CL Alrm Sitdm5 660.Alr Sichs20 30 40

Tabulation of Utility Requiremnts

Unit OCacity SO
Crude Chr" 10.000 75.000 150,000
1. Electricity (KVA) 46350 02. Fuel Gas (SCFH?5,00350 ,0
3. Cooling Water (GPM) 670 .000 710,0004. Steam (lbs./hour) 9600 72.000 144000
5. Air (CFMI .w7,0V14W(a) Instru.mnt air 10020 0Wb Plant air 200 3W
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Tabe 1& Catlytic Reforming and Fed Prepaaton

Tabulation of Material Requirements 1

Unit Capacity B/SD

Fresh Feed 5,000 20,000 40.000

I. Coper
A. Wire and cable (in feet)

1. 800V, Single conductor
(Size)

12 50.000 80.000 90,000
10 15,000 25.000 28.000
8 6.000 10,000 13,000
6 2,000 2.500 3,000
4 3,000 4,000 5,000

2. 600V. Single conductor
(Size cont'd.)

2 3,500 5,000 6,000
1/0 3,000 .4,000 4,500
2/0 2,000 2,500 3,000
3/0 1,000 1,200 1.500
4/0 800 1,500 1,500

250 MCM 1,800 2,300 2,300
300 MCM 500 500 500
400 MCM 1,000 1,300 1,300

3. SKV. Single Conductor
(Sizel

4 1,000 1,200 1,200
1 1,000 1,200 1,200

3/0 1,000 1,200 1,200
4. 15KV

3 conductor
(Size)
350 MCM 500 1,000 1.000

II. Pumps, Compressors, etc.
(number of units)
A. Pumps and Motors (HP)

0-20 9 8 10
21-100 9 9 8

125-200 2 5 4
250-500 1 2 4

B. Compressors and drivers (HP)
1. Turbines

2.000-3,000 1 - -
3.000-3,500 1 1

Ill. Electrical
(number and type)
A. Transformers

13,800/4,160V - - 1-3,500K VA
13.800/2.400V 1-2.OOOKVA 1-3,OOOKVA -
4,160/480V 1-1,500KVA 1-1,500KVA 1-1,500KVA

480/240V 2-100KVA 3-100KVA 4-100KVA
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Table 16. Catalytic Reforming and Feed Preparation (Continued)

Unit Capacity B/SO

Frah Feed 5.000 20,000 40,000

Ill. Electrical, cont'd.
(number and type)
S. Switchgear

2,400V I -
4,1160V - 1 1

C. Motor control
centers 1 2 3

D. Instrumentation (number)
1. Temperature elements 75 130 170
2. Pressure elements 100 370 480
3. Flow elements 34 43 60
4. Level instruments 16 28 35
5. Temperature transmitters 4 9 12
6. Flow transmitters 30 40 60
7. Pressure controllers 4 7 10
8. Local controllers 4 4 69. Controllers 53 168 9010. Multipoint temperature rcorders 3 6 8

11. Recorders 4 4 8
12. Indicators 4 4 6
13. Alarm switches 16 20 30
14. Level gauges 18 31 55
15. Control valves 40 55 75
16. Solenoid valves 2 4 6
17. Pressure relief valves 20 38 50

Tabulation of Utility Requirements

1. Electricity (EVA) 1,400 2,300 2,800
2. Fuel gas (SCFH) 85,000 310,000 610,000
3. Cooling water (GPM) 2,600 9,900 19,200
4. Steam (lbs./hour) 2,300 8,000 15,500
5. Air (CFM)

a. Instrument air 90 120 150
b. Plant air 800 800 800

Tabulation of Initial Fill Catalysts

1. Hydrotreat-.r- catalyst required
a. Type; Cobalt-Molybdenum (cubic feet) 410 1,860 3,400

2. Catalytic reformer- catalyst required
a. Type; Platinum (cubic feet) 575 2,550 4,800
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Table 17. Camtk: Cracking

Tabulation of Material Requirements

Unit Capacity 9/SD

Freh Feed 10.000 31,000 60,000

I. Copper
A. Wire and cable (in feet)

1. 600V, Single conductor
(Size)
12 75,800 686,200 66,200
10 3,600 1,200 -
a 12,000 1,200 2,400
6 12,000 1,200 -
4 10,800 - -

3 2,400 -

2 7,200 - 2,400
0 4,800 10,800 2,400

3/0 8,750 3,600 4,000
4/0 - 9.600 6.000
300 MCM - 2.400 8,400

2. 6KV, Single conductor
(Size)

8 - 9.600 10,800
6 - 4.800 6,000
4
2 - 9,600

3. Insrumont control cable
a. No. 20 multiconductor control cable

(single wire) 200,000 200,000 200,000
b. Thermocouple lead wire.1/C 30,000 30,000 30.000

B. Other (in tons) 54 100 145

II. Pumps, Compressors, etc.
(number of units)
A. Pumps and motors (HP)

0-20 10 4 3
21-100 20 11 4

125 - 5 3
150 - 2 4
200 - 2 6
250 - 2 1
300 - 2 3
350 - 2 -

500 - - 6
B. Compressors and drivers (HP)

1. Condensing turbines
a. Air blower 4,150 14,500 24,500
b. Wet gas compressor 2,110 7.500 12,500

Ill. Electrical (number and type)
A. Transformers (3)

13,800/4,160V - 1-1,500KVA 1-5,OOOKVA
13,800/480V 1-I.OOOKVA 1-1,500KVA 1-1,500KVA
4,160/120V 1-150KVA 1-15OKVA 1-150KVA
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Table 17. Catytic Cracking (Continued)

Unit Capacity B/SD
Fresh Feed 

10,000 35,000 60,000

Ill. Electrical (number and type), cont'd.
B. Switchgear (cubicles) 2 3 3C. Motor control- centers 1 2 2

IV. Instrumentation

A. Tomperature transmitters 10 10 10B. Pressure indicators 120 120 120C. Flow transmitters 
35 35 35D. Level instruments 33 33 33E. Local controllers 
10 10 10F. Temperature elements, thermocouple 70 70 70G. Pressure elements 20 20 20H. Flow elements 
45 45 45I. Levelgauges 
50 50 50J. Control valves 1-1/2" to 3" 72 60 30K. Control valves 4" to 6" 3 10 25L. Control valves 8" and over - 5 20M. Relief valves 35 35 35N. Multipoint temperature recorders 2 2 20. Receiver controllers 69 69 69P. Receiver recorders 22 22 22. Receiver indicators 7 7 7R. Alarm switches .*A I pa e l I pa el I panel

S. Transducers MV/air 100 100 1n
T. Flow indicators 

10 10 10U. Thermometers 
40 40 40

Tabulation of Utility Requirements
.. Electricity (KVA) 1,020 2,950 5,0602. Cooling water (GPM) 11,520 40,300 68,7503. Steam (Ibs./hour) 

112,100 393.000 690,000
4. Air (CFM)

a. Instrument air 150 150 150b. Plant air 
200 200 200

Tabulation of Initial Fill Catalysts

1. Equilibrium Catalyst (in tons)
(for plant fill) 90 310 5402. New Catalyst (in tons) (for inventory) 200 700 1,200
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T"b 18. Direct Fired. Freo* Feed Heewa for CaUtatc Cracking]

Tabulation for Material Requirements

Unit Capacity B/SD

Fresh Feed 
10.000 36,000 60.000

I. Copper
A. Wire and cable (in feetl

instrument control cable
1. No. 20 multiconductor control cable 10 ,0 ,0

(single wire) 
.0 ,0 ,0

1I. Instrumentation (number)
A. Temperature transmitters 

3 4 6

a. Flow transmitters 
1 2 4

C. Temperature elements 
3 4 6

D. Flow elements 
1 2

E. control valves 1- 112" to 3" 1 2 4

F. Control valves 4' to 6"11
G. Relief Valves 

1 2 2

H. Multipomnt tempera ture recorders 2 3 I

1. Receiver controllers23
J. Receiver recorders 

-1 3

K. Alarm switches 
I pael I pane 1 panel

Tabulation of Utility Requirements

Fresh Feed

1. Fuel gas ISCFM) 
43.000 150,00~0 260,000
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T"bl 19. CO Boiler far Catalytic Cracking

Tabulation of Material Requirements

Unit Capacity 8/SO

Freh Feed 10,000 35,000 60,000

I. C pper
A. Wire and cable (in feet)

a. 600V. Single conductor
(Size)

12 1,200 1,200 1,200
2 1,200 - -

b. 6KV, Single conductor
(Size)

8 - 1,200 -
6 - - 1,200

II. Pumps, Compressors, etc.
(number of units)
A. Pumps and motors (HP)

21.100 1 --

200 - 1
300 - - 1

8. Miscellaneous drivers (HP)
a. Forced draft fan

21-100 1 -
175 - 1
300 - - 1

Ill. Electrical (number and type)
(capacity included in catalytic cracking unit)

IV. Instrumentation (number)
A. Pressure indicators 2 2 2
S. Flow transmitters 5 5 5
C. Level instruments I 1 I
D. Pressure elements 4 4 4
E. Flow elements 5 5 5
F. Levelgauges 2 2 2
G. Control valves 3 3 3
H. Relief valves 2 3 3
1. Receiver controllers 3 3 3
J. Receiver recorders 12 12 12
K. Receiver indicators 2 2 2
L. Alarm switches 1 panel 1 panel 1 panel
M. Flameguards 1 1 1

Tabulation of Utility Requirements

1. Electricity (KVA) 53 155 265
2. Fuel gas (SCFH) 5,000 15,000 25,000
3. Boiler feed water (GPM) 90 300 540
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Tab" 20. Delayd Coking

Tabulation of Material Requirements

Unit Capacity 8/SD

Fruh Faed 5.000 20.000 35.000

Coke Itons/sd) 365 1,460 2,560

.cope
A. Wire and Cable (in feet)

1. 600V. Single conductor

Iiel12 40.000 70,000 100,000

10 15.000 25.000 40.000

8 6.000 10,000 17,500

6 1,500 1,200 2,500

4 4,000 3,000 6,000

21.500 3,500 4,000
2/ 2,000 4,000 10,000

2/0 2.000 3,000 4000
2/0 1,500 2,000 3,000
4/0 800 1200 1,500

25 0MC 2.000 4000 6,000
350 MCM -2000

40 MCM 2.250 2,700 3,600
2. 0 5 Snlecndco
(.5KSingeonuco

(Sze - 1,000 2,000
3/0 800 -

3.1K.3cnuco
3.15V,3ze nuco

350 MCM 600 800 1000

a. Other (in tons) 1 65

11. Aluminum (in tons) 4 12 24

Ill. Pumps, Compressors, etc.

(number of units)

0-20 12 82 87
21-100 1 21

125
150
2002
250 1
300 2 1
40023

9. Pumps and turbines (HP)
1. Condensing turbine12

1.100112

IV. Electrical (number and type)
A. Transformers -,OKA 1370V

13,800/4,160 1-750KOOKA -35KA
1 3.800/480V1-5KA
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Table 20. Delayed Coking (Continued)

Unit Capacity B/SD
Fresh Feed 5,000 20,000 35,000
Coke (tons/sd) 3685 1,460 2,560

IV. Electrical (number and type), cont'd.
A. Transformers, cont'd.

13.800/120V 1-45KVA _4,160/480V4,160/10V- 
1-750KVA 2-750KVA4,160/120V 

- 1-75KVA 1-112.5KVA6. Switchgear

(See Pumps and motors Item III-A above)
C. Motor Control

centurs
8 vertical units 1 1 1
4 vertical units

D. Cubicles
4,160V 

7 10

V. Instrumentation
A. Temperature elements 120 160 280B. Pressure elements 103 131 159C. Flow elements 6l 90 112
D. Level instruments 15 15 15
E. Level gauges 15 15 15
F. Temperature transmitters 12 24 36
G. Pressure transmitters 13 21 29
H. Flow transmitters 38 50 62
I. Local controllers 4 4 4
J. Receiver controllers 36 48 60
K. Receiver recorders 36 56 73
L. Receiver indicators 36 46 56
M. Multipoint temperature recorders 2 3 5N. Alarms 22 30 3
0. Solenoid valves 8 38
P. Control valves 48 ( 12
0. Relief valves 48 (2-4") 60 (2-8") 72 (2-10")
R. Thermal relief valves 11 21 31
S. Gamma ray level 15 15 152 6 10

Tabulation of Utility Requirements
I. Electricity (KVA) 617 1,625 3,2122. Fuel gas (SCFH) 75,000 220,000 375,0003. Cooling water (GPM) 2,500 6,000 11,0004. Boiler feed water (GPM) 35 105 175
5. Steam (lbs./hour)

a. Steam demand 15,000 35,000 65,000b. Steam generated in unit 15,000 45,000 75,000c. Net steam produced - 10,000 10,0006. Air (CFM) Instrument air (65 psig) 100 160 200
Plant air (100 psig) 1,500 2,000 4000
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T"bI 21. Hydrotketnin

Tabulation of Material Requirements

Unit Capacity BISD

Fresh Feud 5,000 20,000 40,000

I. Copper
A. Wire and cable (in feet)

1. 600V, Single conductor
(Size)

12 15,000 20,000 20.000

10 4,000 S,000 6,000

8 1,500 2,000 3,000

6 500 800 800

4 1,000 1,000 1,500

2 1,000 1,000 2,000

1/0 8O0 1,20 1,200

210 500 500 500

3/0 300 300 300

4/0 200 300 500

300 MCM 500 500 500

2. 5KV, Single conductor
(Size)

4 500 500 500
3/0 1,000 1,000 1,200

B. Other (in tons)
1. Admiralty metal tubing 9 25 35

II. Pumps, Compressors, etc.
A. Pumps and Motors (HP)

0-20 2 2 2

21-100 3 3 2

125-200 - 2 2

250-500 
- 2

B. Compressors and drivers (HP)
1. Turbines

2500-3,000 
1 - -

3,000-3.500 -1 1

Ill. Electrical (number and type)
A. Transformers

13,800/2,400V _ - 1-1,000KVA

13,800/480V 1.750KVA 1-1,000KVA 1-1.000KVA

480/240V 2-50KVA 3-50KVA 2-100KVA

B. Switchgear
480V 1 1 1

C. Motor Control- centers 1 1 2

IV. Instrumentation (number)
A. Temperature elements 25 50 65

B. Pressure elements 30 120 160

C. Flow elements 14 14 18

D. Level instruments 8 10 10

E. Temperature transmitters 2 3 4
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TabO 21. Hydotes ng (Continus)

Unit Capeity B/SD

Freah Feed 51000 20,000 40.000

IV. Insftrmentation (number), cont'd.
F. Flow transmitters 10 12 20
G. P.eare controllers 2 3 3
H. Local controllers 1 1 2
1. Controllers 15188
J. Multipomnt temperature recorders I
K. Recorders 1I
L. Indicators 1 12
M. Control velvet 16 16s1
N. Pressure relief valves 13 16 18

Tabulation of Utility Requirements

1. Electricity (KVA) 400 750 1,500
2. Fuel gas (SCFH) 30,000 105.000 200.000
3. Cooling water (GPM) 1,300 4,500 9.500
4. Steam (abs./hour) Ow 3,000 SAW0
5. Air (CFM)

(a) Instrument air 35 35 35
Wb Plant air 500 500 500
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T"bl 22. Hy*owwsking

Tabulation of Material ReWuirments

Unit Capacity B/SD

Fresh Fed 10,000 20,000 40,000

I. Copper
A. Wire and cable (in fet)

1. 6oV. Single conductr
ISize,

14 41,000 90,000 162,000
12 22,000 40,300 72,000
10 18,000 34,000 64,000
a 9,000 16,000 29,000
6 13.000 23,500 39,000
2 7,000 12,000 21,000
1 750 1.500 2,700

2/0 6,000 9,000 15,500
3/0 1A00 1,000 1,600
4/0 2,500 4,000 7,600

350 MCM 2,000 2.000 3,300
5 0 MCM - 600 1,000
750 MCM - 200 300

2. 2.400V feeders
(Size)

2 300 500 700
1/0 200 200 400

500 MCM 500 700 1,000
3. 15KV cable

(Sizel
0/0 1,000 3,000 5,000

750 MCM 1,000 2,000 3,000
B. Other (in tons) 52 98 163

II. Aluminum (in tons)
Conduit, fittings and miscellaneous
(no electrical conductors) 6 12 20

Ill. Pumps, Compressors, etc. (number of units)
A. Pumps and Motors (HP)

0-20 4 3 1
21-100 5 7 8

101-500 4 7 10
1. Pumps and turbines (HP)

1,500 2 3 -
3,000 - - 3

C. Compressors and drivers (HP)
1. Recycle gas compressor turbine 2-700HP 1-2,500HP 1-5,000HP

2-2.500HP 3-3,000HP 1-9,OOOHP
2. Hydrogen make-up and booster

compressor turbine 2-700HP 3-1,000HP 3-2.OOOHP
D. Miscellaneous dribers (HP)

1. Fans and motors
0-20 12 8 -

21-100 12 16 24
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Table 22. Hydrocracking (Coninued)

Unit Capacity 8/So
Fresh Feed 10,000 20,000 40,000

IV. Electrical (number and type)
A. Transformers

13,800/2,400V 1-6,000KVA 1.12,000KVA 2-12,OOOKVA13,800/480V 1.1,500KVA 1-3,OOOKVA 14,OOKVA
B. Switchgear

480V 2 2 22,400V 1 1 1C. Motor control centers
480V 2 2 22.400V 2 2 2

V. Instrumentation (number)
A. Temperature elements 132 198 426B. Temperature indicators 24 36 92C. Control valves and positioners 48 72 156D. Alarms 34 51 112E. Levelgauges 13 18 24F. Prsure indicators 96 128 164G. Field transmitters 66 96 184H. Field indicators, recorders and controllers 34 42 52I. Control panel instruments 51 76 163

Tabulation of Utility Requirements

1. Electricity (KVA) 3,000 6,000 10,0002. Fuel gas (SCFH) 200,000 300,000 600,0003. Cooling water (GPM) 8,500 17,000 25,5004. Steam (lbs/hour) 78,000 130,000 208,000
5. Air (CFM)

(a). Instrument air 85 125 200(b). Plant air 250 300 400
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Table 23. Hydrogen Plant

Tabulation of Material Requirments

Unk Capacity M SCFD

Hydrogn Produced 10,000 40,000 60,000

I. Coper
A. Wire and cable (in feet)

1. 60OV, .gne conductor
(Sin)

14 13,000 18,000 23,000
;2 3,000 4,100 6,200
10 300 400 600
8 1,50 2,000 3,000
6 6,000 8,000 10,000
4 1,000 1,200 1,800
2 1,000 2,000 3,800

1/0 1,200 3.000 4,800
3/0 1.000 1,200 1,200

350 MCM 600 1,000 1,500
2. 2,400 V feeders

(Sin)
1 2,000 2.400 3,200

300 MCM 1,200 1,800 2,300
350 MCM 1,200 1,800 2,400

3. ISKV cable
(SMize)
500 MCM 2,200 3,200 4,000

B. Ow (in tons) 9 12 15

II. Aluminum (in tons) 2 4 8

I1. Pumps, Compressors, etc. (number of units)
A. Pumps and Motors (HP)

0-20 4 3 3
21-100 3 5 5

101-400 3 4 4
S. Compressors and drivers (HP)

Motors
21.100 I I 1

C. Miscellaneous fans and motors
0-20 2 - -

21-100 - 2 2

IV. Electrical (number and type)
A. Transformers

13,800/2,400V 2-1,OOOKVA 2-2,500KVA 2-3,OOOKVA
13,8001480V 2-1,OOOKVA 2-2,OOOKVA 2-4,000KVA

a. Switchgear
480V 1 1 1

2,400V I 1 1
C. Motor control centers

480V 4 6 8
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VA

Tah@ 23. Hydrogm Plant (Continued)

Unit Capacity M SCFD

Hydrogen Produced 10.000 40,0 .0

V. Instrumentation (number)
A. Temperature elements 38 62 as
B. Temperature indicators 15 28 42
C. Control valves and positionr 40 60 so0. Alarms 30 35 42
E. Level Gauges 12 15 22
F. Pressure indicators *47 60 78
G. Field transmitters 57 72 s6
H. Filid indicators, recorders and controllers 22 38 55
1. Control -ae instruments 42 58 72

Tabulation of Utilty Requirements

1. Electricity (KVA) 250 850 I'm5
2. Fuel gas (SCFH) 100.000 400,000 600,000
3. Cooling water (GPM) 3,000 12,000 18,000
4. Boiler feed water (GPM) 70 280 420
5. Steam (lbs./hour)

Net steam produced 7.000 18,000 26,000
6. Air (CFM)

(a) Instrument air 30 90 120
Wb Plant air 120 300 400

Tabulation of Initial Fill Catalysts

1. Reformer (cubic feet) 300 1,200 1,8002. Shift converter (cubic feet) 1,000 4,000 6,0003. Methanator (cubic feet) 250 1.000 1,500
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Table 24. Alkylation

Unit Caopecity B/SO

Aviation Aikylat Production 1.000 3,500 6.000

Olefin Feed 500 2,060 3,530

I. Copper
A. Wir and cable (in feet)

1. 600V. Single conductor
(Size) 12 20,000 20,000 15.000

S 600 12,000 12,000
* 4,500 5.000 -

600 MCM - 1,200 2,400

2. 5KV. Single conductor
(Size) 6 _ - 1,200

B. Other (in tons) 1.0 1.8 2.0

I. Pumps. Compresbors, e. (number of units)
A. Pumpo and moto" (HP)

020 34 34 25

21.100 2 5 6

400 
-

L. Compreors and drivers IMP)
1,s - -

1.500 
-

1,750 -1 -
2,750 _- 1

C. Miscellaneous drivers (HP)
1. Mixers and motors

21-100 10 16

III. Electrical (number and type)
A. Transfo

13.800/480V 2-7SOKVA 2-1,200KVA 1-1,500KVA

13.800/2.400V - 1.1,500KVA

480/120V 2-15KVA 2-15KVA 2-15KVA

9. Switchgee (cubicles)
5OOV 5 5 5

5KV _ - 2

C. Motor control centers
600V 4 4 4

IV. Instrumentation
A. Flow elements 25 35 45

1. Flow transmitters 40 43 45

C. Flow recorders 25 21 20

0. Flow recor controllers 15 20 25

E. Temperature elements 50 55 60

F. Temperature indicators 50 55 60

G. Temperature recorder controllers 10 10 10

H. Pressure elements 75 80 85

I. Pressure indicators 75 80 85
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Tale 24. Alkylation (Continued)

Unit Capacity B/SD

Aviation Alkylate Production 1,000 3,500 6,000
Olefin Feed 590 2,060 3,530

IV. Instrumentation, cont'd.
J. Pressure recorder controllers 15 16 17
K. Lli instruments 15 18 20
L Level recorder co.trollers 15 18 20
M. Level gauges 15 18 20
N. Control valves 55 63 72
0. Low and high level alarms 10 10 10
P. Alarm switches 20 20 20
0. Multipoint temperature recorders 1 1 1
R. Relief valves 55 55 56

Tabulation of Utility Requirements

1. Electricity (KVA) 1,375 2,000 2.490
2. Cooling water (GPM) 3,000 5,500 8,000
3. Steam (lbs./hour)

(a) Total 650 lb. steam 27,500 66,000 96,000
(b) 650 lb. steam to compesor

(exhausting to process system) 27,500 65,000 91,500
() Process requirements (reboilers, etc.) 21.500 60,000 96,000
Id) Added requirements for process over

that provided from turbine exhausts (6.000) (5,000) 4,500
4. Air (CFM)

(a) Instrument air 158 190 205
1b) Plant air 200 200 200
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Supp.ment

Hint Content of Various Solid rand Liquid Fuels

Notes:
A. Data on hydroelectricity and electricity from nuclear power were furnished by the Federal Power Commission.
B. Import and export data for mineral fuels were compiled from data published by the Bureu of the CensuL.
C. Consumption data re calculated from production, minus exports (including shipments to noncontiguous territories),

plus imports. plus or minus stock change: except for bituminous coal and lignite which represents actual consumption
including a small amount consumed in noncontiguous territories.

0. Heat values used
1. Bituminous coal ........................... 26,200,000 B.t.u./short ton
2. Anthracite ............................... 25,400,000 B.t.u./hort ton
3. Crude petroleum ........................... 5,800,000 B.t.u./barrel
4. Gasoline ............... ................. 5,248,000 B.t.u./berrel
5. Kerosine .................................. 5,670.000 B.t.u./barrel
6. Distillate fuel oil ........................... 5,825,000 B.t.u./barrel
7. Residual fuel oil ........................... 6,287,000 .. t.u./barrel
S. Lubricants ................................ 6,064,800 U.t.u./barrel
9. Wax .................................... 5,537,280 B.t.u./barrel

10. Asphalt ................................. 6,636,000 8.t.u./barrel
11. Petroleum coke ............................ 6,024,000 B.t.u.barrel
12. Miscellaneous ............................. 5,796,C30 B.t.u./barrel

Ntrlias wet.-For 1964 and prior years the gross production is multiplied by 1075 B.t.u. per cubic foot minus the
volume of gas used for repressuring. vented, or flared multiplied by 1035 B.t.u. per cubic foot. The new basis consists
of the dry natural gas production which excludes gas used for represauring, vented, or flared multiplied by 1032 B.tu.
(1031 B.t.u. for 1969) per cubic foot to which is added the computed energy equivalent of the extraction loss based
on the heat value of natural gas liquids production.
Natural gas dry.-For 1964 and prior years. the conversion factor used in 1035 B.t.u. per cubic foot. Data for 1965-68
is on the new basis converting at 1032 B.t.u. per cubic foot and for 1969 and 1970, 1031 cubic foot is used.
Natural gas liquids.-For 1964 and prior years, a weighted average B.t.u. based on production is used, derived by con-
verting natural gasoline and cycle products at 110,000 6.t.u. per gallon and LP-gas, including ethane, at 95.500 B.t.u.
per gallon. The new procedure differs by converting the ethane production separately at 73,390 B.t.u. per gallon.
Hydroelectricity and electricity from nuclear power.-Beginning with the 1964 data, hydro and nuclear power are con-
verted to coal input equivalent at the prevailing average pounds of coal per kilowatt hour each year at central electric
plants, using 12,000 B.t.u. per pound. Prior to 1964, 13,100 B.t.u. per pound was used.
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